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ABSTRACT
New Journalism and Direct Cinema reflect a unique conjoined moment in the
evolution of nonfiction writing and filmmaking in the United States. I argue that the.se
movements developed as a specific response to the shift from a modern to a postmodern,
aesthetic, a shift away from faith in a coherent reality at a historical moment, the 1960s.
Ill an attempt to capture reality using new methods that would raise the status of
nonfiction, writers and filmmakers in these movements call attention to process and
“style.” At first glance, these experiments with new styles appear radical; instead. New
Journalism and Direct Cinema— in opposition to their “revolutionary” reputations—
function to conserve traditional views of reality. Ultimately, 1 claim, their innovative
narrative style and emphasis on process undermine their attempt to reinforce a
correspondent relationship between print and film language and the “real” material world.
'However, the innovative methods of writers like Tom Wolfe and Truman Capote and
filmmakers like Robert Drew, Albert and David Maysles, and Charlotte Zwerin sparked a
discussion about genre, language, and representation that established specific
expectations about nonfiction that continue to define documentary tor readers and
viewers into the twenty-first century.
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NEW JOURNALISM AND DIRECT CINEMA
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INTRODUCTION
WRITING W ITH LIGHT

Realism is cm issue not only fo r literature: it is a mqfor political, philosophical
and practical issue and must be handled and explained as s u c h as a matter o f general
human interest J
Bertolt Brecht

“W riting with light,” a literal translation o f “photography,” suggests a rich
history/tradition o f comparisons, and even competition, between print and visual
mediums. In part, the competition for status focused on which medium could best
represent reality and found advocates in nonfiction writers and filmmakers. In 1922, the
year R obert Flaherty’s documentary Nanook o f the North was released, journalist Walter
Lippmann commented in Public Opinion about a shift in cultural authority from print to
visual images: “Photographs have the kind o f authority over imagination to-day which
the printed work had yesterday, and the spoken word before that.”^ French New Wave
film m aker Alexander Astruc made explicit the comparison between writing and
film m aking when he coined the phrase “camera-stylo.” In a 1948 article, he claimed,
“By [this metaphor] I mean that the cinema will gradually break, free [ ...] to become a

' B erto lt Brecht qtd. in Colin MacCabe, “Realism and the Cinema: Notes on
Some B rechtian Theses,” in Contemporary Film Theory, ed. Antony Easthope (London
and New York: Longman, 1993), 53.
^ W alter Lippmann qtd. in Miles Orvell, The Rea! Thing: Imitation and
A uthenticity in American Culture. 1880-1940 (Chapel Hill: University North Carolina
Press, 1989), 151.
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3
means o f writing just as flexible and subtle as written language.”^ From its inception,
cinema sought to raise its status by comparisons to writing and literature as well as other
established art forms such as painting, theatre, and dance.
By the second half o f the twentieth centuiy, as cinema reigned, writers were
invoking comparisons to filmmaking. In an interview published in the first issue o f the
ioumal Creative Nonfiction (1993), essayist John M cPhee’s description o f his process of
writing strikingly resembles the dociimentaiy style o f filmmaking: he goes out “not
knowing w hat to expect, [ ...] looking for characters to sketch, arresting places to
describe, dialogue to capture.” When interviewing, he makes sure his “notebook is
always visible, a factor between us. I f s like a film crew, only less obtTusive,”'*
W hen writing about John Steinbeck’s nonfiction inspiration for the fictional
>es o f W rath. William Howarth captures the dynamics that specifically link
documentary writing and filmmaking and a hunger for reality: “Documentary is a terra
used since the 1920s to denote the wedding o f reportage, the investigati ve methods o f
journalism and sociology, to new fomis o f mass-media imagery, especially
photography.”* He goes on to assert that documentary “tends to flourish in periods o f
grave social crisis, traumas that fracture public trust and arouse a clam or for indisputable
facts. In this century the impulse has come in twenty- to thirty-year waves, from preWorld W a r I Muckraking to the New Joumalism o f the Vietnam era” (55). The historical

^ Alexander Astruc qtd. in Michael Selig, “The Rlietoric o f Documentary,” Post
Script: Essays in Film and the Humanities 9:1-2 (Fall 1989 - W inter1990): 111.
* M ichael Pearson, “Twenty Questions: A Conversation with John McPhee,”
Creative Nonfiction 1.1 (1993): 81, The Direct Cinema filmmakers would also strive to
be “unobtrusive.”
^ W illiam Howarth, “The Mother o f Literature: Joumalism and J h e Grapes o f
Wrath,” in Literary Joumalism in the Twentieth Century, ed, Norman Sims (New York:
Oxford U niversity Press, 1990), 55.
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rhythms o f these waves coincide in the New Journalism and Direct Cinema movements
that emerged after W'WII in the United States when writers and filmmakers explored new
ways to report about their world. In The Documentarv Idea, when Jack Ellis argues that
documentary “as an artistic form [ . . , ] originated in motion, pictures,”^ he finds an
analogue in the nonfiction novel and the New Joimialist style o f reporting. David
Masyles, explaining what he and his brother Albert were trying to achieve with their new
style o f documentary fi,lmmaki.ng, Direct Cinema, claimed “Truman Capote’s book [In
Cold Blood] is the closest thing to our owm work we have come across. What we are
doing is in direct parallel in motion picture form to what Capote is doing in the literary
form.”’ However, no one has fully explored the connections between these two
movements. In a June 2003 interview, Robert Drew', the founding father o f Direct
Cinema, aclmowledged that the New Journalist writers had influenced his work and
affirmed that this connection “needs to be made.”*
T he synchronous emergence o f these movements— New Joumalism and Direct
Cinema— in the United States suggests that a shift was taking place. As Postmodernism
began to b lu r the distinction between fact and fiction and the realistic novel had lost favor
to the m odernist text, New Journalism reportage and Direct Cinema filmmaking emerged
and made claims about “reality.” By offering new styles o f recording and interpreting
reality, th e innovative methods o f these writers and filmmakers sparked a discussion
®Ja c k C. Ellis, The Documentarv Idea: A Critical .History o f English-Language
Documetitarv Film, and Video (New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1989), 4.
’ Q td. in Jonas Mekas, “Movie journal,” Village Voice (March 3, 1966): 21.
Barsam u s e s this quotation in his 1973 edition o f Nonfiction Film: A Critical History,
250-251; however, by the 1992 “revised and expanded” edition, this reference is reduced
to a parenthetical note comparing the direct cinema approach to “the ‘nonfiction novel’ o f
such w riters as Truman Capote and Tom Wolfe” (330). David M aysles’ comment is what
inspired th is dissertation.
* R obert Drew, Telephone interview with author, June 4, 2003.
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about genre, language, and representation tliat continues today. As important, they
established certain expectations about nonfiction that continue to define documentary for
readers and viewers into the twenty-first century.
New Joumalism and Direct Cinema reflect a unique conjoined moment in the
evolution o f nonfiction writing and filmmaking in the United States. I argue that these
movements developed as a specific response to the shift from a modem to a postmodern
aesthetic, a shift away from faith in a coherent reality at a historical moment, the 1960s,
when people were “clamoring for indisputable facts.” In an attempt to capture reality
using new methods, writers and filmmakers in these movements call attention to process
and “style.” On the one hand, these experiments with new styles in print and film appear
radical; how ever, New Joumalism and Direct Cinema— in opposition to their
“revolutionary” reputations— instead function to conserve traditional views o f reality.
Ultimately, 1 claim, their innovative narrative style undermines their attempt to reinforce
a correspondent relationship between print and film language and the “real” material
world.
In Chapter I, “The Nexus: Realism,” I set the context for my comparison o f the
two m ovem ents by tracing the historical permutations o f “realism” within literary and
cinematic traditions, particularly in relationship to the novel, journalism, and
documentary film. I argue that the emergence o f New Joumalism and Direct Cinema in
the 1960s is a response to a shift in how reality is viewed. From its beginnings as a fomi
of idealism to a definition as inner subjectivity and social construction, realism’s
metamorphosis affects how writers and filmmakers approach their work and how
viewers’ expectations are shaped.
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Ghapte.r IL “The Status o f Nonfiction,” specifically sets up the connection
between N ew Joumalism and Direct Cinema by looking at respective “historians” o f each
movement; Tom Wolfe and Robert Drew;'* I argue that Wolfe gestures toward the
cinematic not only in his style o f writing but also in his use o f movie metaphors. Drew,
on the other hand, claims his inspiration for Direct Cinema came from photojoumalisra not, as is commonly asserted-'-the French Cinema Verite film movement, thus
establishing a print genealogy for this influential film movement. Close readings of
W olfe’s nonfiction novel, The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test (1967), about Ken Kesey and
his MeiTy Pranksters, and Drew’s i960 television documentary about the KennedyHumphrey Wisconsin race, Primary, prove that by loosening the critical boundaries thrat
separate print and film, new ways o f reading these texts are possible, showing that both
movements strive to achieve literary status usually associated with fictional texts.
sis o f
T his loosening o f boundaries, established in Chapter II, sets up the analysis
Truman C apote’s In Cold Blood (1966), the text that defined the oxymoronic “nonfiction
novel” a n d signaled the popularity o f New Journalism. In “Truman Capote: More than a
Flirtation with Film,” Chapter III, I establish that Capote has an intimate connection with
film that is reflected in his method and style o f writing In Cold Blood. Before looking
closely at this landmark nonfiction novel, I establish Capote’s connections to film,
overlooked because o f his status as a fiction writer. After exploring his childhood
experiences with the movies as well as his work as a scriptwriter, I look in detail at the
structure o f the first section o f |n Cold Blood followed by an analysis o f the significance
o f the film techniques that inform it. In Cold Blood. I conclude, appeals to audiences
’ A lthough not official historians, Tom Wolfe and Robert Drew have done more
than any o th er writers and filmmakers to define the New Journalism and Direct Cinema
m ovem ents, respectively.
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largely because o f its cinematic presentation o f the news stoiy about the Clutter murders
rather than its “literary” associations.
Inspired by David M aysles’ comment that he wanted to do In fdm what Capote
had done in print with In Cold Blood, in “Shaping Reality; Maysles Films,” Chapter IV, I
turn the tables to focus on the literary influences on documentary films produced by
Maysles Films, Inc. Within this analysis, interviews with filmmaker-cinematographer
Albert M aysles and editor Charlotte Zwerin raise issues about the role o f editing in
documentajy. The Direct Cinema style, by calling attention to a process o f filming that
claims to “captiu'e reality” also drew attention to manipulation in editing that undemiines
its claim, lire chapter examines some o f the parallels between Gimme Shelter and In
Cold Blood and includes a comparative reading o f four early films by the Maysles
brothers and Zwerin: Meet Marlon Brando, W ith Love fi'om T an nan. Salesman, and
Gimme Shelter. These films set up a tension between the constructedness o f nonfiction
and its claim s to a correspondent view o f reality, a tension that generates a critique o f
Direct Cinema.
In Chapter V, “Documentary Expectations,” I examine how the style o f the New
Journalists and Direct Cinema filmmakers established audience expectations about
nonfiction that twenty-first-century audiences inherit. Then, by looking at a mockdocumentary, David Holzman’s Diary (1967), I discuss the limitations o f the movements’
claims about their project to capture reality.
T h e New Joumalism and Direct Cinema movements lasted a relatively short
period o f time —from the late 1950s until the early 1970s. M any o f the New Journalists
returned to writing fiction, primarily, and the Direct Cinema style became subsumed in
the generic, popularly referred to “Cinema V6rite.” Yet, by exploring these movements
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within history, through the texts they generated, and by personal intendews, it becomes
clear that New Joumalism^ and Direct Cinema significantly shaped the way readers and
viewers in the United States think about reality and nonfiction.
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CHAFFER I
THE NEXUS: REALISM

The real? Or the repeated artificial resurrection o f the real, an operation whose
overpowering success in substituting the visual and verbal signs o f the real fo r the real
itself ultimately helps to challenge the real, thereby intensifying the uncertainties
engendered by any clear-cut division between the tw oJ
Trinh T, Minh-Ha

M ore than any other decade in the twentieth centuiy, the 1960s marked a
profound shift in the cultural consciousness of the American public. Although the Civil
Rights M ovement, the Vietnam War, and the Feminist Movement captured the headlines,
all facets o f American life were affected by this shift. Established hierarchies toppled,
and from the rubble emerged the bumper-sticker battle cry: “Question Authority,” Not
the least o f these authorities was established literary and cinematic forms— the novel and
Hollywood features— that privileged imagination and subjectivity over external, material
reality. T h e 1960s’ shake-up of race, class, and gender hierarchies had a parallel in
literature and cinema, one that opened up aitistic space for nonfiction writers and
docum entary filmmakers. Tom Wolfe, cultural observer and default historian of the New
Journalism , notes: “This was the first period in anybody’s memory when people in the
literary w o rld were beginning to talk about nonfiction as a serious artistic forin.”^ As for
film, A m ericans were exposed more widely than ever before to nonfiction in the form of
* T rin h T. Minh-Ha, When the Moon Waxes Red: Representation. Gender, and
Cultural P olitics (New York: Routledge, 1991), 35.
" T o m Wolfe, The New Joumalism, With an Anthology edited ^ Tom Wolfe and
E,W, Johnson, (New York: Harper and Row, 1973), 26.
9
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television news and documentaries produced by the emerging Direct Cinema movement.
Audiences were drawn to nonfiction and its claims to present reality objectively.
This shift of attention to nonfiction can, in part, be attributed to new ways of
thinking about “reality.”*’ In The Politics of Postm odemism. Linda Hutcheon identifies
fiction and photography as two art forms “whose histories are firmly rooted in realist
representation but which, since their reinterpretation in modernist formalist terms, are
now in a position to contront both their documentary and formal impulses.”'* In the
1960s, this confj'ontation takes place when Journalists and filmmakers respond to a
complex convergence of technological, political, social, and literary forces that can be
traced in changing attitudes toward realism. As novelists abandoned I’ealism for fiibulisra
and postmodern theory began to blur the distinction between Inct and fiction by
questioning what is “real,” New Journalism reportage and Direct Cinema filmmaking
tried to reclaim reality— as if the new methods of writing and filmmaking could rescue
traditional realism and its suggestion of objectivity in a simple, mimetic relationship.
Initially claim ing to liberate traditional forms of joumalism and documentary filmmaking
with their revolutionary styles, practitioners in these movements, in fact, served a
conservative agenda. Ironically, these new methods spark an analysis of genre and
experimentation in style that assumes and then undermines nonfiction’s claim to the real.
T o understand the dynamics of this moment, it must be placed in the context of a
larger history of the concept of realism in literature and film. Arguing to reconsider the
line that separates the news from novels, Phyllis Frus notes that recent literary theory

^ A t the end of Lolita, Vladimir Nabokov writes; “reality i.s one of the few words
which c an mean nothing without quotes.” Qtd. in Damian Grant, Realism (London:
M ethuen, 1970), 5.
'*■ Linda Hutcheon, The Politics of Postmodernism (London: Rutledge, 1989), 7.
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identifies “the fiction-nonfiction distinction [as] the locus of many issues, among them
the nature of realism or the relation between language and reality, the contrast between
subjective experience and objective knowledge, and the problem of the status of the
subject as well as of the text.”^ An exploration of these issues reveals shifting historical
positions toward “reality.” In his discussion about “Realism in the Anglo-American
Novel,” John Loolbourow confirms that “there will, of course, be different realisms at
different times and in different contexts.”*'’ W hether captured in print or film form,
“reality” is circumscribed in language, thus language links word/image to the world, the
signifier to the signified.^ However, the perception of this relationship has changed over
time.
Tracing these changes illuminates what was at stake for the New Journalist
writers and Direct Cinema filmmakers who were working in nonfiction yet facing what
Robert Scholes identifies as a growing loss of “faith in the ability o f language to
con'cspond with the non-verbal parts of life.”*^ Basic assumptions about the way the
world works, the way people communicate, could no longer be taken for granted.
Although this loss of faith inspired exciting and playful new inteipretations of texts and
fueled scholarly publications, people continued to live in a world of real things and

^ Phyllis Frus, The Politics and Poetics of Journalistic NaiTati ve: the Timely and
the Tim eless (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 4.
John W. Ixrofbourow, “Realism in the Anglo-American Novel: The Pastoral
Myth,” in The Theory of the New Novel: New Essays, ed. John Halperin (New York:
Oxfoi'd U niversity Press, 1.974), 257.
^ F o r in-depth discussion of the relationship between the signifier and signified,
see also: Catherine Belsey, Critical Practice (London and New York: Routledge, 1980;
Terry Eagleton, Literary Theory: An Introduction (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
P, 1983); and Terence Hawkes, Structuralism and Semiotics (Berkeley and L.A.:
U niversity of California .Press, 1977).
* Robert: Scholes. Stroctural Fabulation: An Essay on Fiction of the Futui'c (Notre
Dame: LJniversity of Notre Dame Press, 1975), 3.
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associate nonfiction with “reality” and objectivity. In his 1965 book, Documeniarv m
American Television, William Bluem clarifies vvhat is so threatening about this cultural
change toward reality and subsequent loss of objectivity:
To argue that objectivity cannot exist is to pose the frightening possibility
that we are hopelessly subject to all that is dark and in-ational in human
nature. W ithout the concept of objectivity we abandon all outward
meaning of life and events, even reason itself. This concept represents no
less than the attitude by which men and societies are enabled both to
survive and prevail.''*
Bluem is not the only person gauging the implications of these changes. In her discussion
about the structuralist and poststracturalist “revolutions” that began in the late 1960s,
Ann Dobie argues that the shift threatened the way “Western civilization has conceived
of the w orld since Plato. More specifically, it overturns the principles that have provided
basic beliefs about truth and meaning since the eighteenth-century French philosopher,
scientist and mathematician Rene Descartes (1596-1650) applied the rational, inductive
methods o f science to philosophy.”

However, this loss of a unifying vision of the world

and loss o f faith in language, instead of signaling the end of society, as Bluem suggests,
gave rise to innovative artistic expressions when writers and filmmakers tried to capture a
new American experience, a new “reality.” In Style ^ Argument, Chris Anderson
concludes: “Contemporary American prose is not finally about wordlessness, not about
failure, b u t about the rhetorical power of words at a time when language is constantly
being threatened, [ . . . ] It is about the expansion of the membrane [of language] to

A . William Bluem, Documentarv in American Television (New York: Hastings
House, 1965), 91.
Ann B. Dobie, Theory into Practice (Au.stralia: Heinle & Heinle, 2001), 138.
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accommodate new realms of experience.” '* The forces lhat fueJecl this expansion found
their nexus in the ever-transft)rmjng concept of “re a lism w fiic h can be traced first in
literature then in film.*^

The Changing Face of literary Realism
In his monograph, Realism. Damian Grant acknowledges “reality” as one of the
“most independent, most elastic, most prodigious of critical terms.”

However, as a

movement, Realism— with a capital “R”— denotes a specific historical context and
method o f literary production associated with the novel during the latter part of the
nineteenth c e n tu r y .T h u s , its contemporary association with nonfiction has a long
histoi7 interwoven with the debate about what makes literature and against a definition of
literature as fiction, imaginary.
Readers immersed in postmodernism may have trouble remembering that, once
upon a tim e, faith in language to describe a real world was taken for granted and all
writing, fiction and nonfiction, was considered literature. In Writing in the New Nation.
Larzer Z iff notes that for eighteenth-century American readers, “most who thought about
the m atter defined literature as all of written knowledge.” *** The implication is that most

** Chris Anderson, Style m Argument: Contemporary American Nonfiction
(Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1987), 180,
*^ In one of my earliest drafts of Chapter One for this dissertation, I concluded
that “staiggling with the Western permutations of the real is beyond the scope of this
paper.” H ow ever, I was destined to take on this struggle, at least in broad brushstrokes.
My goal is not to write a definitive history (a daunting task for even the best scholars) but
to establish the metamoiphosis of this term as a way to historicize the New Journalist and
Direct C inem a movements.
Grant, 1.
*‘^ In “Realism and the Cinema: Notes on Some Brechtian Theses,” Colin
M acCabe argues that “people still tend to confuse the general question of realism with the
particular form of the nineteenth-century realist novel’'
’ Larzer Ziff, Writing in the New Nation: Prose. Print, and Politics in the 'Early
United S tates (New 'Haven: Yale University Press, 1991), ix.
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people who would have thougitt about the matter did not have to think about the
definition; il was assumed that literature included both fiction and nonfiction. Terry
Eagleton, in literarv Theory, affirms that literature for eighteenth-century England “was
not confined as it sometimes is today to ‘creative’ or ‘imaginative’ WTiting. It meant the
whole body of valued writing in society: philosophy, history, essays and letters as well
as poems,” ’^ Eagleton’s analysi.s also implies that “literature” was associated with an
elite class o f people who could read and write— thus, it had status. What caused the
expulsion o f nonfiction from a definition of literature and its associated loss of status?*^
Ziff argues that the split began in the United States’ Early National Period (1765~1830)
when politics— associated with nonfiction writing— and the literary— associated with
fiction, poetry, and drama—became adversaries.’® Although placing the split a little later

Ten'y Eagleton Literary Theory. 17. In his “Introduction,” Eagleton explains;
“In the English late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, the word ‘novel’ seems to
have been used about both true and fictional events, and even news reports were hardly to
be considered factual. Novels and news reports were neither clearly factual nor clearly
fictional: our own shai*p discriminations between these categories simply did not apply”
( 1-2).

In the Preface to the 1977 edition of his essays, E.B. White laments: “I am not
fooled about the place of the essay in twentieth-century American letters— it stands a
short distance down the line. The essayist, unlike the novelist, the poet, and the
playwright, must be content in his self-imposed role of second-class citizen. A writer
who has his sights trained on the Nobel Prize or other earthly triumphs had best write a
novel, a poem, or a play, and leave the essayist to ramble about, content with living a free
life and enjoying the satisfactions of a somewhat undisciplined existence. (Dr. Johnson
called the essay ‘an in’egular, undigested piece’; this happy practitioner has no wish to
quarrel w ith the good doctor’s characterization.).” E. B. White, Essays of E.B. White
(New York: Harper and Row, 1977), vii.
’^It is an oversimplification to imagine a single moment in which the “split”
between nonfiction and fiction took place; to his credit, Ziff traces a gradual movement
from a belief in immanence—- ’’the living presence of the Holy Spirit”— to representation
that was fueled by the spread of printing presses. Literary representation, he argues,
gradually replaced belief in an immanent self with a represented self and “made
authorship as a profession possible” (xi). For a more historical explanation of this
devaluing of nonfiction, see “The Critical Marginalization of American Literary
Journalism ” in John C. Hartsock, A History of Literary Journalism: The Emergence of a
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in the nineteenth century, Fm s observes that “the concept of ‘literature/ in its present
sense, arose [. . .] largely in order to set off the novel as an aesthetic fo n n ”’^ If there
was a war in the nineteenth century between fiction and nonfiction to claim an elite
status, novelists tried to take all the spoils. Achieving generic status as literary, the novel
then tried to usurp the only possession left to nonfiction: realism. Almost a century
would pass before healing of this split would, take place when writers like Truin,an Capote
began to combine nonfiction with dramatic techniques.^®
One of the problems that Fms identifies with this “setting o f f ’ of the novel is that
fiction loses any connection to daily life and politics; it loses its ability to help readers
critically analyze and act in the world. This distancing from everyday reality takes place,
Frus goes on to argue, because “since the Renaissance hardly anyone has wanted to view
fiction as defined by its false relation to the world, and so an important asserted
characteristic of fiction becomes its ability to tell a ‘higher truth’— to transcend questions
of tmth o r falsehood by expressing essential, universally held values and insights about
the human condition.”"’ In this essentializing process, texts are judged by their form
rather than their “truth or falsity.” They lose their referentiality, and thus, claims Frus,
their ability to train readers to be critical thinkers and good citizens. Fiction serves as
escapism and entertainment rather than giving useful Information about the world.^^ Fms

Modern N arrative Form (Amherst: University of Mass Press, 2000), 204-245. See also,
Eagleton, Literary Theory, “The Rise of English,” 17-53.
U) T
n
Frus, 7.
As Eagleton notes, “Most literary theories, in fact, unconsciously ‘foreground’
a p a lic u la r literary genre” thus Realism is associated with the novel and structuralism
with poetry (Literary Theory. 51). Capote claimed to have invented a new genre— the
nonfiction novel.
Frus, 11.
Eagleton agrees with Frus’ critique of the goal of New Criticism, which took a
foothold in academia during the 1940,s and 1950s. He argues that the New Critical goal
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goes on to conclude that the attempt by nonfiction to reclaim a literary status in New
Journalisra destroys its claim to the truth~™a loss or guilt by association. Frus’s logic
suggests that a writer cannot have the best of both worlds—claim to write nonfiction but
use literary techniques— and opens up a space to argue that New Journalist writers such
as Tom W olfe and Truman Capote, instead, appealed to the cinematic to capture
“reality.”
In his study of “objectivity” in American journalism, Michael vSchudson moves
the analysis of the split between fiction and nonfiction beyond issues of aesthetic form to
include economic and material concerns. He traces the movement in the nineteenth
century from a gentried culture to mass democracy based on a marketplace economy.
This movement, he claims, led to the objectification of “facts” signaling an “uneasy
allegiance” between journalism and objectivity. A division emerged between periodical
and book in the mid-nineteenth century to reinforce the split. Books lost much of their
political relevance because they were prohibited from the mail; periodicals, on the other
hand, w ere associated with current events, circulation, and work. Thus nonfiction (non
literature) became the Cinderella, the taken-for-granted stepsister, to its literary siblings,
poeti7 , dram a, and fictional prose, a split re-enforced by emerging boundaries of study in
the academ ic world. English Departments claimed the literary domain defining
themselves against the natural and social sciences, philosophy, and religion.^"*
A m idst these changes, “reality/realism” persisted, surviving by assuming new
identities, attesting to its fluidity and resiliency. Grant acknowledges that early

of “[rjescuing the text from author and reader went hand in hand with disentangling it
from any social or historical context” (Literary Theory, 48-51).
M ichael Schudson, Di.scovering the News: A Social History of American
N ew spapers (New York; FlarpeiCollins, 1978). See also, Gerald Graff, Professing
Literature: An Institutional History (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987).
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philosophical uses of the term “realism” refeiTed to universals as “real” apart from their
objects. Thus, ironically, realism was associated with idealism instead of considered its
opposite. As Robert Slam affirms in Film Theory: “The term ‘realism’ is confusing
because these early philosophical usages often seem diametrically opposed to ‘coramonsense’ realism— ^the belief in the objective existence o f facts and the attempt to see these
facts without idealization.”^^ However, in its literary pennutations, traditional “realism”
came to define a theory of correspondence that persists, albeit uncomfortably, into the
twenty-first century. In an 1864 letter to a friend, French novelist Emile Zola (1840"
1902) uses the metaphor of a screen to describe this correspondent relationship: “The
realist screen is plain glass, very thin, very clear, which aspires to be so perfectly
transparent that images may pass through it and remake themselves in all their reality.”^’*’
Thus the traditional realist movement was based on faith in a world “out there” that could
be described (or reproduced or accessed) in language. And Zola’s image of a glass
“screen” suggests a lens-like mechanism associated with photography and filmmaking.
Zola’s m etaphor influenced the way some American novelists thought about their
writing. According to William Gibson, when William Dean Howells, who helped define
the A m erican realist movement, was working on A Modem Instance, he “was reading
Zola avidly” and “ ‘talking literature peipetually’ on long walks” with another American

Robert Stam, Film Theory: An Introduction (Massachusetts and Oxford, UK:
B lackw ell, 2000), 15.
Emile Zola quoted in Grant, 28; in the lull passage including the French, Grant
argues th a t “Zola is more concerned to justify a particular position ( ‘toutes mes
sym pathies, s’il feut le dire, sont pour Tlficran realiste’) and so he describes how the
classic screen is enlarging, ‘un verre grandissanf, the romantic screen distorts -- ‘I’Ecran
rornantique e s t . . . un prisme’, whereas the realist screen gives an unimpeded view:
‘I’Ecran realiste est un simple verre a vitre, tres mince, tres clair, et qui a la pretention
d ’etre si parfaitm ent transparent que les images le transversent et se reproduisent ensuite
dans leur realitd’.”
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realist, Henry James.^ Howells was “in full revolt against the elaborated fable of the
romantic novel, its plethora of violent incidents, and its neat gathering together and
accounting for all the characters at the end” (ix), Howells himself stated “I don’t mean to
write a tendency-romance” : “The plot is the last thing for which I care. In whatever I do
I try to make the faithful study of character and the dramatic treatment of incident my
hold upon the reader.”^”^ To be faithful to the facts, when Howells was prepuring to write
about the court divorce proceedings between the main characters Bartley and Marcia, he
traveled to Crawfordsville, Indiana, to watch a trial and familiarize himself with Indiana
divorce laws. Like a reporter, he researched the details— even if the end product was a
novel. He wanted the details of the novel to correspond to the real world. In “Novel and
Camera,” Edel recounts a similar story about James Joyce writing to “an aunt or sister to
count the number of steps of a gi ven stoop so that his word-picture would be
photographic.”^* This emphasis on photographic realism fits the characterization of
realist writers as interested “in everything from the spate of investigati ve journalism to
the popular fascination with the Kodak camera, invented in 1888.”^‘^
W hat, in postmodern times, seems like a naive concept of reality as something
“out there,” that novelists could capture in language, gradually evolved into Naturalism.
In literature in the United States, Realism and Naturalism thrived in the late 1800s and

William M. Gibson, ed., “Introduction,” in A Modem Instance by William D.
Howells (Boston; Houghton Miffiin, 1957), viii. The Columbia Literary History of the
United States describes Howells as “the center and circumference of realism in America.”
Emory Elliott, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1988), 503.
Howells qtd. in Gibson, vii. Howells is explaining what he is working on to his
agent and publisher, James Osgood, in 1881.
Leon Edel, “Novel and Camera,” in The Theory of the New Novel: New
Essays, ed. John Halperin (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974), 178.
Paul Lautcr, ed.. The Heath Anthology of American Literature (Boston and
New York: Houghton Mifflin, 2004), 1329-30,
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1900s, Although Naturalist writers were so diverse they cannot be identified as a
“self-conscious ‘school,’” there was “the curious vocational fact that neither before nor
since have so many American authors been journalists first. Crane, Norris, and Dreiser
each cut their prose teeth on newspaper assignments.”^*^And many of the novels written
in the Realist and Naturalist traditions were first published serially in magazines just as
was Capote’s Ihj Cold Blood almost a century later: Howells’s The Rise of Silas I.ai
James’s the Bostonians, and Tw ain’s Adventures of liucklebeiTV Finn were all published
in 1885 in Century magazine. This connection to journalism and periodicals would have
given these novels a currency associated with the “rising spectator culture promoted by
newspapers, magazines, adveitising, photography, and later motion pictures.”'^'
As Realism metamorphasized into Naturalism, it “sustained itself by the
discipline and privilege of science” that encouraged a direct involvement with everyday
life.^^ Characters were constructed out of observing human nature the way a scientist
would observe a laboratory animal; humans were objects to be studied re-enforcing the
idea that there was a world “out there.” Stephen Crane’s M aggie, for example, contains
descriptions of tenement houses that have been compared to the photographs of Jacob
Riis. By carefully describing their observations, naturalist writers hoped to attain the real.
However, the minute descriptions of city streets, landscapes, and costumes led to
criticism o f the naturalistic style as tedious and repetitive. Ironically, by shifting the
attention from the objects of reality to a method of capturing that reality, Naturalism
seemed to expose a limitation of the concept of direct coiTespondence in fiction: it lacked
shape. T h e mere transcription of raw data, much like a still photograph in contrast to a

Elliott, 528-9.
Elliott, 503.
Grant, 43.
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motion picture (or the equivalent of a person watching C-SPAN versus a Lifetime
Channel movie), did not sustain a readership.
It took a shift in the early twentieth century to surrealism, particularly in art, and
modernism in literature to move the concept of the “real” from the exact representation of
an external w'orld to the expression of individual vision: ‘T h e thing seen receded and Che
act of seeing advanced in relative importance.”^’’ This act of seeing implies a point of
view, one similar to that assumed by a narrating voice or a camera. Thus the definition of
realism is turned upside down like an image in the camera obscura: the inner or
subjective experience is the only “real” experience. 'I’his shift to subjectivity devalued
facts and objectivity. In The Rhetoric of the “Other” Literature. Ross Winterowd traces
this devaluation into the twentieth century, when “successive purges [. . . ] ‘purified’
literature, the dross of ‘fact’ being smelted off to leave the pure gold of imagination.”^'*
O f all the purified forms, the novel came to stand as the highest literary achievement.
Yet, even this shift to subjectivity did not completely destroy faith in the coiTespondence
of language with a material world. As Robert Scholes argues, “Joyce [1882-1941] and
Proust [1871-1922], for instance, shared a faith in the ability of their verbal art to give
coherence to the actualities of the world around them, however much they sensed the
inadequacies of traditional ‘realism.’”’''"’
S choles’ use of the word “coherence” supports an argument that Realism, as a
literary technique that began denoting a con’cspondent relationship to the world,
gradually incorporates an awareness of a shaping consciousness whereby “reality is

Grant, 51.
R oss W, Winterowd, The Rhetoric of the “Other” Literature (Carbondale;
Southern Illinois University Press, 1990), 4.
Scholes, 4.
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discovered and in a sense created in the very act o f perception."^*’ Grant labels this new
identity as “conscious realism,” a realism that acknowledges the interpenetration of the
material world and the world of ideas; things are held together by a force like gravity or
earth’s magnetism— an invisible energy that defines relationships among material
objects. This definition synthesizes the observation of the correspondence theory of
realism with the imagination of the coherence theory. According to Grant, conscious
realists do not reject the world “out there”; instead, they try to achieve “a subtler and
more satisfactory synthesis between those crude abstractions, reality and imagination, and
those equally crude adjustable spanners of criticism, objective and subjective.”^^
Thus, the novel served as the locus of discussion about the changing identity of
realism. Reacting against the realist novel, modernist writers introduced a variety of
literary techniques designed to disrupt audience expectations in linear narrative, unity and
coherence of plot and character, and an episteniological faith in language established by
realist w titers. Modernists, like smxealists and avant-garde artists, privilege form over
content. Noted for stream-of-consciousness style and use of multiple points of view,
modernist writers challenge readers to construct meaning from fragmentary forms.

Grant, 9. In making his distinction between correspondence and coherence,
Grant clarifies: “In the first case [coiTespondence] the truth is true to something, in the
second it is trae as a line or edge is said to be true when it is straight, flawless—
containing the truth [...] . The one is a capture, the other a release” (9). Thus language
becomes “ an instrument in teims of which reality is realized—made real” (11).
Grant, 59. In contrast, the postmodern author must accept that reality can not be
recorded, only constructed: “there is no mimesis, only poesis.” For Scholes this means
that the novel must take on a new form, a form that will imaginatively embrace the future
and provide readers with new ways of understanding the consequences of their present
actions. Although Scholes points to science fiction, tike Frus, his ultimate goal is,
w hatever the style, to produce informed citizens who can face real-life problems— a goal
charapioned by British documentary filramaker John Grierson who hoped to educate the
Empire b y creating “a better functioning, more coherent civic whole” (Ellis, 61).
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This emphasis on multiple points of view and a shaping subject can be seen in
modernist authors like William Faulkner (1897-1962)?* For example, Faulkner’s As I
Lav Dying (1930) is narrated from the various perspectives of the Bundren family
members and their neighbors. What a reader knows has to be constructed from
individual naiTatives.^*^ In the single chapter narrated by Addle, the mother whose death
serves as the impetus for the plot (the family’.?journey to Jefferson to bury her) Faulkner
emphasizes the inadequacies o f language through Addie’s distrust o f words: “words are
no good [ . . , 1 words don’t ever fit even w'hat they are trying to say at.” Words are “just
a shape to fill a lack,” a shape invented by humans. When trying to express what
“motherhood” means and how it affected her, Addie concludes “that motherhood was
invented by someone who had to have a word for it because the ones that had the children
didn’t care whether there was a word for it or not.”‘‘” Meaning exist,? but cannot be
contained or expressed in language.
W hen many novelists in the modern period reject a correspondent theory of
reality, realism survives in nonfiction. Essays, autobiographies, political tracts, and the
daily new s were (and are) accepted as direct statements about a real world that exists
behind Z o la’s “thin, clear screen” of language. Whereas Grant traces the permutations of
realism in the novel from correspondence to coherence/objective to subjective, Schudson

Faulkner, known primarily for his novels about the fictional “Yoknapatawpha
County,” was born soon after motion pictures and worked as a scriptwriter in Hollywood,
now and then, between 1932 and 1954.
Errol Morris adapts a similar style in his 1987 documentary The Thin Blue
Line. M o n is recounts the evening of the murder of a Dallas policeman through multiple
narratives. See Linda William.s, “Mimors without Memories: Truth, History, and The
Thin B lue Line” in Documenting the Documentary eds. B any Keith Grant and Jeanette
Sloniowski (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1998), S79-396.
William Faulkner,
I I^^ay Dying: the Corrected Text (New York; Vintage,
1985), 171-172.
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notes a similar evolution in journalism from a belief in facts as independently verifiable
assertions about the world to doubt about a reporter’s ability to present facts objectively:
“By the 1920s Jo u m alists no longer believed that facta could be understood in
themselves; they no longer held to the sufficiency of information, they no longer shared
in the vanity of neutrality that had characterized the educated middle class of the
Progressive era.”'*' A loss of faith in facts, democracy, and reason accompanied this
skepticism and led to reporters becoming interpreters, rather than purveyors, of facts. Yet,
this change was not inconsistent with “objectivity.” Ironically, Schudson argues, this
skepticism gave rise to the ideal of objectivity as we know it; he quotes Waller
Lippmann: “As our minds become more deeply aware of their own subjectivism, we find
a zest in objective method that, is not otheiwise there.”*'' Verifiable facts existed for these
reporters, but the world was so complex that the facts could not stand alone; they required
interpretation, a mind to shape them or through which they could be filtered. This shift to
interpretation gave birth to new forms of writing, such as the political column, whose
writers, b y not letting go of a belief in verifiable facts, planted the seeds of a New
Journalism.
In part, Schudson argues, the skepticism by reporters was more a reaction against
a growing public relations business that distanced them from the facts than a realization
that reality was constructed. They rebelled against the layers of interpretation between
their reporting and the “original” facts. Schudson traces this growing schism up through
the V ietnam War when the news media finally began exposing the pre-digested
inform ation distributed by the government. It took the turmoil of the 1960s to give rise to

Schudson, 120.
Li ppmann qtd. in Schudson , 151.
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a new type of journalism that looked at “objectivity" as “the most insidious bias of all”
because it “ reproduced a vision of social reality which refused to examine the basic
structures o f power and privilege, ft was not just incomplete, as critics of the thirties had
contended, it was distorted.”'*'^ In the 1960s, Americans felt not just a need for
interpretation o f facts but of criticism that penetrated the layers, the false surface of
neutrality.
O ne response to this epistemological crisis was the revival of a “.submerged”
literary tradition in nonfiction. New Journalists, such as Tom Wolfe, Norman Mailer,
Joan D idion, Gay Talese, and Truman Capote, who were associated with magazines,
foregrounded the process of reporting and rewarded readers with prose filled with
personality and style. Through their personal s ty le -o n e that emphasized their individual
point of view, their subjectivity— they attempted to capture reality by putting the reader
“in the m om ent,” an expre.ssion also used by Direct Cinema filmmakers to describe their
new style o f documentary films. Little did these writers realize that their insistence on re
aligning journalism with the literary would, ultimately, contribute to an acceptance of all
reality as constructed and, as Eagleton claims, the demise of “Literature” as a “set of
works of assured and unalterable value, distinguished by certain shared inherent
properties.”

If literature no longer exists, one must ask, what are readers (and English

departm ents) left with?

Realism in the Cinema
T aking a cue from Roland Barthes, the answer to “what is left?” is “text.” In
Image— N lusic—Text (1977), Barthes notes a “mutation” or “epistemological slide”

Schudson, 160,
Eagleton Literarv Theory. 11.
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“[f]rom W ork to Text.”'*^ This slide dismantles not: just the literary canon but the way
and what people “read.” For Barthes, texts are experienced as the active production of
meaning, and anything can be a text. Thus, films (and “all social, mental, and artistic
phenomena and structures”'*^’) are elevated to the status of texts that can be read and
whose “grammar” or style can be analyzed. This shift opens up new ways of thinking
about the connection between writing and filmmaking informed by the study of
semiotics. In his chapter “The Question of Film Language,” Stam argues that
[ijndeed, the 1960s and 1970s might be seen as the height of semiotic
‘imperialism,’ when the discipline annexed vast territories of cultural
phenomena for exploration. Since the object of semiotic research could be
anything that could be constnied as a system of signs organized according
to cultural codes or signifying processes, semiotic analysis could easily be
applied to areas previously considered either obviously non-linguistic—
fashion and cuisine, for example— or traditionally deemed beneath the
dignity of literary or cultural studies, such as comic strips, photo-romans,
James Bond novels, and the commercial entertainment film.**^

Roland Barthes, “From W ork to Text” in The Critical Tradition, ed. David H.
Richter (N ew York: Bedford ~ St. M artin’s, 1989), 1006-1010.; See Eagleton Literarv
Theory a n d Stam who point out that the influence of the French theorists on United
States’ w riters and filmmakers did not occur until the 1960s when translations were
widely available.
Stam, 106.
Stam, 107. See also Vsevolod Pudovldn “[On Editing]”; Sergi Eisenstein, “The
Cinematographic principle and the Ideogram" and “A Dialectic Approach to Film Fonn”;
Andre B azin, “The Evolution of the Language of Cinema”; Christian Metz, “Some Points
in the Sem iotics of the Cinema”; Daniel Dayan, “The Tutor-Code of Classical Cinema” ;
William Rothman, “Against T h e System of the Suture’” ; and Kaja Silverman, “[On
Suture]” ; in Film Theory and Criticism, eds. Mast, Cohen, Braudy 4‘*' edition (New York:
Oxford U ni versity Press, 1992), 115-226.
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It took this semiotic analysis to raise the status of iion-literary texts, and the balance of
power began to change tTorn novel to film. In his 1966 essay “The Film, Generation,”
Stanley Kauffmann identifies the 1960s as the lime when “film, replaced the novel as the
preeminent cultural form in the United States” and film began to influence the way
people w r o t e . R o b e r t Drew, founder of the .Direct Cinema documentary film
movement affintis, “W hat inspired mC'—what was antecedent to what I did~w a,s the
realistic novel, particularly Flaubert’s Madame ,Bovarv. [. .. ] Flaubert would describe
the room in such detail— the whole picture with a few details.” He goes on to say that the
New Journalist writers “were wonderful in that regttrd. They painted a picture with their
words. I wanted to paint with the kind of detail that would take you into someone’s mind
and heart.”^^
T he novel and the camera were bom so closely together in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth century that “the two have come down to us like a pair of siblings.”^*’ At
times, these siblings were rivals in a competition to see who could achieve the most
accurate representation of the world. Then the cinema, adding movement to the
photographic image, “stepped right into the wake” of the novel’s realistic and naturalistic
impulses a t the end of the nineteenth century “freeing both literature and painting to some
extent from what might be called their mimesis neuroses.”'"’‘ However, cinema could not
escape the crisis of representation. Its relationship to reality from its birth in 1895 carved
a trajectory similar to that in literature. The tension between realism and art,

Stanley Kauffmann, ““The Film Generation: Celebration and Concern” in A
World on Film: Criticism and Comment (New York: Dell, 1966), 416.
R obert .Drew, Telephone interview with author.
Edel, 178.
J . Dudley Andrew, The Major Film Theories: An Introduction (LvOndoii: Oxford
University Press, 1976), 173.
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correspondence and coherence was just as much a part of the cinem a’s growing pains as
it was the novel’s. Ultimately, documentary film, like nonfiction writing, claimed the
responsibility for maintainirtg a traditional concept of reality as “out there” and of film
images as corresponding directly to a knowable material world. As semiotics opened up
film to analysis, it undermined a correspondent definition of reality; readens and viewers
turned to non-fiction writing and film for their dose of realism.
Like literature, cinema, at its birth, did not distinguish between fiction and
nonfiction; all motion pictures drew audiences by their spectacle. Whether the film was a
Liimiere actualitd or a Mdlies fantasy, viewers were drawn to the new technology.
According to Tom Gunning, the invention was the attraction. He argues that the early
cinema spectator was attracted to the stimulation of the exhibition more than an
awareness o f narrative: “The story simply provides a frame upon which to string a
demonstration of the magical possibilities of the cinema.”''’" Early filmmakers, then, were
not so m uch artists as they were scientists— inventors. Edison and Lumiere were
competing forces in the birth of motion pictures, but their emphasis was on technology,
finding w ays to capture movement on film and to “get the picture out of the box”—
Lumiere’s challenge to his sons after seeing Edison’s Kinetoscope. What got out of the
box, fiction or actualite, was of little concern at that moment of invention.
E arly film audiences drawn to the spectacle had faith that the projected images
corresponded to an objective world whether the “reality” was a fictional story or
spontaneously occurring event. As proof, the story about a French audience’s reaction to
the L uraiere’s “Train Arriving at the Station” has attained the status of legend: the

T om Gunning, D.W. Griffith and the Ori gins of American Nairative Film: The
Eai'Iy Y ears at Biograph (Urbanna: Uni versity of Illinois Press, 1991), 65.
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audience reacted as if the train were going to break the boundary of the film frame and
put people’s lives at risk/^ People accepted the images reproduced photographically as
documents. In fact, the moving images were so life-like that in 1895, a reporter for La
Poste wrote: “The beauty of the invention [of motion pictures] resides in the novelty and
ingenuity o f the apparatus. When these apparatuses are made available to the public,
everybody will be able to photograph movement, their actions, their familiar gestures,
capturing the speech on their very lips. Then, death will no longer be absolute.”’'’'
Films promised realism and more— a timelessness in the scientific invention of motion
pictures seemed, literally, death defying.
T his early period’s emphasis on the entertainment value of all films, however,
quickly gave way to established fictional conventions that viewers now take for granted:
the 80-120-minute feature, scripted plots, and continuity editing. The continuity editing
that defined “Classic Cinema” enhances the constructed realism of fictional films.” By
1906, these conventions dominated the American film industiy; the imaginative creations
of D.W. Griffith, Mack Sennett, and Cecil B. De Mille (to name a few) had captured the
public’s attention and pocketbook. Audiences once attracted to the “natural” or

Although Gunning has relegated this event to myth, Barsam opens his revised
Nonfiction Film text by re-telling this tale. He notes that in Paris, just two months before
the Lum iere screening, a runaway train had jum ped the tracks and crashed through the
station. Thus, Barsam suggests that Lum iere’s audience was frightened, but by a
different reality: “The audience had every reason to be stunned, even apprehensive, for
this m oving picture not only confirmed the railroad’s power to cut across the continent
and into o u r consciousness, but also marked the end of one kind of seeing and the
beginning of another” (Barsam, Nonfiction 1992, 5).
David Cook, A History of Narrative Film . 3''^’ ed. (New York: Norton, 1996),
13.
” “Continuity editing” is “[aj system of cutting to maintain continuous and clear
narrative action. Continuity editing relies upon matching screen direction, position, and
temporal relations from shot to shot.” David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson, Film Art,
7* ed. (Boston: MacGraw-Hill, 2004), 501.
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correspondent realism of the medium gave way to ones who preferred a M ilies Trip to
the Moon over a trip to Asia Minor to follow the Bakhfiair tribe’s annual search for
grassy pastureland in Cooper and Schoedsack’s documentary Grass. Again, the
imaginative was privileged over the real as fiction fiim-makers achieved the status of
novelists.®* Similar to the essay’s slipping in status to drama, poetry, and the novel,
nonfiction films— those films suggesting that their images linked viewers directly to real
people and real events— lost status to Hollywood productions. Newsreels, although
appearing regularly in theaters, were secondary to the fiction features they preceded.
According to Ellis, “The newsreel tradition came out of the phenomenal expansion of
journalism in the twentieth century. Mass circulation newspapers [ . . . ] appeared about
the same time as the movies— 1896.”^^ Thus newsreels were associated with
jouraalisixi’s lower status. Although nonfiction films continued to be made, particularly
in the years before and during WWI when propaganda and compilation films were
popular, audiences preferred fiction.
W hereas the essay sustained its role as second-class citizen in the halls of
academia working to maintain the pri vilege of literary texts, nonfiction film had to define
itself against an emerging Hollywood system. As Bill Nichols notes, there is “a striking
absence during the first twenty-seven years of the existence of cinema (roughly 1895 to
1920) of any single word for what we now call documentary and no clear frame of

Andre Bazin concludes his chapter in What |s Cinema? by proclaiming “The
film -m aker is no longer the competitor of the painter and playwrite, he is, at last, the
equal of th e novelist.” Andre Bazin, “The Evolution of the Language of Cinema” in Film
Theory a n d Criticism: Introductory Readings, eds. Mast, Cohen, and Braudy (New York:
Oxford U niversity Press, 1992), 167.
” Ellis, 8.
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reference for either the production or reception of such works."'^® This observation
affirms a lack of distinction between fiction arid nontictiori films. However, unlike
essays and the news, which had established systems of distribution in newspapers and
periodicals, nonfiction film did not ha ve a coherent system, o f distribution in place to
insure its status as a separate genre.
In spile of documentary not having a name, the production methods and
technology that so enthralled audiences defined the separate trajectories of fiction and
nonfiction film from its invention, and both tried to associate themselves with realism.
Edison’s cameras, too bulky to move, required the invention of a stu d io ~ th e Black
Maria (essentially a large box on wheels that could be rotated to catch the sun through a
retractable roof>—and led to the filming of staged productions. The Lumieres, on the
other hand, invented a small, portable camera/projector and began the tradition associated
with docum entary of location shooting, use of natural light and non-actors, and a
celebration of ordinary daily events. By the 1920s, in the United Stales, studios had
relocated from New York and Chicago to Hollywood for the good weather, solidifying
the econom ic, political, and ideological power of the fiction film. Yet, soon after, in
1923, new cellulose acetate base film and 16mm projectors allowed non-theatiical
distribution of films encouraging more independent filmmaking, the mainstay for
nonfiction.
T h e problem with trying to establish an origin for documentary film and its
connection to theories of realism is that “a direct line does not exist from Louis
Lumiere’s train arriving in a station to Hitler arriving at Nuremberg (in Triumph of the

B ill Nichols, “Foreword” in Documenting the Documentarv. eds. Ban'y Keith
Grant BaiTy and Jeannette Sloniowski (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1998), 12.
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Will) nor from the fascination with movement itself to fasciiuition with moving audiences
to action.”’'^*’ Also, the medium itself, whether recording an historical event
spontaneously or a scripted fiction, appears to give direct access to a referent. Wliat takes
place in front o f a camera, even in a studio, is a re a lity -re a l actors performing. On the
other hand, what is filmed on location and then edited is implicated as fiction because of
its manipulation: “Documentary is a fiction unlike any other precisely because the
images direct us toward the historical world, but if that world is unfamiliar to us, our
direction will just as likely be toward a fiction like any other.”*^'^ Yet this intersection of
claims by both fiction and nonfiction on “reality” suggests that more important than
searching for an origin for documentary is exploring why this film form needed a name in
1926.*’

Against Holiywood
F o r Robert Flaherty (the “father of documentary”) and John Grierson to make
films that did not fit into the Hollywood “story-film” system, they had to find different
sources o f financial support, and naming their films “documentary” allowed them to
differentiate their style of film from the classic fiction film. Brian Winston suggests that
Grierson “ wanted the term ‘documentary’ reserved as an exclusive description of a
Bill Nichols. Introduction to Documentarv (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 2001), 88.
Bill Nichols, Representing Reality: Issues and Concepts in Documentarv
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1991), 160. Nichols argues that “Realism has
been such a widespread and pervasive influence that it fails to offer a particularly
distinctive foothold for documentary analysis” (Representing Reality, 22). See also, Carl
R. Flantinga, Rhetoric and Representation in Nonfiction Film (Cambridge, UK:
Cam bridge University Press, 1997) who affirms that “one of the influences on narrative
documentaries has been the classical fiction film” (133).
Grierson is credited with naming documentary film in 1926 when he refeiTed to
Robert F laherty’s Moan a as having “documentary value.” I use the Grierson date only
because i t gave the word its association with film and currency in English, not because it
was the firs t time “documentary” had been used to refer to a film.
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particular form of factual cinema, set aside from and above newsreels, travelogues and
educationals, and the like,” many of which were made by Hollywood studios/’^ To make
this distinction, argues W inston, Grierson used the word '■‘treatment” in his classic
definition o f documentary as “creative treatment of actuality” to emphasize the
dramatization— yet, just as important, he needed to distinguish his dramatizations from
Hollywood fictions. The influences on this “taxonomic moment,” then, stem from both
economic and critical concerns. Grierson himself noted that “ [tjhis array of species (of
nonfiction films] is, of course, quite unmanageable in criticism and we shall have to do
something about it,” thus, the achievement of Grierson’s move “was to make his
particular species of non-fiction film, the non-fiction genre while at the same time
allowing the films to use the significant fictionalising technique of dramatization.”^'^
This move to name a specific version of nonfiction as documentary was smart on
several levels. Economically, naming was crucial. Naming signifies that a particular type
of film is becoming well known and facilitates “indexing.”^’'* Funding agencies,
distributors, and film festivals need to index, or categorize, films in order to market them.
Critically, scholars and spectators can talk about whether or not a particular film succeeds
according to its defined category. This talk takes place in popular reviews, scholarly
articles, a s well as casual conversations and, ultimately, affects the demand for a film.
Finally, o n an artistic level, naming reality-based films “documentary” served to distance
them from Hollywood fiction films and the nineteenth-century novelistic tradition of

Brian Winston, Claiming the Real: The Griersonian Documentarv and jhs
Legitim ations (London: British Film Institute, 1995), 99.
Winston, 103.
See Plantinga, “Indexing and the Assertive Stance,” 15-21. See also, Noel
Carroll, “ From Real to Reel: Entangled in Nonfiction Film” Philosophic Exchange 14
(1983). 5-45.
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realism that, in the 1920s, was being replaced in philosophy, literature, and art by
modernism. Thus Hollywood and literature’s alignment with art left a space for
documentary to claim the “real.”
By 1920, several cultural forces coalesced that would affect how reality-based
films might be received. In Blurred Boundaries. Bill Nichols schematizes several “modes
of documentary representation, suggesting how each attempts to provide redress for a
deficiency in the previous mode while eventually presenting limitations of its ovvn.”^’^ He
establishes a dialectical relationship beginning with “Hollywood fiction”; the deficiency
of this mode is the “absence of ‘reality.’” Even when a fiction film ’s goal is “reality,” for
example, making sure the buttons on the costume of a Civil W ar soldier are exact replicas
of the original, the audience does not expect to see non-actors participating in
spontaneous events. The corrective or anti-thesis to Hollywood fiction, Nichols asserts,
is the “Expository documentary” that arose in the 1930s, that although “overly didactic”
did “directly address the real.” Thus, Grierson’s defining this expositoi7 mode as
“documentary” preserved a correspondent definition of reality at a time when Modernism
and Expressionism rejected the tenets of Realism and Naturalism, and Hollywood held
authority over the fiction film. The films of this expository mode were based on the
assumption that a direct relationship exists betw'een an image and its referent, the material
world. U sing a word associated with history and education, “document,” would still
denote subjects based on facts, but the word itself makes stronger claims about natxative
than the connotations of “reality films” or “actualities.”*’^’ Therefore, in both film and

Bill Nichols, Blurred Boundaries: Questions of Meaning i n ;
Culture (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994), 94-95.
Winston traces the modern meaning of “documentary” from dociimentum,
1450, m eaning “a lesson.” The shift to “document,” as meaning something written, is
related to the legal world and its connection to “the emerging industrial world in paper"
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writing, a culture! shift to a modernist, subjective stance toward reality elicited a
conservative counter-response in the form of print journalism, and its parallel in film, the
“Ex pository documentary
As useful as Nichols’ modes tu'e, by moving from Hollywood fiction directly to
the “Expository documentary” associated with Grierson and the British Documentary
Movement, he elides two other major responses to recording the natural world.
Immediately following W orld War I, “the scope of the fact film broadened and
filmmakers in various countries began groping for an expressive style for the non-fiction
motion picture.”**^ This groping led to the next major wave of documentary innovation
that took place in the early 1920s in the contrasting approaches of American Robert
Flaherty (1884-1951) and Russian DzigaVertov (1896-1954), each of whom contributed
to present-day expectations about documentary filmmaking.'’^
Flaherty’s Nanook of the North (1922), a study of the Innuit Eskimos, defined a
style of docum entary based on a method of “non-preconception,” a method characterized
by im m ersion in a culture. Living with the people he was filming became a trademark of
Flaherty’s method: “He wished to be integrated into those societies that were the subjects
of his film s, so that he might arrive at a record of lives that was truthful to his vision,

(W inston, Chapter 3). According to the (JED, document was used in 1648 to mean “to
teach, instruct” reflecting its Latin root docere. thus emphasizing the educational
associations of documentary,
Ephraim Katz, The Film Encyclopedia (New York: HarperCollins, 1994), 374.
T h e wave metaphor implies a dynamic of rhythms and complex mixing of
theories a n d supports Stain’s argument that “[tjheories do not supersede one another in a
linear progression,
, j They do not die; they transform themselves, leaving traces and
rem iniscences. There are shifts in emphasis, of course, but many of the major themes—
mimesis, authorship, spectatorship—have been reiterated and reenvisioned from the
beginning” (9).
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whether he expressed that truth through actual or restaged footage.”^*'^ This method was
repeated when he made Moana (1926) and Man of Aran (1934). For Moatta, Flaherty
moved his wife and three daughters with him to Samoa for two years. Before filming
Man o f A ran. Flaherty made two trips to the Aran Islands. He then spent over two years
making thi.s film about the daily struggles of an isolated Irish island community. As
Grierson so aptly characterizes Flaherty’s style: “He lives with his people till the story is
told ‘out o f himself.’”™
Grierson’s review of Moana for the New York Sim in 1926 is the document
credited with officially naming this genre “documentary.” He praised Moana because of
its “documentary value.”’ ’ At the same time, he noted the film’s expressive and artistic
qualities that create for viewers the feeling of “being there” and reinforce the witness or
observer presence of the filmmaker. This style earned Flaherty the titles “Explorer” and
“Artist.”
Logically, Flaheity seems to emerge from the tradition of early travel films, yet
his work resists generic classification. He never espoused a unified theory of

Richard M. Barsam, Nonfiction Film: A Critical History. Revised and
Expanded (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1992), 49. See also, M. All Issari,
Cinema Verite (Ann Arbor: Michigan State University Press, 1971), 46. In Nanook. the
Eskimos recreated hunting the walrus with harpoons although they had rifles. In M oana.
T a’avale, the young man tattooed, agreed to this painful procedure even though his tribe
no longer used it as a rite of passage. He consented as a way to show pride in his tribes’
older custom s, and he was well paid for acting in the sequence that added drama to the
film (B arsam , Nonfiction Film 1992, 51). The Aran fisherman learned how to hunt shark
to add dram atic sequences to the film about their community even though they did not
usually h u n t shark. Although Flaherty understood that audiences saw his films as valid
and real, his method included interpretation and restaging of events to get at the truth; as
he was often quoted: “Sometimes you have to lie. One often has to distort a thing to
catch its true spirit” (Flaherty qtd. in Barsam, Nonfiction Film 1973, 133).
™ Grierson qtd. in Barsam, Nonfiction Film 1992, 10.
” .Iohn Grierson, “Flaherty’s ‘Moana,’ A Poetic South Sea Film, Comes to the
Rialto,’’ T h e Sun, Feb. 6,1926.
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filmmaking; Jean Renoir, French filmmaker (Rules of the G am e) and son of August
Renoir, the painter, makes clear: “There will be no Flaherty school. Many people will
try to imitate him, but they won’t succeed; he had no system.” '^^ Renoir and Flaherty
have in common a style of filmmaking that emphasizes the long take, a technique that
Andre Bazin associates with realism, in film.^"’ However, Flaherty’s method of
immersion, of living with his subjects, more closely aligns his films with “discourses of
sobriety,” such as anthropology, that require research as part of the documenting process.
Flaherty brought to documentary filmmaking what Carl Plantinga calls “an assertive
stance,” by which “the states of affairs represented are asserted to occur [or have
occurredj in the actual world as portrayed.”^'*
E llis credits Flaherty with finding “a means other than the plotted story, or the
simple topical organization of newsreels and travelogues, to present real people and their
everyday lives on the screen.”^'"’ At the same time, by creating Nanook as the main
character in dramatic recreations, Flaherty not only used techniques associated with
fiction film s but also tried to capture timeless truths about human nature with his visual
descriptions. Nanook, like many of his films, is organized around the theme of humans
struggling against nature. This theme gave his films a more lasting “realism” than a
simple new s story. Yet, Flaherty’s immersion method of filming clearly set him apiirt
from the Hollywood system in which movies were studio bound and completed in a

Jean Renoir quoted in Barsam, Nonfiction Film 1973,157.
In an article for Sight and Sound honoring Bazin, Peter Matthews notes that “in
the name o f a higher realism, then, Bazin celebrated the long, unintemipted take for its
capacity to simulate the most elemental aspect of nature— its continuousncss.” Peter
M atthews, “Andre Bazin—Divining the Real,” Sight and Sound,
http://www.bfi.org.uk/sightandsound/archive/innovators/bazin.html.
Plantinga, 17.
Ellis, 18.
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matter of days. He also stood against Hollywood with his independence, autonomy, and
style. When discussing the ending of Nanook. Richard Barsam emphasizes that “Flaherty
is not concerned with happy endings, and if the previous footage has not suggested that
Nanook and his family have the strength to get through such a night, then no tackcd-on
ending would do it anyway.”^^’
Although criticized for being “a romantic in almost every aspect of his life and
art, he influenced many realist filmmakers” including Richard Leacock.

As a child,

Leacock m et Flaherty when attending school with Flaherty’s daughter; years later,
l.eacock had an opportunity to work behind the camera with Flaherty on Louisiana Storv
(1948). Leacock took away from this experience a method of making documentary that
relied on immersion in the subject, shooting without a script, and allowing a subject to
reveal itself, and this training would earn Leacock a place with Drew Associates,
founders o f the Direct Cinema movement.^^

Richard Barsam, Nonfiction Film 1973, 133-5. Flaherty did not want to have
anything to do with Hollywood: “his temperament and the skills he learned to cope with
the wildeniess did not equip Flalterty to deal with the businessmen in the film industry,
who were as savage as anything he had encountered on six continents; he compared his
stay in Hollyw ood to ‘going through a sewer in a glass-bottomed boat’” in Richard
Barsam, T h e Vision of Robert Flaherty: The Artist as Myth and Filmmaker
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1988), 5. Clearly, Flaherty preferred the
subjects o f his films to the established industry hierarchy. Unlike Cooper and
Schoedsack, who followed Flaherty’s success with a documentary about the Bakhtiair
tribesmen and their annual journey to find grassland for their livestock (Grass 1925) but
then m ade the transition to Hollywood and fame with King Kong (1933), Flaherty stayed
com m itted to his anthropologicahstyle docuraentaiy, the style that would influence future
realist filramakers.
Barsam, Vision. 1.
Flaherty and Leacock shared an interest in technology. They wanted to design
lightweight equipment that would allow cinematographers more flexibility and find a
way to synchronize the image with the sound without losing flexibility— ideas that
became realities in the Direct Cinema movement. After working with Drew Associates,
Ixacock w e n t on to found and then head the Department of Film at Massachusetts
Institute o f Technology in 1969.
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In 1922, the year that Flaherty released Nanook o f the North, Dziga Vertov (born
Denis Arkadievich Kaufman) began a film newspaper, Kino pravda. in Russia. The
French Cin6ma Verite filmmakers of the 1960s trace their style directly to Kino pravda
(film truth), paying homage to Vertov by merely translating the name he used into
French. Vertov actually used the French term himself: “Cinema Vdrite is by Cine-Eye
and for Cine-Eye but with the truth of its resources and possibilities. It is photographing
people w ithout make-up from angles that take them unaware, and getting them with the
camera-eye at a moment when they are not acting and letting the camera strip their
thoughts bare.”’*"' Practitioner and theorist, Veitov provided the revolutionary ideas upon
which the later “new” documentary movement was Irased; he spoke out against fiction
films as impotent, mere “opium for the people,” and called for a new style of filmmaking
that captured the intimate details of everyday life, a new kind of film journalism: “The
history o f Cinema~Eye has been a relentless struggle to modify the course of world
cinema, to achieve in cinema a new emphasis on the unplayed film over the played film,
to substitute the document for the mise en scene, to break out of the proscenium of the
theater an d to enter the arena of life itself.”^® He wanted filmmakers “to stop running
fi'om ‘the prose of life.’”*^ Vertov’s call to “the prose of life” was a call to nonfiction,
but a notifiction committed to “the spectacular power of the fragment” rather than a
coherent plot or the “recognizable world” of Flaherty.®^ He emphasized an artistic,
experiraerrtal approach to actuality, a combination later emphasized in Grierson’s use of

Vertov qtd. in Issari from George Sadoul, “Dziga Vertov,” Artsept No. 2. Lo
Cindma e t la Veriti, (Avrii/Jiiin, 1963), 19.
Vertov qtd. in Erik Bamouw, Documentarv: A History of the Non-fiction Film.
2nd ed. (N ew York and Oxford: Oxford University Pre.ss, 1993), 61, From a 1929
lecture delivered in Paris.
Barnouw, 54.
Stam, 37.
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the word “creative” in his definition o f documentary.*^ In contrast to Flaherty’s
anthropological style, Dziga Vertov and other avant-garde and experimental filmmakers
claimed that “reality” or “truth” can be found in the process of editing.
Vertov embraced the editing process. Hi.s theory of montage combined “science
with cinematic depiction in the struggle to reveal truth . . , to decipher reality.”®'* He
concei ved of the camera and editing bench, together, as a way to use cinematic
technology to get at the truth. In The Man with a Movie Camera (1929), his most wellknown film, Vertov uses split screens, slow-motion, reversed movement, dissolves,
composite and still photography, all of which David Cook refers to as Vertov’s
“cinematic pyrotechnics.”*® Thus his style reproduced, analogously, the unconventional
typographical arrangements in film that looks forward to modernist poets and the New
Journalist Tom Wolfe. Whereas Flaherty was known for his cinematography and use of a
long lens, Vertov falls into the tradition of “cutters”— filmmakers w'ho emphasize the
grammar of film, the editing, in their process of filmmaking.
In contrast to Flaherty, Vertov’s style has an energy, a movement that reflects his
adopted nam e— the spinning top. His camera is always moving, emphasizing speed,
attacking reality rather than letting it unfold. Flaherty cared less about editing than
filming; V eitov raised editing to an art form. However, Flalierty and Vertov stand
together in the history of documentary: Both filmmakers worked without a script and
em phasized a method of non-preconception. Although Flaherty emphasized “shooting”

Although Grierson is associated with a more stereotypical style of
docum entary, many of his films show his openness to the creative use of editing.
Industrial Britain, for example, emphasizes the relationship between workers and their
machines in often abstract compositions and juxtaposition of images that Vertov would
have respected.
Vertov qtd. in Issari, 41.
Cook, 134.
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rather than “cutting,” they both believed that a filmmaker “actively immerses himself in
life’s slniggle, and once a part of it, he realizes that in life ‘everything has its own
reason,’ which has to become manifest in the film.”^*’ Although early nonfiction
filmmakers believed in a cotrespondent reality, clearly the correspondence was not a
simple one-to-one: images were manipulated; events were staged. It would take the
Direct Cinema movement to redefine documentary expectations of reality.
If Flaherty established a documentary thesis and Vertov his stylistic anti-thesis,
then Grierson and the filmmakers trained in the British documentary film movement
represent a form of synthesis of these traditions. Grierson inherited a method of
nonfiction filmmaking that included staged events and montage to achieve “reality,” and
he borrowed from both to develop his own style. Grierson well understood the power of
film and believed that “cinema is to be conceived as a medium like writing, capable of
many forms and many functions.”®^ In the over three hundred films made under his
tutelage, Grierson relied on non-scripted events filmed spontaneously; he also focused on
workers and ordinary people. Also, the films he produced reflect a variety of styles and
functions similar to literary genres. His first film. Drifters (1929), about North Sea
fishermen, was reminiscent of Flaherty’s anthropological style. Housing Problems
(1935, Edw ard Anstey and Arthur Elton) is structured like a problem-solution essay and
was one o f the first films to use direct interviews (which were actually Grierson’s sister’s
idea). N ight Mail (1936) included poetry by W.H. Auden as well as re-enactments by the
postal w orkers because the train was too dark for the speed of film they were using.
Industrial Britain (1933), a combined effort with Flaherty, shows the artistic potential of

Vlada Petrie’s summary of Vertov’s theory as qtd. in Barsam, Nonfiction Film
1992,71.
Grierson qtd. in Barsam, Nonfiction Film 1992, 80.
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editing as well as the persuasive power of a voicc-of-God nan’ation.** Realism took on
many shapes,
G rierson’s stated goal was to create propaganda, but he was not using the word in
the pejorative sense. His meaning was closer to the original meaning of the word,
“principles propagated by a movement” or even an older definition a.ssociated with the
Catholic Church meaning “defense of a faith.” Grierson’s faith was in the ability of the
medium to record reality and in people, who if given the proper education, would act for
social good. As head of the Empire Marketing Board Film Unit, established in 1930,
Grierson set out to “bring the Empire alive” by visually connecting geographically
diverse areas of the Empire, He wanted to educate people, to raise good citizens who
could “perceive their interdependencies and value them [ . . . . ] He thought that collective
effort, cooperation, and understanding could lead to a better w'orld.”^'^ Toward this end,
he dedicated his time to establishing a strong distribution system throughout Great Britain
for his educational and intbrmative documentaries.
In the United States, Grierson’s equivalent was Pare Lorentz. Bom in West
Virginia in 1905, he spent his early years working as a writer and film critic for popular
magazines. In the 1930s, he helped establish government-sponsored filmmaking, which
led to the U.S. Film Service (USES) for which he served as director from 1938-40. The
Plow that Broke the Plains (1936) was made for the U.S. Resettlement Agency, a branch

W hen working with Grierson on Industrial Britain (1933), Flaherty was given a
lot of film but “shot it all on the lovely images of traditional craftsmen (gla.ss blowers)
and ancient crafts (pottery)” (Ellis, 65-66). Grierson grew impatient with his seeming
disregard for budgets and deadlines; finally, he fired Flahetty and finished the film
himself. T h e two different styles are evident in the structure of the film; Flaherty’s
footage rom anticizing the individual craftsman in the first half is replaced by Grierson’s
more abstract composition and emphasis on machinery after the intertitle “STEEL.”
Ellis, 161.
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of the Department of Agriculture. M ost noteworthy is that Lorentz developed an
original, personal style of documentary that, Ellis claims, “became a national style” :
carefully composed images shot silent but using sound— symphonic music, spoken
words, and noises— to complement the images. Virgil Thomson was the composer for
The Plow that Broke the Plains and The River (1937); Thomson’s contribution of an
operatic balance between score and images raised the status of documentary, associating
it more with the art film than Flaherty’s style.
However, Lorentz was not Grierson. He relied on partisan support of the party in
power. As a result, in 1940, when the Republicans came to power in Congress, the USES
was disbanded. All his films were related to one department— agriculture— so he had a
narrow b ase of sponsors; also, he was more interested in creating art than in promoting a
documentary movement. Unlike Grierson, he failed to think about how his films would
be distributed. Thus, documentary in the U.S. remained a non-movement of individual
rivalries, competitiveness, and political differences. Without a strong base of support and
little attention to distribution, the nascent documentary film movement in the U. S. never
emerged from Hollywood’s shadow.
It took a war to revitalize U.S. documentary filmmaking. WWII caused an
explosion of films used for training, indoctrination, records of battle, and social
commentary. Because the pre-war documentary tradition lacked organization and focus
in the U nited States, in contrast to Grierson’s British Documentary Movement, and was
not able to compete with the monolithic Hollywood feature.s, it was “Hollywood
film m akers who got the big Armed Forces projects and made some of the most valuable
and lasting of the waitime d o c u m e n ta rie s .A lth o u g h Lorentz went on to direct shorts

Elhs, 148.
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for RKO‘^‘ and made almost three hundred navigational films for the U.S. Air Force
during WWII, tlie U'.S. government lurnecl to fiction directors like John Ford and John
Huston for its propaganda films. Documentaries were given an unprecedented amount of
theatrical screen time and combined actual and fictional footage in an effort to bring news
about the war and propaganda to larger and larger audiences.
Ford was put in charge of the Field Photographic Branch of the Office of Strategic
Services where he organized a team to document the war. In 1942, he produced one of
the best-known U.S. war documentaries, The Battle of M idway, from footage that he,
himself, helped film.^' This 18-minute short follows the fight beginning with the first
signs of threat “from behind that sunset,” through the battle, to the rescue of downed
pilots. A t one point, the voice-oFGod nam dor reminds the viewer that “Yes, this really
happened” as an American flag is raised above the rubble left from the Japanese attack.
Ford was injured while filming this Academy Award-winning documentary, and he chose
to edit in damaged footage to add to the realism. However, Hollywood’s influence can
be heard in the patriotic soundtrack, the special sound effects, and the female voice-over
pleading to “Get those boys to safety.” Ford’s overtly manipulative style won him
accolades and inspired his next project, this time with Greg Toland (cinematographer for
Citizen K ane), another short called December 7^*^ (1943).
T h e induction of Hollywood filmmakers brought a wealth of resources to
producing these wartime documentaries but also resulted in the independent filmmaker’s

RKO stands for “Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp.” and then “Radio Pictures”; it
released Citizen Kane and Kinn Kong, but originallyJ was established in 1882 in
connection with vaudeville theaters.
See also, Shooting War: WWII Combat Cameramen, Dir. Richard Schickel,
TV 2000. Naixated by Tom Hanks and with Steven Spielberg listed as Executive
Producer, this powerful documentary contains rare archival footage of WWII combat.
.....
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loss of power. And after the war, “ [ejfforts to hang onto the occasion provided by World
War II to have documentary-like films playing in the theaters petered out by the early
fifties. [.. . J the war years had marked a high point of documentary achievement.”^^
This level o f achievement, this promise for documentary was dashed until “saved” by
television, hungry for programming— a hungci- Direct: Cinema would feed.
Conclusion
Although documentary film was associated with a correspondent view of reality
from its beginning, methods of documentary production included re-enactment, montage,
voice-over narration, and non-diegetic music. This “creative treatment of actuality” wa,s
accepted as part of the filmmaking process and, in part, necessitated by the constraints of
equipment: heavy cameras, asynchronous sound, and slow-speed film. According to
Nichols, th e corrective to the didacticism of the “expository” documentary popular in
both Britain and the United States was the “observational” documentary made popular by
the Direct Cinema movement. However, Direct Cinema was more than just a correcti ve
to Hollywood— like New Journalism, it was a response to widespread cultural shifts in
how people viewed reality.
In the mid-1960s, when continental semiotic theories were translated extensively,
the hold o f realism in filmmaking, associated with the theories of Andre Bazin, began to
lose its credibility. The fidelity of the image was being questioned, putting documentary
authenticity at risk: “How could anyone be fool enough to suppose that cinema was
capable o f recording reality directly when perception is always mediated by language? It
might almo.st be said that [ ...] contemporary film theory sprang out of an irresistible itch

E llis, 167.
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to prove Bazin wrong

If fiction fiim theory tried to prove Bazin wrong, documentary

film theory in the form of the Direct Cinema movement tried to prove him right. In so
doing, the D irect Cinema filmmakers refined the definition of documentary and created
expectations of truth and objectivity. Realism in its traditional, cotTespondeni definition
was once again fighting to maintain its status.
The tenacity and malleability of the concept of “realism” is clear. In spite of a
beginning more akin to idealism, being abandoned by the novel, and treated artistically
by Hollyw'ood fictions and excursions into the Avant-Garde, “realism” sustained its
traditional coiTcspondent meaning in forms of nonfiction. By the 1960s, realism found
advocates in the New Journalist and Direct Cinema movements just as the “integrity of
the referential image” was being attacked. At this historical moment, writers like Tom
Wolfe and Truman Capote and filmmakers like Robert Drew and Albert Maysles
invented new styles of writing and filmmaking to capture the reality that was slipping
into constructedness.

M atthews.
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C H A FI’E R ll
THE STATUS OF NONFICTION

M y argument is that the genius o f any write r—again, in fiction or in nonfictionwill be severely handicapped i f he cannot master, or i f he abandons, the techniques o f
realismJ
Tom Wolfe

Realism as a literary movement in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries was associated with the novel as the highest form of achievement: all writers
wanted to be novelists (according to Tom Wolfe), and filmmakers, at their best, were
equal to novelists (according to Andre Bazin)." Fiction stood at center stage in both
media. However, by the 1960s, the battle between reality and art had begun to shift from
the novel and classic fiction films to journalism as the contested space. In her
introduction to The Art of Fact, Barbara Lounsbeixy notes that the “second half of the
twentieth century has been an age of nonfiction [ . . . ] our age has stopped subscribing to
the belief that the novel is the highest form of the literary imagination.”^ The lure of
‘ T om Wolfe, The New Journalism: With an Anthology Edited ^ Tom Wolfe and
E.W . Johnson (New York: Harper and Row, 1973), 34. References to this text, in this
chapter, w ill appear as internal citations to “NJ.”
^ W olfe pokes fun at reporters who see their work as a mere stepping stone to the
more prestigious work of writing fiction. He claims they write feature stories as a way to
exist until they can “quit cold, say goodbye to journalism, move into a shack somewhere,
work n ig h t and day for six months, and light up the sky with the final triumph. The final
triumph w as known as The Novel” (NJ, 5). He goes on to give this phenomenon a name:
K rim ’s Com plex. Not only writers suffer from this complex: “half the people who went
to work fo r publishing houses did so with the belief that their real destiny was to be
novelists” (NJ, 7). Bazin, 167.
^ Barbara Lounsberry, Thg
of Fact: Contemporarv Artists of Nonfiction (New
York: G reenw ood Press, 1990), xi.
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reality gripped the reading and viewing publics just as a man in a white suit and fancy tie
drew attention to a new style of nonfiction writing and another young man offered
television audiences an innovative documentary film style.
Tom Wolfe and Robert Drew, leading figures in the emergence of the New
Journalism and Direct Cinema movements respectively, both began as traditional
jounialists. Wolfe, however, came to the news from an academic background: he
received his Ph.D. in American Studies from Yale in 1957.** After graduating and
applying to many newspapers, he finally was offered a job a.s a reporter for the
M assachusetts Springfield Union; then in 1959, he began writing feature stoties for the
Washington Post. By 1962 he landed a job at the New York Herald Tribune, where he
filled a vacancy left by Lewis Lapham, future editor of Harper’s. His work for the
Tribune provided him with the models and opportunity that inspired hi.s personal style.
Robert D rew ’s ambition to be a writer had to be postponed when he became a fighter
pilot in W W II. W hile flying missions over Italy, he was shot down and spent three
months behind enemy lines.^ However, after the war, he wrote articles about his combat
experiences that led to a job as a reporter for Life magazine in their Los Angeles bureau.^
His earliest assignments included not only coming up with ideas for stories but also
suggesting the shots that the Life photographers should bring back to accompany them.
His eventual career as a documentary filmmaker seemed the perfect legacy of a man
F o r his dissertation, Wolfe examined “The League of American Writers:
Com m unist Organizational Activity among American Writers, 1929-1942.”
^ In a telephone interview with the author, Drew remembers that when in Italy, the
popular w ar coixespondent “Ernie Pyle joined our group. Ernie Pyle had a way of writing
words, m aking people feel as if they were there. That ideal has persisted throughout niy
life— reproducing a feeling. W ithout it (Pyle’s inspiration] 1 would never have gone on
to do w hat I did.”
F o r a more complete account of Drew’s background see P.J. O ’Connell’s Robert
Drew and the Development of Cinema Verite m America (Carbondale: Southern Illinois
U niversity Press, 1992), 5-16.
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whose father sold film for F^athe and other film companies and whose mother’s family
owned a newspaper. As young men, Wolfe and Drew found themselves writing for
peiiodicals, newspapers and magazines; their work was steeped in a journalistic
commitment to facts and a belief in a traditional meaning of “reality”~ o f a world “out
there,”
Moreover, their commitment to coiTespondent view of reality, to a real world “out
there,” unites these men and the movements they represent. Wolfe makes the analogy
between the introduction of realism into eighteenth century-English literature and the
“introduction of electricity into machine technology” claiming that “the analogy happens
to work because each gets down to an elemental principle in its field” (NJ, Preface). For
Wolfe, realism is more than a literary technique; it is a fundamental property of knowing.
For Drew, Direct Cinema meant “getting reality on film.” When asked to review
O ’Connell’s manuscript for Robert Drew and the Development of Cinema Verite m
America, Drew wrote: “Film can create interests in ways print cannot. Print can satisfy
those interests in ways that film cannot. They are not antagonists but both part of a
continuum that stretches from facts on one end to feelings on the other, a range that is
beginning to provide the world with a powerful multimedia engine-for-knowing.”^ Not
only are p rint and film not antagonists, they share techniques. Although Wolfe defines
New Journalism as the wedding of facts with a literary style, he uses movie metaphors to
describe h is method and technique. Drew, instead of aligning him self with the French
Cindma V eritd film movement, claims that his inspiration came from his years working
as a rep o tter for Life magazine. The two movements, New Journalism and Direct
Cinema, a re grounded in an attempt to represent, as accurately as possible, the elusive

^ O ’Connell, 233.
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“reality” o f an American culture in the throes o f change, and the cinema seemed to
provide a link to that reality at a time when other ways of understanding the world were
being attacked/lost.

Tom Wolfe’s New Jowriiallsni
In his 1966 article about the shifting attention to nonfiction writing, “The Personal
Voice and the Impersonal Eye,” Dan Wakefield credits The Kandv-Kolored TangerineFlaked Strearnline Baby and In Cold Blood as signaling the shift in attention to
nonfiction: “In the past year nonfiction works by Tom Wolfe and Truman Capote have
catapulted the reportorial kind of writing to a level of social interest suitable for cocktail
party conversation and little-review comment. As Wolfe might put it, nonfiction has
suddenly become . . . fashionable.”^ The tremor that shook the literary hierarchy began
when the brash New Journalists forgot their marginal status as news reporters and non
fiction w riters and claimed to act like novelists. Cinderella decided to go to the ball.
They w ere criticized for trying to use literary techniques to gain legitimacy or move up in
the hierarchy. However, rather than nonfiction trying to dress up in a white linen summer
suit and expensive tie to hob-nob with a literary elite, nonfiction was borrowing from the
language o f cinema and the method of documentary. Instead of journalism trying to be
literature, journalism had gone cinematic.
W olfe claims that “[njovelists did not write about the sixties. That left a huge gap
in A m erican letters, a gap big enough to drive an ungainly Reo rig like the New
Journalism through” (NJ, 31). In Conversations with Tom Wolfe, he proposes two
reasons w h y the Realist novel, in particular, was losing its status: “One is simply that
people w h o wanted to write stories began to go into film, either in a theater or on

"Wakefield, Dan. “The Personal Voice and the Impersonal Eye” in The Reporter
S§ Artist e d ite d by Ronald Weber (New York; Hasting House, 1974), 39-48.
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television.”^ Wolfe was aware o f the ability o f television to draw revenue away from
other media. During his first year at the Tribune, a printer’s strike suspended publication
for ,114 days; advertisers turned to television.”'*The second reason Wolfe gives for
novelists abandoning realism concerns the shift to an emphasis on art and form over
content. Novelists, he believes, have become “ Table tellers,’ reaching for the
iconographic; they have no social background or social context. By turning away from
documentary realism, they are missing the exciting stories around them” (my
emphasis).*’
Thus, in W olfe’s account of the rise of New Journalism, by the 1960s, journalists
were filling a void left by novelists who no longer took as their topic society and “the
whole business of ‘the way we live now ’” (NJ, 29). In their place is “a group of writers
coming along, working in a genre regarded as Lower Class [.. ,j who discover the Joys of
detailed realism and its strange powers” (28). No doubt, these writers would be keenly
aware of the power of film and television to deliver realism to a large audience, an
audience for which they were in competition.*^

^ Dorothy M. Scura, ed., Conversations with Tom Wolfe (Jackson: University
Press of M ississippi, 1990), 33.
*® See Richard Kluger, The Paper: The Life and Death of the New York Herald
Tribune (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1986).
** Scura, 34. W olfe’s concern for historical context reflects his training in
American Studies.
*^ In her master’s thesis, Vera Galante argues that W olfe’s research for his
dissertation about the League of American Writers convinced him that intellectuals had
no real pow er in the United States. Thus, Wolfe, like the Communist Party he studied,
shifted attention to popular culture and the media. For Wolfe, this shift meant writing for
Sunday supplements and popular magazines. See Vera do Val Galante, “Conspicuous
Presence: Tom Wolfe’s One Man Show” (M.A. Thesis: College of William & Mary,
1993), 13--28. In the opening pages of The Kandv-Kolored Taneerine-Flake Streamline
Baby, W olfe acknowledges Esquire, H arper’s Bazaar, the Sunday Republican, and
Venture as well as the Herald Tribune for permission to republish articles as chapters,
em phasizing his connection to periodicals and popular culture.
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All the fuss over this new brand of journalism , claimed Wolfe, centered on this
competition for status: “’Looking back on it one can see that what had happened was this:
the sudden arrival of this new style of jottmalism, from out of nowhere, had caused a
status panic in the literary community.”

He defines the established hierarchy from the

top down. At the top reigned, the literary upper class composed of a fairly stable group of
novelists, poets, and playwrights who had “exclusive entry to the soul of man.” The
middle class co,ntained the “men of letters,” the “reigning practitioners of nonfiction”:
literary essayists, critics, biographers, historians and scientists. These writers contributed
worthy analyses and insights. The lower class was composed o f the journali.sts who
“were so low down in the structure that they were barely noticed at all. They were
regarded chiefly as day laborers who dug up slags of raw information for writers of
higher ‘sensibility’ to make better use of.” Finally, “as for people who wrote for popular
( ‘slick’) m agazines and Sunday supplements, your so-called free-lance writers—except
for a few people on The New Yorker, they w eren’t even in the game. They were the
lumpenproles.”
In the midst of this literary shake-up, no one suspected the movies as part of the
reason for the change. Why would they? The Hollywood system entertained the masses;
movies w ere not considered art or literary. Yet, if the lumpenproles were not even in the
literary gam e, they shared something in common with filmmakers, particularly
documentary filmmakers, and—just maybe— the cinema was partially responsible for
influencing the style that caught the public reading nonfiction.
L ike Capote, Wolfe kept the attention on literary techniques as the energizing
force in his new style. When he defines it, he refers to movies to make his points. In his

W olfe, New Journalism, 25. All the direct quotations in the remainder of this
paragraph a re from this citation.
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opening description of the attack on the literary world, the “dethroning of the novel,” he
describes what he irnagine-d his first newspaper jo b would be like:
God knows I didn’t have anything new in mind, much less anything
literary when 1 took my first newspaper job. I had a fierce and unnatural
craving for something else entirely. Chicago, 1928, that was the general
i d e a . , . Drunken reporters out on the ledge o f the News peeing into the
Chicago River at dawn [ . . . ] . I wanted the whole movie, nothing left o u t.
. . ( my emphasis NJ, 3).
According to Wolfe, it took Jimmy Breslin, columnist for the Herald Tribune, to break
away from the “paralyzing snoremongers” like W alter Lippmann and Joseph Alsop.
Journalists and literary figures alike criticized Breslin’s style but seemed to overlook the
skill of reporting that went beyond the typical column and threatened the literary elite:
“Breslin m ade it a practice to arrive on the scene long before the main event in order to
gather the off-camera material, the play-by-play in the make-up room, that would enable
him to create character., .to gather ‘novelistic’ details, the rings, the perspiration, the
jabs on the shoulder, and he did it more skillfully than most novelists” (my emphasis NJ,
14). W hen explaining how Breslin’s reporting was different, Wolfe describes a technique
similar to the one used by James Agee to write

us Now Praise Famous Men and one

much like the method of documentary filmmakers:
It was more intense, more detailed, and certainly more time-consuming
than anything that newspaper or magazine reporters, including
investigative reporters, were accustomed to. They developed the habit of
staying with the people they were writing about for days at a time, weeks
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in some cases. They had to gather all the m.aterial the conventional
journalist was after-an d then keep going. (N.1,20)
He goes on to emphasize the importance of the presence of the writer at an event: “It
seemed all-important to be there when dramatic scenes took place, to get the dialogue, the
gestures, the facial expres.sions, the details of the environment. The idea was to give the
full objective description, plus something that readers had always had to go to novels and
short stories lor: namely, the subjective or emotional life of the characters” (NJ, 21).
This new way of reporting “depended upon a depth of information that had never been
demanded in newspaper work” (NJ, 21). What Wolfe was documenting was a changing
method o f writing, a method that, whether he acknowledged it openly or not, had been
influenced by the realism of film and that paralleled Direct Cinema filmmaking methods.
New J o u rn a lism ’.s C inem atic Style
According to W olfe’s account of the emergence of the New Journalist style of
writing, reporters were learning “from scratch” how to write with the veracity of realist
novelists like Fielding, Balzac, and Dickens. He identifies four devices that conlributed
to this new style: Scene-by-scene construction, extensive use of dialogue, third-person
point of view , and recording of every-day “symbolic” detiiils. Although these techniques
are also associated with literature, W olfe’s claim that these techniques were being re
discovered and his comparison of them to film suggest that this re-discovery was

See also Bill Nichols, Representing Reality: Issues and Concepts in
D ocum entary (Bloomington: Indiana University press, 1991). In order to give the
reader/vie wer a feeling that a direct encounter is possible, the text must “render the
im pression of reality, a sense of the historical world as we, in fact, experience it, usually
on a quotidian basis. This, in turn, hinges on the presence of the filmmaker or authoring
agency as an absence, an absent presence whose effect is noted (it provides the sounds
and im ages before us) but whose physical presence remains not only unseen but also, for
the most pari:, unacknowledged” (42).
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influenced as much, if not more, by the movies than by literature.

The four devices

closely parallel, the fundamental cirieinaiic devices of editing, synchronized sound
recording, cinematography, and mise-en-scene: setting, costume, lighting, and figure
movement.
W hen W olfe describes “scene-by-scene construction,” he emphasizes that the
report,er ,re.sort,s “as little as possible to sheer historical narrative” (NJ, 3 1). Events are
shaped not just chronologically but by an authorial voice, selected and ordered for the
most effective presentation to the reader. For a New Journalistic author, “datum, the
piece of information” has given way to the scene as the basic unit: “Therefore, your main
problem as a reporter is, simply, managing to stay with whomever you are wjiting about
long enough for the scenes to take place before your own eyes” (NJ, 50), Thus, this
reliance upon scenes means that instead of merely gathering and reporting facts from
interviews and other sources, giving readers a second-hand version of events, the New
Journalist reporter, in documentary film style, tries to be “on location” to witness the
event. This parallels the Direct Cinema method in which Drew and his Associates keep
the cameras rolling until the drama reveals itself. Wolfe even admits that “of these
devices, scenes and dialogue can be handled better on film than in print” (NJ, 48)
showing h is awareness and appreciation of the scenic construction of film.
Although most readers don’t think in terms of “sound” when they read an essay,
the use of dialogue is crucial to the sensuous style of New Journalism. Wolfe advocates
this technique because “realistic dialogue involves the reader more completely than any
other single device” (NJ, 31). He claims that reporters began using more dialogue when

W olfe goes as far to say that the lumpenproles were “writers with no literary
credentials” (NJ, 25) who had to learn the techniques of realism “by trial and error, by
‘instinct’ rath er than theory” (NJ, 31).
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novelists were “cutting back, using dialogue in more and more cryptic, fey and curiously
abstract ways” (NJ, 32). In documentary filmmaking, one of the major breakthroughs in
style was when Ruby Grierson, John Grierson’s sister, used the direct interview in
Housing Problems (1935).’® In addition to the Voice-of-God narrator directing the
viewer’s interpretation, the voices of the men and women living in poor housing
conditions were recorded in their homes showing examples of the structural damage and
infestations then testifying about: how much they enjoy their new living quarters. Their
voices contributed to the authenticity of the images in a way that no narrator could. So,
when Tom Wolfe immerses himself in the Prankster culture in The Electric Kool-Aid
Acid Test and wants to describe Pancho Pillow, a “ball-breaker freak,” he captures
Pancho talking about the makers of beautiful Oriental rugs shown in a book he has been
reading:

— like, man, I mean, these cats were tumed on ten centuries ago, the whole

thing, they had mandalas you never dreamed of—right?— look here, man, I want to blow
your m ind for you, just one time—

Readers move tirom Tom Wolfe’s narration in the

position o f observer to “listening” to Pancho Pillow; it’s as if readers are present,
alongside W olfe, as the dialogue is recorded.
W olfe also includes music and sound effects in his prose: the original title of the
Esquire version of “The Kandy-Kolored Tangerine-Flake Streamline Baby” is “There
Goes [Varoom! Varoora!] that Kandy-Kolored Tangerine-Flake Streamline Baby.” In
The E lectric Kool-Aid Acid Test when the Pranksters are getting ready for the arri val of
the Hell’s A ngels “[m]usic is blasting out of some speakers on top of the house, a Beatles
H ousing Problems' innovative use of a combination of stock footage, new
footage, m odels, and authoritative commentator with onscreen interviews established the
basic fo rm at for many modem television documentaries. Soon after— 1936— came Night
Mail with its poetic narration written and read by W.H. Auden.
T o m Wolfe, The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test (New York: Bantam Books,
1999), 160. I will also use the abbreviation EKAT to refer to this text.
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record~~Help, I ne-e-e-ed somebody—-” (155). It would be easy for a reader to continue
the song or other snippets of Beatle and Bob Dylan tunes in liis, or her mind as the scenes
unfold. In the chapter “The Cops and Robbere Game,” near the end of The Electric KoolAid Acid T est, Kesey is being chased by the police. Wolfe naiTates the escape attempt
including the sound of Kesey’s pants ripping:
Skidding down the embankment chocking up dust like in a Western the
blur of the Drain flats out beyond Kesey vaults over an erosion fence at
the bottom of the embankment
R l-M -W -IP
A picket catches his pants in the crotch rips out the in-seams of both pants
legs most neatly flapping on his legs like Low Rent cowboy chaps running
and flapping through the Visitacion flats poor petered-out suckmuck
marginal housing development last blasted edge of land you can build
houses on before they just sink into the ooze [ . . . . ] (370).
The lack o f punctuation in this passage reproduces the movement of the chase—no time
to stop to catch your breath and the words tumble over each other the way Kesey tumbles
down the embankment until the cops yell “GOTCHA!”
T h e term “point of view” or POV is shared by both writing and film. At times,
Wolfe shifts to a first-person POV in his writing; this represents a shift away from
objective reporting to an acknowledgement of a narrating subject. This narrating subject
affirms a n acceptance of a more subjective, internal reality by writers and readers, and
W olfe d o es not shy away from including himself in his books,’^ In film, POV is usually
A t these moments, W olfe’s style aligns itself more closely to Cinema Verite
than the e a rly Direct Cinema. The Cinema Vdrite filmmakers acknowledge the inability
of film to be objective and use the camera as a stimulus; Erik Barnouw calls Cinema
Vdrite “catalyst cinema.” Point of view was often overlooked in documentary film
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represented by the camera, thus, Wolfe can be compared to a cameraman wlio chooses
the angle through which readers/spectators view an e v e n t . B y shifting from a strictly
first-person account to include third-person point-ofeview accounts, Wolfe gets readers
into the minds of other characters or participants of events. Wolfe acknowledges the
criticism o f this technique; How can anyone get into someone else’s head? “The answer
proved to be marvelously simple,” responds Wolfe: “Interview' him about his thoughts
and emotions, along with everything else" (NJ, 32). He believes this technique works
best in print and that “ [n]o film maker has ever successfully brought the audience inside
the mind or central nervous system of a character” (NJ, 48). Neither voice-over narration
nor character POV shots solve this problem for Wolfe although he acknowledges the
development of new techniques such as “memory flashes” and films like Alfie in which
Michael C aine’s asides are addressed directly to the camera. He clearly sets forth the
limitations of film; however, he never fully acknowledges the limitations with
reproducing dialogue in print as if it had been recorded word-for-word. If writers, like
Wolfe or Capote, do not tape record the dialogue, how can they reproduce it accurately
for readers? Is the reconstruction of the dialogue “real” or “true” ? These are questions
that New Journalist writers would face.
W hen Wolfe defines what he means by the technique of recording the “status life”
of a person, he comes close to defining the cinematic term mise-en-scene: “This is the
recording o f everyday gestures, habits, manners, customs, styles of furniture, clothing,
decoration [ . , . ]” (NJ, 32). Mise-en-scene includes all of these things: character

because o f its claim of objectivity; however, recent scholarship has emphasized how even
a simple choice of camera angle indicates a subjective point of view.
Galante, 32-40. In this section, Galante refers to Wolfe “not only as the
cam eram an and the host” of his own one-man show, “but also as a ventriloquist. His
subjects acquire the voice he was willing to give them” (39).
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movement, costumes, lighting, and setting. A New Journalist reporter records details that
will reveal character and status visually. Film provides one of the most accurate ways of
portraying these details, and reporters would w'ant to emulate this film technique for an
audience im m ersed in a visual culture of television and films. However, Wolfe argues
that print does a better job of presenting status details: “The movies, o f course, can
present the same details but cannot point out the significance. ( . . . jThe first movie .maker
to deal successfully with point of view and status life will be the first giant in that field.
Sad to say, the students of cognition may discover that technically and physiologically it
is an impossible problem for film” (NJ, 49). W olfe himself overlooks the artistic creation
of sets, in which objects are carefully selected to reveal details about a character or the
plot, and the use of close-ups and cut-aways, which emphasize the significance of a
character’s expression or a prop. He, like film viewers of his day, take.s for granted the
“reality” that filmmaking reproduces and seems to ignore the artifice that he values in
print.
T his style that Wolfe codifies in his opening essay for The New Journalism is
sustained by a belief in a world “out there” that can be accessed and reproduced by words
through description and dialogue. On the one hand, it represents innovation, a dramatic
change from the typical reportage of the day. However, the innovations camouflage a
conservative agenda. Just as the “real world” slips into constructedness when the modem
period slips into the postmodern, New Journalism tries to assert the reality of the world
by developing a style that emphasizes cinematic techniques to reproduce this reality.

The Acid Test
W o lfe ’s references to filmmaking and his description of his technique take on a
lite.ral dim ension in The .Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test. Published in 1968, this literary-
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journalistic work follows the antics o f Ken Kesey and his Merry Pranksters across the
United States and into and out of trouble with the law. lite ra ry critics and historians
usually focus on W olfe’s rhetorical strategies or the book’s window into the vibrant dnig
culture of the 60s. More recent analyses, like that of Phyllis Frus, shift attention away
from the literary/nonfiction debate to explore the politics of texts that, through their style,
create reality. Although Frus eschews raising journalistic narratives to literary status, she
places the naixatives within a print culture and traditional literary, scholarly discussions.
Following Eagleton and others, she believes there is no longer a “literature,” thus
eliminating the boundary between news and fictional narratives. However, in her
analysis, the boundary between print and visual media remains intact. As I will argue in
more detail later about Jn Cold Blood, a key to fresh readings of Mew Journalist texts is to
examine the impact of the visual, of cinema, in their creation, and The Electric Kool-Aid
Acid Test is filled with talk about making movies.
T h e first hint of the impact of cinema on The Electric Eool-A id Acid Test comes
a few pages into the book when Wolfe is describing the crowd waiting for Kesey to be
released from jail; some of the costumes look like “Errol Flynn dueling shirts.” He then
shifts his attention to a girl “in the back of the truck, a dark little girl with thick black
hair, called Black Maria” (3, my emphasis^”). These almost throw-away references to
movies, how ever, are Just the first of many that open up a text in which movies exist on

The coincidence of this young girl’s having the same name as Edison’s early
motion picture studio called attention to itself and alerted me to possibilities, to the play
of language and the new ways of reading that awaited me. I soon found that this
nonfiction narrative was filled with references to the movies that I had completely
overlooked on a previous reading nearly thirty years ago. In addition to Errol Flynn and
Black M aria, Wolfe refers to Hud, Modem Times, and Debra Paget, a Hollywood star
who at a g e 14 was under contract with 20* Century Fox and whose filmography includes
Cry of th e City (1948). Broken Arrow (1950). and The Ten Commandments (1956).
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several levels. The obvious level is that, literally, the Merry Pranksters are making a
movie about their tour across the United States in the Day-Glo bus “Furthur.” On a
metaphorical level, Kesey and his followers refer to their new, desired state of
consciousness as their “movie.” Ultimately, every encounter along their journey presents
an opportiinity for an audition. Their goal: to form a cast of thousands who believe in
their project to change the world’s perception. Finally, the book itself, through W olfe’s
unique narrative style, works cinematically. Through language, Wolfe edits images into
a fantastic tale. The text unfolds with detailed realism, scene by scene, chapter by
chapter, and is accompanied by its own soundtrack; lyrics by the Beatles and Bob Dylan
weave together the visual images. Thus, the experience of reading becomes sensual,
analogous to the feeling W olf had when writing: “Despite the skepticism I brought: here,
I am suddenly experiencing their feeling. I am sure of it” (27). This experience is the
whole point of the New .foumalism and Direct Cinema m ovem ents-to put the
readers/viewers in the moment, to give them the feeling of “being there.” Thus, on a
literal level, The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test becomes a story about documentary
filmmaking.
H owever, readers are in for a surprise if they imagine “being there” as traveling
with a roving band of communal, low-tech hi|fi3ies trying to get in touch with their inner
selves. W hen Kesey was in the process of “transplanting the Perry Lane^' thing to La
Honda,” M ike Hagen, a friend from Kesey’s home state of Oregon, shows up. He arrives
with “his car crammed with gleaming tape-recorder equipment, movie equipment,

Perry Lane was the bohemian section at Stanford where Kesey and his wife
Faye liv ed and socialized with intellectuals and writers. During this period Kesey
volunteered for research in “psychomimetic” drugs at the Menlo Park Veterans
Administration Hospital where he was introduced to the mind-expanding experience of
LSD (E K A T , 32-42).
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microphones, speakers, amplifiers, even video-tape equipment, and the audio-visua) level
started rising around here [ . . , ] (64). As Frus notes, Kesey and the Pranksters revel in the
technology, turning Ix o Mru'x’s Machine in the Garden on its head. Even the woods at
La Honda’s idyllic retreat are “wired for sound” : “Up in the redwoods atop the cliff on
the other side of the highway from the house w'ere huge speakers, theater horns, that
could flood the entire gorge with sound” (138). The equipment becomes part of the
fantasy, and the Pranksters’ famous cross-country bus trip mimics the shoot-to-discover
style of documentary filmmaking: “The original fantasy, here in the spring of 1964, had
been that Kesey and lour or five others would get a .station wagon and drive to New York
for the New York W orld’s fair. On the way they could shoot some film make some tape,
freak out on the Fair and see what happened” (67).^^
On the second day on the road, the group plans their first acid trip, which would
be accompanied by “their first major movie production” (74). They wanted to document
their journey, so “H agan’s camera picked up the faces, the faces in Phoenix, the cops, the
service-station owners, the stragglers and the strugglers of America” (85). Their topic
was everyday A m erica-not some Hollywood, star-studded version. They wanted to give
a voice and a face to America, to reveal exactly why they wanted to drop out or go
beyond. W hen the Pranksters were arrested in 1965, two of the group gave their
occupations as “movie producer” and “movie technician.” On a particular stop when the

T his description places The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test with other fiction, like
Jack K eroacs’ On tte Road and Capote’s early nonfiction and even |n Cold Blood, in the
“long tradition in fiction where people sought a solution to the answers of life, or an
escape from responsibilities” by taking to the road. The equivalent in film is the “road
movie,” a genre that “really took hold in the traumatized times following the vSecond
World W ar” and that is “synonymous with American culture and the image of America to
the world” (Sam North, “Road Movies,” Hackwriters.com.
www.hackwriters.com/roadone.htm). Primary. Salesman, and Gimme Shelter are also
narratively built around road trips reflecting the mobility of documentary.
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Pranksters decide not to confront the police, W olfe describes how “Hassler talked sweet
to them [the police ...] and Hagen filmed it all like this was some crazed adventure in
Cinema Verite” (89). By referring directly to Cinema Vdriid, Wolfe acknowledges his
awareness o f the movement. He describes K esey’s filmmaking adventure in te rn s that
would apply to this new documentary style: “It was the world’s first acid film, taken
under conditions of total spontaneity baiTeling through the heartlands of America,
recording all now, in the moment” (136).
From the fall of 1964 until the spring of 1965, the Pranksters worked to edit the
forty-five hours of color film they had taken on the bus trip--The Movie. The realities of
documentary filmmaking made themselves known: “The Movie was a monster, 1 say.
The sheer labor and tedium in editing forty-five hours of film was unbelievable. And
besides .. .m uch of the film was out of focus. Hagen, like everybody else, had been
soaring h a lf the time, and the bouncing of the bus hadn’t helped especiallv-but that was
the trip!” (136). In addition, like many independent filmmakers, Kesey was pouring his
own m oney (from book sales) into his production and had already spent $70,000. The
footage probably looked like an early version of the style made famous by The Blair
Witch Project (1999) but without benefit of the basic film school training in
cinematography; “there were very few establishing shots, shots showing where the bus
was when this or that took place. But who needs that old Hollywood thing of a long shot,
medium sh o t, close-up, and the careful cuts and wipes and pans and dolly in and dolly
out, the o ld bullshit” (136). These comments by Wolfe make it clear that he has more
than a passing knowledge about continuity editing and the vocabulary of film. This
knowledge affected his style of reporting, a style that emphasizes realism through a visual
and auditory experience of an event.
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But why all this interest in making The Movie? Kesey was a writer, the
promising young author of One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest (1962) and Sometimes a
Great Notioti (1964).^'^ In an interview with Kesey when he was in jail, Wolfe questions
him about the rumors that he was giving up writing; “ ‘W hy?’ I said. ‘I’d rather be a
lightning rod than a seismograph,’ he said.” Then he went on to describe the Acid Test
“and forms of expression in which there would be no separation between himself and the
audience. It would be all one experience, with all the senses opened wide, words, music,
lights, sounds, touch-lightning” (8). This description, except perhaps for “touch,” comes
close to describing an audience experience o f film. An audience is .surrounded by words,
music, lights, and the lightening could signify the flashes of light as the projector moves
across the frames on the strip of film. Wolfe associates Kesey’s shift away from writing
with the mixed reviews of Sometimes a Great Notion. However, he goes on to say that
the reviews really didn’t matter because “Kesey was already talking about how writing
was an old-fashioned and artificial form and pointing out, for all who cared to l o o k . . .
the bus” (103). The bus was not only a physical object but also a work of art put in
motion. Kesey explains to a repoiter that “writers are trapped by artificial rules. W e are
trapped in syntax. We are ruled by an imaginary teacher with a red ball-point pen who
will brand us with an A-minus for the slightest infraction of the rales” (153). However,
the problem was more than mere rules—the Pranksters thrived on breaking rules. The
problem w as language itself and its inability to provide meaning.
E a rly in The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test, Wolfe observes that within the group
“everybody ia alert, watching for the meanings” (18). In a chapter called “The Unspoken
Thing,” W olfe tries to describe the almost spiritual atmosphere within the Prankster

These novels were eventually made into movies but not until after Wolfe had
written th e The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test.
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community; his use of the words “weird,” “psychic,” “cult,” and “cosmic” cannot capture
the feeling. Even the Pranksters, he says,
made a point of not putting it into words. That in itself was one of the
unspoken rules, Jf you label it this, then it can’t be t h

a

t ]To put it

into so many words, to define it, was to limit it. If it’s this, then it can’t be
t ha t . . . Yet there it was! Everyone had his own thing he was working out,
but it all fit into the group thing, which w a s - ’the Unspoken Thing,’ [ . . . ]
and that was as far a.s anyone wanted to go with words. (126)
In this brief passage, Wolfe sets out the problem that poststructuralists identified with
Western civilization’s use of language since Plato: dualistic thinking. Deixida
challenged systems of binary oppositions to reveal their underlying power structures and
show that these constructions are neither static nor fixed. The Pranksters, in a sense, can
be seen as practicing deconstruction through an LSD-induced experience in which they
try to achieve an oneness with the universe that transcends the boundaries of language.
They try to carve up the universe in a different way to negate or supercede the games that
the people they called “straights” were playing.
Paradoxically, K esey-as documented by W olfe-explains the reason for pushing
the experience into a new dimension in terms of film: “we are always acting on what has
just finished happening. It happened at least 1/30*'^ of a second ago. We think w e’re in
the present, but we aren’t. The present we know is only a movie of the past, and we will
really n ev er be able to control the present through ordinary means. That lag has to be
overcome some other way, through some kind of total breakthrough” (144). The paradox
emerges in Kesey’s claim that both the problem, the lag, and the solution lie in movies;
“The current fantasy was . . . a total breakthrough in tenns of expression . . . but also
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something that would amaze and delight many multitudes, a movie that could be shown
commercially as well as in the esoteric world of the heads” (136). Clearly, Kesey is
straggling with the problem, of representation and reality. His goal is to place his
audience in the present, which is the goal of New Journalists and Direct Cinema
filmmakers. To do this, he designs the Acid Test.
In his description of the Acid Test, Wolfe builds on K esey’s analogy to the
movies. B y so doing, Wolfe adds the third layer to the book’s references to movies. In
addition to the literal movie the Pranksters are making and the metaphorical movie that is
life, W olfe translates his own observations by using cinematic language, but not his own.
He does so by using a quotation from Arthur C. Clarke’s Childhood’s End:^"’'
The history of the cinema gave the clue to their actions. First, sound, then
color, then stereoscopy, then Cinerama, had made the old ‘moving
pictures’ more and more like reality itself. W here was the end of the
story? Surely, the final stage would be reached when the audience forgot
it was an audience, and became part of the action. To achieve this would
involve stimulation of all the senses, and perhaps hypnosis as we l l . . .
When the goal was attained, there would be an enormous enrichment, of
human experience. A man could becom e~for awhile, at least,—any other
person, and could take part in any conceivable adventure, real or
im aginary.. . . And when the ‘program’ was over, he would have acquired
memory as vivid as any experience in his actual life-indeed,
indistinguishable from reality itself. (233-4)
C larke published Childhood’s End in 1953, which suggests that movie
metaphor’ s permeated the way people were thinking about the world. Clarke is the
author of num erous science fiction books including the one on which Kubrick’s 2001 a
Space O dvssev is based and on which he collaborated.
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The point of doing drugs was to get people into the Pranksters’ ‘'movie,” their vision of
the world. The trip (botfi the physical bus trip and the acid trip) were “movies.” At one
stop, the group refrains from confronting the police: “for once they [the Pranksters] don’t
pile out and try to break up the Cop Movie. They go with the Cop Movie and get their
movie out o f there” (91). The literal movie they are making blurs into the metaphorical
movie that means life, or their reality. Movies are equated with reality, even if there are
competing realities, thus the modem and the post-modern merge in this text that claims to
be bringing the reader closer to reality, conserving it, but instead undemtines the
existence o f direct access to that reality with its own layers.
The position of the narrator in the text also contributes to W olfe’s underlying
conservatism. As a journalist with a Ph.D. in American Studies, Wolfe mediates
elements o f a fragmented, modem culture for the mainstream. His credentials give him
authority, and his POV does not so much celebrate the diversity of American culture as
translate these “other” cultures making them understandable and less threatening. He
removes th e threat of the hot-rod crowd or the drug culture of the 60s by making them
accessible, de-fusing them, and in some cases, outright criticizing them by showing their
limitations.
T h e opening and closing of The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test set up Wolfe’s
critique o f Kesey and his followers. Chapter One, “Black Shiny FBI Shoes,” opens as
Wolfe and some of the Pranksters-Cool Breeze, Black Maria, Lois Jennings, and Stewart
B ra n d -rid e through the streets of San Francisco in a “blazing silver red and Day-Glo"
van. As naiTator, Wolfe positions himself within the van but as an observer (not
participant) of the attention-getting antics of the group. He refers to himself as “some
guy from N ew York” and makes sarcastic asides. When Cool Breeze says he may not be
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able to hang around Kesey because “the cops are going to be coming around like all
feisty, and F m on probation, so I don’t know,” Wolfe notes to himself, “Well, that’s good
thinking there, Cool Breeze.” O f course, he goes on to comment that the colorful van, the
costumes the group is wearing, and their try-to-be-shocking attitude toward the passersby defeats any attempt by Cool Breeze not to call attention to himself, suggesting that this
kid is not too smart.
In the next “scene,” Wolfe shifts to the first: person to give readers a little
background about Kesey and this reporting assignment. He uses excerpts from some
letters that Kesey wrote to Larry M cM uttry when Kesey was on the lam in Mexico. In
one passage, Kesey writes “a parody o f what the straight world back there in the U.S. A.
must think of him now”:
“What was it that had brought a man so high of promise to so low a state
in so short a time? Well, the answer can be found in just one short word,
my friends, in just one all-well-used syllable:
“Dope!
“And while it may be claimed by some of the addled advocates of
these chemicals that our hero is known to have indulged in drugs before
his literary success, we must point out that there was evidence of his
literary prowess well before the advent of the so-called psychedelic into
his life but no evidence at all of any of the lunatic thinking that we find
thereafter!” (5)
W hat’s s o raastciful about this passage is that Wolfe uses Kesey’s own words to indict
him, suggesting that “dope” refers to more than just LSD. Wolfe also clearly sets himself
apart fro m the Pranksters. While he is waiting in the warehouse for Kesey’s arrival, a
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character named Hermit “vaults down from a platform about: nine feet up” and announces
that “I just had an eight-year-old boy up there ” When everybody laughs, Wolfe
comments: “It is some kind of family joke, I guess. At least I am the only one who scans
the scaffolding for the remains” (13). And, yet, just like Kesey’s mythic status with the
“hip New York circuit” who all claimed to know where he was in hiding at the time, the
myth that The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test, celebrates Kesey and his M eny .Pranksters
lives on into the 21®' century.*'^
In the last chapter, “The Graduation,” Wolfe makes his final comment about
Kesey and the Pranksters. Kesey is supposed to proselytize to The Youth tibout moving
“beyond acid” ; this ceremony will earn him his freedom in a plea-bargain arrangement
with the police and FBI—an arrangement that leaves many of his disciples thinking he is a
traitor to the cause of enlightenment through drugs. The ceremony was scheduled to take
place in W interland the day before the California Democratic Party would be meeting
there; however, at the last minute the sponsors, including Billy Graham who was
facilitating the aixangement, backed out. Someone realized that they should “never trust
a Prankster” and that the graduation might be a cover for “an Acid Test of unbelievable
proportions” (380-1). The Pranksters were left with the Wai'ehouse—a rat-infested,
smelly, run-down building; a symbol of the crumbling state of Kesey’s influence.
O nly a modest crowd attends the graduation. The declining status of the
Pranksters is evident when the police show up but don’t even arrest anyone. They just
look around, scare a few people away, and leave. Before long the H ell’s Angels leave,

In my conversations with college-aged students, most of them think that The
Electric K ool-A id Acid Test is only a celebration of Ken .Kesey, LSD, and the hippie
culture in general; however, almost none of them have read it. I think it would take more
than one reading for them to pick up on Wolfe’s subtle critique of the Pranksters rather
than feel .sympathy for Kesey as they contend with a “Just Say No!” world.
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then the TV crews, until only the “lightest inner circle” of the Prartkslers remain. Even
The New Dimensions quit playing when the Pranksters stait making techno noises to
accompany their songs. The musicians stomp out after accusing the Pranksters of being,
of all things, “square” : “ ‘Like, man, this fuck-up bit on .somebody else’s s e t- it’s s o vSQUARE!’” (408). In the final scene of the book, Babbs, one o f the original Pranksters,
and Kesey are center stage making noise and trading lines until the “song” spirals into a
refrain-repeated nine times--”‘WE BLEW IT!’” Again, W olf uses Kesey’s own
language to critique the Prankster scene.
The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test documents how the Pranksters “blew it.” In the
Epilogue, W olfe tells us that Kesey has served his time on a county work form, paid his
fines, and is back home in Oregon “writing again, working on a novel. The bus was
there, parked beside the Space Healer House” (414), Wolfe makes it clear: America does
not have anything to fear because Kesey’s literal film never gets made (instead, the
Beatles m ake A Hard D ay’s Night. 1964); the metaphorical movie, the Prankster
experience, ends with Kesey in jail, plea-bargaining with a promise to give anti-drug
talks; and The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test has a hot run then seems stylistically out of
date and its critique conservative. The text suggests the constructedness of reality yet
uses the language of cinema to invoke a traditional, coffespondent view of reality. Thus
the text’s tendencies toward innovation are undermined by its critique of this American
subculture in an effort to conserve the status quo. The paradoxical nature of the New
Journalist text—its adherence to a traditional concept of reality, of objectivity, even if
accessed subjectively—functions as a bridge between the modern, in its use of language
and subjectivity, and the postmodem, in its emphasis on surface images, “brain candy.”
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And with the text’s emphasis on the cinematic, New Journalism gestures toward Direct
Cinema.

Robert Drew’s Direct Cinema
During the same time period that the style of the New Journalist writers was
gaining attention in American literary circles (late 1950s and the 1960s), a small group of
filmmakers was transforming the w'ay documentary films were made. Typically, film
historians have characterized the Direct Cinema movement as the U.S. version of the
Cinema Vdrite movement, an idea that cry.stallized in France with Jean Rouch’s
Chronique d ’un fete (Chronicle of a Summer. 1961). In his Non-Fiction Film: A Critical
History (1973), Richard Barsam asserts that Direct Cinema has “its roots in Cinema
Verite.” H e goes on to describe what both film movements have in common: “the desire
for a new cinematic realism and the development of equipment necessary to achieving
that desire. Direct cinema uses whatever cinematic properties are necessary to record
reality and then to re-present it.”^* Although there is certain logic to establishing a
cinematic legacy for this new style of filmmaking, it denies the importance of writing and
journalism in the emergence of the American Direct Cinema. The Direct Cinema
m ovement is more closely aligned with journalists frustrated with the limitations of
language to present reality and looking for new ways for audiences to experience an
event “in the moment.”
In an interview for a documentary by the British Broadcasting Company (BBC),
Theatre w ithout Actors (1994), Robert Drew emphatically denies a connection between
his m ethod of documentary with the Cinema Verite movement. Theatre without Actors is
an early attem pt to trace the history of these movements (Direct; Cinema/Cinema Veritd),

Richard M. Barsam, Nonfiction Film: A Critical History (New York: E. P.
Dutton, 1973), 302.
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and in one sequence, fhe filmmakers follow Drew as he gets back in touch with a friend
from his days working as a reporter for Life magazine, Alfred Eisenstadt. Eisenstadt was
one of the four original Life photographers. He is most famous for his 1945 photo of a
sailor kissing a nurse in Times Square but well-known for his other slice-of-life
photographs, which align him with the Cinema V^rite/Direct Cinema movements.
As Drew and Eisenstadt settle into a discussion. Drew tries to set the historical
record straight. He reacts negatively to the idea that
people have been writing about, my films

and attributing the

background of the candid photography that I use to Vertov, the Russian
cinematographer, and Jean Rouch, the .French cinematographer, I say NO.
Vertov had no influence on me; I never heard of Rouch. The guy who had
the influence on me was Alfred Eisenstadt, and the candid photography in
Life magazine inspired me.^^
Rather than the inspiration by Fiench cinematographers, Drew’s inspiration came from
the tradition of photojournalism, a tradition that combines print with visual images—
closely aligning the birth of the Direct Cinema movement with the New Journalist
writers.
B oth movements were dedicated to capturing reality more objectively by
recreating an event that puts the audience “in the moment.” In his description of how he
developed his documentary method, Drew mentions his frustration with the existing
Theatre w'ithout Actors, videocassette of BBC program, 1,994. Direct quotations
attributed to Drew and his associates--Richard Leacock, Albert Maysles, D. A.
Pennebaker-—taken from Theatre Without .Actors a,re noted in internal citations as TA
from this point on.
When asked specifically if he had worked with any of the New Journalist
writers, D rew commented; “No. I admired them and tried to engage one or another of
them, o n e who wrote for The New Yorker—he wrote about Alaska, the Deltoid Pumpkin
Seed . . , John McPhee” (Telephone interview with author).
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television documentaries and emphasizes the importance of capturing truth. In a 1962
meeting with the American Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) television producers, Drew
lays out the problem and his solution:
W hat I found out was that real life never got on the film or onto the
television. If we could do that, we would have a whole new basis for a
new journalism [my emphasis] which is hard to define but I ’ll try. It
would be theater without actors, it would be plays without play writers, it
would be reporting without summary and opinion, it would be the ability
to look into people’s lives at crucial times in which you could deduce and
see a kind of truth that can only be gotten by personal experience [ . . . ] for
the first time television could convey the drama of real life. (TA)
In his study of the Maysles brothers, Jonathan Vogels affirms that Drew “saw himself as
a new kind of journalist, one who would use the new broadcast technology to disclose
information more objectively, allowing his viewers to decide for themselves how they
should feel or what if anything they should do about the issue presented.”^^ Both Wolfe’s
and D rew ’s concepts of new forms of expression are intricately connected to their
journalistic roots. In the future, this attachment would limit New Journalism and Direct
Cinema as well as thrust its followers into further experiments with print and film
language.^®
In the 1999 documentary video Defining the Moment,'^’ Drew is credited with

Vogels, .Tonathan B. ‘“ Outrageous Acts of Faith’: The Films of Albert and
David M aysles, 1962-1986.” (Dissertation: Boston University, 2000), 6.
W olfe turned to, primarily, writing fiction, and D rew ’s associates— Maysles,
Leacock, and Pennebaker— went on to experiment with the style and length of nonfiction
films in w ays that couldn’t be supported by television (See Chapter 5).
Cindma Vdrite: Defining the Moment. Videocassette. (Canada: National Film
Board, 1999). References to this video will be in-text citations designated by DM.
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“putting the pholo essay into motion” in his effort to make television more “human and
spontaneous.” Albert Maysles describes this transformation of print journalism to visual
Journalism as a “natural development” from photojournalism; it is like “dropping the
caption out of the photographs and putting the photographs into motion by movie
cameras and instead o f the captions we were taking the actual sounds of w'hat was taking
place in the moving piciure.”^^ He, too, credits Drew with being vital in this shift “to
extend the journalism of Life magazine to the movies” (DM). Drew Associates were
dedicated to capturing the spontaneity of breaking news and re-presenting the events in a
style that would put people “in the moment.” Thus journalism features were the model
rather than books or feature-length films that took years to produce.
Drew also defines himself and his innovative film style against the earlier British
Documentary Movement founded by John Grierson, who is credited with first applying to
films the nam e “documentary.” In spite of his obvious admiration for Grierson, in
Theatre w ithout Actors. Drew makes clear not only how Direct Cinema builds on
traditions but also what he rejects. Drew claims that he “disagree[s] with about 90% of
what Grierson stood for. He [Grierson] stood for controlled films, he stood for films that
were pre-determ ined in their point and were selling something, and he was a teacher. I
wanted none o f that” (TA). What he admired most was Grierson’s concept of
“commonly shared experiences.” According to Drew, Grierson believed that in our
complicated world, a democracy was built upon commonly shared experiences; the way
Grierson imagined this sharing was “to build a film theater in every hamlet. Of course
when television came in everyone had a theater in his own living room, and Grierson’s
conception of a transmission system was realized” (TA). Even though Drew disagreed

“ Naficy, 175.
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with the content and style of Griersonian documentaries, he admits that Grierson’s vision
of a commonly shared experience "thrilled me and helped stimulate the making of my
films” (TA), Drew conceived of this new style of documentary as a way to move beyond
the dullness of nonfiction films traditionally made up of lectures and interviews: "In
most TV documentaries, there’s an interlocutor, a reporter, a narrator-som ebody w ho’s
telling you what you’re seeing and what you should be taking away. I consider that to be
death in a living mediuni.”^^
T he two impulses, to move away Irom a narrator and to provide a shared
experience, suggest that Direct Cinema was a response to M odernism’s loss of faith in
language and shared meanings. At a time when Modernism emphasized a Iragmented
world, television—o f all things— held the promise of a shared experience, and
documentary would provide a link to the real world that seemed to be slipping into fiction
and constructedness. Another way to explain what the Direct Cinema filmmakers were
trying to achieve is in the concept of “dramatic logic.” Drew explained this concept in a
Forum discussion, sponsored by the New York Chapter of the National Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences, which took place in 1963. His language connects him
directly to Wolfe:
the acid test (my emphasis] between the kind of actuality that I ’m working
on and the kind represented on the shows we have been talking about
might be established in this way: If a viewer can turn off the picture on
his television set and still grasp the logic of the show from sound alone,
then the program follows the conventional definition of documentary. If,

Anne S. Lewis, “Flies on the Wall with Attitude,” Austin Chronicle Corp.
February 16, 2001. <http://austinchronicle.eom/issues/dispatch/200L0216/screens feature.html> Accessed online 7-24-2002.
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on the other hand, he turns off the sound and can follow the Iogic--even
the drama--of the show in what evolves visually, then we are confronted,
perhaps, with a reality that was captured as it happetied. It would not be
something preconceived or directed,
Thus, what Drew was trying to achieve was to move from word logic to dramatic logic,
away from language, which was manipulative and inadequate, to represent the reality of a
situation unfolding. When asked about his concept of dramatic logic in a 2003 interview,
Drew responded: “Basically the logic of television is verbal with illustration. That’s fine
for the nightly news but wrong for documentary, Documenttiry should engage people on
another level— like the movies do. Surprises occur, people develop. That’s the promise
of reality documentary work where things actually happen, surprises occur.”^^ His
emphasis on “dramatic logic” gave rise to what some critics have identified as Drew’s
“crisis structure.” O ’Connell argues that “[g]iven Drew’s attention to storyfinding and
the dramatic elements of structure that he found so important in the novel and short story,
it is not suiprising that he would choose to structure his reports as ‘stories,’ using
whatever devices, fictional or otherwise, that he considered appropriate.”^'’
K ey to this crisis staicture was the invention, in the late 1950s, of new equipment.
Drew and his associates spent countless hours developing new technology that would free
the cam era, miniaturizing it, adapting it; however, in Defining the Moment, he makes the
point that “it wasn’t all about technology.” More important, “what we were interested in

William Bluem, Documentary in American Television (New York: Hastings
House, 1965), 259.
Robert Drew, Telephone interview with author.
O ’Connell, 131; Drew has qualified the idea of “crisis stmcture” by saying he
would p refer “turning point” or some other language that did not necessarily imply “a
head-on crisis.” See also Stephen Mamber, Cinc%~na Veritd in America: Studies in
U ncontrolled Documentary (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1974).
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was what we could do with it [. . .J what I did want was to gel reality on film’' (DM). The
smaller, lighter equipment allowed just two people, one for camera and one for sound, to
go on location to cover a story. This focus on being unobtrusive by using minimal crew
also set Direct Cinema apart from the French Cindma Verite movement:
1 went to France with Leacock for a conference [a 1963 meeting sponsored
by Radio Television Francaise]. I was surprised to see the Cinema Verite
filmmakers accosting people on the street with a microphone. My goal
was to capture real life without intruding. Between us [Direct Cinema and
Cinema Vdritd] there was a contradiction. It made no sense. They had a
cameraman, a sound man, and about six m o re ~ a total of eight men
creeping through the scenes. It was a little like the Marx brothers. My
idea was to have one or two people, unobtrusi ve, capturing the moment.'^^
Drew recalls that until 1960, no one had been able to “shoot reality in [synch] sound”:
“By the en d of 1960, three films [Yanqui. No!. Eddie (On the Pole), and Primarvl had
been m ade in which the camera was completely free to follow characters in stories and
those stories were dramatic and powerful and a new force came out of the television set.
And we m ade those films” (DM). For Drew Associates, the most important story filmed
this way w as Primarv. which Drew said “changed everything in filmmaking” (DM).
Clearly P rim ary’s revolutionary style marked a break with the past.^®

Primarv, Television’s Add Test
W hereas Wolfe crafted The Electric KooFAid Acid Test with movies in mind.

Robert Drew, Telephone interview with author.
In Hlg Documentary Tradition. Ellis notes that to make Primarv, Drew
Associates took 18,000 feet of film, the equivalent of 71/2 hours, which was then cut to
2,000 feet for a 51 minute television slot (220). No television news shows were so timeconsum ing or in-depth.
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Drew constructed his films around a dramatic structure and characters, borrowing from
literature and fiction film. To make Primarv. the filmmakers followed Senators John F.
Kennedy and Hubert H, Humphrey during the 1960 W isconsin Democratic presidential
primary campaign. It was shot entirely in synchronous sound and with the new,
lightweight portable equipment. The film begins with bold white letters against a black
screen— ’’Direct Cinema Limited Presents.” This title immediately connects the images
to come with the new style of filmmaking being developed by Drew Associates. Yet he
pays homage to Direct Cinema’s journalistic heritage. The end credits—^“Conceived and
Produced by Robert Drew for Time-Life Broadcast”—-acknowledge Robert Drew as the
creator and his links to the print journalism of Time and Life magazines.^® Four
photographers, who became the core of the “Associates,” are also credited; Richard
Leacock, D . A. Pennebaker, Terrence McCartney Filgate, and Albert Maysles. Thus the
film is fram ed by its ties to print and the future Direct Cinema filmmakers.
T h e opening shot in Primarv aligns the viewer not with the candidates, but with
the ordinary voter thus emphasizing “everyman’s” part in the democratic process. The
setting is quickly established as the rural Midwest. Instead of seeing one of the
candidates, the viewer is introduced to the constituents in a shot composed with a slightly
low angle of an ample man dressed in overalls and a cap, standing on a porch and
speaking with a Midwestern accent. He is positioned to the left of the frame so two other
men, dressed casually, and a row of apartments appear in the background. Also in the
background is the screen door to the porch’s small frame building, a meeting place.
When, a m inute into the film, Hubert Humphrey leaves the building, stopping to joke
See Richard Krolik’s article “Cindma Veritd, Documentary Television and How
It Grew w ith Robert Drew” in Television Quarterly 28.2 (1996), 68-75: Bob Drew spent
“ten years as Life correspondent, assistant picture editor, bureau manager, culminating in
a coveted Neiman journalism fellowship at Harvard in 1955” (69).
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with the men, it takes a moment to recognize that this man is one of the '‘stars” of the
He seems like an ordinary person with an accent similar to the farmer’s— until he
invites the men to visit him in the W hite House. By opening with this shot, the
filmmakers emphasize the people, the voters, with whom the audience can id e n tity implying a shared experience.
For most of the film, Drew eschews a voice-of-God narration normally associated
with television documentaries.^' When used, the narration more often suggests the
problems with language. For example, about three minutes into the film a disembodied
voice announces: “The big handshake, the big rally, the wild race against the landscape
searching out voters, all repeated endlessly for days and weeks and months, these are the
ordeal and the exhilaration of the US presidential candidate,” The tedium of the
campaign, the endless “days and weeks and months,” seems to contradict the words
“exhilaration” and “wild,” which get used again in the next breath: “nothing is wilder
than the battle of an important state primary fought in every town and precinct with the
prospect that the candidate might be knocked out of the nomination if he loses, but even
if he w ins, his victory might count for nothing.” The film does show the tension of a
political primary, and the namation sets up the drama which is about to unfold; however,
few people would characterize the images to follow as “wild.” This disjuncture between
the ntuxative voice and the images emphasizes Drew’s concerns about “word logic” and
Humphrey actually walks out of the frame to the right, but the camera stays
focused o n the farmer. Humphrey has to re-enter the frame to shake hands.
W hen asked if Drew had included the voice-over because television producers
required it, Drew, who wrote the nan"ation, made the distinction between “two kinds of
narration: narration to tell a story and service narration. Narration to tell the story is the
old school stuff that I wanted to get rid of. The service naiTation, used to support a story,
is very sp are and limited, I only used about two to three minutes in the whole film. But I
did have th e experience of seeing Prirnarv with friends a few years ago, and they were
lost. N ot enough narration for them—nothing made any sense. Some films need
introductions” (Robert Drew, Telephone interview with author).
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why he wanted his productions to rely, instead, on a logic that depended on the drama
inherent in the images themselves, the reality.
This opening begins a series of alternating sequences between the Humphrey and
Kennedy campaigns. This cross-cutting technique is common in feature films and
gestures to a literary tradition going back to Dickens."*^ After the opening shot, the camera
follows Humphrey on his tour bus talking jovially with the passengers, his campaign
crew. At this point there is a seamless transition from inside the bus to outside the bus
using a graphic match, a cut from a close-up of Humphrey’s smiling face to Humphrey’s
smiling face on a poster on the front of the bus. The audience is now positioned looking
back at the bus from one of the cars in the caravan of suppoilers. However, instead of
maintaining a tight frame on the poster and Humphrey’s larger-than-life visage, the
camera seems to “naturally” track back as the car pulls away from the bus hinting that
this frontrunner may be left behind in the race for the presidency and cuing viewers about
the plot.
T he first cut to the Kennedy campaign is to an abbreviated version of the famous
shot by A lbert Maysles following Kennedy through a crowd and onto a stage. In contrast
to H um phrey’s entry into the film, coming out of a small frame house and down a few
porch steps, Kennedy’s introduction is a dramatic shot of his making his way into an
auditorium where he ascends a narrow stairway to a stage in front of a huge crowd of
admirers. Viewers brielly get a glimpse of one of the cameramen on the far side of the
stage followed by a cut to his position. Like the on-screen audience, the off-screen
audience is looking up at, admiring this handsome senator from Massachusetts. At this
moment, a rack focus moves our attention Irom Kennedy to his wife Jackie’s smiling face

See Chapter 3 where I analyze Truman Capote’s use of this technique.
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then back to Jack. The attractive couple has captured the complete attention of the crowd
and the film audience leaving no doubt why the Kennedy reign became known as
Camelot.
Accompanying the shift from one campaign scene to the other, music and
dialogue contribute to the dramatic contrast between the two candidates. The party theme
songs reinforce the perception o f each candidate. When the camera is on the bus with
Humphrey, what would have been familiar lyrics from, Disney’s popularl955 Ballad of
Davy Crocket,t~- “Davy. Davy Crockett, king of the wild frontier”— have been replaced
with “Hubert, Hubert Humphrey, the president for you and me.” Thus, the song
strengthens Humphrey’s connections to the rural political frontiers and his associations
with the people who make their living off the land. One verse of the original ballad
seems to have been written for the campaign: “Him an’ his jokes traveled all through the
land, an’ his speeches made him friends to beat the band. His politickin’ was their
favorite brand, an’ everyone wanted to shake his hand.” Only the second time a voice
over is used, the narrator affirms that “this is the heart of Senator Humphrey’s strength,
the farm areas of Wisconsin close to the border of Minnesota,” implying that Humphrey
should be able to win this primary contest. Once again, the words contradict what the
audience already knew the tm e outcome of this election was.
T h e Kennedy campaign had chosen another popular song, the 1959 hit “High
H o p e s . K e n n e d y is the urban, Catholic, easterner trying to win in “Humphrey’s
‘"High Hopes”— words by Sammy Cahn, music by James Van Heusen;
copywrite, Hal Spaher Ltd., London, 1959.
Next time you’re found with your chin on the ground
T here’s a lot t;o be learned so look around
Just what makes that little o f ant
Think he’ll move that rubber tree plant
Anyone knows an ant can’t
M ove a rubber tree plant
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backyard,” a rural frontier. However, his hopes are high and reflected in the enthusiasm
of the crowds who greet him and add to the familiar song a new chorus: “Oops there
goes another candidate now.” Kennedy is the underdog, the hopeful “ant,” in
competition with the frontier hero Davy Crockett. As the drama builds, the audience
easily identifies with the underdog who will .soon prove to be more articulate than the
frontrunner.
Sim ilar to a novel, this unfolding drama depends, in part, on the development of
the characters. Two scenes arc particularly noteworthy, recording Humphrey’s
desperation as the narrative moves toward the election. The first scene is when he speaks
to a group of farmers in a school gymnasium. The men, a[mo.st all dressed in bib overalls
and flannel shirts, sit leaning back, with arms crossed, on folding chairs. Their faces are
somber, and when Humphrey opens with a joke about his half-filled cup of coffee, the
audience response is weak. Rather than an inspirational speech that will rally the voters,
H um phrey tries to set himself—and the farmers— apart from the Democratic urban,
coqrorate associations:
Instead of you reading about who you ought to have for president in lif e
magazine, you ought to take a good look at him in the flesh. You ought to
hear what they’ve got to say. Because let me tell you something—Life.
Time, Fortune. Look, and Newsweek don’t give a hoot about your dairy
prices. And I know, they laugh at ya. I ’ve been down to their editorial
boards [ ...] and I’ll tell you they have no more appreciation for a farmer’s
But he’s got high hopes... he’s got high hope.s
H e’s got high apple pie in the sky hopes
So any time you’re getting low
‘Stead of letting go,
Just remember that ant.
Oops there goes another rubber tree p l a n t . . . .
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problems than they have o f what’s going on on the other side of the moon;
they don’t know the difference between corncobs and a ukelele.
During this sequence, the camera lingers as much on the faces of the on-screen audience
as on the candidate. The farmers appeal- ill at ease. What does not seem to occur to
Humphrey is that if the editors are laughing at the farmers then they are probably
laughing at. him, too. W hat voter would want to suppoit a president at whom povverliil
people laugh? How effective would he be? Humphrey’s language betrays him.'*’*
In another sequence, Humphrey is preparing for a local telethon. He assumes the
position o f director by telling everyone what to do and say, including his wife— the
opposite o f what Drew was doing a.s a “director” of Primarv. Although at the meeting
with the farmers he told people to call “collect” with their questions, in a behind-thescenes shot we hear him remind what appears to be the local campaign contact to correct
his instructions— tell them to call “person-to-person, not collect.” In these two scenes we
have what is at the core of the Direct Cinema method: even without a script, characters,
left to their own devices, will reveal their true identity— reality will come through.
Ironically, in the scene where Humphrey is assuming the role of television director, we
see how a candidate manipulates an audience. Instead of being manipulated by a
film m aker in the guise of a Voice-of-God narrator, the Direct Cinema method of
documentary seems to expose manipulation, letting viewers see behind the curtain of
political campaign rhetoric to the real Wizard. In this case, actions do “speak louder than
words” o r, at least, words are inadequate or false."^^

^ Surely Humphrey’s attack on Life and Time magazines didn’t help his
cam paign publicity. His language also indicates a modernist fear of los.s of the
“original” — the living candidate— in language— the news magazines.
What is still hidden is the manipulation that takes place on the level of editing a
Direct C inem a film. However, for the early practitioners, recording spontaneously meant
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A parallel scene for the Kennedy campaign is preceded by a shot of two campaign
workers talking. One cautions the other that the biggest problem with the campaign is
controlling all the enthusiasm that Kennedy generates. In contrast to the empty tdlding
chains in the Humphrey gathering, people are standing, crowded into a large hall, waiting
for Kennedy to am ve. The people are so close that a woman on the stage announces that
there will be no smoking of cigars or cigarettes in the next twenty minutes because a
woman reported that her dress had been damaged by a cigar. With a touch of humor, the
filmmakers cut twice to a gentlemen lighting up his cigar. The next sequence is the
famous “one-minute-twenty-second wide-angle follow shot, by A1 Maysles, of Kennedy
entering a jam m ed rally hall and making his way through a crush of bodies and
outstretched hands to a stage where the seemingly endless crowd spreads to the edges of
the frame.”'**’ Kennedy’s speech is also a contrast to Humphrey’s. First, Jackie welcomes
people from the podium and repeats a phrase in Polish to obvious crowd approval. When
Kennedy speaks, the low angle shots mimic the on-screen audience’s perspective, thus
integrating the off-screen audience.'*^
K ennedy, instead o f raising the specter of an “us versus them” world, ttilks about
the importance of the presidency. Even his joke about standing for months gets a good
reaction. H e makes clear how decisive this campaign is, making his audience feel a
getting reality on film. Editing was not seen as manipulation but as an artful way to get
at, or distill, the truth.
O ’Connell, 69. O ’Connell refers to this shot as “excruciating.” For Maysles it
was exhilarating. He had to hold the camera above his head, not knowing exactly what
he was recording, but knowing intuitively that if the shot came out, it would give the
audience the feeling of “being there” that they were trying to achieve. (Could this shot
have been inspired by the opening sequence in Orson W elles’ A Touch of Evil? and with
W elles’ lo n g take inspired the often imitated steadicam tracking shot in Goodfellas?)
.lane Feuer, “The Self-Reflexive Musical and the Myth of Entertainment,” in
Film T heory and Criticism: Introductory Readings, eds, by Gerald Mast, Marshall Cohen,
and Leo B raudy, 4**' ed. (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), 486497.
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responsibility not just to this person on the stage but to their country. It is the president
who “shall determine if we are at war or peace,” he stales boldly. Then he goes otj to
affirm that “I rim for the presidency because 1 have strong ideas,..about the US playing a
great role in a historic moment when the cause of freedom is endangered all over the
world.” His speech is inspiring and poetically delivered.
W hat is still compelling about Primarv is the way the footage of real events builds
dramatically over the course of the film. An historical moment comes alive on the screen
as the audience is given access to the world behind the scenes of this election battle.
Scenes in a hotel room with the Kennedy campaign, traveling shots in cars and buses, and
shots of feet and nervous hands— all without voice of God narration— give this film its
dramatic backbone.
N ot everyone is convinced, however, that Primarv has lasting qualities. “Primary
is a hard film to get excited about today” declares O ’Connell. He cites the primitive
sound and camera work, and the editing for this lack of excitement. Even the structure,
he claims, is “extremely marginal by today’s standards.” In spite of its historical
precedence— ^both in content and form— Primary, he argues, was “clearly inadequate” at
presenting an explanation about what was going on. This groundbreaking attempt to
change the way television journalism was produced and presented had its flaws. In
Drew’s account, “We show the film to the networks—and they don’t understand i t . . . .
You know , they wonder where the narration

The people involved in television

production did not understand the philosophy behind the new technique, a technique that
O ’Connell, 68. See also in Kevin MacDonald and Mark Cousins, ^
Realitv: T h e Faber book of Documentary (London: Faber and Faber, 1996) an interview
with Ijjacock: “We feel that if in a Rouch film you turned the picture off and listened to
the sound track you would get the full contents of the film. If you turned the picture off
in our case, though it’s full of synch sound, then the thing would be absolutely
incomprehensible. You wouldn’t have the foggiest idea what’s going on” (257).
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required not, only new equipment and new methods of filming and editing but also new
ways of viewing. An audience was required to do more work. Drew trusted the audience
more than the television executi ves did. The- executives wanted more control, O ’Connell
does concede that “the conceptual struggle between the high-level accuracy and intimacy
o f Cinema Verite filming and the structural requirements o f a viewing audience trained in
watching fictional presentations continues to this day; a fully acceptable combination of
the two views has not been reached.’”*'^
The lack of control that Drew and Ixacock valorized in the filming proces,s
contributed to what made the networks uneasy about the Direct Cinema style. For
stations used to scripted programs shot in studios where their trained personnel were in
control, the location shoot-until-a-story-emerges style took too much time and offered no
guarantees. News had to be fresh. Drew comments on the experience of Primarv: “We
did what we had to do to make a film and there was no way those people [television
producers] could have invested that kind o f time and energy in making a film, in editing a
film” (DM ). From getting permission from the candidates, to the time spent following
them around, to the long days and weeks editing, the human resources and length of time
made this innovative style unappealing to television networks. In the end, Primarv “was
never broadcast by a network. It ran, in a 26-minute version, on Time-Life stations in
M inneapolis, Indianapolis, and elsewhere.”^^ And when it was finally shown, Kennedy
had already won the Democratic nomination, so the Wisconsin piimary w'as old news.
As news— that up-to-the-minute coverage giving audiences the “who, what, when, and
where” in a few minutes— Primarv failed— both in dramatic logic and timing.
E v en if the Direct Cinema method failed as a viable way to make television

O ’Connell, 133.
Bluem, 126.
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programs, it became the model for a new way of making documentary films;” In spite of
O ’Connell’s judgment, Primarv artfully constructs the- tension inherent in the primary
contest between Senators Hubert Humphrey and John Kennedy. Like |n Cold Blood and
Gimme Shelter to follow, knowing the ending did not detract from the power of the story.
The re-telling was more in-depth, emphasized characters, and focused on the campaign
process, thus knowing the election results did not matter. What audiences were being
given was a behind-the-scenes look at how a campaign worked. As the narrator tells us
Primarv: “ You are about to see a candidates’ view of this Irantic process and an
intimate view of the candidates themselves: in their cars and buses, behind the scenes in
TV studios and hotel rooms, excited, exhausted, and tensely awaiting the verdict of the
voters.” Since Drew wrote the narration for Primary, these words are his way of
introducing the Direct Cinema style. He aspired to make films that were more than mere
news, destined to be lost in circulation; he wanted to serve up a lasting reality.

Conclusion
In Bam ouw’s Documentary: A History

Non-fiction Film , there is a photograph

of Richard Leacock working at a desk strewn with papers on which two film canisters are
barely visible. Drawing the eye to the upper left corner of the picture is a poster that
advertises “MAIDSTONE; a mystery by Norman Mailer.” Although Leacock, one of
the founding filmmakers in the Direct Cinema movement, has his back to the poster, their

Although Primarv was rejected by networks in the United States as being too
different, it received the opposite reaction when shown in European festivals. Richard
Lcacock remembers one response after a festival screening in Paiis: “It was well
received. A monk in full garb came up to us and said ‘you have invented a new form,
now you m ust invent a new grammar’ and that really conked in my head. We had
already been doing that because it’s not just the shooting a liberated camera, but with that
comes a whole— by implication— a whole new way of editing. So there are certain
things you cannot do once you commit yourself to this way of filmmaking” (Theatre
without A ctors).
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proximity suggests that Mailer, one o f the first New Journalist; writers, has a presence in
the work o f the Direct Cinema filmmakers. Wlien Albert Maysles was asked about the
possible connection between these two movements, he responded: '‘All this talk about
New JoLimalisra but never the documentary filmmakers . . . it’s crazy, 1 never thought of
going so far as to say that we had influenced them. But at least there were pa:rallels if not
one influencing the other, but it was al ways the New Journalism and the printed word.”^"
Drew, however, would go so far: “Yes, ‘influence’ is a good word,” he asserts, to
describe the New Journalists relationship to Direct Cinema.^'^
Because the boundaries between print and film were clearly delineated, it is not
surprising that no one had connected the two movements. Yet the connections are there:
Pennebaker worked with Mailer on fiction films, Albert and David Maysles went on to
make a film about Truman Capote, and Capote conducted interviews with death-row
prisoners for a television documentary. More significantly, the two movements are
connected in their effort to capture reality at a moment when a real world “out there”
seemed to be slipping away.

Albert Maysles, Interview with author.
Robert Drew, Telephone interview with author.
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Illustration 1: Richard Leacock 54

E rik Barnouw, Documentary: A History of the Non-fiction Film. 2"^' ed. (New
York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993), 237,
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CHAPTER III
TRUMAN CAPOTE: MORE THAN A FLIRTATION WITH FILM:

Is it not therefore understcmdahle that noveiists should want to render this
vism lity in words, even as the camera has recorded it with its magical substitute fo r the
human eye, by a means that gives permanence to life's pictures?^
Leon Ede!

In his evaluation of the New Journalist movement, Dan Wakefield credits Truman
Capote, along with Tom Wolfe, for making nonfiction fashionable,^ What makes this
coupling unusual is that Capote’s fame as a writer originated from his skillfully crafted
fiction. T w o of his short stories, “Miriam,” in 1946, and “Shut a Final Door,” in 1948,
won O, H enry Awards. However, his attraction to non-fiction lurked even in his first
publication, “Old Mr. Busybody,” written when he was only ten yeai's old. In 1934,
Capote entered a children’s writing contest sponsored by the Mobile Press and Reporter
and won first prize. His characters were based on people he had observed around
M onroeville, the rural Alabama town where he lived with three elderly, “old maid” aunts.
He requested that the paper print his winning story in installments, but after the first
installm ent appeared, “the whole town recognized the four characters, and there was a
furore.”^ The other installments were never published. The furore surrounding “Old Mr.

' L eon Edel, “Novel and Camera,” in The Theory of the New Novel: New Essays
ed. John H alperin (New York; Oxford University Press, 1974), 187.
^ Dan Wakefield, “The Personal Voice and the Impersonal Eye” in The Reporter
M Artist ed . Ronald Weber (New York; Hasting House, 1974),‘39-48.
^ Selm a Robinson, “The Legend of ‘Little T ’,” in Truman C |
ed. M. Thom as Inge (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1987), 9,
89
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Busybody” would be just the first of many controversies Capote’s writing would create.''*
In Cold Blood, another piece based on real people and first published in installments—
this time in The New Yorker and thirty years later— also created a commotion, a literary
one.
After almost six years of research, the book version of In Cold B lood was
released in January of 1966 by Random House; it rose to the top of the best-seller list
where it remained for over a year. In 1968, Eric Norden, writer and interviewer for
Playboy, recalled In Cold B lood’s “instantaneous critical and commercial success”: “In
the proce.ss of selling 800,000 copies in hard cover and over 2,500,000 in paperback~in
America alone— it became one of the biggest moneymakers in publishing history.
Translated into 25 foreign languages (including Hebrew, Catalan, Afrikaans and
Icelandic), it has already earned Capote over $3,000,000 including $500,000 for movies
rights.”^ According to his biographer, Gerald Clarke, Capote tried to put these figures in
perspective: “ ‘When you average it out over six years, and consider the taxes, any small-

This account appears in Robinson’s 1948 interview and also in Kenneth T.
P^ced, Trum an Capote (Boston: Twayne, 1981), 19. See also Lawrence Grobel,
Conversations with Truman Capote (New York; New American Library, 1985). Grobel,
however, mistakenly claims that the story title was “Mrs. Busybody” and was about
Harper L e e ’s mother (53). In George Plimpton’s oral history, Tmman Capote (New
York: Doubleday, 1997), Eugene Walters, a writer, confirms that there was such a piece
named “M r. Busybody” based on the town recluse and that it was scheduled to be
published in installments until Capote’s Aunt recognized their next-door neighbor and
took it back to Monroeville. W alter states that this story never made it to publication in
spite of w hat Capote claimed, but “jbjecause Truman said in some interviews here and
there that his first published piece was the Sunshine Club’s ‘Old Mr. Busybody,’ there
are people working on their doctorates, or whatever, searching the files of the Mobile
Press-Register to this day” (16).
®E ric Norden, “Flaybov Interview: Tmman Capote,” in Truman Capote:
Conversations, ed. M. Thomas Inge (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1987),
111.
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time Wail Street operator gets at least that m uch’,”*’ In spite of Capote’s attempt to
downplay his runaway bestseller, nothittg could diminish the extent to which In Cold
Blood captured the reading public and transformed its author into a literary and media
celebrity. Readers of the first New Yorker installment proclaimed, “Couldn’t put it down
until I finished.”^
One explanation lor this phenomenon is that Capote’s style, in part, reflected the
influence of the cinema. His biographer and a few critics have noted this stylistic
connection between jta Cold Blood and film. Clarke acknowledges that Capote employed
the skills he had learned as a screenwriter: “he presents his main protagonists in short,
cinematic scenes.”* In a 1966 New York Times Book Review, Conrad Knickerbocker
mentions the appeal of In Cold Blood to a media-hungry generation: “ [Fit is difficult to
imagine such a work appearing at a time other than the electronic age. The sound o f the
book creates the illusion of tape . [ . . . ] Tape and film, documentaries, instant news, have
sensitized us to the glare of surfaces and close-ups. He gratifies our electronically
induced appetite for massive quantities of detail.”^ In a less complimentary review in
The New R epublic. Stanley Kauffmann points out the cinematic techniques; “[Capote]
uses intercutting of different story strands, intense close-ups, flashbacks, traveling shots,
background detail, all as if he were fleshing out a scenario.” ’” Kauffmann goes on to say,
however, there are too many facts (“This isn’t writing, it’s research.”) and that Capote’s
style is “over-w rought” journalism. Putting these techniques in a larger perspective, John
” G erald Clarke, Capote: A Biography (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1988),
363.
’ C larke, 361.
* C larke, 356.
C onrad Knickerbocker, “Kansas Death Trip,” The New York Times. Sec. 7, Col.
2 (Oct, 6, 1966): 90.
)0
Stanley Kauffmann, “Capote in Kansas,” The New Republic. 154. 4 (Jan, 22,
1966); 21.
<
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Hollowell argues that the novel is a 1960s>inspired experimentation, thus Capote’s use of
“a variety of artistic media all contributed to the narrative devices that make In Cold
Blood such a compelling book.”'* More recently, Peter Christensen has suggested that
with the 1990s popularity of television productions of Capote’s works, “there will be a
renewed critical interest in the man and his w ork”; one direction Christensen points to as
unexplored is a “detailed analyses of his dramatic writing, especially the screenplays.” '''
Neither scholars nor critics have carefully analyzed Capote’s flirtations with film, nor
have they explored the connections between In Cold Blood and the Direct Cinema
movement that was taking place during the same time period Capote was writing his
popular nonfiction novel.
F ro m A udience to A ctor
There are several good reasons why the connection between In Cold Blood and
film, particularly documentary film, has been unexplored. Capote’s desire to wed
reportage and fictional technique became part of a literary debate about New Journalism,
a debate that overshadowed the possible influence of the cinema. Following Tom W olfe’s
argument that nonfiction in a journalistic tradition was ranked low on the literary totem
pole, association with film would only have lowered its status more, and association with
docum entary film would place it outside mainstream literary or artistic consideration.
Also, C apote’s solid reputation writing primarily fiction established him within an
American literary tradition—not a journalistic or film one. In The Worlds of Tmman
Capote, W illiam Nance argues that in spite of Capote’s experimentation with various

' ' John Hollowell, Fact & Fiction: The New Journalism and the Nonfiction Novel
(Chapel H ill: University of North Cm'olina Press, 1977), 69.
Peter G, Christensen, “Major Works and Themes,” in The Critical Response to
Truman C apote eds. Joseph J. Waldmeir and John C. Waldmeir (Westport, CN:
G reenw ood, 1999), 229.
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genres, including screenplays, there is only one 'lYurnan Capote, the fiction writer: “jn
Cold Blood retains deep traces of the earliest stori.es, and the intellectual toughness so
evident in the nonfiction novel was really there all the tim,e [in his fiction].” *'^ Nance was
writing in 1970; Capote was alive and basking in the literary celebrity spotlight. Nance
builds his entire argument around the assumption that Capote’s digressions into
nonfiction can be explained as an atteinpt to move beyond his early psychological fiction,
an inward exploration, to looking outside himself. This temporary interest in nonfiction,
Nance argues, can thus be interpreted as a sign of Capote’s maturation as a fiction writer,
not as a legitimate creation of a new genre or a genuine interest in nonfiction.
Capote himself believed that writing nonfiction, specifically Jn Cold Blood,
helped him improve as a fiction writer: “I think it freed many things inside of me— this
opportunity to work with real people, then using real people under their own names. It
has freed or unlocked something inside myself that now makes it possible for me to
return to fiction with the ability to use a far greater range of characters.” *'* Nance sees
Capote’s “excursions” into theater and movies as mere diversions, as “extracurriculai'
projects,” *^ which ultimately make his fiction stronger, leaner, Interestingly, when Nance
talks about The Muses are Heard (1956), a nonfiction piece commissioned by The New
Yorker, h e quotes from the text itself using a passage in which Capote compares what is
going on in his mind, as he begins to write, to film: “And indeed, lying in the dark, it was
as though a film were rushing through my head . . . I made a conscious effort to slow the
film dow n, let it start at the beginning.” ’*’ In an effort to write an objective piece, Capote
’ Willia,m L. Nance, The Worlds of Truman Capote (New York: Stein and Day,
1970), 11.
Roy Newquist, “Tmman Capote,” in Truman Capote: Conversations, ed. M.
Thomas Inge (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1987), 46.
Nance, 131.
Nance, 137.
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invokes the realism, of film. However, when George PJimpton asked Capote directly,
“How conscious were you of film techniques in planning the book [In Cold B loodi?” The
usually loquacious Capote remarked: “Consciously, not at all. Subconsciously, who
knows?”*’ Capote did admit that he had been influenced by James Agee, “one of the two
or three best American writers of the decade,” ’* whose work, Capote notes, “was much
influenced by the films. I think most of the younger writers have learned and boiTowed
from the visual, structural side of movie technique, I have” [my emphasis].''’
The influence of film in Capote’s life, like that of nonfiction, can be traced as far
back as his childhood in Monroeville, Alabama— if one looks carefully. When
describing this small, rural town and its inhabitants, Clarke implies that unlike most of
the townspeople, Sock, “the youngest in mind and spirit” of the elderly relatives Capote’s
mother left him with, “had never been to a movie, never had seen Rudolph Valentino,
” George Plimpton, “The Story Behind the Nonfiction Novel,” in Truman
Capote: Conversations, ed. M. Thomas Inge (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi,
1987), 63. When asked about the influence of In Cold Blood on her editing of Gimme
Shelter. Chm iotte Zwerin makes a similar statement about possible unconscious
influence: “It is like In Cold Blood in structure, I hadn’t thought about that-certainly not
at that tim e. Maybe it was connected, I don’t know, I had certainly read In Cold Blood
by then but I don’t remember thinking about that at all” (Interview with author).
Eugene Walter, “A Rainy Afternoon with Truman Capote,” in Truman Capote:
Conversations, ed. M. Thomas Inge (Jackson: University Press o f Mississippi, 1987), 37.
Pati Hill, “The Art of Fiction XVII: Truman Capote,” in Truman Capote:
Conversations, ed, M. Thomas Inge (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1987), 27.
James A gee (1909-1955) was an American writer with strong ties to film. Agee reviewed
films for T im e magazine and wrote screenplays, including working on the script for The
African Q ueen (1951) with John Fluston. Agee is probably best known for his depressionera study o f tenant farmers, Let Us Now Praise Famous M en, published inl941 with
photographs by W alker Evans. This book, begun tis a series of articles for Fortune
magazine, was not popular until reprinted in 1960. According to David Denby, Agee had
a “respect for realism” ; he wanted “the poetry of the unforced image— something natural,
raw, spontaneous . . , “ (xi). He appreciated neorealist films and documentaries, and he
had “a rem arkably complex attitude toward the vexing difficulties of representing reality”
(viii). In m an y ways, Agee seems a precursor to the New Journalist/Direct Cinema
m ovem ents. See David Denby, “Introduction,” in Agee on Film: Criticism and comment
211 lll2 M ovies (New York: Modern Library, 2000), vii-xiii.
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Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, or any o f the other stars everyone was talking about,
never even noticed when the silents learned to talk.”^*’ By implication, “most of the
townspeople” would have been talking about the movies, and, surely, Capote would have
been involved in those porch conversations during the years he lived in Alabama (192431) or when he came back to visit during the summers after moving to New York City
with his mother. Even more than writing, Capote admitted that the thing he liked to do
most in the whole world was talk.
Those Alabama townspeople would have been talking about the opening of a
local m ovie theater, also, when Capote was there. According to a 1997 retrospective
article written for The Monroe Journal, in 1928, “with no television and limited radio
reception, citizens looked forward to the opening of the new Strand Theatre, a motion
picture house that would seat around 500 people.”^' Ms, Brooks, a librarian at the
M onroeville Public Library, confirms that there was a movie theater in town until it
burned dow n in 1977. “It [going to the movies] was the only thing to do,” she said,
“Besides th e drugstore.”^^ In May 1931, Capote’s biological father, Archie Persons, a
promoter, booked the “Great Pasha” for a series of performances: “they ranged from
hypnotic an d magic shows on the stage of the M onroe Theatre to a live two-hour burial at
the local high school football field.”^’"’ If “everyone” were talking about the movies, then
so would have a young Truman Capote. He probably attended shows in the Milt Tolbert
Tent theater as well as movies at the Strand.*'*'
Clarke, 16-17.
Reprinted in George Thomas Jones, Happenings in Old Monroeville (1999) and
taken from photocopy by Ms. Alene Brooks, Genealogical Librarian at the Monroeville
Public Library, Monroeville, Alabama, July 2000.
"" Telephone conversation with Ms. Brooks, June 16, 2000.
Jones photocopy, July 2000.
In a sampling from the Monroe Journal, the following movies were advertised:
Winnie L ightener in Hold Everything (July 3, 1930), Good News with Bessie Love
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Clarke recounts other early associations between Capote and the movies. During
his tenure at the prestigious, private Trinity School in New York

fourth through

sixth grades), Capote claimed that one of the teachers would walk him home
stopping on the way at a movie theater, the Olympia, on upper Broadway.
They would sit in the privacy of the back row, and while the teacher
fondled him, Truman would masturbate the teacher. W hat effect that
tawdry little scene had on a boy like Truman is impossible to say, but it
was, at the very least, a soiTy initiation into the mysteries of sex [and into
new emotions associated with the world of movies?].
At Trinity, he was a poor student; bored with school and so completely focused on
becoming a writer, he did not care about any of his subjects. Although he surprised his
peers w ith his athletic ability, other students treated him more like a mascot. During this
period o f his life he had temper tantiums, sleepwalked, and was considered disturbed.
When, at seventeen, Capote finally gave up on school altogether,^'’ he got a clerical Job at
The New Yorker. While working as a clerk, Capote found time to moonlight reading
movie scripts, and by the time he began researching |n Cold Blood, in addition to
continuing to build his reputation as a fiction writer and experimenting with nonfiction,
Capote h ad written two plays and worked on the scripts for three movies.
H is first attempt at scriptwriting was transforming one of his own fictional pieces
(April 2, 1931), The Princess and the Plum ber with Charles Farrell (April 23,1931), King
M ihs Jungle with Buster Crabbe and Frances Dee, and Grand 'Hotel with Greta Garbo,
John Barrymore, Joan Crawford, Wallace Berry and Lionel Barrymore (1932). An
announcement in the March 26,1931, edition mentions that the “Strand Theatre Will
Reopen W ith New [Western Electric Sound] Equipment” and that because of the
depression, the admittance fee for all pictures will be twenty-five cents.
Clarke, 44.
‘^'^Andreas Brown states that “On many occasions he [Capote] told people he
never graduated from high school. He did. From Franklin School here in New York
City, a private school on the Upper West side” (Plimpton, Truman Capote. 35).
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for the stage. At the insistence of Arnold Saint-Subber, producer of Cole Porter’s Kiss
Me Kate, Capote turned his 1951 novel The Grass Harp into a play to be performed on
Broadway at the Martin Beck theater. To write the script, he claims he only looked at the
novel twice because “ [t]he theatre is so extraordinarily visual, and in order to write for it I
had to forget the novel.”^’^ Despite his never having written dialogue for the stage, he
worked “feverishly” to meet the deadlines for what was to be a brief, thirty-six
performance run on Broadway. ,H.e also turned a short story, “House of Flowers,” into a
m usical Working, again with Saint-Subber, Capote saw this play open in Philadelphia
first in November of 1954, then move to the Alvin Theatre in New York in December tor
165 performances. Although having a more successful n.in, the production was
surrounded by controversy.^** When the reviews came out, Capote’s script was panned by
the critics. According to Clarke,
Playwriting had not come naturally to Truman. Screenwriting did, giving
him the same opportunity as prose to paint visual images without the
restrictions of a proscenium stage. He did not have to be taught how to
write for the screen: he knew how. Greenwich’s Pickwick Theater had
been his classroom, several hundred Hollywood movies had been his

^^Harvey Breit, “Talk with Truman Capote,” in Truman Canote: Conversations,
ed. M. Thom as Inge (Jackson; University Press of Mississippi, 1987), 18.
Capote had to drastically cut his original draft, and over time, the plot bore no
resemblance to the original story; George Balanchine, the renowned choreographer, only
took on this musical for the money and withdrew soon after rehearsals began; Peter
Brook, th e director, insulted the black cast that included Pearl Bailey, Juanita Hall, and
Diahann Carroll and was banned from the theater at Bailey’s request. For a full
description of the problems that plagued the production of House of Flowers, see Clarke,
259-264, Nance, 128-30, and Plimpton, Truman Canote, 116-120.
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teachers, and hours of drinking sweet brandy and making up new dialogue
with [his childhood friend] Phoebe Pierce had been his homework.^''*
By Phoebe’s account, they were thrown out of the local Pickwick Theater “more limes
than the dust” for rewriting the dialogue of films out loud while they were watching

ihem.'^^
The first film Capote worked on was Stazione Termini (a.k.a. Indiscretion of an
American W ife) produced by Vittorio De Sica and David O. Selznick and starring
Montgomery Clift and S eknick’s wife Jennifer Jones. This 1953 drama revolves around
an American wife (Jones) and her Italian lover (Clift) whose adulterous relationship i,s
told inside Rom e’s railway station. Capote is given credit for writing the dialogue for
Cesare Zavattini’s story, but Clarke ai'gues that with all the changes that were eventually
made to the film during the editing process and the drastic cuts made before the film was
released in the United States in 1954, “[i]n the end his contribution was small, and he
could neither claim credit nor receive blame for the picture that roiled across American
screens a year later.
Nonetheless, Capote’s work on Stazione Tennini led Selznick to recommend him
to John H uston and Humphrey Bogart who were in Italy to film Beat die Devil. They had
a location, money, and a star-studded cast but a “stinker” of a script. Selznick urged
them “to consider calling in Capote”:
His is, in my opinion, one of the freshest and most original and most
exciting writing talents of our time— and what he would say through these

Clarke, 239. Clarke also discus.ses Capote’s confusion at the time about the
direction o f his writing. His Random House editor was worried; would Capote choose
“his first love, fiction, or continue his romance with stage and screen”? (244).
Plimpton, Truman Capote. 28.
Clarke, 235.
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characters, and how he would have them say it, would be so completely
different from anything that has been heard from a motion-picture
theater’s sound box as to also give you something completeiy fresh."'^
In a Paris Review interview with Pati Hill, Capote talks about his collaboration with
Huston; he claims it was “a lark.”'^^ The picture was being made on location in Italy, and
Capote was writing scenes almost as they were being shot. He admits that at times he
was the only person who had any sense of the entire plot because scenes were being
written out of sequence. Every day he churned out a single scene, barely keeping ahead
of the filming. On the set of Beat the D evil Capote met Orson Welles and Ingrid
Bergman, who were just stopping by, as well as became friends with Humphrey Bogart,^'*
Peter Lorre, and Gina Lollobrigida. What staited out as “a mystery in an offbeat key”
became a screwball comedy categorized today as a classic comedy cult movie.
A ccording to William Styron, “Rome at that time was a kind of movie capital—
Hollywood on the Tiber.”^^ The importance for Capote and his connection to nonfiction
and film is that in Italy he had the opportunity not only to leam how to structure a film by
writing screenplays but also to work with De Sica and Zavattini, exposing him to a great
director an d scriptwriter and to the Italian Neorealist tradition. Zavattini is known as “the
theoretical founder of neorealism.” ’® A life-long collaborator with De Sica, Zavattini,
like V ertov, wanted to capture ordinary people and everyday life on film; he thought that
David O. Selznick quoted in Clarke, 237.
See Grobel (161-3) where Huston states that he and Capote wrote Beat the
Devil collaboratively, but Capote claims, “It was all mine.”
Capote has characterized the set in Ravello, Italy, as one big party; drinking and
poker w e re regular pastimes for Huston and Bogart. Capote also tells a story about arm
wrestling with Bogart; Capote won. He even injured Bogie’s elbow seriously enough in
another tu ssle to delay filming for a few days. See also: Clarke, 240; Nance, 131-2;
Steinera, 92; Grobel, 161-3; and for a less flattering version, Reed, 27.
Plimpton. Truman Capote, 124.
David Cook, A History of N anative Film (New York: Norton, 1996), 424.
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the ideal film would be “ninety minutes of the life of a man to whom nothing happens”
(436). The style that became associated with Neorealism was based as much on the
material conditions of filmmaking as this theory. Because most of the Fasci.st-controlled
studios had been destroyed by the end of the war, filmmakers took to the streets. They
filmed on location using natural lighting, pieced together whatever film stock they could
buy, and made use of nonactors. The documentarydike look of these films fooled
audiences into thinking they were watching actual events unfolding. Roberto Rossellini’s
Roma, citta apeita (Open City. 1945) is a good example of this style; some contemporary
film books even placed Open City in the documentary category.'*^
Capote thought very highly of Zavattini, claiming that he was a “film-genius,” a
writer who stood out in a “director’s medium”: “What a visual sense! Eighty percent of
the good Italian movies were made from Zavattini scripts . . . . all of the De Sica pictures,
for instance. De Sica is . . . mostly a megaphone lor Zavattini, his pictures are absolutely
Zavattini’s creations: every nuance, mood, every bit of business is clearly indicated in
Zavattini’s scripts.”^® Thus, Capote’s orientation to movies was definitely not focused
just on th e Hollywood studio system. He participated in more independent,
internationally collaborative projects and was influenced by the documentaiy-like method
of Italian Neorealism, One could easily imagine Zavattini’s philosophy providing the
inspiration for In Cold Blood: “Zavattini called for annihilating the distance between art
and life. The point was not to invent stories which resembled reality, but rather turn
reality into a story.”^‘'*

In Paul Rotha’s The Film Till Now: A Survey of World Cinema (London:
Spring B ooks, 1967), 684, Open City is listed in the Appendix under “Documentary
Films.”
Hill, 28.
Robert Stam, Film Theory: An Introduction (Cornwall: Blackwell, 2000), 73.
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The third film project that Capote worked on before the completion of In C old
Blood was an, adaptation, of Henry James’s Turn of the Screw starring Deborah Kerr and
Michael Redgrave, The film, The Innocents, was released in 1961 by Twentieth CenturyFox, the same year the movie version of Capote’s novel Breakfast of Tiffany’s came out
by Paramount. Although Capote was consulted about the latter film, he did not write the
script for it. Having had such poor results tuming his fiction into plays, he vowed not to
adapt his own writing for stage or film."”^ His work on The Innocents, however, proved to
be more rewarding. When he was asked to write the script, Capote was living in Europe
with his partner Jack Diinphy. He had loved Jam es’s novel when he read it at thirteen, so
he immediately took the job when Jack Clayton, with whom he had worked on Beat the
Devil, asked him to rewrite the script. According to Clayton, Capote completed the
rewrite in eight weeks. The speed with which he worked belies the challenge he faced.
Capote him self thought it would be a “snap” because he liked the book so much, “[b]ut
when I got into it, I saw how artful James had been. He did everything by allusion and
indirection.”^' Capote worked hard to craft a plot and build characters that would work
visually and dramatically for film. According to the critics, he succeeded in making the
transformation. A reviewer for the New York Herald Tribune commented, “A beautifully
turned film [. . . ] one of the most artful hauntings to come along on film in a long time”
(334). Pauline Kael also reviewed the film favorably: “The dialogue has, at times, the

Capote tried to distance himself from the movie; he thought that Marilyn
Monroe w ould have made a better Holly Golightly than Audrey Hepburn (much later he
mentions Jodie Foster as the type of actor he would have chosen). For reviews of and
critical analysis about Capote’s stage efforts, see Joseph C. Waldmeir, “Introduction” ;
Eric B entley, “On Capote’s Grass Harp”; George Jean Nathan, “The Glass Menagerie”;
and R ichard Hayes, “The Stage: House of Flowers,” in The Critical Response to Truman
Capote, ed s. Joseph J. Waldmeir and John D. Waldmeir (Westport: Greenwood Press,
1999), 10-11 and 69-78.
Clarke, 334.
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same beauty and ambiguity as the images. I assume that Tmman Capote, who is one of
the finest prose stylists— as distinguished from writers— this country has ever produced,
is responsible.’”*^
W ith the success of The Innocents and the fun he had working on scripts in Italy,
one might legitimately question why Capote did not pursue screenwriting as his genre of
choice. From his interviews, two major reasons emerge. First, he realized that a writer
could not make a mark on a film because so many layers of interpretation intervened
between the script and the final product. He knew that unless a writer is also the director
or has a close working relationship with the director, a writer’s work often gets lost in the
credits. As a fiction writer and sole author of a work, he received all the praise or all the
blame, and he prefemed it that way.'*^ Second, he did not like Hollywood. In
Conversations with Truman Capote, Grobel asks him why he does not like California
“and especially Hollywood, which you’ve called evil.” Capote responds by refem ng to
Hollywood as “The Nowhere City”: “it isn’t even a city. It’s nothing. It’s like a jumble
of huts in a jungle somewhere. I don’t understand how you can live there. It’s
completely dead.”*’* His feelings come across clearly in his 1947 travel sketch,
“H ollywood.”*^ This land promises “ravishing fruit” but offers up small, mealy apples
and pears. The promise was plaster. This is a childless land where Christmas is out of
place, a “dum ping ground for all that is most exploitedly American: oil pumps pounding
like the heartbeat of demons, avenues of used-car lots, supermarkets, motels.” Capote’s
sketch them atically suggests a non-fiction counterpoint to Nathanael W est’s Day of the

Quoted in Waldmeir and Waldmeir, 11.
See Hill, 28, and Newqiust, 43.
** G robel,!54.
Trum an Capote. A Capote Reader (New York: Random House, 1987), 303-307.
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Locust in which people take a pilgrimage to California to die.**^
In spite of his attitude towards Hollywood, it is clear that, in one form or another,
motion pictures were woven, into the fabric of Capote’s life. As a young man, movies
were an important part of his culture— even in rural Monroeville; as a writer, he crafted
scripts for the big screen. And movie stars peppered his social circles; he counted among
his fiiends Errol Flynn, Marlene Dietrich, Marilyn Monroe, Montgomery Clift (Monty),
Charlie and Oona Chaplin, and Greta Garbo—just to name a few, Eventually, he would
even act in films. His acting credits for fiction films include Murder by Death (1.976), in
which he plays the character Lionel Twain*^^ and an uncredited part in Annie Hall (1977)
as a Truman Capote look-alike; he also narrated the production of three of his stories in
the 1969 Trilogy. Finally, as a result of his research for In Cold Blood. Capote would try
his hand at a documentary about capital punishment that would end up on television.
Capote’s Cinematic Technique
Clearly, In Cold Blood^^ reflects the influence of motion pictures on Capote; the
opening is nothing less than cinematic. He begins this non-fiction novel in typical film
style, by establishing the setting with visual accuracy. Scene one opens with an
establishing “shot” of Holcomb in “the high wheat plains of western Kansas,” then
gradually moves in to a closer shot of the town, “an aimless congregation of buildings
divided in the center by the main-line tracks of the Santa Fe Railroad.” At this point, a
Ironically, in 1984, when physically weakened by substance abuse and
em otionally weakened by the backlash to Answered Prayers (his thinly veiled expose
about his celebrity friends). Capote bought a one-way ticket to Los Angeles to see his
friend Joanne Carson (the first Mrs. Johnny Carson). A month shy of his sixtieth
birthday, he quit his struggle to stay alive. See Clarke, 545-547.
See Josh Greenfeld, “Tmman Capote, the Movie Star?” in Truman
C onversations, ed. M. Thomas Inge (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1987),
324-329.
"^^Truman Capote, In Cold Blood (New York: Random House, 1965). All
subsequent references are to this edition and will appear in the text in parentheses.
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documentary filmmaker might insert a tnap to accompany a voice-over narration that
describes the geography: “bounded on the south by a brown stretch of the Arkansas River
. . . on the north by a highway, Route 50, and on the east and west by prairie lands and
wheat fields” ( I). One can imagine America the Beautiful playing feintly in the
background as a tracking shot follows the Santa Fe through town, A short montage of
close-ups of local landmarks, including Hartman’s Cafe, the old bank building, and the
new school, would then give the flavor of a quiet, isolated, but prospering farming and
ranching community —an ordinary town soon to be shattered by “four shotgun blasts that,
all told, ended six human lives” and ignited “fires of mistrust” among the neighbors (5).
|J1 Cold Blood first appeared in four installments in The New Yorker in 1965, and
Capote retained the sections for the book version. The first section, “The Last to See
Them A live,” gives details about Holcomb, introduces the four members of the Clutter
family through their activities on the last day they were alive, and follows Pen:y Smith
and Dick Hickock, the murderers, on their jouiney to Holcomb. Although the murders are
com m itted in this section, Capote reveals little about the details of what happened that
night. In the second section, “Persons Unknown,” Capote focuses on the seai'ch by the
Kansas B ureau of Investigation and other law enforcement agencies while at the same
time following Smith and Hickock on their trip ai'ound the country and into Mexico after
the m urder spree. In the Third section, “Answer,” Smith and Hickock are apprehended,
and readers finally find out what actually happened the night of the murders. In “The
Comer,” the final section of the book, Capote traces the legal proceedings leading up to
the execution of Smith and Hickock. The book contains a total of eighty-six scenes
divided, b y white space on the page, among the four sections as follows: 22, 18, 24, 22.
If the tw o middle sections are considered as one unit, dramatically, the division of
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sections can be compared to a typical Hollywood script format. In bis book Scree
Syd Field diagrams the structure of a typical

Act. I: Beginning

Setup, pp. 1-30

Act; II: Middle

C onfrontation, pp. 30-90

Plot P oint I
pp. 25-21

Act III: End

Resolution, pp. 90-120

P lot P oint II
pp. 85-90

Illustration 2: Screenplay Structure

The first and third acts are equal in length, and each consumes about one-quailer of the
total screen time. In Act 1, the screenwriter sets up the conflict or problem and ends with
a plot point that redirects and complicates the action. In Act II, the action builds to the
climax, w hich takes place at the end of the act only after the protagonist has overcome
several obstacles. The climax sets up Act III, the resolution.
T his format fits Capote’s plot structure precisely. In the first section. Capote sets
up the conflict between good and evil, first, between the Clutters and the murderers, then
between th e law enforcement officers and the murderers whom they must track down.

S y d Field, Screenplay (New York: Dell, 1984), see also Linda Cowgili, Writing
Short F ilm s (L.A.: Lone Eagle, 1997); Thomas Pope, Good Scripts. B a d .
Learning th e Craft of Screenwriting through 25 of the Best and Worst Films in History
(New Y ork; Three Rivers, 1998); Christopher Vogler, The W riter’s .loumey: Mythic
Stmctures for Storytellers and Screenwriters (Studio City, CA: M. Wiese productions,
1992), a n d David Trottier, The Screenwriter’s Bible: A Complete guide to Writing,
Form atting. and Selling Your Script. 3"^ ed. (L.A.: Silman-James Press, 1998).
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The plot point that changes the direction of the story is the death of the hero, Herb
Clutter, and three members of his family. The murders provide the motivation tor the
next two sections— the investigation and arrest. With the authorities replacing Herb
Clutter as heroes, particularly Police Captain Dewey, Capote narratively describes the
obstacles they must face: lack of clues, dead ends, false leads. By combining sections two
and three into a single, dramatic unit, the naiTative movement then builds gradually to the
climax— the confessions and the description of the murders in scene sixty-three. Thus
scene sixty-three serves as the second plot point setting up the resolution, the trial and
executions, in the final section.
Capote, by building up to the murders already familiar to his readers, forces his
audience to imagine the Clutter family alive and to identify with them as the
personification of the American Dream inspired by Benjamin Franklin’s rags-to-riches
story. T hus, when they die, readers have to decide with whom to identify.^^’ Obviously,
the law enforcem ent agents are on the side of good; the readers know that Hickock and
Smith are guilty. However, do these young men deserve some sympathy because of the
empty prom ises the American Dream held for them? On the surface, what appears to be a
straight re-telling of actual events with a literary style is, in fact, a well planned,
cinematic structure designed to psychologically unsettle the audience, especially when
Capote chooses to delay revealing the details of the murders. The script-like format draws
an audience familiar with Hollywood productions into the reality of the story scene-byscene.

B y murdering the hero early in the novel, Capote provokes comparison to
Alfred H itchcock’s Psycho released in 1960. Hitchcock kills off Janet Leigh’s character,
Marian C rane, before the movie is halfway over. This strategy not only heightens the
drama but also gives Hitchcock the opportunity to comment upon problems of identity
and sexual repression in America.
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Capote also uses the film techniques of foreshadowing, graphic and audio
matches, cross cutting (or piirailel) montage, and accelerated montage to build drama.
The opening section of In Cold Blood, broken down into scenes, reveals the cittemalic
formal properties of its structure.®'

Scene

Pages

Lines

1

3-5

82

2

5-13

292

3

14-17

C ontent

Comments

Introduction to Holcomb, desolate,
melancholy, “out there”— but has
money trom natural gas and large
school.
Introduction to the entire Clutter family
with emphasis on father and hi.s
conservatism. Eden/American Dream
liiirniliiciiiiii lo I V ) [V .S.
lu; wait.s IPr
I )icl; 11. 1!e i?i d a y c h v a in iiu ’. ahoiU

Follows analytic
editing by moving from
long shot to close-up

i n i v d . b u r ie d tr e a s u r e , a d v c n t m v
loolrinL' ['oiwfird In Itip lo \ l e \ i c v i

4

17-22

5

. .77-24

154

()4

24-30

169

U c g i m wilii sifuila rity
b clv vivn M r, { 'liitlc r
a n d Pcrrv.

.......... ....... ...........

1 n e u s on N 'a : i e \ . S h e laik.- about

.N'aiicy i-. a g o o d

father’s objection to boyfriend,
mother’s instability, someone is
smoking in the house

daughter, wants to
please father

InlrodLfction to H ick . Cmnc.'' f r o m g o o d
fiiiniiy. is a m c c ii a n ir , has Ik 'c u m a ir ic d
twici;. 1 soil';; h e n;vc,)ls flic iic.s th e )
ic M to get

6

Ends with
foreshadowing

au;o

l o r th e n.igpi.

Dick ^alk.^ aboiii
b h is tiu g " h a i r all o v e r
th e n a i l . " t.’.dl.s P erry

“honey.”

N a n c y i'inishcs p ic a n d Icavc.s .iolcnc

l.)ic k jn s i ("iiusiicd his

with Mrs. Clutter. More details about
her mental instability. Comments that
she’s afraid she’ll miss her children’s
best years. Ends with Bible passage

work on the car in 5;
Nancy finishes baking
pie, opening of 6.

lli.it im p lie s licr e n d m a y b e near.
C ivrnparisou o f I V n v a n d D ick. Boiii

7

3t)-.t2

6(j

i m c p h y s ic a l d o f o n u i t y . b o th
fastidicuis.

To emphasize the relationship between Capote’s style and film, 1 have used a
variation o f a film production tool, the edit log, to analyze the structure. An edit log or
Edit D ecision List (EDL) is an outline of every shot, its duration, a brief description, and
notes ab o u t the transitions between shots. An EDL reproduces, on paper, the final Ibrm of
a film. I have constmcted an EDI. for the first section of fa Cold Blood using scenes. See
Robert B . Musbiirger, Single-Camera Video Production, 2"^^ ed. (Boston: Focal Press,
1999), 164; Des Lyver and GraJtam Swainson, Basics of Video Production. 2"'' ed.
(Oxford: Focal Press, 1999), 119-120.
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Scene

Pages

Lines

8

32-36

145

Content
Further development, of the Bible Belt
communities which sutTound Holco,rab
and Mr. Clutier. 4>H meeting with Mrs.
Ashida getting an award. Ends with two

Commente
Safe place to raise kids;
conservative; Capote’s
voice noticeable

jViipii.- ill (.ai.

9

,10

a

35-37

38-41

39

122

iliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
4 ! 46

iii'i’. ins vvilh i w o pi.-opiv in car. IVi r\
a n d D ic k h u \ i t i p plo\c.'.. ru p c.

stcx: kings.
Focus on Keii,yon: hope chest, raising
livestock, good friend, in a world of his
own; Mr. Helm talks with K. and

l i . i w n o fu tu re

( i d .sii'ckiti!','- till n u n . n u n s a ic h ad
luck; I V r r y 's su p c rsiitii'ii-.

H e p i o J u c c . ' WillieJ a y ’s farew ell letici.
I 'la.shhaek e s ia iilish e s

r e a c tio n . I’cri

13

46-48

48-49

49

50

As K and N talk about
the future, tension
mounts—-we know they

X a iic v . M c n (iu i) ni’ in.MiiMiiCi- m an,

R c la iio ii'd h p wilii W illie l a s in |irisuii.
M c n liiin ot P e r r y ' s ‘■flaw'' ■ c.iipUisisf

12

“No witnesses.”

\

I V r r y ’.s m o liv e . r'irsi

d n f l i n g ; trie s to c o n t a c t

s c e n e iluil is lo n g e r fo r

\Villii;-.la>. D ick sv,.iid‘, h im svord alKuil

th e m ii r d e ie r s t h a i i ' 's.

BBBBBIIH^^^
a. “perfect score.”
Mr. Clutter's conversation with fslr.
We learn Mr. C. never
.lohnson, the insurance agent. Mr. C. in keeps cash around.
good health, Gives Mr. J, the check for
Does all business by
a s40.(i{Jl) il o n h l f iiid cn in iiy p o lic y .

check.

P c i i y sing iiig h y m n a n d lliin k in g a h o u i
ta k in g a boat Iroiri M e x i c o lo .iapan.
D ic k ssatus a d r in k an d siiek s to tiic

.Short .scene, sa m e
le iigih as 1.1

business at hand.

14

50-52

98.5

Skip to the Monday after the murders.
Bobby Rupp describes his Saturday
evening at the Clutters.

IS

.52-55

95

gas; fVr rv gix'S in io baih.room — D ic k

Skip over the deaths.
Capote captures tone of
__
young boy.

iV rry a n d D ic k o n d ie n ia d ; s to p lo r
t h in k s F d i y a "tKiiura! k ille r." IVrry
c l a i m e d h e h a d k illed a m a n in L as

iliiil iiiiiiiiiiiiii

Vegas.

16

55-57

52.5

17

57

9

18

58-60

96.5

Description of Nancy’s room and her
journal with notation about her last
night with Bobby.______ _ ______

_________

Nancy characterized as
maturing (handwriting).

“ i'his is it. Ibis is it . . .
r'crry a n d
D ick a rriv e in j lo lc o m b .

V e r y ,-iliorl.

. \ a n c y l-.wall a n d iathiT a rriv e lo droji

1 ’se.s p o lie e slaieme.iils

her off for church. No one answers. Go for description of what
to Teacher age to Susan’s apartment.
happened.
Girls come out screaming.
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Scene

Lines

19

60-66

187.5

20

66-69

115.5

21

69-73

121

.22

73-74

: 21.5

Content
Teacher Larry Hendricks goes with Mr.
Ew'alt to meet police at Clutters. We
accompany them as they discover the
bodies. Still do not know exactly how'
the murders took place.
We meet Mother T r u i t t a n d her
d a u g h t e r Mrs. M y r t l e C l a r e —both work
with the mail They find out a b o u t the
deaths and speculate about who could
have done the killing.
The word spreads through the town,
rumens and suspicion begins. M r .
Ewalt stops to tel! Bobby, who goes to
the ranch, then Susan’s, followed by his
younger brother. Ends with Bobby
I’c i r y a s io c p tii f l l a t h c lio te k D ick
caiii'ig w iih iii.s k im ily th e n
d u r in g Ihc g a m e .

kdis a d e c p

Comments
Direct quotations from
the police records?
Bonnie implicated

Beginning of general
suspicions; Bonnie
implicated

Emotional high point
when Bobby is told.

\ o n n a i a c t i v i l i c ' bv
I\vu incfi w h o h ad jusi
c o m n l i k e d c o ld
b lo o d e d miirdor.

Through scene 17^^; Clutters, 1165 lines; Pen-y and Dick, 603 lines (@50%).
Entire Section:
Clutters, 1685 lines; Perry and Dick, 625 lines (@37%)
Table 1. In Cold Blood Scene Analysis
Throughout the first section of the book, Capote builds tension by the use of
foreshadowing, a technique with a literary heritage as well as a film one. Readers already
know that six people will die before the characters are introduced. In both film and
literature, suspense is created by delaying the audience’s expectations, and Capote is
master o f this technique in In Cold Blood. For example, at the end of scene two, we leam
that Herb Clutter is “headed for home and the day’s work, unaware that it would be his
last” (13). By the eighth scene we hear Mrs. Ashida, a neighbor, say to Mr. Clutter, “I
can’t im agine you afraid. No matter what happened, you’d talk your way out of it” (36).
Even though readers know that Mr. Clutter dies. Capote builds tension by planting a seed

.52

Based o n 37 lines per page; shaded = Ferry and Dick; white = Clutter Family.
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of hope that, somehow, Mr. Clutter will talk his way oiit of tlte impending tragedy. In
scene ten, Mr. Helm, the caretaker, concludes the section by remembering how he saw
Nancy, leading her horse Babe to the barn, and Kenyon, weeding his mother’s flower
bed; “And t h a t . . , was the last I seen them” (41). In scene sixteen, we leam that Nancy,
being the last to go to bed each night had laid out her clothes for church the next
morning, including “a red velveteen dress— her prettiest, which she herself had made. It
was the dress in which she was to be buried” (56), While delaying the description of the
murders until much later in the novel, Capote heightens reader expectation through
careful foreshadowing.
Although our introductions to the Clutters and the murderers exist in tandem, they
are separated by white space on the page. To provide continuity, the scenes in thi.s
opening section of the book are woven together by what could be print versions of audio
matches i f translated into film. For example, between the third and fourth scenes, Capote
moves the reader easily between sections by sound. At the end of scene three, we are
waiting im patiently with Smith for Hickock to pick him up. Then “[a] car horn honked.
At last— D ick.” Scene four opens with Nancy yelling, “Good grief, Kenyon! I hear you”
(17). F or a second, a reader might wonder if Nancy is overhearing the sound of the horn
yet so far away but threatening. In scene twelve, Mr. Clutter has just handed Mr.
Johnson, the insurance agent, “the first payment on a forty-thousand-dollar policy that in
the event o f death by accidental means, paid double indemnity” (48). Immediately after,
scene thirteen opens with Peixy singing a hymn—one that might be sung in a church,
possibly a t a funeral, or at least suggesting a perversion of the Clutters’ religious
devotion— insurance for salvation. In the second section of the book [not shown in the
log], scene twenty-five ends with Arthur Clutter, Herb’s brother, saying, “When this is
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cleared up, FI! wager whoever did it was someone within ten miles of where vve now
stand” (88). The next scene opens: “Approximately four hundred miles east of where
Arthur Clutter then stood, two young men [the murderers] were sharing a booth in the
Eagle Buffet, a Kansas City diner” (89). Besides providing continuity, the juxtaposition
of these comments reveals how little anyone knew about the murderers and how
senseless the crime would prove.
M ost overtly linked to cinema is the pattern of cross cutting that Capote sets up, in
the first section of the book, between the lives of the Clutter family and the two ex
convicts who are on their way to Flolcomb. In the second scene, Capote introduces us to
the Clutter family: Herb and Bonnie, the parents; Evanna and Beverly, the two oldest
children who do not live at home; and Nancy and Kenyon, the youngest of the four
children and who are still in high school. We also hear about Nancyhs close relation.ship
with Bobby Rupp in spite of her father’s concems that Bobby is Catholic when the
Clutters are Methodists. In the third scene, Smith and Hickock are introduced. This
pattern o f cross cutting that begins in scene two continues through scene seventeen when
Capote shifts attention to the community and the suspicions that the murders create. Like
foreshadowing, this technique of cross cutting also has a literary connection, but readers
would be more familiar with its use in film.
According to The Film Encyclopedia, cross cutting, “the technique o f intercutting
two independent sequences [ ...] so that a relationship is established between the parallel
actions,” was “elevated to an art by D. W. Griffith in The Birth of a Nation (1915).”'^'^
However, William Wees notes that “Griffith credited Dickens with the inspiration for
many of his early innovations, particularly those involving ‘interruption’ of the narrative

Ephraim Katz, The Film Encvclopedia. 2" ed. (New York: HarperCollins,
1994), 308.
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line."'^^ Modeling his analysis on Sergei Eisenstein’s “Dickens, Griffllh and Ourselves
(and Film Today),” Wees describes how Dickens used parallel montage in written form
to set up a contrast between the rich and the poor, the haves and have-nots. Capote
expresses a similar ideology by placing the Clutters and the authorities, the haves, in
contrast to the murderers, the have-nots. Capote also includes Dickens in his list as one
of the writers he likes lo reread: “I had read all of Dickens before I was sixteen, and have
just now [1972J completed the full cycle again.”^'^
Although Capote alternates between the Clutters and the ex-cons, overall he gives
the Clutters more than twice as many lines as he does the murderers (approximately 1685
for the Clutters to 625 for Smith and Hickock). Capote takes his time developing the
reader’s relationship with each of the Clutters, setting up this all-American family as the
personification of the American Dream. By giving readers more time with the Clutters,
he gives the readers a chance to develop a bond with the family, thus making their
senseless murders more heinous. Capote captures intimate close-ups of their home and
lives as if presenting snapshots from a family album: Kenyon weeding the flower bed that
his m other can see from her bedi'oom window, Nancy riding her horse Babe into the
river, the C lutter living room with the 1950s-style furniture. Even when his descriptions
seem critical of the Clutter’s conservative, middle-class lifestyle, it is easy to see why
readers m ight want to identify with the moral integrity and the rags-to-riches story
incarnate in Herb Clutter. For Capote’s 1966 readers weaned on film and television, the

54
Wees, “Dickens, Griffith and Eisenstein: Form and Image in
Literature and Film,” The Humanities Association Review 24 (1973): 268. See also,
Sergei Eisenstein, “Dickens, Griffith and Ourselves (and Film Today)” in Film Theory
and C riticism : Introductory Readings, eds. Leo Braudy and Marshall Cohen (New York;
Oxford U niversity Press, 1999), 426-34; Rick Altman, “Dickens, Griffith, and Film
Theory T o d ay .” South Atlantic Ouarterlv 88.2 (Spring 1989): 321-359.
R eed, 131.
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Clutters, on the surface, look like just another version of the families in I fs a WonderfuJ
Life or Fcither Know s Best, this time in print.
If the scenes about the Clutter IdmJly are taken as a single narrative, the theme of
Mr. Clutter as a strong father figure emerges. Although Capote introduces the entire
family in scene two, he emphasizes Mr. Clutter and his dedication and hard work that
earned him the modest wealth the family enjoyed. Scene four focuses on Nancy,
although her relationship with her father consumes much of her thought; she wants, more
than anything, to please her father. In scene six, Capote suggests a flaw in this family
snap shot, a vulnerability; the mental Ixagility of Mrs. Clutter is mentioned but never fully
explained. Her husband’s lifestyle has defined her role— one with which she i.s not
always comfortable; she seems to be a quiet victim of the American Dream around which
their life is built. Scene eight again focuses on Mr. Clutter and what an upstanding
member o f the community he is. He is portrayed as in vincible. Kenyon, the son, is
finally sketched in scene ten. Clearly Mr. Clutter is devoted to Kenyon and the rest of the
family, b u t his expectations sit heavily on the shoulders of his only son. He is a young
man in “a world of his own” who, ironically, has just built a hope chest for his older sister
Beverly, In the last scene that the Clutters are alive, scene twelve, the entire scene is
devoted to Mr. Clutter’s conversation with his insurance agent, Mr. Johnson. At the end
of this scene, Mr. Clutter hands him the check for the $40,000 double indemnity policy.
Although Capote introduces each member of the family individually, their relationships
to Mr. C lutter take precedence. Ultimately, Capote structurally guides his readers to the
reason w h y he thinks Smith could have killed in cold b lo o d ~ h e wa.s trying to get back at
his own father, a man who did not live up to the father--knows-best model.
T h e abrupt jump between scenes thitteen and fourteen from Smith and Hickock’s
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journey to the day after the murders functions to disorient the reader by, once again,
thwarting the reader’s expectations, Capote is silent about the details o f the crime.
Unexpectedly, scene fourteen begins, “The following Monday, while giving evidence
prior to taking a lie-detector test, young Bobby Rupp described his last visit to the Clutter
home” (50). After the flashbacks, the reader i.s thrust, suddenly, into the present trying to
figure out what happened. There is no blood, no gore, nothing— the murders have been
committed, Bobby is taking a lie-detector test, yet the murderers have not arrived at the
Clutter ranch in their parallel narrative. The disorientation created by Capote’s
manipulation of time, characteristic of film as well as the experimental mood of his
nonfiction, contributes to the suspense and hotTor, By focusing scenes fourteen and
sixteen on Bobby and Nancy, the tragedy o f star-crossed lovers sets the reader up for the
emotional climax of this section^— scene twenty-one in which Bobby has been told about
Nancy’s death and breaks down and cries. Only scene fifteen separates the young lovers;
Smith and Hickock make a final stop for gas, and Dick refers to Perry as a “natural
killer.”
C apote also reinforces the drama and suspense by his deft pacing of the scenes in
this first section; gradually he speeds up the movement between the scenes. Capote
moves th e reader between the secure, mid-western town that the Clutters called home and
the two young men intent on robbery by gradually decreasing the duration of each scene.
Each shift builds the suspense that tantalized readers around the world. This technique,
which C apote uses in scenes two to thirteen, resembles the film technique called
accelerated montage, also popularized by D. W. Griffith in the early 1900s. Griffith
realized th a t suspense was increased not only by cross cutting but also by using shots of
shorter a n d .shorter duration. Popular in early chase sequences, this technique continues to
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be a mainstay in contemporary filmmaking;^*’ By gradually decreasing the number of
lines in each scene of the parallel narratives, Capote increases the tension up to the
murders. In the Clutters’ sequence, the first scene has 292 lines, but scene twelve, their
shortest scene, is only 49 lines long. Hickock and Smith’s sequence begins with 113
lines in scene three and drops to 50 in scene thirteen. Thus, throughout this section and up
to when the murders are committed, the scenes have gotten shorter, forcing the reader lo
switch back and forth more quickly, speeding up to the inevitability of the murders that
have been so skillfully foreshadowed. At the moment the naiTative jum ps to the Monday
after the murders, the scenes— twelve and thirteen— are almost exactly the same lengths.
If the C lutter’s had any advantage over the murderers, it has been eliminated.

Capote’s Documentary Method
C apote’s experiment that led to his claim of inventing a new form, the nonfiction
novel, began with his publication of The Muses Are Heard (1956), a nonfiction account
of his travels in the Soviet Union with the American, all-Black cast of Porgy and Bess. At
the time o f publication, he was working on The Grass Harp project for British television
(1957); he remarked to Pati Hill that “in reporting, one is occupied with literalness and
surfaces, with implication without comment”^^ suggesting a written form of Direct
Cinema. O ne of the reasons he chose this subject was to show how he could apply his
prose fictional style to real-life stories. Thus, The Muses Are Heard was the “beginning
of a long experiment” that he described to Roy Newquist in 1964 (when Capote would
have been in the middle of researching In Cold Blood):
Fve always had the theory that reportage is the great unexplored art form.
1 mean, most good writers, good literary craftsmen, seldom use this

Cook, 66.
Hill, 25.
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m e tie r.. . . Fve had this theory that a factual piece of work could explore
whole new dimensions in writing that would have a double effect fiction
does not have—the very fact o f its being true, every word of it true, would
add a double contribution of strength and impact.'^*
He goes on to claim that the “Porgy and Bess” piece and the profile of Marlon Brando,
“The Duke in his Domain,” that he wrote for The New Yorker were parts of this
experiment.®^ As he worked slowly on this new form, this experiment, he knew he “was
going to write a book, based on heaven knows what. I didn’t know what the theme was
going to be, but I knew it w^ould be reportage, on an immense scale,”®” Capote’s
attraction to nonfiction and film, subconscioius or not, finally come together in |n Cold
Blood.
T he idea for In Cold Blood came from journalism— his passion for reading the
newspapers: “I read all the New York dailies every day, and the Sunday editions of
several foreign magazines too. The ones I don’t buy I read standing at news stands.”®’
On November 15, 1959, the New York Times ran the headline “Wealthy Farmer, Three
of Family Slain: H.W. Clutter, Wife and Two Children are Found Shot in Kansas Home.”
If FL W. Clutter had not been a former Eisenhower appointee to the Federal Farm Credit
Board, C apote may never have seen the story. However, within three days of reading
about the murder, Capote was in Holcomb, Kansas, intei'viewing people. His experiment
had begun in earnest. Now he had the opportunity to transform a typical news story with
his literary^ skills. However, by focusing almost exclusively on the literary claims made

Newquist, 40.
See Reed, Chapter 4 “The Shift to Reportage,” 94-118, for a more full-bodied
explanation of Capote’s turn to nonfiction.
Newquist, 41.
H ill, 26-27.
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by Capote about his “new” nonfiction novel, the cinematic influences have been
neglected. Yet, the cinematic architecture and techniques would have appealed to a large,
popular audience who, by 1960, was well trained in the visual language of films and
television.
To be sure, when Plimpton asked Capote if he were- influenced by film, they were
both thinking about Hollywood-style fiction features, not documentary. Yet, Capote’s
method o f researching and writing In, Cold Blood begs for compari.son to the
documentary method of making films as well as places it at the beginning of the New
Journalist tradition. Capote spent over fi ve years interviewing people and gathering facts,
including visiting Hickock and Smith on Death Row and writing to them twice a week. In
his 1968 Playboy interview with Norden, Capote talks about his immersion in the topic:
I had to live it, day in and day out, for six years. I had to become a part of
all those people’s lives, some of whom weren’t naturally sympathetic to
me and with whom I had little in common. I had to suixender my entire
life to this experience. Think what it means to totally immerse yourself in
the lives of two men waiting to be hanged, to feel the passage of hours
with them, to share every emotion.^’^
When C apote first went to Kansas, he took with him Harper Lee, childhood friend and
author o f T o Kill a Mockingbird. She stayed for about two months getting to know the
people. In addition to accompanying Capote on interviews and taking her own notes,
Lee’s ro le at the beginning of the research was to make contacts for Capote by getting to
know the wives of the people he needed to interview: “She became friendly with all the
churchgoers. A Kansas paper said . . . that everyone out there was so wonderfully

“ Norden, 123.
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cooperative because 1 was a famous writer. The fact of the matter is that not one single
person in tlie town had ever heard of

Capote dedicated In Cold Blood “For Jack

Dunphy and Harper Ix e , with my love and gratitude.”
In the course of his research, Capote interviewed over thirty murderers to try to
understand “the homicidal mind”:
I did months of comparative research on murder, murderers, the criminal
mentality, and 1 interviewed quite a number of murderers— solely to give
me perspective on these two boys. And then crime. I didn’t know
anything about ctirne or criminals when I began to do the book. I
certainly do now. I ’d say 80 percent of the research I did I have never
used. But it gave me such a grounding that I never had any hesitation in
my consideration of the subject.^'^
He even retraced Hickock and Sm ith’s steps after the murder, traveling across the
country from hotel to hotel. In his interview with Plimpton, Capote recounts, “I lived the
entire trip the boys went on from the time of the murders up to the moment of their airest
in Las V egas— thousands of miles . . . . I went everywhere the boys had gone, all the
hotel room s, every single place in the book, Mexico, Acapulco, all of it” (58). In the end,
he accumulated over 6,000 pages of notes that he condensed into a riveting 350 pages—
an editing ratio of which documentary filmmaker Frederick Wiseman would have been

proud.*^

® Plimpton, “The Story,” 53.
Plimpton, “The Story,” 53.
See Ira Halberstadt, “An Interview with Fred Wiseman,” in Nonfiction Film
Theory an d Criticism, ed, Richard M. Barsam (New York: EP Dutton, 1976), 299.
W iseman comments on the amount o f footage he shoots in relationship to what gets used.
He says th at it is not unusual for his films to run between a 25-to-l or 30-to~i ratio.
Based on pages, Capote has an almost 20-to-l ratio for In Cold Blood.
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Capote’s immersion or anthropological-style research is reminiscent of Robert
Flaherty’s relationship to the Inuit Eskimos and the South Sea islanders when he made
his documentaries Nanook of the Notth (1922) and Moana (1926), respectively. This
tradition continues in documentary filmmakers like Barbara Kopple who spent two years
with the coal miners she films so sympathetically in Harlan County. U.S.A. (1976). New
Journalist writers such as Gay Talese, Norman Mailer, and Tom W olfe moved jounialism
away from strict reportage not only with their literary style but also by going beneath the
surface facts, the who, what, where, and when, to explore the how and why. They strove
to understand the people or communities about whom they were writing whether it was
the Mafia, bikers, or Merry Pranksters by spending time with them.
Capote also shares with Flaherty a method of documentary filmmtiking that
Francis Flaherty, Robert’s wife, called “nonpreconception.” Jack Ellis describes the tw'o
characteristics of this method in The Documentarv Idea: The filmmaker immerses
himself o r herself in a culture and shoots a lot of footage to let its drama unfold.*’^ Capote
admits, “ [I] didn’t start out on the book with any preconceived theme— at first I didn’t
know anything about the Clutter family, much less their killers— this gulf between victim
and murderer became so intriguing that it was one of the major factors behind my
decision to invest years of time and effort in the book.”^’’ When Albert and David
Maysles began shooting Gimme Shelter (1970), they had no idea they would document a
murder at the Rolling Stones’ Altamont concert; when Kopple went to Harlan County,
she was interested in the union elections but soon found herself captivated by the coal
miners’ fight to unionize which led to the death of a young miner (Harlan County,
U.S.A., 1976); Errol Morris went to Texas to learn about the psychiatrist, “Dr. Death,”

Jack C. Ellis, The Documentarv Idea (New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1989), 22.
Norden, 133.
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who regularly testified that defendants are sociopaths who will kill again, and ended up
making a documentary that led to the release of an innocent man (Thin Blue Line, 1988).
In each case, the “author” had an idea, but the theme or focus of the filmmaking took on a
life of its own. In his 1966 interview with Capote, Plimpton asks him if “one of the
artistic limitations of the nonfiction novel [is] that the writer is placed at the whim of
chance?” Capote describes the experience as “a slowly developing situation” in which he
“never knew until the events were well along whether a book was going to be possible.
There was always the choice, after all, of whether to stop or go

The nonfiction

writer and filmmaker often do not know the ending to the story when they begin; whether
writing w ith ink or with light, their journey is a process of discovery, of observing and
capturing life’s drama as it unfolds.
T he nonfiction novelist and documentary filmmaker also share problems of
selection and an’angement— how to pare down the enormous amount of material and
order it effecti vely. Often people assume that the documentary claim of realism and
objectivity (whether in print or film) means that there has been little or no manipulation
of the raw material. In his interview with Plimpton, Capote claimed that In Cold Blood
was “immaculately factual” and that he did not “spend almost six years on a book, the
point of w hich is factual accuracy, and then give way to minor distortions.”^’’^ Through
selection, however, Capote presents his point of view. He never appears in the novel;
instead, h e assumes a fly-on-the-wall perspective advocated by the Direct Cinema
filmmakers. His pmpose is to get at the truth, yet, like filmmakers, he does so by
manipulation in the editing process and openly admits it. For example, Capote
condensed several interviews into one. In scene nineteen, he presents the testimony of

Plim pton, “The Story,” 61.
Plim pton, “The Story,” 62,
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Larry Hendricks, the schoolteacher who accompanied the authorities when they
discovered the four bodies, as a single, unified statement. In fact, the information
presented in this section was based on severa,! interviews. However, Capote defends, “I
hardly interfered at all. A slight editing

In the case of a dialogue between the

postmistress and her mother in scene twenty, Capote recast information he obtained in
interviews into a narrative scene for dramatic effect, Although highly critical of Capote's
experiment, Kenneth Tynan does admit that “the book is by any standards a monumental
job of editing and most sed,uclive piece of writing.”^* Tynan’s emphasis on the editing
process makes a direct connection to filmmaking. Except for the earliest actuality films
that consisted of a single shot, editing— the selection and juxtaposition of shots and
corresponding sound tracks— is at the center of the art of filmmaking and consumes a
significant portion of a film’s production timeline. Although filmmakers might develop
different theories and styles (Eisenstein, Griffith, Grierson, Wiseman), editing is refeixed
to as the grammar or language of the film. And more than in fiction filmmaking,
documentary filmmakers often take an active role in the editing process synonymous to
the authoring and revising of a written text.
N ot just in editing, but in the entire documentary process, issues of ethics concern
nonfiction writers and filmmakers. Whereas fiction writers and filmmakers create the
realities o f their texts, their nonfiction counteiparts must contend with unpredictable
events a n d develop relationships with real people, people with names. Capote admits this
is one o f th e most challenging parts of nonfiction. Unlike the reporter whose goal is
objectivity, the New Journalists and Direct Cinema filmmakers strive to get beneath the
Plimpton, “The Story,” 54.
Kenneth Tynan, “The Kansas Farm, Murders,” in The Critical Response to
Truman C apote, eds. Jo.seph J. Waldmeir and .Tohn C. Waldmeir (Westport, CT;
G reenw ood, 1999), 130.
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surface to the feeling of an event. How they negotiate the relationships with the people
involved can affect lives. Capote arrived in Kansas “with a trunk full of French wine and
Life cigarettes” ready to write about a local murder; according to Harper Lee, “He was
like someone coming off the moon— those people had never seen anyone like Truman.” '^"
It took Capote over a month before people really began to open up to him; not until
Hickock and Smith had been aiTested did the community fully accept him. At some
point, they realized that he was not going away. As was often the case, Capote won over
the community w'ith his vibrant personality. At a later point in his research, he claimed
that he was almost as w^elLknown and popular as the mayor.
However, Capote’s relationship with the murderers was more complicated.
Initially, to get Hickock and Smith to talk to him, Capote paid them. Yet, over the years,
they became, in Capote’s words, “ very very good Mends of mine (I mean became very
close friends, very very close intimates in every conceivable way).”^*’ Clarke
characterizes Capote’s relationship with Perry Smith as “more complicated than a love
affair: each looked at the other and saw, or thought he saw, the man he might have
been.”’^ Both Capote and Smith were short, had absent fathers and alcoholic mothers,
had lived in foster homes, and cared about language; one was a celebrated writer, the
other a celebrated killer. Clearly Capote’s novel poses the question, “What made the
difference?”

Steinem, “A Visit with Tmman Capote,” in Tmman Capote: Conversations,
edited by M. Thomas Inge (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1987), 76.
In a television interview, Barbara Kopple mentions that the miners in Harlan
County w ere initially suspicious of her motives. One day, driving to the picket line on
namow, w inding mountain roads, the car she and her crew were in was forced off the
road. T h e y had to carry all their equipment the rest of the way. After that, the miners
w elcom ed her.
Haskell Frankel, “The Author,” Saturday Review, 49 (22 .Tanumy 1966): 36-37.
Clarke, 326.
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C apote’s intimate relationships with the murderers led critics to questiot! his
motives. Diana Trilling indicts In Cold Blood not just for failing as a literary work but
also because Capote employs “objectivity as a shield for e v a s i o n . S h e thinks he
should have taken a clearer moral stand in the text about the murderers. Kenneth Tynan
delivered the harshest blow by accusing Capote of haviitg written his nonfiction novel in
cold blood—-with little concem about the murderers except their commercial value to
him: “where livcwS are threatened, observers and recorders who shrink from participation
may be said to betray their species: no piece of prose, however deathless, is worth a
human life.”'^’^ Tynan believed that Capote should have worked htirder to get the death
sentences commuted to life without parole. After Capote’s death, Harold Nye, a Kansas
Bureau o f Investigation (K.B.I.) agent on the case, accused Capote of having sex with
Smith when he was on death row: “They had become lovers in the penitentiary. I can’t
prove it, b u t they spent a lot of time up there in the cell, he spent a considerable amount
of money bribing the guard to go around the comer, and they were both homosexuals and
that was w hat happened. I wasn’t there, so . . .

Whereas Trilling’s attack focuses on

Capote’s narrative style, all three criticize Capote’s morality by looking at his
relationship with the murderers. They seem to want a more clear-cut moral universe in

™D iana Trilling, “Capote’s Crime and Punishment,” in The Critical Response to
Truman C a pote, eds. Joseph J . Waldmeir and John C. W aldmeir (Westport, CT:
Greenwood, 1999), 124.
T ynan, 133.
G eorge Plimpton, “Capote’s Lxtng Ride” The New Yorker (October 13,1977)
70. N ye’s criticism, in part, stems from his anger at Capote for taking him and his wife
to gay and transvestite clubs on their visit to New York City. Although Capote claimed
to be very intimate with “the boys,” it is not clear that he crossed the line and had sex
with Sm ith. Capote implies a sexual tension between Hickock and Smith, but he states in
la Cold B lood that Hickock was interested in young girls and that Smith had little interest
in sex. C larke recalls Capote saying that after three yetirs interviewing Hickock and
Smith that Smith finally asked him if he were homosexual; Capote could not believe he
did not know .
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which bad guys wear black hats and good guys white ones. However, Capote’s
.relationship with his subjects and the style in which he writes reflects the complexity of
the situation; he docs not give his readers easy answers and happy endings.
Documentary filmmakers face similar conflicts. In American .Dream, Barbara
Kopple included a scene in which the men on strike cry as they open up in tront of the
camera about their decision to cross the picket line. To get this footage, Kopple had to
have the trust of the men she wa.s interviewing. What responsibility did she have to them
when she chose to use this dramatic footage? Michael Moore’s Roger and Me came
under attack because he misrepresented the chronology o f events around the closing of
the Flint, M ichigan, General Motors plants. The man released from prison because of
Errol M orris’ documentary The Thin Blue Line sued Morris for profiting from his life
story. Although they settled out of court, M orris’ experience reflects one of Capote’s
sentiments about working with real people; “If they feel maligned, or just contrary, or
greedy, they enrich lawyers (though rarely themselves) by instigating libel actions,”^''*
Controversy
T h e connection between filmmaking and Capote’s method and style of writing In
Cold B lood suggests that Capote, like other artists during the 1950s and 1960s, was
responding to new ways of thinking about reality by experimenting with form, style, and
even publicity. These experiments sometimes created critical controversies, and In Cold
Blood w as no exception. According to Clarke, Capote believed that nonfiction “had never
realized its potential. It was marble awaiting a sculptor, a palette of paints awaiting an
artist. H e was the first to show what could be done with that unappreciated material, he
insisted, a n d In Cold Blood was a new literary species, the nonfiction no v el”*” Although

Plimpton, “The Story,” 63.
Clarke, 357. Later in his life, Capote softened this claim.
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III Cold Blood was loved by the reading public and generally well received by the critics,
Capote’s claim to have invented a new art form sparked a discussion that continues
today.
Some critics argued that In Cold Blood was good reportage but definitely not art.
The clash between high brow ait and what some critics thought of as mere enteitainment
became palpable in the controversy that surrounded this nonfiction novel. Part of the
controversy about the success of In Cold Blood came down to a question of celebrity.
“There is a feeling that .serious writers shouldn’t be celebrities or even do work that
receives popular attention,” notes Capote in his 1967 interview with Gloria Steinem.*^*
According to Clarke, “when the book itself was published in January, 1966, the modern
media machine— magazines, newspapers, television and radio— became a giant band that
played only one tune: Truman C ap o te.. . . [However,] Ameiicans do not expect serious
books to make money.”^^ Capote’s awarenes,s of the media— print and television
interviews, timing of the release of the book and movie versions— contributed to the
skyrocketing sales. However, critics questioned: can art be commercialized? Can writing
that appeals to masses still be art? The status of nonfiction was at stake.
In addition to the doubts about Capote’s artistry, most of the criticism came from
reviewers and scholars who argued against his claim that he had invented a new fonn
with his nonfiction novel. In “Capote’s Crime and Punishment,” Diana Trilling notes that
Capote’s use of fictional strategies “does not mean he has discovered a new fiction form
nor— for that matter— a new fomi of nonflction.”*^'^ She and other ciitics name similar
experiments or variations of the nonfiction novel that preceded In Cold Blood: Daniel

Steinem, 89.
Clarke, 362-3.
Trilling, 121.
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Defoe’s Journal of the Plague Year, Dostoevsky’s Ciimc and Punishment (thus Trilling’s
title), Dreiser’s A,Q Americatt Tragedy, and John Mersey’s Hiroshima. Robert A. Smart
notes “three significant passages in the novel which have been invented or altered,” then
he uses this evidence to make the claim that Capote has not invented a new nonfiction
form, instead he “has written a con ventional realistic novel based on an actual historical
occurrence.”*'^ However, rather than affirming or denying these historical precedents, a
more useful strategy is to reframe the discussion in terms of a range of experiments in
which authors, in various measure, combine factual evidence and fictions in imaginative
ways to meet specific cultural, economic, psychological, and artistic concents. What led
Capote to attempt another variation on this theme?
The opening title pages to the first edition of In Cold Blood set up the major
themes o f the novel. Visually, the logo of Capote’s publisher, Random House, ironically
suggests both the established Clutter house, emblematic of the American Dream of home
and authorship, and the randomness of the acts of violence. Capote’s choice of subtitle
signifies his documentary contract with his readers: “A True Account of a Multiple
Murder and Its Consequences.” In the “Acknowledgements,” Capote claims that “all the
material in this book not derived from my own observation is either taken from official
records o r is the result of interviews with the persons directly concerned, more often than
not numerous interviews conducted over a considerable period of time.” By prefacing the
text with the subtitle and this affirmation of his sources, Capote is making a claim about
the connection between his shaping of the events and reality. He sets up an implied
contract w ith his readers that the text they are about to enter will be about real people and
real events. Yet his claim to write a “new” genre suggests he is struggling with how to

^ Robert Augustin Smart, The Nonfiction Novel (Lanham. MD: University Press
of America), 81.
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best express this reality in language. Nance argues that Capote’s experiment eluded his
grasp, as it would have eluded anyone’s. The book he finally wrote, failing to attain that
charmed circle in which fact and fiction would blend, falls back into a category which
may as well be labeled “documentary novel”— though it must be added that In Cold
Blood is certainly one of the finest specimens of that “impure genre” and quite possibly
the best piece of artistic journalism e.ver written.^'’
However, Capote rejects Nance’s and others’ attempts to call his nonfiction novel
a documentary novel, an already established genre: “The nonfiction novel should not be
confused with the documentary n o v e l . . . [where the] author lets his imagination run riot
over the facts! If 1 sound querulous or arrogant about this, it’s not only that I have to
protect m y child, but that I truly don’t believe anything like it exists in the history of
journalism .”®^’ The paradox of his term “nonfiction novel” raises problems similar to
Grierson’s definition of documentary film, “the creative treatment of actuality.” Both
make claim s about the real (nonfiction and actuality) but associate it with tut and
creativity, making it difficult for practitioners to define or, perhaps more importantly,
allow too many variations within the definition.
A s the more recent analysts of the New Journalism have amply noted, the post
WWII e ra brought about noted shifts, the consequences of which empted in the 1960s.
The loss o f a shared reality, the awareness of the limitations of language, and an
explosion o f technological inventions contributed to new ways of writing. Jack Hicks’
analysis o f a later piece of Capote’s nonfiction writing, Handcarved Coffins (1980),
offers an altem ative explanation for Capote’s venture into non-fiction and his creation of
a new art form . Although Hicks notes that “Capote’s work is an unlikely candidate for

N ance, 178.
Plim pton, “The Story,” 50.
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the irruption of the postmodern,”*^^ he argues that by the lime Capote wrote Handcarved
Coffins, the investigation of a series of bizarre murders, he had lost “his faith in history
and myth as viable patterns for life and art and in the namttive techniques that create such
patterns,” a faith that was already beginning to erode when he penned |n Cold Blood
(171). The different naitative techniques in these two works point to Capote’s move
away from the modem realistic novel to the postmodern. To re-create the Clutter
murders and the consequent investigation, Capote assumes a role of detached observer
and includes multiple perspectives similar to Errol M onis’s technique in The Thin Blue
Line. Morris visually recreates the murder from the testimonies of different witnesses.
Use of this specific nawative technique, in Sm art’s argument, relegates In Cold Blood to
fiction; som e viewers find it hard to accept The Thin Blue Line as pure documentary.
However, by resisting closure and suggesting differing viewpoints, Capote gestures
toward th e postmodern.
In contrast to |n Cold Blood. Capote structures Handcarved Coffins as an
interview in which he is a major ptirticipant; as one of the character-speakers, Capote is
self-revealed— similar to Michael M oore’s active role in Roger and M e. For Hicks, this
participatory I'ole signifies Capote’s “knowledge that historical, literary, and literal rivers
are all poisoned” therefore, he chooses “not to be submerged” (176). Capote seems to
write w ith a growing awareness of a shaping subject. In his article “The Non-Fiction
Novel,” W illiam Wiegand confirms Hick’s analysis;
It is only with Capote that the growing obliteration of the lines that
demark journalism from fiction seems virtually complete. He wages total

®^Jack Hicks, “ ‘Fire, Fire, Fire Flowing Like a River, River, River’: History and
Postm odernism in Truman Capote’s Handcarved Coffins.” in Waldmeir and Waldmeir,
169.
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war with journalism and its conventions by his conscious intention to keep
the instinct to inform and discuss subordinated to the novelistic objective
throughout. W ith this perspective the new form he seeks can evolve (and
perhaps it is the way all txrrras evolve) because the intentions are no longer

raixed.***^
Capote’s motivation—rather than just to mix fact and fiction— Wiegand claims, is to
explore the meanings within the literal data that a journalist would merely report. Chris
Anderson agrees: “Acknowledging the ‘F in its act of observation calls our attention to
the opaqueness of surfaces we must inteqn’et for o u r s e l v e s . T h u s , if Capote’s writing
is, instead of being categorized by discreet genres, looked at as the dynamic evolution of
a writer trying to find a new form, In Cold Blood lies midway— not in a range from
fiction to fact and then a simple combination or blurring of the twt^— but in a continuum
of different ways to use language and evidence to re-present the world in a meaningful
way, a w ay that reflects the changing nature of reality for the twentieth century. Through
his changing style, Capote acknowledges the role of a writer not just as reporter or mirror
of reality but as a creator and explorer of meaning in a world that has lost its singular,
authoritative meaning.
Interestingly, in Diana Trilling’s criticism of Capote, she makes an astute
observation about his characterization of Mr. Clutter that addresses this issue of loss of
meaning. Why, she asks, was Mr. Clutter, this epitome of the American Dream, so
ineffectual in dealing with Hickock and Smith? She concludes that “Mr. Clutter
confronted a spirit which he was unprepared to meet and before which he was fatally

William Wiegand, “The ‘Non-Fiction’ Novel” in Waldmeir and Waldmeir, 137,
Chris Anderson, Style as Argument: Contemporary American Nonfiction
(Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1987), .56.
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disairoed.”^ Her point suggests the metaphor o f the American Dream turned nightmare
because the reality of the situation was beyond knowing. Mr. Clutter’s world did not
allow him to imagine that Hickock and Smith might do more than just rob him and his
family. The structure of the American Dream world was more like a Hollywood fantasy
than the reality of most people’s lives; it provided an imaginative, indirect interpretation
that left people without the tools to constnict a useful interpretation. Similarly, neither the
structure of the realistic novel nor of journalistic reportage was adequate to represent the
incident, an incident that could not be contained by language.
Chris Anderson also suggests that Capote’s style is about meaning-making. For
his argument, however, he looks at the authorial silences in Capote’s work, both fiction
and nonfiction: “In the space left by the withdrawal of the narrator, meaning takes place.
Information withheld, interpretation withdrawn, the reader is left to draw' inferences and
make connections.”'^' By dramatizing rather than providing explicit commentary, Capote
“shows rather than tells”— a phrase often used to coach inexperienced scriptwriters tied
too closely to verbal rather than visual explanations. Anderson emphasizes Capote’s
reliance on scene; “What he says is the scene itself; what he means is what the scene
implies, points to, causes us to think about for ourselves . . . . [Capote relies] on pictorial
realism and photographic detail to convey meaning rather than engage in panoramic
commentary” (51). Although Anderson never makes a direct reference to Capote and
film, his language makes the connection clear. Thus, argues Anderson, readers are drawn
into the naixative because they have to participate in creating the meaning; the words do
not give u p an answer. A good example of this strategy can be found in section three,
“Answer,” where Capote finally reveals how the Clutter murders were committed— but

Trilling, 127.
Anderson, 49.
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the real answer to the senselessness of the killings, the “W hy?”, continues to elude the
reader. Anderson concludes that “[ejven fact is beyond certainty when the author is not
inventing the story. Eixperience is too various and complex, too fine, to be represented
completely in words” (66). Capote’s silences in his detached-obseiwer role suggest
similarities to Fredrick Wiseman’s silence in High School or the Maysles Brothers’
silence in Salesm an, And like Alain Renais’ Night and Fog (1955), Capote suggests that
we must imagine what language, print and film versions, cannot hold.
The controversy over Capote’s new concept of the nonfiction novel is more about
the inadequacy of language than about the fact-fiction opposition. In 1960, Capote stood
at the thrCvShold of the postmodern period, and |n Cold Blood .serves as an architectural
bridge between modernism and postmodernism. In his search to find language adequate
to capture the reality of the Clutter murders, he uses the grammar of film to point towrud
meaning. H e reaches out to an audience whose visual appetite has been nurtured by
H ollywood and television and who know how to read details. On the surface, his
nonfiction novel may not have looked “new” to writers and critics, but his use of textual
silences an d cinematic techniques point to a new rhetoric of documentary, one that the
Maysles brothers understood. By using documentary film techniques and a cinematic
architecture, he could not only offer up the who, what, when, and where of reportage but
also suggest an interpretation, a why, even if he admitted not knowing all the answers.
In his article “Real Toads in Real Gardens: Reflections on the Art of Non-Fiction
Fiction an d the Legacy of Truman Capote,” David Galloway concludes by stating that “In
Cold B lo o d , more than any other single work of the postwar period, had helped to redraw
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the map o f American fiction,”’^ As shown above, many critics and scholars have argued
that Capote’s invention of the nonfiction novel is not new; however, the newness he
claims may have more to do with film and television than literature. In his Preface to
Music for Chameleons, his last collection of nonfiction, Capote writes about hi Cold
Blood: “I wanted to produce a journalistic novel, something on a large scale that would
have the credibility of fact, the immediacy of film, the depth and freedom of prose, and
the precision of poetry.”’’^ Like the French New' Wave filmmakers, Capote was one of
the first generation of writers who grew up with sound films and then television as an
ubic[uitous part of their culture. Even in Monroeville, Capote could have seen life writ
large on the silver screen.
However, in his work with motion pictures, Capote also developed ties w'ith
television and documentary. Capote’s collaboration for television began in 1957 with the
British Television’s production of his fiction piece The Grass Harp. In 1966, Albert and
David M aysles, founding filmmakers in the Direct Cinema movement, made a
documentary about Capote and his writing hi Cold Blood called A Visit with Truman
Capote. C apote’s work so impressed the Maysles that they claimed, “Truman Capote’s
book [In Cold Blood! is the closest thing to our own work we have come across.”^'* By
the 1970s, Capote was interviewing inmates and legal experts on camera for television
consum ption. Six years after publishing In Cold Blood, Capote “made a documentary

David Galloway, “Real Toads in Real Gardens: Reflections on the Art of NonFiction Fiction and the leg acy of Truman Capote,” in The Critical Response to Truman
Capote, eds. Waldmeir and Waldmeir (Westport, CN: Greenwood, 1999), 153.
Truman Capote, Music for Chameleons (New York: Random House, 1980),
xiv.
David Maysles qtd, in Richard Barsam, Nonfiction Film: A Critical Historv
(New Y ork: E.P.Dutton, 1973), 250. In 1967, the Maysles were included on the guest list
for C ap o te ’s famous Black and White Ball.
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film about capital punishment, Death Row U.S.A,, which was commissioned by
In 1973, his interviews were aired on “ABC W ild World of Ent,er1,ainrnent“ in
Crimewatch (Parts I and II). Capote had found another audience for his nonfiction— a
television audience.

Conclusion
By the time Capote was writing In Cold Blood, his audience would be familiar
with cinematic techniques: “Between i960 and 1971, film audiences were exposed to
consistently high standards of nonfiction reporting in television documentary and news
specials and grew increasingly more sophisticated in their expectations.”’*^ |n Cold Blood
would have appealed to their visual literacy, an appeal that would extend his readership
beyond a literary elite. Catherine Wood, Capote’s Greenwich High School teacher and
mentor W'rote to him: “It seems to me this is a perfect accomplishment, i think I have
never read anything so visual. I see the area, the people and I hear them.”’ ^
O n the page opposite the title in the first edition are two pairs of eyes (Hickock
and Sm ith’s) in narrow boxes outlined with the same burnt orange ink in which the
author’s name is printed. The eyes suggest not only an emphasis on the visual but also
different ways of seeing, the subjective “I” underlying Capote’s re-presentation of the
Clutter murders. Although some of his techniques had evolved from literary ones, his
readers w ould be more familiar with them from film and television. Capote had early
learned th e power of the visual. When he published his first novel. Other Voices, Other

Truman Capote, “Self-Portrait (1972),” 189.
Barsam. Nonfiction Film 1973, 293-94.
Qtd. in Clarke, 361.
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Rooms (1948), the dust Jacket photograph of him lounging seductively received almost
more attention than the book itself. He gazes directly at the camera, knowingly.

Illustration 3: Capote Dust Jacket Photo
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CHAFFER IV
SHAP:ING REALITY: MAYSLES FILMS

O f all types o f documentary, direct cinema is most prone to the mistaken notion
that documentary film s imitate or copy reality J
Carl R. Piantinga

In 1966, in part as a reward to himseif for having completed In Cold Blood.
Truman Capote staged his famous Black and W hite ball to honor friend and publisher
Katherine Graham. On the guest list, printed in its entirety in the New York Times, were
David and Albert Maysles.^ What may seem like an unusual pairing between the
celebrity crow d associated with Capote and two independent documentary filmmakers
began when the Maysles brothers made a thirty-minute film about Capote, With Love
from Trum an: A Visit with Truman Capote (1966).'’’ The film was made at the request of
National Educational Television (NET).'^ NET invited the Maysles brothers^ to produce a
film about a novelist for a series they were planning, and as Jonathan Vogels notes in the

’ C arl R. Piantinga, Rhetoric and Representation in Nonfiction Film (Cambridge,
UK; C am bridge University Press, 1997), 117.
" T rum an Capote: The Tiny Terror. (A&E Biography. 1997), videocassette.
^ T h e opening credit identified the television series “NET Presents/ USA: THE
NOVEL” and linked Capote with fiction. The next title sequence begins with a zoom-in
to a close-up of Capote’s handwriting on the title page “With love from Truman,” then a
title fades in: “The Nonfiction Novel, A Visit with Truman Cai
National Educational Television is a precursor to the cuirent Public
B roadcasting System. For more information about the early years of the NET and
educational television, see A. William Bluem. Documentarv in American Television
(New Y o rk : Hastings House, 1965), 23L5,
^ I n this dissertation, I will use “Maysles brothers” rather than “Maysleses” as the
plural a n d first names for individuals.
135
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first in-depth study o f the Maysles brothers’ filmography: “Given the option to choose
whomever they pleased, the brothers selected Truman Capote because of the perceived
parallels in artistic approach.”*’ At the heart of the “percei ved parallels” between the
writer and the filmmakers was the desire to capture reality.
For the Maysles brothers, like Capote, the line between reality and fiction was
clearly delineated, in a 198,1 interview with Hamid Naficy, “Truthful W itness,” Albeit
Maysles talks about his “tiatural and direct approach” of filmmaking, filmmaking without
“encumbrances of equipment, prejudice, or sponsorship.”’^ Although academics and
critics look suspiciously at claims of “naturalness,” Albert Maysles implies that what he
films is “a given”— something that can be apprehended directly or unrnediated. In the
documentary process, he argues, the filmmaker functions in “collaboration with nature or
life or whatever it is around you” rather than creating something “out of the blue.”*^ In an
interview in August 2002, Albert Maysles affirms his belief in a reality “out there” :
“reality is a force outside of ourselves that we play a small part in.”*’ When he talks about
the importance of making documentaries, he frames his comments in terms of
understanding reality: “The greatest need in the world is always to know the real world,
and if you know what’s really going on then you’re in a better position to keep it that way
or make a difference.” ’*’ Albert Maysles acknowledges the contemporary influence of
postmodern theory “where you really don’t know anything for sure at a l l . . . [a
philosophy] that’s rampant at schools like Brown University [ . . . ] this postmodernism
*’ Jonathan B. Vogels, ‘“ Outrageous Acts of Faith’: The Films of Albert and David
Maysles, 1962-1986” (Ph.D. diss., Boston University, 2000), 68-9.
^ H am id Naficy, “ Truthful W itness’: An Interview with Albert Maysles.”
Ouarterlv Review of Film Studies (Spring 1981): 156.
**N aficy, 157.
** A lbert Maysles, Interview with author.
Albert Maysles, “Commentary,” Gimme Shelter (1970), David Maysles, Albert
Maysles, and Charlotte Zwerin, Dirs. (The Criterion Collection DVD, 2000).
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has corrupted confidence in gathering truth.”" The Direct Cinema filmmakers’ belief in
reality has led to their being called naive and idealistic. Vogels notes that “a certain
degree of naivetd and blind optimism did accompany all direct cinema filmmakers’
enthusiasm in the early years.” '" The title o f Vogel’s dissertation, Outrageous Acts of
Faith, identifies these filmmakers as men of faith, a faith in a world “out there.”
To achieve their goal of presenting reality, the Maysles brothers helped define the
early Direct Cinema style. Some scholars credit Albert M'aysles with coining the tenn
“direct cinem a” ;'^ however, in the documentary video Theatre without Actors, he credits
Robert Drew with the naming; “He [Drew] was con'ect to call it direct cinema because [.
..] there’s nothing in between the camera and the person, no writer, narration, it’s just life
itself.”

Fo r these filmmakers, the boundaries between reality and fiction were clear cut,

not blurred. The camera, like the human eye, gave direct access to the world, and their
specific style of filmmaking was the most direct within the documentary tradition: “The
closer 1 can bring a camera to functioning as an actual human eye, the closer I come to
my goal.” '^ Capote and the Maysles brothers were connected by their belief in a reality

" A lbert Maysles, Interview with author.
V ogels, 22. Vogels goes on to conclude that “This kind of cinema may have
been direct, but it was also, despite its best intentions, directed” (23).
V ogels, 10, n22. In a footnote, Vogels lists several sources for this claim
including an interview with Albert Maysles published in Film Comment in 1964, which,
Vogels suggests, is the first public use of this term: “If you have to use a label, I suppose
direct cinem a is the one that’s the most meaningful. W hat w e’re doing is direct in every
way” (35). See also Btimouw, 240. In the Preface to Robert Drew and the Development
of Cinem a Verite in America, O ’Connell notes that “The method was developed by
Robert D rew and Richard Ixacock, and others; the name was applied by Drew after it
became c le a r that the term ‘Cinema Verite ‘ did not adequately describe his filmmaking
intentions” (xiv).
T heatre without Actors, videocassette of BBC program,, 1994. Robert Drew is
the founding father of the Direct Cinema movement. See Chapter 2, “The Status of
N onfiction,”
V ogels, 10. This reference to the camera as “eye” gestures toward Vertov and
his concept of “kine-eye” or “film eye” and thus the early Cinema Verite movement.
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that could be captured directly in language— either print or film. However, whereas
Capote incorporated the cinematic to dramatize his nonfiction “novel,” the Maysles
brothers turned to literature for inspiration and dramatic structure of their films.
W hen Albert Maysles’ talks about reality, it appears that the line between fiction
and non-fiction is being redrawn, or repositioned, in the same way that moving a camera
repositions the 180-degree line in a shot. The eye that the camera is most like is the eye
of the poet, not a news reporter. Albert Maysles credits the artist with being best able to
get at reality when he tells a story about
a poet who is walking down a street and sees someone with an umbrella.
The poet looks under the umbrella and sees painted on the underside of the
umbrella a conception of the sky, right? Obviously one would say, ‘AH
right, now you £u*e going to define what art is! It is the painting under the
umbrella!’ What the poet actually does is to tear through the umbrella to
look at the sky. That’s what we are trying to do!
In the sam e breath, Albert Maysles defines his style of filmmaking as tearing away the
artifice o f representation to expose the real sky, yet he associates the act of revealing
reality as being accomplished by a poet, an artist associated with literature, imagination,
and artifice. What seems like a contradiction is not one in his mind. The Maysles
brothers believed “that art in and of itself provides a remedy for the inauthentic,”
confirms V o g e l s . T h e artist has better vision, and the style of Direct Cinema is the best
to reveal i t because there is less manipulation of the moment. The Maysles brothers goal
is to get a s close to the actual as possible.

Naficy, 157.
Vogels, 76.
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Ultimately, the Maysles brothers faced the same struggle as Grierson, who had to
settle for a deiTtiition of documentary as the “creative treatment of actuality” that; has
caused so much critical fluiTy in recent scholarship about documentary film.'" The
Maysles brothers developed a method and style that they hoped would riwse above the
news-making, consumable programs for which newspapers, magazines, and television so
hungered. Although coming from different backgrounds, parts of the country, and media
(print vs. film) Capote and the Maysles brothers wanted to produce commercial, ifeaturelength texts by combining the authority of nonfiction with the sustaining power of art so
valued by society/culture.

Documentary Therapy
T he Maysles brothers came to documentary filmmaking indirectly. Albert (1926-)
and David (1932-1987) were bom to first-generation Russian-Jewish immigrants in
Boston, an d raised in Boston and Brookline, Massachusetts. In an interview after
receiving thel997 President’s Awai'd by the American Society of Cinematographers,
Albert M aysles commented that “photographers, like writers, consciously or
unconsciously tend to go back to their childhood and use their early images and
experiences.” '^ The childhood experiences of the Maysles brothers contained the seeds
that w ould be nurtured into a life-long dedication to documentary.
T h e Masyles’ commitment to hard work, education, and contributing to the world,
which form s the foundation of their film careers, was inspired by their parents. Their
See Brian Winston, Claiming the Real (London: British Film Institute, 1995;
Carl Piantinga. Rhetoric and Representation (Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge University
Press, 1997); Paula Rabinowitz, They Must Be Represented (London: Verso, 1994);
Michael Renov, ed., Theorizing Documentarv (New York; Routledge, 1993).
“Man of the People: the ASC honors Albert Maysles, the ‘father o f direct
cinema’, with its 1997 President’s award,” http://www.cinematographer.com/raagazine/
jan98/m otp/pgl. In-text notations will be to ASC. Albert Maysles also makes this point
the Salesm an Criterion Collection DVD commentary. See also, Vogels, 4.
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father, Philip Maysles, worked as a postal clerk, which Albert Maysles admits was “ ‘not
a glamorous career, but he symbolized the greatness of the common man. Because of
him, we usually chose to explore the lives of ordinary people, I - ..] which is exactly what
we did in Salesm an. Paul, the main subject in that film, turned out to be a lot like my
father. They both had characters that touched the heart and sour"(A SC3), Their mother,
Ethel Epstein Maysles, taught school. As the child of immigrants, she tried to better the
lives of other immigrant children by enriching their environment: “ ‘she found a
philanthropist, a Mrs. StoiTOW, whose dream was to inspire immigrant children, many of
Jewish and Italian parents. She [Mrs. StorrowJ had a house by the ocean where the
children w ould come to .study music and art, and get exposure to a side of life they’d
otherwise never have known’” (ASC 3). In a November 1998 profile of Albert Maysles,
“A Genius in Our M idst,” Sheila Nevins opens with the comment “A1 Maysles is a
teacher, he teaches you to wait and the truth will out. His camera is patient. His eye
believes. Truth for him is letting people b e . . . . A1 is a poet and a humanist” (ASCI).
When asked in a J995 interview about the origin of his filmmaking philosophy, Albert
Maysles remarked: “ T don’t know exactly where [if] came from, I was raised Jewish,
and at m eals they would make a toast: ‘to life.’ They’re not talking about make-believe
life, they’ re talking about life.’”^° He credits his parents with being his mentors: “They
taught me how to look. Some of my best attitudes towards people came from my parents.
My trust, m y confidence, that’s the most important thing.”^’ For the Maysles brothers,
filramaking was a way of life, an expression of their values and character.
In retrospect, Albert: Maysles concedes that even his personality lent itself to
Stephanie Morimoto, “Filmmaker Albert Maysles Addresses Salomon Crowd,”
Brown D aily Herald 10 Oct. 1995, http://www.netspace.org/herald/issues/
101095/film.f.html.
Naficy, 173.
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filmmaking, particularly cinematography. In the commentary to the DVD Criterion
Collection, of G im me Shelter (1970), Albert Maysles states that he suffered from
Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD):
Sometimes people have disabilities that work in their favor. [ . . . ] ! have
ADD in spades so editing is very difficult for me because I can’t make up
my mind when I have the opportunity to reasonably decide, but when
filming, I can focus on things far beyond the normal ability to—so I can
zero in on a situation when it’s happening with my camera and pay much
closer attention to the point where .1 can anticipate w hat’s going to happen
in the next moment and be ready for it and get it the way that people with
a normal attention span can’t do.^^
He feels he has the ability to “penetrate into the essence of something.”"’^ His ADD may
have fed h is interest in more physical activities such as building equipment and traveling.
He also acknowledges that “as a child, 1 didn’t sp e a k . . . It wasn’t a deformity, I was just
extremely quiet. No one knew if I was bright or dumb, so I had to repeat kindergarten.
But my personality made me an avid listener, which served me very well” (ASCI). Being
a focused observer and a keen listener characterize his strengths as a filmmaker and
cinematographer.
Although recent articles about Albert Maysles mention how he came to
film m aking after studying and teaching psychology, his interest in photography began at
an early age. He bought his first camera, a 35-cent Univex, at a hardware store when he
was seven years old. When he was ten, he built his own enlarger using directions from
Popular M echanics. However, he decided to put his photography “on hold.” when he did

Gimme Shelter DVD commentary.
A lbert Maysles, Interview with author.
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not have the right equipment (ASCU), Instead, he went on to college. Both brothers
majored in psychology, Albert at Syracuse University and David at Boston University.
Albert went on to teach psychology at Boston University as a graduate student while at
the same time working in a mental hospital as a research assistant. His interest in
photography resurfaced because he realized its usefulness as a tool for psychologists.
“Film is an ideal means to observe human behavior,” he asserts (TWA).
In his first film, Psychiatry in Russia. Albert Maysles merged his two interests,
photography and psychology. In an article on the Kodak web site published in 200(},
Albert retells how he combined psychology and filmmaking. The film began as an idea
for a series of still photographs taken inside Russian mental hospitals: “1 chose that
particular subject because I was interested in what was happening in Russia, but I wanted
to get aw ay from the solely political approach everyone else was taking, with everything
going on in the Kremlin, but nothing close to ordinary people,’”^'^ Although generally
people d o not think of mental patients as “ordinary,” Albert and David Maysles often
m entioned that they were more interested in ordinary people as distinct from celebrities
or political figures.
C learly Albert Maysles liked to travel— this was his second trip to Europe,
touring o n a motorcycle, and the choice of Russia was also a personal one, a way to
explore h is heritage. Before he left for Russia, he approached Life magazine about using
his pictures in a photo essay; however. Life did not have money to give him at that time.
Almost coincidentally, he decided to try television, so he approached the Columbia

Rising Stars: “Albert Maysles Receives ASC Presidents Award,” Kodak web
site. 5/17/00. www.kodak.no/US/en/motion/stars/maysles.shtml (Subsequent references
in text a s RS.)
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Broadcasting System (CBS)-^ To his surprise, the news department “loaned him a
16mrn Keystone movie camera and agreed to pay one dollar for every foot of his film the
network used, with the understanding that Maysles would retain the rights to all of the
film he shot” (RS). After being paid $14 for the 14 feet CBS used, Albert edited the
remaining footage into his first documentary, Psychiatry in Russia. He ended up selling
copies to Smith, Kline and French pharmaceutical company who “ ‘thought the film
would be of interest to American psychiatrists’" (RS). W hen D. A. Pennebaker saw
Psychiatry in Russia, he was so impressed that he introduced Albert Maysles to Robert
Drew and Ricky Leacock “who were about to push the envelope of documentary
filmmaking with a distinctly American twist on the French ‘Cinema Verite’ style” (ASC
2 ).
It almost seems as if filmmaking is a form of therapy for the Maysles brothers, a
natural outgrowth of their background in psychology. Albert Maysles realizes the
possible consequences inherent in this approach to documentary, ‘“ The more revealing
and personal a film is, the more open you are to the charge of being intrusive.”’
However, he strongly believes that “ ‘it’s healthier to disclose things than to keep secrets,
A well-made documentary film serves the purpose of helping people disclose things they
hold inside as opposed to the tasteless displays on a Geraldo-type of show, which 1
deplore [. ..]. It’s the talent and the responsibility of the filmmaker to discern an act of
courage from an act of foolishness’” (RS). Their genuine concern about their subjects
may be seen in the lasting relationships they developed with people like Capote, Paul
Brennan o f Salesman, and Big and Little Edie of Grey Gardens. When recalling their

The story goes that Albert Muysles left the Life magazine offices, walked
outside th e building and saw the CBS logo. He walked in without an appointment but
was able to talk to someone in the news department who liked his idea.
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relationship with Capote, Albert Maysles commented, “He loved us f . ..); my only regret
came when we heard that he had passed on. Oh, we shoiiid have made more of an
attempt to see more of him. Not that we’re great therapists, but there was something
special that my brother and I had with him that I think that companionship would have
helped him get through those tough times.
An E m erging Style
C apote’s stylistic inspiration for the Mrtysles brothers represented the culmination
of a journey that began in television with Robert Drew. Albert Miiysles worked with
Drew Associates as a cinematographer from 1959 until 1962 when he and David formed
their own independent film company.^^ The break with Drew was over style. “There’s a
necessity for every artist to go out on his own and for that reason we felt the need to
split,” recalls Albert Maysles in a 2002 interview. He and David were less interested in
“looking fo r a crisis”; instead, they wanted to elevate “the status of the ordinary
people.”^^ The stylistic difference hinged, in part, on the disparity between television and
feature film s. In 1994, Albert Maysles acknowledged their different objectives: “Drew
wanted to reorganize, recast broadcast television. I don’t give a flying damn about
broadcast television. To me it’s , . , feeding the lowest common denom inator. . . I don’t
want to have anything to do with it,” Although both Drew and the Maysles brothers’
A lbert Maysles, Interview with author.
Barsam (Nonfiction H lm l992), in a footnote, mentions that “David Maysles is
said to have worked as a reporter on Adventures on the New Frontier and on other Drew
Associates films [ ...] although this contribution is not acknowledged in Mamber’s more
definitive filmography” (416, n l). Charlotte Zwerin, editor of Salesman and friend of the
Maysles, claim ed that David never worked for Drew; however, Albert said that David did
work for D rew as an “idea man” (Interview' with author, 2002). Primarily, David brought
H ollywood feature experience to his collaboration with his brother. He worked as an
assistant to the producer on two Marilyn Monroe films: Bus Stop and The Prince and the
Showgirl. See: Levin. Documentary Explorations (271-93); Rosenthal, The New
Documentary in Action (76-91).
A lbert Maysles, Interview with author.
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objective was to "share experiences” with an audience. Drew, Albert Maysles states,
"wants to do it with vast audiences; I don’t care about vast audiences.”^'^ On the one
hand, Albert Maysles w'as interested in filming ordinary people; however, his goal as a
filmmaker was to achieve a literary-like status that would appeal to discriminating
audiences.^®
The distinction Albert Maysles makes between his goals and Drew’s points to a
similarity between the Maysles brothers and New Journalists. New Journalists wanted to
move beyond newspaper stories to produce literary nonfiction, or, to use Capote’s temi,
nonfiction novels. Television may have given Drew and his associates a chance to
develop the Direct Cinema style, but many o f these same filmmakers wanted to move
beyond the constraints of television. Albert and David Maysles wanted their films to be
features, with all the artistic implications of that g e n r e .F e a tu r e documentaries may not
have appealed to the large television audiences, but, like books, they represent a
“literary” achievement. Instead of being one person in a large television crew, an
independent filmmaker, if not a “director,” could achieve author-like status with a certain
amount o f control over the production elements of his or her “uncontrolled” filmmaking
style.'^^ One of Drew ’s ideals was that every person working on a project would know
how to perform all the steps in the process and have the title “filmmaker.” Thus, no one
Theatre without Actors.
Like Vertov, Albert M aysles’s philosophy of filmmaking contains
contradictions, noted particularly when using interviews that span several years. As a
film m aker, he is still evolving and defining this philosophy. For example, at a film
conference in 2002, he addressed the advantages of using digital video over film. Just
like his excitem ent about the new technology of the 1960s, Albert Maysles embraces the
cuixent digital innovations.
According to Zwerin, “David [ . . . ] was a fan of the feature film. lie used to
drive M arilyn Monroe to work, not a simple jo b ” (Interview with author).
Barnouw notes that one of the biggest dangers to television documentary in the
1950s and early 1960s was the corporate sponsorship that robbed filmmakers of their
independence, (219-221).
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person would be THE director, but everyone— even the editors— would share
authorship.'^'^ This ideal was difficult to achieve because people had specialized skills.
For instance, Albert M aysles’ strength was his cinematography; he was not a skilled
editor, nor did he have the patience to sit and edit for hours. Yet, Drew remembers that
seven people were credited as “filmmaker” for Primary no matter what their roles were.’’"*
Albert Maysles makes it clear that television as a “diversion” is what he wanted to
move beyond. For him, documentary is entertainment but “entertainment” in terms of its
second definition, “engagement” : “The films we make— Gimme Shelter, Salesmam Grey
Gardens— are very much engagement films. You leave those films and all you want to
do is see them again rather than say, ‘That’s it, now I know how to escape from life,’ or
in the case of a Wiseman film, ‘Now I agree or disagree.’”^®Albert and David formed
Maysles Films, Inc, to escape the constraints of television production. O ’Connell
describes this moment as a time
when critical attention in the field of cinema veiitd [was] pass[ing] on to
other filmmakers, most notably the Maysles brothers and Frederick
Wiseman. Their productions followed in the technological footsteps of
Drew and his associates— lightweight mobile cameras recording actual
events with minimal interference— but with considerably different intents
and structural strategies. [ . . . ] The Maysles diverged from D rew ’s mode!
of candid television journalism, developing a more personal form of
documentary in terms of both their subject matter and their own
Giving authorship status to .several people on a film,, including the editor(s),
represents a divergence from the print relationship between author, the originator of a
text, and editor, a person who prepares the text for publishing. Capote preferred the
autonornous status of authorship in print over writing for film.
Theatre without Actors.
Albert Maysles, Interview with author.
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relationship to the final film product. Individuals would less and less be
treated from a journalislic standpoint.^'’
Thus Albert Maysles and other filmmakers left Drew Associates over compromises they
were unwilling to make with television-style documentaries about authorship and
audience.
When recently asked about the conflict between television news executives and
Drew, Albert Maysles confirmed that “The news people don’t want anyone to do the
news besides themselves, that’s a very fimi policy. There’s no way to get around that.”
However, Bob Drew did convince Bell and Howell to sponsor six programs that the
American Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) agreed to air. Even though ABC retained
approval and could make changes, “the head of the news department was so furious that
he resigned.”'^^ Drew had an uphill battle to get his programs aired, and, concludes Albert
Maysles, “It’s the same today,” He recounts a more recent incident when he was flying
to North Korea to film a family for the Rockefeller Foundation. On the same plane was
Tom Johnson, president of Cable News Network (CNN). When Albert Maysles told

O ’Connell, 210. See also Biuem, 122.
According to Bluem, “John Daly, then in charge of ABC News, objected to
such a contractual arrangement [with Drew Associates] because it would put the matter
of production of news programs outside his own direct supervision, violating his
conviction that news and public affairs presentation should be under the exclusive control
of the department he directed. The network remained firm in its decision, and Daly
resigned” (123). Bob Drew recalls: “After I made Primary, the president of ABC asked
would I m ake a film on Latin America because Leonard, his boss, wanted it, and CBS
had just done a great hour on Africa. ‘No,’ was my immediate reaction. The topic was
too general-m ake a film about an entire country. I took a week to consider. I felt we
needed a story. I got researchers and found the topic: the U.S. ejecting Castro from the
Organization of American States. People were in the streets yelling ‘Yanki N o!’ I went
back to A B C and told them, T can make a film about that.’ In the meantime, what I
wasn’t aw are of was that no one had consulted the president of ABC news, John Daly.
Behind that is a big story. The networks were making leriible programs. He didn’t have
the concept, mechanics, people. They only knew how to stand with a microphone”
(Robert D rew , Telphone interview with author).
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Johnson what he was doing, Johnson showed an interest but said that “CNN wouldn’t do
anything with outsiders.” Coincidentally, Albert learned that Johnson had only recently
joined CNN; “his previous position was at the Rockefeller Foundation. If he had stayed
at the Rockefeller Foundation he might have been the person to send me on the trip.”
Albert M aysles’ story confirms that even into the twenty-first century with the plethora of
news channels, the strict control of television programming discourages collaboration
with independent artists,^®
Charlotte Zwerin, editor and co-director of several of the Maysles brothers’ films,
confirms the problems independent filmmakers had with television, specifically with
With Ixtve from Truman:
Capote [the Capote film] was on television— that was for a series called
“Writers about W riting” I think— [ . . . ] and they were like freaking out at
Channel 13, ‘If they start hiring independents then we won’t have our
jobs,’ So they ran [the show] on the air out of sync. Now, they [said] it
was totally an accident, but I say, ‘B ull.’ They were running a married
print, but they just flipped the loop too far on the projector, which is pretty
stupid, but I think that they always were and still are. Although today they
use a lot of independents, but they make sure that they [the independents]
fit the mold.^*'’

F o r Frederick Wiseman, public television has been the primary venue for his
lengthy studies, such as Zoo and Domestic Violence, even though they do not fit the Ken
Bum s-style of documentary.
^ Zw erin, Interview with author. Zwerin also mentioned that Capote’s voice and
homosexuality alienated viewers, many of whom turned the show off after about ten
minutes: “ Now that homosexuality has become so popular on network television, there
shouldn’t be that problem.” However, she goes on to indict television for e.$chewing any
controversial programming; “If you look at what public television is doing now and
compare i t to what they were doing in the 60s, there’s nothing remotely political.
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The Maysles brothers’ reaction against the constraints of television news or journalism
was the first step in their move to produce films that aspired to a cultural status analogous
to literature. According to O ’Connell, “the viewpoint of the observational, or
‘naturalistic,’ novelist and a willingness to deal in in'esolvable complexity set the
Maysles and their films apart from D rew ’s affinity for realism and for the story. [. . . ] The
Maysles were moving cinema verite in directions quite different than Drew intended or
had foreseen,”'*®In fairness to Drew, to get the money to produce the shows, lie had to
compromise with the sponsors about style. However, the use of voice-over narration
demanded by the television production made it difficult for the early Direct Cinema
group to stay within the confines of television. Dedicated to the non-intervention method
of filming and to exclusive use of sync sound, the young filmmakers were unhappy.
Ricky Leacock remembers the conflict this way: “We were like terriers complaining,
biting at his [Drew’s] heels” (TWA). Yet the split from Drew resulted in films like
Pennebaker and Leacock’s Don’t Look Back (1966). a documentary about young Bob
Dylan, an d the Maysles brothers’ Salesman (1969), about four Bible salesmen, and
Gimme Shelter (1970), the story of the Rolling Stone’s Altamont concert—none of which
would have been selected for television broadcast at the time because of length, content,
and style."*' In fact, it took twenty-five years for Salesman to be shown on television. It
was finally accepted on the Public Broadcasting Station (PBS) show POV, one of the few

Frontline is about as close as they get. They really stay away from it. Back then they had
a lot of |)olitical stuff.”
O ’Connell, 211, O ’Connell uses “cinema verite” interchangeably with “Direct
Cinema.”
Vogels argues that lack of national distribution meant that “direct cinema
remained to a large degree an intellectual artistic phenomenon, based almost exclusively
in New Y o rk , Paris, and London. Television’s decision to turn away from Drew
Associates-style films exacerbated the lack of exposure. [ . . . ] In turn, this meant that
direct c in em a remained an isolated enclave of dedicated professionals” (78).
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programs to showcase independent documentary films. Even the M,ays!es brothers’ film
about the Beatles first tour of the United States almost didn’t make it to the television
screen according to Zwerin:
[A]t that time it was very difficult for anyone independent to get anything
on television. They [the M ayslesj had a sort of accident. They had done
the Beatles First Visit and Carol Burnett ended up in a neck brace, so CBS
was looking for something to put into that spot— I think David had been
trying to sell it to them— but all of a sudden they [CBS] said, ‘w e’ve got to
put something in there,’ so they ran it.‘*^'
Zwerin commented that although stations may hire independents “they want to make sure
that you fit into whatever straightjacket they have in terms of fomnt. [ . . . ] The man who
finally show ed Salesman [ . . . ] was stunned that it had never been on television.”
However, it took working with Capote in 1966 to push the Maysles brothers
stylistically. Barsam (1973) claims that “from Capote, the Maysles learned the ways in
which fictional techniques can be used to shape the reporting of actual events.”'*'’'’ In With
Love from Tm man, Capote claims that “Factual writing can reach the altitudes of poetry
that poetry does. And at the same time it has the extraordinary extra dimension of being
com pletely true.” Working with Capote gave the Maysles brothers a new way to think
about th e ir filmmaking. Vogels argues that “the Capote film served as a mediated
m anifesto of the Maysles’ own ambitions.”'*'* At the same time, the new style can be seen
as an extension of Drew’s dramatic logic— a literary logic.

Zwerin, Interview with author.
Barsam, Nonfiction Film 1973, 283.
Vogels, 76.
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Literary Logic
Although the Direct Cinema m ovem ent’s genealogy can be traced to print
journalism through Robert Drew, literature strongly influenced the Maysles brothers’
emerging style. W hen Albeit Maysles talks about his work, his language is filled with
literary references. This literary influence more decisively connects him to Capote: “The
spark that In Cold Blood provided us with,” recounts Albert, “the very notion that [ , . . ]
the novel became nonfiction, we could translate that to the documentary to become
feature. The feature film, until Salesman, was always a dramatic, fictional entity. We
aspired to caixy that feature, dramatic form into nonfiction the way Truman had done
with the novel.”’*^ However, the seed for this style was planted before the Maysles
brothers read |n Cold Blood.
Following a serpentine logic, Albert Maysles traces the beginning of Salesman to
Melville’s Moby Dick. The Maysles brothers were fascinated by whaling and con.sidered
making a film based on O f Whales and Men, a modern-day, nonfiction Moby D ick:
however, they quickly discovered that in the ten years since the book had been written
“there w ere no English-speaking whalers.”'^^ They considered salesmen “because we
both had experience selling door-to-door. We were enchanted with all the possibilities;
we just h a d to find the right guys.”**^ It took several months investigating different
subjects before they discovered the Mid-American Bible Company based in Chicago:
“They h ad four salesmen doing the New England territory. That gave us the Bible, sold

A lbeit Maysles, Interview with author; Although this interview was with Albert
Maysles, D avid’s presence was felt in Albert Maysles’ numerous references to his
deceased brother (David died unexpectedly in 1987). David was clearly a strong force in
their partnership that defined them as Direct Cinema filmmakers.
Albert Maysles, Interview with author. A version of this story also appears in
the com m entary on the Criterion Collection DVD of Salesman.
Both brothers had been salesmen—Fuller Brush, Avon, encyclopedias.
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as a product— so American—it was the difference between doing a film about turtles or
whales. This was the whale.”^ Zwerin, who edited Salesroitn, notes the similarity
between what Capote did and what the Maysles brothers were trying to accomplish in this
documentary;
What in a way is important about |n Cold Blood is not the story; it’s a
common story— a couple of drifters kill a family. It has certainly happened
many, many times. I think what was impoitant about the book was the
way Capote turned it into such a commentary on American life. 1 think
that’s what David thought about the Bible salesman being such an
important [comment] on American life. [ . . . ] I really think that he was
very curious about what happens when you go around selling something
that really shouldn’t be sold.'**^
When they began Salesman, they weren’t sure “if the film would be about the four men
or that one o f them would become a central character, we certainly didn’t know who or
what w ould be behind the door each time they knocked, but we had high hopes.”*® Their
method w as similai' to Capote’s— one of immersion and non-preconception, one of
discovery.

A lbert Maysles, Interview with author.
Zw erin, Interview with author. Zwerin was adamant: “Actually Truman did not
use fiction. He did not use fiction in In Cold Blood. People took issue with that but I
think that everybody admired what he did in the sense that he took a real event and did
bring fictional techniques to i t . . . .1 remember somebody at that time saying, “Well how
is that different from Melville? or . . . Jack I.ondon?” People started to write in a
different w a y after [|n Cold Bloodl. A lot of writers related stories that they knew, real
stories, b u t they fictionalized them. Tmman didn’t do that. He gave it a structure and
form that w as fictional, but he maintained that everything in the book had really
happened.” In an 1851 review of Mobv Dick, Henry Chorley pronounced the novel “an
ill-com pounded mixture of romance and matter-of-fact” (Henry F. Chorley in the latndon
A thenaeum . 25 October 1851.
A lbert Maysles, Interview with author.
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Albert Maysles defines his method of filrnmaking against the namitor-driven
propaganda often associated with documentary. Instead, he sees the world through the
lens of poetry, what he calls “the purest kind of literature” : “Great literature, great art,
great movies are without purpose. That little poem, what’s the puipose? It’s a poem.
Something that engages you, might enlighten you, but has no specific point of view; it
doesn’t pass judgment.”®' For the Maysles brothers, Capote’s vision of the poetic quality
of nonfiction goes beyond the content to the actual film production techniques.
According to Albert Maysles, a good camera operator must be more than a technician.
He believes that too many camera operators are chosen because o f their technical skill,
rather than for having an artistic eye or “the instinct of a poet.” He quotes Orson Welles:
“a cameraman should have behind the lens an eye of a poet.” Poetry is what Albert
Maysles tries to achieve with his cinematography. The best documentaries, he believes,
capture a poetic moment; “We can do great poetry.”®^ His goal is to put the viewer in the
moment to achieve the expressiveness of the event. Like Capote, he wants to reproduce
the feeling in order to “make it have exactly the same effect on someone else.’”®^ And
like C apote, the Maysles brothers looked to literature and the feature film for their
dramatic structuring of nonfiction— not to create fiction but to raise the status of
nonfiction to art.

Interview with author. Ultimately, the language of documentary cinema for the
Maysles brothers was not prose but poetry. Vertov describes his method of filmmaking
by com paring it to writing: “I am a film writer. A cinepoet. I do not write on paper, but
on film,. . . . I can only write simultaneously, as the events are occuning” (“Writings of,”
58). See also, Jim Leach, “The Poetics of Propoganda: Humphrey .Tennings and Listen
M B ritain” in Documenting the Documentary. 154-169, particularly notes 3 and 4, for
further reading about “the ‘poetic’ in cinema.”
Albert Maysles, Inteiview with author.
Capote in With Love from Truman.
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The Luxury of Time
One way the Maysles brothers sought to raise the status of documetitary was to
produce feature-length documentaries. In the commentary on the Criterion Collection of
Gimme Shelter. Albert Maysles reminisces that when he and David took on the project of
following the Rolling Stones’ tour in the United States, “we had already reached a
pinnacle in our career.’’ He associates this pinnacle with a shift in style (Tom the
television documentary to independent productions that would stand alone as “features.”
Their movie about the Beatles (W hat’s Happening! The Beatles in the U.S.A.. 1964), he
claims, was considered the “first feature film in a documentary,” and Salesman “was
recognized as the first nonfiction feature film.” Albert Maysles goes on to say in the
commentary, ‘T hat was as much a breakthrough in movies as was Truman Capote to
make the first nonfiction novel.” He believes that “both cases” have proven that
nonfiction can be good enough to be a novel or a feature filra.^'^ This commitment to the
concept o f a feature did not dilute or contradict the Maysles brothers’ commitment to
nonfiction. What seems to be at stake in these comments is not so much a bliuxing of
fiction and nonfiction in any postmodern sense as much as nonfiction moving up the
ladder from either article to novel or newsreel/television show to feature film. As Tom
Wolfe w ould say, “It’s a question of status.”'^^
O ne marker of status that has served to distinguish nonfiction in print and film
from novels and film features is the element of time. Essays and reportage, for example,
are intended to be read in one sitting or skimmed as part of a journal or newspaper. Early
documentaries usually took the form of “shorts” compared to the epic-length features

Albert Maysles, Gimme Shelter DVD commentary.
See Chapter 2, “The Status of Nonfiction.”
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coming out of Hollywood in the early twentieth century.®^’ Nonfiction was (and is)
associated with current events and thus time sensitive and consumable. As the common
expression goes; “Nothing is deader than yesterday’s newspaper.” Writers aspiring to
longevity did not want to end up as reporters— one of Tom W olfe’s “lumpenproies.” In a
telephone conversation ( July 2002), Frazier, D. A. Pennebaker’s son, commented about
how difficult it was for his father and Drew Associates to meet the demands of the
television schedule. The tum-around time between getting a story and airing it was so
short, that the filmmakers were under tremendous strain. Even when complete, there was
no guarantee that the program would be broadcast. The lure of the nonfiction novel and
the documentary feature was the luxury of time, time to get to know a subject, to discover
a story, and to carefully craft a final product that would have lasting value.
L ike Capote, the Maysles brothers claimed that they were creating something
new. In an inteiwiew with Keith Phipps, “Altamont Revisited,” Albert Maysles
comments: “It was a new style, [ . . . we] wanted to expand the documentary form from
the television half-hour into a full feature. Up until we shot Salesman, which was four
years before Gimme Shelter, nobody made a documentary that could be called any more
than a feature-length film. This was a feature film” (my emphasis). Like a proud parent,
he asserts that Gimme Shelter “is a film you have to see over and over and over again.
You can n ev er get enough of it.”'*’’ The Direct Cinema filmmakers were dedicated to
raising th e status of the documentary to that of the feature film; to achieve this goal, they
began thinking about documentary in literaiy terms and replicating the length of the
typical feature fiction film.

F o r exceptions to this generalization see Katz, “documentary,” 373,
Keith Phipps, “Altamont revisited,” The Onion A.V. Club (Onion, Inc, 2001).
htlp://www.theavclub.co;m/avclub3637/bonusfeaturei_3637.htral.
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When the Maysles brothers talked about making tdaiures, they were thinking
about more than films made in Hollywood, which ‘‘[b'Jy the early 1960s . . . was in severe
disarray.”^^

In part, they may have been remembering the commercially successful

feature documentaries from the 1920s; the Direct Cinema movement, if successful, might
revive the documentary to its earlier status. More importantly, however, would have
been the “ sudden explosion on to the scene of the French New Wave— the Nouvelle
Vague— with first features by Claude Chabrol, Francois Trauffout, Jean-Luc Godard, and
Alain Resnais” (463). The rise of the European art: film created an audience of
cinephiles, a smaller, better-educated audience who would have equated art films with
literature. Barsam notes that there was a lot of “inteniational cross-pollination” among
the Direct Cinem a and New Wave movements: “Jean-Luc Godard worked with Leacock,
Pennebaker, and other Americans,”^® Although Barsam does not mention him, Albert
Maysles recalls working with Godard:
Barbel Schroeder was about to produce a film where he drew on the
talents of half a dozen French film directors, distinguished directors. One
of them was Godard. And each one was to do a 15-20 minute piece, a
story that takes place in Paris. [ . . . ] Because I knew Barbet, and he knew
my work, he said, ‘Look, wouldn’t it be great if you did the camera stuff
on Godard’s sequence?’ So he calls up Godard, tells him about me, and
he says, “Yes, send him over.” So the next day, he had everything all set
up, the actors knew what they were going to do, [ . . . J and I walked in not
even knowing what it was about, and I felt it. It took place, my filming

Geoffrey Nowell-smith, ed., The Oxford History of W orld Cinema (Oxford:
Oxford LTniversity Press, 1996), 463.
Barsam. Nonfiction Film 1992,413 n. 22.
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was really one continuous shot almost. It’s a kind of masler{)iece of
collaboration.”^’^^
The film is called Paris, as Seen by . . . (also known as Six in Paris, 1965, dir. Claude
Chabrol), and Godard praised Maysles as a great cinematographer.
Time also affected the documentary process, from, pre-production to editing.
Whereas a fiction film might be a long time in the script stage where the story is
developed, a documentary film demands more time in the filming and editing stages
where the story is di.scovered, “Documentary is a process of discovery . . .
‘serendipitous’ is another way of putting it, and of course, connected with discovery and
serendipity is ‘not controlled,” ’ notes Albert, Maysle.s.®‘ It also takes a long time to
develop rapport with a subject, a real person rather than a character created
imaginatively. In With Love from Truman, Capote claims that when conducting an
interview he “would never insist on any [topic] because then it would make them [the
interviewees] become self-conscious. So F d have to wait two months between having
discussed it once. [. . . ] Then, every time we’d go through it again, they would begin to
elaborate on it more. And bit by bit I got [ . . . ] everything I needed for it.” David
Maysles noted that Capote was “very conscious of intruding upon his subject, of making
any kind o f intrusion. That’s why he doesn’t take notes. [ . . . ] We try to gain a certain
kind of rapport, some relationship with the subject, as Capote does.”^’^ Albert Maysles
puts his ro le as filmmaker in terms of how a good teacher would help a person learn;
“You lead something from out of that person. [ . . . ] Rather than putting words into a
person yo u come up with ways of drawing them out. It’s another way of tnily respecting

Interview with author.
Albert Maysles, Interview with author.
Barsam. Nonfiction Film 1973, 250-251.
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someone that you are filming."*'^ Time allowed them to develop this respect in a style
reminiscent of Flaheity.
Richard Leacock’s 1963 description of the Direct. Cinema process of filmmakirig,
in which he emphasizes the humanistic approach to filming, can be applied to the
Maysles borthers:
There are only two people present: one a human being— not a
technician— a human being who is also a photographer, with a camera
that’s silent, no tripods, no lights, no cables; the other, a human being who
records the sound. These people work in a very, very intimate way, in a
delicate relationship with the person whom they are filming, who is
invol ved in doing something that is more impoitant to him than the fact
that we are filming him.^**
For the M aysles brothers, achieving this intimacy took time and meant building on the
techniques developed with Drew Associates while incorporating the literary and
cinematic achievements of Capote’s In Cold Blood. According to Zwerin,
The other thing that they [David and Albert] both admired about Capote
was that he couldn’t possibly have written that book if he hadn’t formed a
really close relationship with Perry and Dick so they trusted him to tell
him what really happened because he am ved after it happened. He saw an
article in the p a p e r . . . and off he went. That’s probably more impoitant
to David and A1 than the story is— to form relationships where people will
trust you enough to let you tell the story.**^

Albert Maysles, Interview with author.
Macdonald and Cousins, 255.
Zwerin, Interview with author.
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For the Direct Cinema style, the concept of time also influenceci the
cinematographic language. In these documentaries, the purpose was to let the camera
run. The ratio of raw footage to final product could be as high as 25;I.*’^’ When editing,
since the purpose was to put the viewer in the scene with as little intervention as possible,
the long take was privileged over montage editing.^^ In Salesman, there is a shot of Paul,
sitting at a table in a cafeteria just staring off into space. As viewers, we know that he is
having a rough time ~ his sales are down, he’s homesick. Albert Maysles elaborates on
why he kept the camera rolling, not intervening:
I would venture to say that any other documentary filmmaker would have
thought it smart to say, “Paul, we want to know what you are thinking
about,” and there would probably have to be cut aw ays. There would be
questions and answers because you can’t just go on continuously this
w a y ~ to the food on the table or the waitress walking by or whatever.
Instead, you are totally absorbed in that m an’s thinking, and you don’t
know exactly what he is thinking, but you can pretty damn well guess. In
fact, in the process [of watching], you become all the more engaged
because more, now than ever, the process of identification takes place: you
identifying with that person, in his shoes, with him heart and soiil.®*^
Along w ith cinematography, editing choices play an important part in linking the
A “normal” editing ratio is closer to 10:1.
W hen asked about how the Direct Cinema innovations affected the
cinem atography, Bob Drew responded: “The long take was essential. Documentary up
to this tim e used a lot of short takes-everything was constructed, and the filmmaker was a
constructi onist rather than a con veyor. The way we shot with the long takes, we could
see reactions, feeling, how people developed. [ . . . ] Some cameramen were better than
others. T h e worst camermen used extreme close ups. It was just the way they shot the
scene, n o t because I theoretically thought that [use of close-ups] was better. (Robert
Drew, Interview with author).
Interview with author.
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spectator to a reality “out there” and in contributing to the development of the Direct
Cinema style, For Maysles Films, this task was left to David Maysles and others-one of
the most important of whom was Charlotte Zwerin.
.Editing a n d D irect C inem a: F ro m P ro d u ct to Process
According to Vogels, one of the strengths of the Maysles brothers’ p,rodiictions
was that Albert and David relied heavily on collaboration as a way “of producing a more
truthful product. They therefore entrusted the final product to a series of skilled editors
who worked with David to shape the raw mateiia!.”'**^ In contrast to D rew ’s ideal of
everyone learning how to do everything in the process of making a documentary, there
seems to be more of a division of labor at Maysles Films. Charlotte Zwerin edited
Masyles Film s productions Meet Marlon Brando (1965), With Love From I ’mman
(1966), Salesman (1969), and Gimme Shelter (1970) as well as is credited as co-director
for Salesman and Gimme Shelter. According to Albert, editors “don’t get the credit they
deserve, [. . . ] and Charlotte sure is the best!”^^ Clearly there exists a mutual respect
between Zw erin and Maysles. Although giving up editing to direct her own f i l m s , s h e
acknowledges that “David and A1 were so generous about editing time, and they never
seemed to mind [how long I took]. Particularly in Salesman, 1 had that luxury of stepping
back again and again. Now, everybody wants things done right away .[...] It took more
than a y ear to do Salesman, but that includes the mix and all.”’“ Albert Maysles found

Vogels, 25, also footnote 63 in which Vogels notes the criticism of Direct
Cinema aim ed at the editing. He cites Stephen Marnber: “ ‘Editing can be as much a form
of ‘fictionaiization’ as scripting or acting’” (38). See also Barsam, .Nonfiction Film 1992,
330.
Interview with author,
Zwerin commented that “Once I started producing and directing, I had to stop
physically editing. I couldn’t do the physical part of that, and Fm not sure why, but it
gave me a different perspective on the material” (Interview with author).
Interview with author.
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editing “exceedingly dull” and felt that it would interfere with his camera work: ‘“ If I
were very structured in my photography then the film would be a distister,’ tie argued; he
therefore accepted that the editors would later impose whatever structure was necessary,
trusting that they would ‘preserve a kind of spontaneous quality’ in the film,”^ ’
Sepai'ating himself from the editing process may have helped Albert Maysles preserve his
idealism, too, his faith in the ability o f documenttury to capture a reality “out there.”
However, the Direct Cinema attention to the process of making documentary films shifts
attention from the final product to the filmmakers, their points of view, and the
manipulation in editing. This attention, ultimately, thrusts documentary into the center of
a post-modern debate about “reality.”
Editing shaped the Maysles brothers’ raw footage into the dramatic pieces that
would becom e “features.” As such, the process of editing, taking hours and hours of film
and selecting and structuring the images into a coherent fonn, parallels the process of
writing/authorship. When asked about the comparison between editing and writing,
Zwerin commented:
When you edit a film you look at it so many times, then you go away from
it and don’t look at it for awhile, then [you] come back and say, ‘Well, we
have to change the pace’ or ‘There’s something repetitious’ or ‘That’s not
moving it forward.’ It’s a very delicate process, and it is all about timing
and storytelling and pace and rhythm, and writing is like that. As a person
working on a film [ . . . ] ! guess you’d have the srmie things as a writer [..
.] of absorbing and re-absorbing the material that the audience doesn’t
have. They only get what: you decided to include.’^'^

Albe:rt Maysles qtd. in Vogels, 23.
Interview with author.
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Albeit Maysles’s comparison o f his documetitary style to poetry implies the same careful
selection o f images. This analogy would appeal to filmmakers who wanted their
documentaries to do more than inform; they wanted their images to reproduce a feeling,
an experience: “Literature exists to communicate significant experience— significant
because concentrated and organized. Its function is not to tell us about experience but to
allow us imaginatively to participate in It.”^'^ Within literature, poetry is heralded for its
extraordinary use o f language, “language that grows frequently incandescent, giving off
both light and heat,”^^' an image which connects poetic language with filnimaking as
“writing with light.”
Yet, for Zwerin, a film editor has even more control than a writer over the
audience. A writer, she observes, “writes with a certain rhythm and hopes you read it
that way.” In contrast, a film viewer, she notes, comes into “a dark room, the lights go
off, you look at a screen, and the images go by in a specified period of time. Each shot is
timed. [ . ..] A writer can’t possibly have that kind of control over an audience.” Of
course, she admits, spectators can get up and leave the theater, but they “can’t say I’ll go
back a few pages or go for a coke and 1 won’t miss anything. It’s going to happen in its
time.”^^ Watching a film is a “profoundly different experience” than reading a book.
Zwerin’s comments highlight the difference in an audience’s experience between print
and film.
T his focus on the reader/spectator complicates the meaning-making or reality of
documentary. The process of Direct Cinema filmmaking is extended beyond the
film m aker’s ability to spontaneously capture reality to include the editor and spectator as
Laurence Perrine and Thomas R. eds., Literaturei Structure. Sound, and Sense.
6‘'' ed. (Fort Worth: Harcouit Brace Jovanovich, 1993), 525.
76
PeiTine, 529.
77
Zwerin, Interview with author.
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collaborators. This attention to process not only exposes the means of production but
forces questions about documentary, in light of the process. However, Zwerin points out
that audiences have been complicitous in the acceptance of documentary as reality: “Most
of the time people don’t even think about it [the edititigj. Tremember when we finished
Salesman.

] Nobody ever asked how 100 hours of tape got to 90 minutes. They

never asked.”"^®
When working on Salesman. Zwerin remembers that she had “in mind everything
that it’s about” and felt a “responsibility that everything you take out or put in is essential
to telling the story, that you’ve made the right choices,”"^*^ These choices are exactly
where the critics challenge the claim to reality. Zwerin responds to these critics who
attack the truth claim of the Direct Cinema style: “Well of course it isn’t true, That’s not
the point. [ . . . ] ! thought that was really silly because if you just apply common sense
you know that you have 100 hours and you start cutting. It isn’t true, but [. . . ] it’s your
perception o f what happened.”^^ She also responds to the people who then say, “Why
bother? W hy not just write a script and film it that way?” For the Direct Cinema
filmmakers-—including editors— what makes the difference is that the process is one of
discovery: “their discovery as they are filming and your discovery as you put the images
up against each other. [. , . ] You never know what will come out.”®’ Although there is
manipulation, the filming is spontaneous and the product is not fully pre-conceived. In
Zw erin, Interview with author. See also, Roscoe and Hight who argue that
“[b'joth docum entary and journalism are able to maintain their privileged positions
because audiences continue to put faith in their professional practices and their ability to
present tm thful and honest accounts of the social world” (14),
Zw erin, Interview with author.
Zw erin, Interview with author.
Zw erin, Interview with author. See also Albert Maysles in James Blue, “Direct
Cinema,” in Film Comment 4 (Summer/Fall 1967): 29: “We can get in film something
no scriptw riter can invent. Things as they come in real life tue much more exciting than
anything th a t you could invent or stage.”
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coIlaboratior>, the filmmakers (this includes the {seople involved with cinematography,
sound, and editing) attempt: to get as close to the reality of their experience and reproduce
it in their audience.
Interestingly, when asked, even the filmmakers associated with the Direct Cinema
movement do not claim that their films are unmediated. Wiseman calls his films
“fictional realities.”*^^ The Maysles brothers “acknowledged that ‘there is no such thing
as being strictly objective in anything that is at all artistic. The objectivity is just a
personal integrity; being essentially true to the subject and capturing it essentially.’”®'’
Even Drew declares, “I don’t proclaim to be producing the truth but to get closer to the
truth than what has been done, what is more true.”®"*These admissions sound similar to
John M cPhee, New Journalist essayist and sta:ff writer for The New Yorker, who believes
that “[njonfiction writers have a real debt to one another and to their readers. [,, .j The
debt we ow e to one another in this fonn of writing has to do with credibility.”®^ He also
scoffs at th e claim that all writing is fiction in a postmodern sense; “That’s just academic
air. O f course, there’s definite truth in it, the idea that all writing is fiction. [ . . . ] So
what? H o, hum. [ . . . ] Everyone knows that at the start. The important gradation in the

W iseman qtd. in Halberstadt, 304.
Vogels, 14. When looking at the early films by the Maysles brothers, Vogels
traces a progression toward a modernist perspective or what he calls their “pragmatic
m odernism .” He places filmmakers on a continuum of responses to modernism, from
experim ental directors like Stan Brakhage to “the hyper-realistic works of Andy Warhol,’
concluding that “[djirect cinema took a slightly less ‘pure,’ more practical approach than
Warhol, opting instead to edit footage toward a more engaging storyline” (19).
Ultim ately, he attributes the Maysles brothers pragmatic modernism as what “freed them
from the initial strictures of Drew Associates and allowed a definitive Maysles point of
view [aesthetic] to emerge in all their films” (32).
Interview with author.
M cPhee qtd. in Michael Pearson, “Profile; John McPhee” in Creative
N onfiction, vol. 1; Issue 1 (1993): 82. McPhee, graduate of Princeton, wrote television
scripts a n d was a reporter for Time before joining The New Yorker staff.
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whole thing is that you get as close as you can to what you saw and heard” (82). For the
people who write about and film real people in real places, the issue of manipulation in
documentary comes down to one of character. Like Drew, for Albert Maysles the
character of the filmmaker makes all the difference: “1 make every effort to tell the truth.
I have no ability to tell the whole truth, but F11 do the best that I know how. And I think
that someone determined to do that, that it’s in the capability of the human being to come
as close to that mark,”®* A filmmaker whose motivations are honest will edit the images
to reproduce the original feeling, not distoit it. This philosophy is expressed in Albert
M aysles’ mission statement, composed in 2002, which reads, in part; “As a
docuraentarian I happily place my fete and faith in reality. It is my caretaker, the
provider o f subjects, themes, experiences— all endowed with the power of truth and the
romance o f discovery. And the closer 1 adhere to reality the more honest and authentic
my tales.” ®^

From Marlon to Mick
O f the four films Zwerin edited with the Maysles brothers between 1965 and
1970, the first two, Meet Marlon Brando and With Love from Truman, follow the Direct
Cinema “ rules” more closely. Each of these two films is structured around media
events— a press conference, book signing, and magazine interview— thus the on-screen

Interview with author. When asked about whether editing compromised reality,
Bob drew responded: “What we did is more real. Yes, editing does compromise the
reality. W h o is the editor? What does the editor impart? There ai*e many people using
the m echanics of Cindma Verite who are using it for the wrong reasons. Somebody
claims it’s the tnith but it may not be. Fox news or whomever. Direct Cinema filmmaker
Wiseman is a wonderful contradiction to Drew and Maysles. Wiseman is a propagandist.
He has a point-of-view that he wants to prove. I start out with a story to be told and .see
what: happens” (Drew, Telephone Interview).
See Appendix for complete text.
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reporters ask all the questions, the way Albert and David Maysles liked

The

filmmakers remain invisible. Gradually, the role of the filmmakers, particularly the
editors, becomes more obvious calling attention to the discontinuities, the
constructedness of Direct Cinema productions.®^ In Gimme Shelter, the film that comes
closest to realizing the Maysles brothers’ goal of creating in film what Capote created in
print, the editors are visible characters in the dramatic structuring of the film. Their
presence raises questions about the Direct Cinema claim to capture reality by
foregrounding the editing process.
Even in the earliest of these films, the manipulation of the real events can be
traced. M eet Marlon Brando was shot primarily at one location, a New York hotel,
where he was being interviewed by television reporters. Throughout the interviews, in
which the reporters, not the Maysles brothers, ask Brando the questions, Albert Maysles’s
camera is stationary except for a few zoom-ins to close-ups of Brando’s face. The depth
of field is shallow, focusing the attention on Brando; the cinematographic technique is
straightforward. However, the interviews are not presented strictly in chronological
order; one interview with a reporter in a plaid jacket has been cut so that part of it appears
early in the film but another segment is used to conclude the film— the reporter’s plaid
jacket is a dead give-away.

Zwerin leels that the fly-on-the-wall position was “ always a kind of slightly
hypocritical stance [ . . . ] because they loved it when someone showed up to do an
interview— they didn’t have to do it. ‘Leave it to Time magazine; we don’t have to do
that.’ T hey always loved that” (Zwerin, Interview with author).
I have not included W hat’s Happening! The Beatles m the U.S.A.. (1964),
because Zw erin did not edit this film; however, in several of the shots in this early
Maysles brothers film, a gun mic is visible and people look directly at the camera
acknowledging its presence. Also, in one of the train sequences, just before the Miami
concert, A lbert Maysles can be seen clearly in a miiror. He is at the center of the frame
and is fully in focus.
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Amidst the lighthearted banter with the reporters, Brando’s language gives cues to
the constmctediiess of film. When asked if he would make another n'lusical, lie describes
how, in a previous film, “they put the whole thing together in tiny segments” because his
singing voice was so off key, but the final edited version of the song looked as i f he had
not taken a breath. The editing clearly distorted the reality. In one interview segment,
Brando looks directly into the camera and asserts, “W e’re all actors.” During the
interviews, the voices and laughter of the crew members are audible in the background
even though they are never shown on screen. When Brando unabashedly flirts with one
young, blond female reporter, he gets a big laugh from one of the crew— possibly from
David M aysles, w'ho had a reputation as a ladies man when he was young. Brando
responds: “W hat are you chuckling about? You are in the sound department.” The fly on
the wall can be heard even if not seen.
In the one sequence filmed out of doors on the New York City streets, the
relationship between the camera and the subject shifts. Brando speaks French directly to
a reporter we never sec; up until this point, all the interviewers have been on screen.
Then B rando stops a young woman with a child to ask her a question. Brando’s speaking
French, involving a passer-by, and calling attention to the child suggests the variety that
location shooting promises. Brando, himself, becomes the interviewer when he asks the
young w om an, “Do you think that the American government is responsible for the
progress o f the Negro in recent years here in America?” The changing relationship
between th e camera and the subject creates a tension; it calls attention to the gaze with
which the view er has been realigned. The viewer’s gaze at Brando shifts to Brando’s
gaze at w om en, yet his question is .serious, not flirtatious. Rules are changing, but this
scene reveals the serious side to Brando, the man behind the image, and adds interest as
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well as the unexpected. Tliis ini.eraction sets u,p the layers of performance that betray any
direct access to reality. Thus, even in this early film by the Maysles brothers, the rules of
Direct Cinema are being bent. When Brando admonishes a reporter not to “believe
propaganda,” he implies that the media does not always present the truth and that viewers
need to think critically. The seeds of a critique of Direct Ciiiema are planted in this early
film.
In With I-X)ve from Truman, the filming and editing is more complex. The camera
is more mobile. The Maysles brothers film Capote in a restaurant, his office, walking on
the streets of New York, and at his getaway home in the Hamptons. In a key scene,
Capote describes his technique for writing In Cold Blood while cooking and mixing
drinks.
Reporter: “How did you happen to get started with this new style, the .style
of In Cold Blood?”
Capote: “My original interest in the whole thing was in aesthetic theory,
the aesthetic theory of combining journalism with fictional technique, and
when I started to write In Cold Blood it wasn’t because I was interested in
a crime. I chose it [the crime] because it happened to accommodate an
aesthetic theory of mine. [ . . . ] My point is that factual writing can reach
the altitudes of poetry [ . . . ] and at the same time have the extraordinary
extra dimension of being true.”
As interesting as Capote’s explanation of his writing style for |n Cold. Blood is, so is the
style in w hich this scene is filmed and edited. At one point, it appears that Capote is
talki ng to someone other than the reporter. Capote looks off screen to the right when
talking; how ever, the camera has clearly established that the reporter is on his left, also
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off screen. When he decides to pour the Bloody Marys, he takes out three glasses. Who
is the third glass for? Up until this moment, the audience has only seen Capote and the
Newsweek reporter. Zwerin gives some insight into the challenges o f editing this early
film;
They had a real big problem with [the Capote film] because Karen [the
Newsweek, reporter] went out to interview him at his house in Hampton,
and they filmed it, but they forgot to film her. So they had this very
sun'ealistic interview going on except (just] with Truman, so they took
Karen back out to the house and filmed her enough so you got the feeling
that there was someone there talking to him, that he wasn’t just talking to
himself. It was funny.'^®
When asked if their not filming the Newsweek reporter may have been a strategy to resist
the interview pattern of television documentaiies, Zwerin responds: “No, no, they were
relating to Traman Capote—I don’t know what they were thinking!” Besides being
immersed in Capote’s charming personality, perhaps they were thinking about how
Capote’s concept of nonfiction reaching the “altitudes of poetry” could apply to their
documentary filmmaking.
T heir next major film, Salesman, shows a change in format and style from these
early thirty-minute shorts to a ninety-minute feature documentary film, one which
develops dramatically. Unlike the Brando and Capote films, which are basically shaped
by the interviews, in Salesman an actual story is constructed around the four Bible
salesmen. Paul, whose nickname is The Badger, becomes the main c h a r a c t e r . T h e
Zwerin, Interview with author.
Vogels disagrees; he refuses to assign Paul the role of “main character within a
conventional narrative, which Salesman decidedly is not” (9.3). Yet the Maysles brothers’
use of foreshadowing, cross-cuttting, and a fictional cinematic structure based on
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opening sequence sets up the conflict, and introduces P a u l In the first scene, Paul is
trying to make a sale to a young mother as she sits rocking a child. The woman is
reluctant to spend $49.95 for the deluxe edition of the Bible, and as Paul sits back in his
chair, realizing he has lost the sale, the small child bangs plaintively on the piano.^" The
Bible featured in a close-up is a large, white-covered edition and represents the whale—
the elusive sale. In this same sequence, Paul calls attention to his biblical name, which
soon takes on an ironic note. He does not have the life-changing, enlightening experience
on his travels that the biblical Saul/Paul had on the road to Damascus. Instead, as the
camera follows him door to door, he spirals downward into negativity and dejection.
The stmcture o f the film reinforces Paul’s development as a main character. At
exactly the half-way point in the film (45.00 minutes), Paul, now in Miami, gets lost in a
section called “Opa Locka.” He appears to keep turning left after being given directions
to “jog right,” and he drives around in circles. At what would be a good place in a
screenplay for plot point two, the event that leads to the resolution in a fictional film,
Paul’s car breaks down on the side of the road with a flat tire. Fx'om this moment on in
the film, h is sales go flat. In the final minutes of the film, we see Paul lose what little
sales facade he had in front of a customer; The Gipper, Charles McDevitt, has to
apologize to the family for Paul’s rudeness. As the film carelxilly builds around this
character, a drama unfolds about the American Dream gone sour.
Salesm an’s careful manipulation through editing can easily escape attention
because o f the compelling characters, but it is present in a more sophisticated way than in

characters supports an argument for the literary influence on their evolving documentary
style. In addition, the title is not Salesmen: Paul represents the main and an everyman
character.
In the Salesman DVD commentary, Albert: Maysles mentions this moment, as
‘totally unexpected” yet perfect to foreshadow Paul’s downfall.
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either of the earlier two films. After the flat tire, we never see Paul make a sale, in
contrast to Raymond Martos, The Bull, who is his roommate on the road. It is hard to
believe that Paul never made another sale, but the omission sets up the contrast between
these two men. In one scene, Ray counts hi,s leads and sales slips while Paul watches
dejectedly. In at least one place, it appears that the dialogue was not recorded
synchronously with the scene.
Paul; 1 don’t want to seem negative, but the only thing I see here is
delinquent accounts [refeiTing to R ay’s sales slips].
Raymond: Fll tell you one thing, Paul, you’re putting me in a negative
frame of mind for the field meeting in Chicago.
As these words are being spoken, Raymond has his hand over his mouth and Paul is
either off screen or stands up so his face is hidden. The dialogue fits perfectly with the
plot and m akes a transition to the second sales meeting, which is in Chicago, but it was
probably not taped synchronously with the image. Chronology is also manipulated.
Although Salesman moves from Webster, Massachusetts, in the dead o f winter, to sunny
Miami, th e scenes are not in strict chronological order. The scene where Paul “loses it”
in front o f a customer at the end of the film clearly takes place in the Boston area,
revealed b y his wool vest and the style of furnishings in the home. Yet, this scene
appears in the Miami section, and Paul is shown packing his suitcase in his Miami motel
im m ediately after being shown in Boston. Even with these “adjustments,” Zwerin claims
that “that’ s pretty much the way the events unfolded. He didn’t rush out and do terrible
things. It w as later in the footage that he began doing terrible things.”^^
F o r both the Maysie,s brothers and Zwerin, the structure of Salesman tapped “an

Zw erin, Interview with author.
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enduring truth” about America at this juncture of religion and business. Paul becomes a
metaphor for the “human condition”: “The emotional risks [for a salesman] are the same
now as then,” affirms Zwerin'"'’''^ To achieve this universality in a story that focuses on an
ordinary individual, Zwerin describes how she edited the footage by
watching and trying to figure out how this [the raw footage] is going to be
put into a story. Then I start thinking about how to relate all this to the
larger person, the person who isn’t that person, the person who lie
represents. That’s what I began to see in Paul. He took on a meaning that
was more important than he was, and indeed it’s true that the people who
watch the film have an impression about Paul that they wouldn’t have if
they met him in person.*^^
The M aysles brothers’ goal to push the documentary to feature film status is achieved in
Salesm an, itself a film about status and the American Dream, like |n Cold Blood.
T o achieve their goal, they used dramatic techniques borrowed Ixora literature and
the cinem a. Albert Maysles admits that they used “cinemagraphic” techniques,
particularly in the powerful sequence in which the images cut between Paul riding alone
on a train to the Chicago sales meeting and the meeting in progress. The crosscutting
technique calls attention to itself compared to the rest of the film. Zwerin discloses that
she “got a lot of flak about this scene by the cinema v^rite police.”^*’ In a 2002
Zwerin, Salesman DVD commentary.
Zwerin, Interview with author; Zwerin also commented about the process of
editing Salesm an: “I didn’t think about it in advance. I knew that it would be a slow film
as far as its pace; it was thoughtful, and there was nothing to break it up—what people
call entertainm ent value—you couldn’t stick in the Rolling Stones or something like that.
But now th at 1 look at it, it doesn’t seem slow at all. So I must have had that on my mind
. . . how to keep it moving but still be a reflective film. Nice breaks for humor and
silliness, and it builds and builds until you realize that Paul is really almost ready to do
anything to save himself. He undermines himself.”
' Gimme Shelter. DVD commentary.
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interview, she explains:
The cinema verite police are the people who have a very fixed idea about
how all this [filmmakingj was supposed to happen. They had a set of
rules. I don’t know where they got them, but they never made any sense
to me. If I wanted to take a line of dialogue from one scene and put it in
another one, I wouldn’t hesitate to do that. Certainly the way films are
laid out has absolutely nothing to do with the way it [events] happened.
Nothing at
The humanism and idealism of the Maysles brothers is tempered by Zvverin’s
straightforward, no-nonsense attitude toward editing. Her attitude highlights the
contTadiction inherent in the Direct Cinema claim for authenticity when, in fact, all films
are manipulated in the editing stage (not to mention the point of view of the person
holding the camera). This apparent contradiction forces a discussion that, ultimately,
undermines the Direct Cinema’s claim to present reality.
Gimme Shelter comes closest to fulfilling the M aysles’ brothers goal of creating
in film w hat Truman Capote had created in print. Compared to Salesman, Gimme Shelter
is more layered, more consciously self-reflexive, and more dramatic. Like Capote, the
Maysles were positioned as outsiders to their subject. Capote shocked the small Kansas
community; without the help of Harper Lee, he may never have gained the townspeople’s
confidences.*^® The Maysles brothers had never seen the Stones in conceit when they
Zwerin, Interview with author. The Dogma 95 filmmakers can be compared to
Zwerin’s “Cinema Verite police.” It would be interesting to extend my research to look
at what cultural transformations inspired this newest twist on Cindma Verite filmmaking.
Similarly, Tom Wolfe was an outsider to the Merry Pranksters. Another
interesting connection to Tom Wolfe is in an explanation about the controversy over
using H e ll’s Angels for security at Altamont: “Harleys were different in England than in
America. [ . . . ] Sam Cutler, who was the road manager for the Rolling Stones, only knew
the name the Hell’s Angels. Maybe he read a little about the Hell’s Angels and the
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were invited to film their performance in Madison Square Garden.^ The crowd reaction
and the vitality o f Mick Jagger and his band ignited the Maysles brother’s interest in the
rock group; that: interest, with the help of funding by the Rolling Stones, got them started
on this project to document the organization of the free concert in Altamont. In part, the
Maysles brothers took on this project to help recover some o f the expenses from

Salesman.’®^*
Both In Cold Blood and Gimme Shelter provide a critique of an American ideal.
For C apote’s audience, the Clutters represent the epitome of the American Dream, Yet,
Herb Clutter was unptepared for the murderous assault on his home and family. In Cold
Blood exposed the naivete of the American ideal. For the viewers of Gimme Shelter, the
ideals and the nai'vetd of the hippie movement that inspired Woodstock are exposed.
The organization of the Altamont concert, although taken through legal channels, breaks
down. T he film documents a “microcosm” o f the counterculture, an event that included
coming together of the hippies from one of Tom W olfe’s books, so it seemed like a re
nice thing to Sam to extend an invitation to the Hell’s Angels in the San Francisco Bay
area to com e and be an honor guard for the Rolling Stones at this concert. They had
traditionally had a place established in these outdoor venues so they stood near the
equipment and people didn’t bother them.” Gimme Shelter, DVD commentary. See
also, “English Hells Angels volunteered to be an ‘Honor G uard’” for a free concert in
memory o f Brian Jones, the lead guitarist who drowned. The event was peaceful even
with a few hundred thousand people.
According to Albert Maysles, Haskell Wexler— a friend, cinematographer, and
the director of Medium Cool, 1969— worked with the Stones but couldn’t film the New
York concert because he had a commitment in California. He recommended the Maysles
brothers. G im m e Shelter DVD commentary.
See Sragow for details about the financial arrangement with the Stones. He
notes that “ [i]n the end, the Maysles shouldered over $450,000 in additional expenses and
had to w ait for months for the Stones to sign releases so the film could be distributed.
(New Y ork real estate tycoon Leonard Holtzer eventually financed the movie’s
com pletion),”
What makes this documentary about a British rock group “American” is, in
part, the audience. The Hippie movement began in San Francisco; even though it spread
to Canada and parts of Europe, it is primarily associated with the United States. Also,
Rock m usic originated in the United States in the 1950s.
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“four births and four deaths,” but the drugs, sex, and chaos that culminate in the death of
Merideth Hunter, a spectator, has come to represent the “death-knell of the 60s
counterculture.”’®^ For readers and viewers, the world that each text portrays seems
fragmented, out of control, threatening. Both are modem texts; they fail to answer
“why?” in the case of the murders. They also resist the Hollywood happy ending.
Ironically, both Capote and the Maysles brothers were criticized for not doing
more to intervene in the unfolding events they observed. Diana Trilling indicts In Cold
Blood not ju st for failing as a literary work but also because Capote should have taken a
clearer m oral stand in the text about the murderers; Kenneth Tynan believed that Capote
should have worked harder to get the death sentences commuted to “life without parole.
’’Pauline K ael wrote a scathing review of Gimme Shelter in which she accused the
Maysles brothers of staging the film and implies that they were, in part, responsible for
the m urder at A l t a m o n t . T h i s review still bothers Albert Maysles.
Finally, both fo Cold Blood and Gimme Shelter are structured dramatically. They

For a detailed description and analysis of these events, see Vogels, Chapter 4:
‘“ Can W e See How They Look?’: Observing the Rolling Stones in Gimme Shelter” and
notes, 130-173. Whereas Vogels extends his argument that the Maysles brothers’ films
move tow ard a modernist aesthetic, particularly in their use of literary devices, sellreflexivity, and a critique of what we can know, ray focus is on the emerging role of the
editor to explore the Direct Cinema reality claims.
Pauline Kael, “Beyond Pirandello” in Deeper Into Movies (Boston: Little,
Brown, 1973), 206-211. First appeared in The New Yorker. December 19, 1970. For an
excellent summary and well-researched corrective to Kael’s review, see Michael Sragow,
“Gimme Shelter: The Trae Story” in International Cinematographers Guild.
http://www.caraeraguild.com/interviews/chat_lighthill/lighthilLshelter.htm; Godfrey
Cheshire, “Maximum Complexity” in Independent Online,
www.indyweek.corn/durham/2000-08-23/movie.html; and Albert Maysles, “The Legend
of Pauline Kael Challenged” in MovieMaker M agazine.
http://www.moviemaker.com/issues/47/letters.html. The Maysles brothers’ letter
includes a reproduction of their original challenge to K ael’s review sent to The New
Yorker in 1970. Cheshire comments, “Kael’s fuming tirade might be attributed in part to
the fact th a t she didn’t have a rock ‘n ’ roll bone in her body.”
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build drama around a crime by letting the readers/viewers know in the opening section of
the text that the murder(s) occurred, but the details about the murders are not revealed
until almost the end of the texts and serve as the climax. Zwerin acknowledges that “the
structure o f the film is me. Nobody else. I knew that people had to realize, right away,
that this w asn’t just a concert film, that it really was something else. It is like In Cold
Blood in structure.” However, she goes on to say that although she had read In Cold
Blood by the time she was editing Gimme Shelter, she “hadn’t thought about th atcertainly not at that time,” ’®'*
For Albert Maysles, the opening sequence of Gimme Shelter with its revelation of
the murder has the power of great literature: “I love this scene because it remindfs] me of
Charles D ickens’ A Tale o f Two Cities. In one of the opening scenes in the book there’s a
bottle of wine that cra.shes against the street, exploding, and the wine flows. You know
it’s a portent for the flow of blood following the revolution. So we begin IGimme
Shelterl w ith a soundtrack that portends the violence to come.” **’^ By choosing a
dramatic structure, only using diegetic music, and not using any voice-over narration, the
filmmakers hoped to produce a documentary with a new style, a style that mimicked the
drama of Capote’s observational prose.
G im m e Shelter’s opening sequence, like that of any good feature film, sets up the
main them es and characters, but, as Vogels notes, stylistically signals a break from the
strict rules of Direct Cinema. Over a black screen, a voice announces, “Everybody seems
to be ready, are you ready?” followed by a cheering crowd and “For the first time in
years, the greatest rock ‘n ’ roll band in the world, the Rolling Stones! The Rolling
Stones!” The announcer is introducing the Stones at the New York Madison Square

‘^■^Zwerin, Interview with author.
Albert Maysles, Gimme Shelter DVD commentary.
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Garden concert, but the first image is of a photo shoot with Mick Jagger and Charlie
Watts playtixlly performing in costume; the setting, with its police car and bobby, is
clearly England. Any expectations of a New York concert arena are jan-ed by the
asynchronous sound track. A graphic match between Jagger taking a red-white-and-biue
hat txom Watts at the photo shoot in England to Mick putting on that same hat on stage in
New York moves the image and sound in synch as the spotlight focuses on Jagger. In
this opening, the filmmakers make it clear that they will offer up more than a simple
chronology of the road to Altamont.
Subtle shifts in cinematographic points of view call attention to the film as a film,
but ultimately reinforce a unified rather than fragmented vision. After a lively rendition
of “Jum ping Jack Flash,” the film cuts from a shot of Keith Richards changing guitars to
this same footage on the monitor of an editing table. The camera records the Stones
watching the footage. First the camera focuses on Jagger at the editing table. The sound,
however, comes from the concert footage on the monitor, and as Jagger announces to the
concert audience, “Charlie’s good tonight, isn’t he?” the shot cuts to Charlie, full frame,
onstage at the concert. In this subtle move, the film-within-a-film distinction is made
invisible as ofl-screen viewers are aligned with the Stones, who are on screen watching
the film footage of the concert. By aligning the off-screen audience with the Stones, the
filmmakers solidify the process of identification that began with the spotlight on Jagger
and collapse the layers of viewing.
T h e self-reflexivity is best seen in the foregrounding of the editors in this opening
sequence and toward the end of the film. After the introduction of the band members,
each w atching the film footage, the camera reveals Charlotte Zwerin and David Maysles
working a t a Steinbeck editing table. Zwerin is threading film onto a reel and David
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Maysles is in his “costume”— headphones and a microphone on a boom. They are at
once working and perfofming; they become celebrities, loo, as actors in and creators of
the film. Vogels poittls out that the issue of directorship is “vexed” in this film when
Jagger, the person being observed, assumes the role of director with the still
photographer, then becomes the observer/audience for the film. This confusion also
applies to the f i l m m a k e r s , T h e y fulfill their role as observers in the making of the film
but also as observed when they are seen in the process of editing. Vogels concludes that
“when the filmmakers present themselves openly as creators of a film about a rock and
roll band which has already created a particular and well-defined image, they also
implicate the entire image-making process.” *®^ W hat began in the earlier Maysles
brothers/Zwerin documentaries as almost accidental traces of the process of filmmaking
becomes tiilly visible in Gimme Shelter and begins to undermine a belief in direct access
to the world. However, when this sequence ends with an over-the-shoulder shot from
behind W atts watching the editing monitor, the layers are eliminated. The title appears
on the black monitor screen, and the camera zooms-in so that the smaller frame of the
monitor becom es larger until it coincides with the outer frame of the film itself. The
complex layers of observing become one: the off-screen viewer assumes the position of
the cam era, which assumes the same POV with the Stones, and then the monitor frame
becomes aligned with the outer frame of the screen. Whereas Vogels suggests that
Gimme S helter, as a pragmatic modemist text, gives viewers multiple points of view, this

refers to the Maysles brothers and Charlotte Zwerin.
Vogels, 145. See also, Stam, who argues that “refiexive films subvert: the
assumption that art can be a transparent medium of communication, a window on the
world, a m in 'o r promenading down a highway.” Yet he goes on to note that “It is a
mistake, first of all, to regard reflexivity and realism as necessarily antithetical terms .
they are] interpenetrating tendencies quite capable of coexisting within the same text”
(151-2).
106
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scene eliminates the fragmentation and re-unites the layers. Although the editors are
visible in this self-reflexive momeni, many people in the production crew of over thirty
are never s h o w n . T h e glimp.se of the process is incomplete, partial, but just enough to
lure an audience into thinking that the layens have been exposed revealing an authentic
image. 109
The entire film is about process: the process of negotiating for the speedway, the
process of setting up for the concert, the process of editing the film. Ironically, the final
product-~a now-classic documentary—-was not the oiiginal goal of the Stones.
According to Sragow, “the band had been stung by criticism about high ticket prices from
respected San Francisco Chronicle jazz and pop critic Ralph Gleason. The band’s trend of
thought was; ‘Gouge people for money? We don’t know what American prices should be.
W e’re not fucking businessmen. In fact, yeah, we’ll have a free concert.’” Other
pressures on the band may have come from comparisons with the Beatles and the recent
W oodstock concert although the film Woodstock had not been released yet. At the press
conference shown in Gimme Shelter. Jagger states that he wants their concert to “create a
sort of m icrocosm of society and set an example for the rest of America as to how one
can behave in large gatherings.” When first talking to the Maysles brothers about this
project, they just wanted to be filmed, not make a film.’
108

However, when Albert

Included in this crew were George Lucas on camera and Walter Murch on

sound.
This argument is informed by Jane Feuer’s “The Self-Reflexive Musical and
the M yth o f Entertainment,” in Film Theory and Criticism, eds. Gerald Mast, Marshall
Cohen, and Leo Brandy, 4th ed. (New York and London: Oxford University Press,
1992), 486-497. She states: “Multiple levels of performance and consequent multiple
levels o f audience combine to create a myth about musical entertainment permeating
ordinary life” (487). She goes on to argue that “entertainment is shown as having greater
value th an it actually does”; I am arguing that these multiple layers imply that reality is
more directly accessible than it actually is— a “Myth of Actuality.”
Zwerin, DVD commentary. Zwerin tilso notes that the Stones had a lot of
tapes o f their performances sitting around that they never planned to show publicly.
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Maysles and Zwerin talk about Gimme Shelter, they emphasize that when they decided to
make a film from all the footage, they wanted more than just a concert film. It is
Zw'erin’s supervision of the editing process that makes this goal possible. After the
opening title sequence, the film ’s stmcture is established through crosscutting between
the Stones’ performing on the East coast, the organizers negotiating in California to find
a place to hold the concert, and the Stones watching footage of the film in an editing
s u i t e , T h e result is a carefully structured documentary that, in spite of all its artistry,
reinforces a coiTespondent reality.
The editing contributes to this false trust in a reality out there. Gimine Shelter
shifts from the negotiations for the Altamont Speedway to the actual concert, from New
York City to California, punctuated by the band performing and watching the raw
footage. Whereas in the concert segments Jagger is clearly in the role of performer, in
the editing-roora scene, the Stones have shed their celebrity-performer status. The first
editing-room sequence comes 5 minutes into the film and lasts almost 10 minutes. In this
sequence, the murder is revealed through the audio track when a radio station announcer
tells what happened and asks for people to call in to confinn the tragedy; however, no
images are shown of the actual murder taking place. Just like In Cold Blood, the details
are only revealed at the climax. The next cut to the editing-room scene occurs at
approximately 15 minutes and shows Jagger laughing and enjoying his own performance.

' “ On the Gimme Shelter DVD commentttry, Zwerin tells about being in Paris
when D avid sent her a letter to ask if she would edit the film. When they mentioned that
the Stones w'anted to see some o f the raw footage, Zwerin recommended that they film
this process. The location of this pri vate screening for the Stones is not clear and may
actually include footage from New York and London. Zwerin mentions that they were in
a hotel n e ar Hyde Park, London, with the Steinbeck editing table and all the canisters of
film cram m ed into a small room. This geographic discontinuity in the setting is edited to
look continuous in the film. In addition, the scenes of Jagger watching the footage appear
to be taken at a different time than the footage with Watts; it is grainier and darker.
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Weaving this footage throughout the film gives the impression that the Stones, primarily
Jagger and Watt, are not performing.*'^ Jagger even turns critic and declares his
“performance” at the in-film press conference as “rubbish.” Their role as audience in
these scenes aligns them with the off-screen audience, and diminishes the distance
between the viewer and the Slones as actors, making them seem more accessible as
people.
Also, by watching the footage, the band is being shown events at which they were
not present, implying that the camera, and this film, can give more direct access to real
events even when a person is not present."'^ At the 15, 30, and 40-minute intervals, the
footage o f the Stones looking at the raw footage is used to make a transition from their
performing to the sequences of Melvin Belli, the “King of Torts,” working out the
legalities and logistics of setting up the concert. Belli’s voice serves as a sound bridge
between th e images of him on the telephone in his office and cuts to the Stones watching
him on the editing monitor. The Stones were not present at these meetings, which were
taking place in California while they toured the East coast. They seem naive about the
problems that a free concert raised: parking, bathroom facilities, security, and medical
care. T hese scenes mark a distinction between performance, the concert footage, and
production, the work it takes to schedule the concerts and the work it will take to edit the
footage in to a film. However, these cuts to the Stones watching the raw footage at the

This “witnessing” by the Stones in the editing suite appears at: intervals
throughout the film at approximately the 5, 15, 20, 30,40, 70, and 80-minute points.
This phenomenon can be compared to watching sports on television.
Com pared to sitting in the “nosebleed” section of an arena, the television cameras bring
the action up close. Although not-present at the event, a viewer almost feels more
present. In the recent season of National League Football games, players wore helmet
mics, sky cams zoomed close to the line of scrimmage, and zoom lenses brought every
detail to arm -chair viewers. The images captured by these techniques are often used as
docum entary evidence for challenges against the referees’ penalty calls.
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editing table, rather than revealing the Wizard behind the curtain, invest tlie footage with
reality, as if the viewer is being given direct access to behind-the-scenes events.
By the time the film reaches an artistic pinnacle in dagger’s performance of “Love
is Vain,” the manipulation seems to heighten the feelings of the music rather than violate
documentary expectations, Albert Maysles recalls; “Bob Halstron— great
cinematographer—^said. I ’d love to shoot this in slow motion,’ knowing that we didn’t
like artificial effects. But we, too, thought it might be good.” ” ’’' Not only is the scene
shot in slow motion, but the editor uses cross dissolves and double exposures to
synchronize Jagger’s movements with the music, which is laid in asynchronous!y.
Although we hear the lyrics to “Love is Vain,” Jagger is never actually shown singing;
his facial expression seems to imply that he is listening to the song with the same
intensity as both the on and off-screen audiences. Zwerin praises the editor of this
sequence: “There is no way he could know what this looks like in the Steinbeck.”
Unlike online digital editing, this scene had to be created in the editor’s imagination and
is a testam ent to his craft.
T h e “Love is Vain” sequence emphasizes both video and audio editing. The next
scene show s the Stones listening to the audio in a sound studio. The transition is made
from the slow-motion concert sequence to the sound studio with a close-up on Jagger’s
face. T he red lights in the concert are carried over in a red filter that gradually fades into
the actual color of the scene, As the Stones listen, almost mesmerized by the recording,
the sound editor’s mixer is shown indicating that the sound accompanying the images is
just as m anipulated as the video.

*

Gimme Shelter. DVD commentary.
Later in the DVD commentary, Stanley Goldstein, who helped organize the
production of Gimme Shelter, talks about how one of the unsung heroes of the concert
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The second half of the film focuses on the concert prepaimions and provides what
Zwerin calls “a day at Altamont.” Within a thirty-minute segment (approximately 40:00
to 1:10:00), there are no cuts to the band watching the footage. However, through the
juxtaposition of images, a subtle critique of the Hippie culture as naive, irresponsible, and
hedonistic em erges."^ The day devolves from smiling faces, families with .small
children, balloons, and couples kissing to people freaking out on bad drug trips, fights,
and beatings by the Hells Angels. As daylight turns to darkness, the dark side of the
crowd becomes apparent as the fans press the stage, putting the performers in danger.
The faces in the crowd look more anxious, and the Hells Angels figure more prominently
in almost every shot. By the time the Stones mount the stage to perform, the irony of
Jagger’s prophecy that this concert will show America “how one can behave in a large
gathering” is clear. Even though the viewers of the film already know that a murder took
place, they are guided to the dramatic conclusion of the film through the editing.
T he film reaches its climax when Jagger reviews the footage of the murder.
Neither Jagger nor David Maysles, from their positions on the stage, saw the murder as it
was taking place; the Masyles brothers did not realize they had the incident on film until
later. Leading up to the final editing-room sequence, the film shows a member of the
Hells A ngels retrieving a motorcycle that had been pushed over by the crowd near the
stage. There are cuts to a young woman near the stage crying and another of an Angel on
stage having a bad trip. A fight breaks out. Jagger stops performing and asks the crowd
to stop fighting and “Stay cool!” The next shot is of the monitor in the editing suite.
Jagger is watching himself on stage, and as he and David Maysles look at the footage.

was C hris, the man who kept the generators running smoothly so the sound could be
projected.
‘ What Barsam calls “lightweight propaganda” in Nonfiction Film 1973, 266.
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Jagger asks, “Can you roll back?” As David rolls the film back to the murder scene, he
asks Jagger: “Could you see anything happening?”:
Jagger: No. You couldn’t sec anything. [1 was] just aware there was
another scuffle,
David: There’s the Angel. Right there with the knife.
Jagger: W here’s the gun?
David: I’ll roll it back again, and you can see it against the girl’s
crocheted dress.
Jagger [speaking softly and haltingly]: It’s there, isn’t i t . . . Wow . . . It’s
so horrible.
In this brief scene, the film is played forward, rolled back, stopped on frame, and stepped
forward frame-by-frame until the knife, the gun, and the murder are shown clearly. The
camera had captured what happened, but only through manipulation of the film could the
murder be seen cleady. The camera sees what the human eye cannot; it gives access to
the reality. In the final shot of this sequence, the film freezes on Jagger’s face as he stares
at the camera. David M aysles can be seen in the background, slightly out of focus. This
image suggests the tension in the Direct Cinema project between the spontaneous
capturing of events and the constructedness of all film. However, in the editing-room
sequences that seem to reveal the film’s constructedness, Gimme Shelter re-inscribes a
belief in film ’s ability to give direct access to reality. “I’m confident,” Zwerin states,
“that anybody, even at this time, looking at all the original material of Gimme Shelter, the
hours and hours of it, and having seen the final film, I think that anyone will say, ‘My
God, w hat a wonderful job of preserving the character.’” "^ Even after being immersed

Zwerin, DVD commentary.
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in the editing that shaped the dramatic presentation of the events leading to Altamont,
Zwerin’s comment affirms her belief in the Direct Cinema project.

Conclusion
Gimme Shelter is more than a concert film; like In Cold Blood, it presents itself
dramatically, combining reality with art. Part of Gimme Shelter’s drama is in the tension
the film creates between offering an authentic version of the Altamont concert while at
the same time calling attention to itself as constructed, highlighted in the editing-room
scenes. Beginning with Robert Drew Associates, the Direct Cinema movement called
attention to the methods of capturing and shaping reality that thrust documentary into the
center of theory and criticism about nonfiction matching the controversy over In Cold
Blood.
Not since Vertov and Grierson had documentary received so much critical
attention. On the one hand, after almost fifty years, people who loved Nanook of the
North were shocked and telt betrayed to discover that an igloo had been cut in half to
provide enough light to film Nanook’s family and that the staged walrus hunt subjected
the Inuit m en to life-threatening danger.’^*’ On the other hand, the ensuing discussions
led to new ways of thinking about reality, representation, and the relationship between
fiction and nonfiction, breathing life into the study of documentary film.
T h e Direct Cinema filmmakers raised the status of documentary and inspired
experimentation within the genre—from Michael M oore’s creative use of chronology in
Roger and Me to Errol M orris’s use of stylized re-enactment and a Philip Glass
soundtrack in The Thin Blue Line to Trinh T. Minh-Ha’s use of jump cuts, silence, and

See W illiam Rothman, “The Filmmaker as Hunter: Robert Flaherty’s Nanook
M the N o rth ” in Documenting the Documentary eds. Bajry Keith Grant and Jeannette
Sloniowski (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1998), 23-39.
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repeated images in Reasseiriblage. Ultimately, Direct Cinema established certain
expectations about documentary’s correspondent relationship to reality that it hooked a
generation of viewers on reality television shows and generated its own critique iti the
form of a mock documentary like David H olzm an’s Diary.
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C H A FfER 5
DOCUM ENTARY EXPECTATIONS

A shift o f epistemological proportions has occurred. What counts as knowledge is
not what it used to be. The coherent, controlling self that could make the world and
others its objects o f scrutiny is not fu lly one itself/
Bil! Nichols

In their efforts to raise the status of nonfiction, New Journalist writers and Direct
Cinema filmmakers reshaped audience expectations to shore up documentary’s
“privileged position” as bearer of truth and objectivity. Their desire to capture reality
spontaneously, to put a reader/viewer in the moment, inspired new technology and styles
that served as antidotes to an epistemological shift, a weakening relationship between
print and film language and a world “out there.” One result of their efforts, whether the
inscriptions took the form of pixels, clusters of silver halide molecules, or black marks on
a white background, is that viewers and readers continued—even in the face of
contradictions—to put trust in the authenticity of documentary representations.
N ew Journalists and Direct Cinema filmmakers like Tom Wolfe and Robert Drew
claimed to accurately record people, places, and events. To achieve this goal, they
assigned themselves the role of “observer,” This “fly-on-the-wall” position allowed
them to w itness unfolding events with minimal intervention. In contrast to the French
Cinema V erite filmmakers, their method was to objectively record the facts. Rather than

‘ Bill Nichols, Blurred Boundaries: Questions of Meaning in Contemporary
Culture (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994), 1.
187
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molding a story or plot out of raw data, they waited for the stories to emerge, and then
they shaped the facts to give the most compelling, truthful re-presentation of that story.
Instead of assuming the title author/director, they repositioned themselves as
witness/filmmaker. Their rhetoric reinforced a belief in a correspondent reality and a self
that could act in the world, participating in what Nichols calls “discourses of sobriety”;
however, “documentary’s complicity with the dominant discourses of sobriety [, ..]
relegated it to subordinate status in critical theory.”^ To raise the status of nonfiction,
they incorporated literary techniques that forced questions about their claims.
It is said that “history is written about the present.” Seen from this perspective,
the ideological critiques of the early documentary filmmakers have been constructed on
the postmodern side of an epistemological shift of seismic proportions that has gradually
altered the way people think about reality.'^ In the United Slates, beginning primarily in
academic and intellectual discussions in the 1960s, the tremors from this shift, sometimes
submerged, invisible to the average person, are changing the American intellectual
landscape. W orking on the other side of this intellectual divide, in a world with a
correspondent perspective of reality, Robert Fkiherty never apologized for cutting
Nanook’s igloo in half letting in the necessary light to film the Eskimo family sleeping.
Nor did he include an intertitle with the disclaimer “this is a re-enactment” before the
staged w alrus hunt. John Grierson’s use of W.H. Auden’s poetry in Night M ail; Joris
Ivens’ use o f voiceover in The Power and the Land, in which the nan'ator speaks for the

^ B ill Nichols, Representing Reality: Issues and Concepts in Documentary
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1991), 9.
^ In the “Preface” to Representing Reality, Nichols notes that “the last wave of
single-author books on documentary film occurred fifteen years ago. [The ones he lists in
a footnote are, primaiily, histories of documentary texts.] Films made since the early
1970s address new issues and adopt new approaches in form. Observational styles of
film m aking no longer dominate” (ix).
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farmers almost in lip sync; and John Huston’s throwing fuel on the wing of a downed
Japanese airplane wing to show it burning in The Battle of Midway were conscious
choices by the filmmakers to get at the truth of the moment. However, for audiences
informed by postmodern theory, these actions are interpreted as a, betrayal of
documentary methods/ethics. This response confirms how influential the New Journalist
and Direct Cinema movements were in establishing expectations of non-intervention,
truth, and a correspondent reality.
Alm ost every text written about nonfiction history or theory mentions how
difficult it is to define this genre (some even doubting if it qualifies as a genre). In part,
so many different kinds of nontiction films exist that might qualify for this designation
that, a single definition of documentary eludes even the most careful thinkers. Similar to
Grierson’s naming and defining documentary as “the creative treatment of actuality” to
separate his films from fictional recreations in the 1930s, the New Journalist writers and
Direct C inem a filmmakers made claims about their methods of capturing reality to
distinguish them not only from fictional films but also from nonfiction forms that bluiTed
the boundaries between fiction and nonfiction. Paradoxically, at the moment they were
trying to sustain this binary opposition by maintaining a strong bond between wmrd/image
and the re a l world, the sign and its referent, they borrowed techniques associated with
literature and fictional film to raise the status of nonfiction. This desire to have the best
of both w orlds while maintaining their text’s designation as not-fiction depended upon a
technology that could objectively record the world. But their celebration of this
technology contains an acknowledgement of their own subjectivity: “The purpose is to
represent a subject, as much as possible, apart from the mediating subjectivity of the
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filmmaker.”^ They were searching for methods of writing/filmmaking that would
minimize their point of view whether by in-depth reporting or special camera and sound
equipment. Ultimately, this acknowledgement and their desire to raise the art of
nonfiction to an equal status with novels and Hollywood/ait features called attention to
their claims of a correspondent reality.
Significantly, the claims by the New Journalist and Direct Cinema movements
“set us up” by re-inscribing this correspondent view of reality: “Documentary relies on
the discourses of realism and naturalism to maintain its referential status. [ . . . ] it works to
make the arguments more believable. The discourses of realism have a second
consequence within documentary, one that results in a masking of the ideological nature
of their representations.”"'’ At the same time, by calling attention to their methods of
capturing reality, they provide the tools to unmask the underlying conservative desire and
the lim itations of their claim. Perhaps this is why the movements were short-lived; they
planted their own seeds of destruction. The widespread translations of the French
theorists in the 1960s and 1970s gradually pried the word/image from the referent,
leaving it a free agent and shifting established boundaries between fiction and non
fiction.
T h e legacy of this corruption of boundaries can be seen in both print and film.
The lead story in the May 26, 2003, edition of Newsweek, “Behind the Scandal at The
New Y o rk Tim es: The Secret Life of Jayson Blair,” signals more than a scandal at one of
the w o rld ’s most respected newspapers. The Blair scandal is a symptom of a world that
no longer has a clear-cut sense of what “reality” and “truth” mean. The vision is bluired.
C arl R. Plantinga, Rhetoric and Representation in Nonfiction Film (Cambridge,
UK: C am bridge University Press, 1997), 117.
Faking Ik Mock-documentary and the Subversion
^ Jane Roscoe and Craig Hight, Faking
of Factualitv (Manchester and New York: Manchester University Press, 2001), 12.
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out of focus. In his sidebar column to this cover story, Ellis Cose argues that the Tim es’
editors’ “joum alistic sins” included failing to keep “fiction out of columns dedicated to
fact.” He points out that journalism attracts “storytellers. So it’s hardly notable that the
field attracts some folks who are much better at spinning yams than at reporting facts.”'’
Cose’s take on this incident reveals a culture holding on to binary oppositions-—whether
they be heterosexual/homosexual, black/white, n-iale/female, or fact/fiction. One of
Blair’s sins was that he wrote about places he had never been and quoted from interviews
that never took place. HTs stories were cobbled together out of other people’s accounts of
events or were complete fictions. He violated, specific expectations, ones that have a
relatively short history, that he witness the events that, he wrote about and report them
objectively. Jayson Blair’s story is only one example in a line of journalistic sins and
other plagiarism cases that have drawn attention to a problem of bluixed boundaries and
questions of truth created when language has lost its attachment to a referent, a real
world.
In spite of such incidents, people believe in a world “out there” in which their
actions have consequences. In general, nonfiction writers and filmmakers understand
that people expect a reliable, fair account of reality, and these expectations hold them to
certain standards. Like the documentary “contract” that Traman Capote sets up in the
opening pages of hn Cold Blood, nonfiction defines a specific relationship between
writer/filmmaker and audience coalescing in a belief that they can share a view of reality.
An exam ple of the tenacity of this belief is when, for the past four semesters, students in
my history of documentary film class were shown the fake documentary David
H olzm an’s Diary (1967), not one believed this film was anything except a “real”

®E llis Close, “Viewpoint: Race in the Newsroom,” Newsweek (26 May 2003):
46.
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docunientary. Although a few students admitted they were confused by the credits in
which David Holzman was listed as played by Kit Carson, none were willing to criticize
Carson’s perft)nnance~ as the angst-ridden David— as a scripted, acted role, lik e The
Blair Witch Project, which fooled unsuspecting audiences into thinking it was a real
documentary in 1999, David H olzman’s Diary so completely met the students’
expectations of what a documentary should be that they only reluctantly accepted it as a
fiction^

Documentary Unmasked
Through its fiction, David Holzmati’s Diary critiques the Direct Cinema and New
Journalist projects; it is a film about documentary filmmaking, reality versus
representation, and it raises important questions about ethics (voyeurism), audience
expectations, and the ability to capture reality. The fact that James McBride made this
film in 1967, so close to the birth of these movements’ efforts to raise the status of
nonfiction, indicates it was at the forefront of what would become a full-blown critique of
a correspondent definition of realism.
On a nairative level, David Holzman’s Diai'v is about a young filmmaker facing a
crisis in h is life. He has just lost his job and been re-classified 1-A by the draft board,
significant because this is the summer of 1967 when the Vietnam War is raging. To deal
with his anxiety and confusion, he chooses to “write” his way to understanding his life by

T h e Blair Witch Project (1999), conceived by filmmakers Daniel Myrick and
Eduardo Sanchez looks a lot like David Holzman’s Diary and is also a fiction film that
poses as a documentary. One major difference is that James McBiide didn’t have the
advantage o f an internet and television publicity campaign that brought in so much
money and attention for Myrick and Sanchez. As a matter of fact, after David Holzman’s
Diary (w hich cost $2,500) was released to acclaim and a few awards, McBride went: into
a slump a n d drove a taxi cab in New York City for a few years. He made a comeback in
1983 with Breathless, then The Big Easy in 1987, and Great Balls of Fire in 1989. See
also Ephraim Katz, The Film Encyclopedia (New York: HaiperCollins, 1994), 860.
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filming himself, in diary fashion, over the course of one week. Inspired by Jeam LucGodard, who has promised that film will yield “truth 24-frames-a-second,” David sets out
to record his life: “So I thought that if I put it all down on film, and 1 run it back and
forth, and put my thumb on it, and I stop it when I want to, then I got everything, I got it
all. I should get it all; I should get the meaning. I shoukl understand it.”
The film begins with a black screen and bold white letters that announce “Direct
Cinema Limited Presents” mimicking the opening of Primary (I960), Drew Associates’
film that defined the Direct Cinema style. However, instead of designating the title of an
independent production company, this title sequence is the first indication of what
McBride is up to. He immediately associates this film with the style of Direct Cinema,
but the “Lim ited” hints that this film takes as its subject the limitations of the
documentary movement.
B y setting up a motif of layers, the opening sequence suggests that documentary
cannot function as that promised window to the world with direct access to reality. In the
first shot, a cameraman, who we soon learn is David Holzman, aims his camera as if
focusing h is lens on “us,” the audience. Behind him is a miirored wall that reflects
passers-by who become fragmented at they walk across the seams in the reflective
surface suggesting the fragmentation of the modem “self.” With a quick 180-degree pan,
the cam era focuses on David’s small monitor, which was Just shown in the mirror. This
camera m ovem ent reveals that our first glimpse of David must also have been a reflection
in the m irror, and the monitor reminds us that everything we are seeing is circumscribed
by a fram e, the outer edges of the screen. This opening argument about the limitations of
Direct C inem a makes it clear that what an audience knows is carefully selected by the
film m aker.
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David’s dialogue reinforces these limitations. As he is filming the monitor which
shows himself filming, he states, “This is a story . . , this is very iiinportaiif. . . this is a
fairytale.” By using the words “story” and “fairytale,” McBride warns viewers outright
that they will not be getting unniediated reality or pure fact. Then the screen goes to
black, disrupting the continuity and calling attention to the film’s own con.struction.
When an image re-appears, we are again looking at David in a mirror, but now we are in
an apartment that he shares, sometimes, with his girlfriend-model Penny, as he
pronounces: “You’ve had your chance , . . it’s time to stop your labor in vain . . . and get
your life into focus.” As he repeats this last phrase, he is standing close to the camera so
that his face fills the screen. The image, out of focu,s, gradually becomes clear. “Expose
yourself,” he commands. Whom is he addressing? Himself? The camera? The
audience? Documentary filmmakers in general? Like Tom W olfe’s using Ken Kesey’s
own words to indict his drug-induced movie version of the world, McBride uses David’s
words expose the limitations of his Direct Cinema-style project. McBride unmasks the
fictional, voyeuristic, subjective aspects of all film— and perhaps all life.
In this opening monologue, David articulates the postmodern epistemological
problem; “This is serious. [, . . ] Objects, people, events seem to speak to me. They seem
to carry som e meaning that I can’t quite get. My life, though ordinary enough, seems to
haunt m e in uncommon ways; it seems to come to me from somewhere else. I have been
b-ying to understand it, but 1 just can’t seem to get it.” When David confesses that his life
“seems to come to me from somewhere else,” McBride implies that life has lost its
center, a correspondent relationship to the world, and exists only in representations
(Benjam in and Baudriallard’s lament). The “somewhere else” could be the complex
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system of media whether newspapers, radio transmissions, television, or the cinema (and
soon to be computers), all of which are dependent upon emerging technology.
The importance of technology in how people see the world manifests itself in the
character role assigned to D avid’s equipment. Only a few sequences into the film, David
introduces his viewers to “ my friend, my eyes, ray camera, ficlair NPR,” her Angenieux
lens “throagh which Eclair takes a picture of everything 24 times every second,” and a
Nagra tape recorder. A cut to a still photograph shows David with “all of my friends on.
[ . . . ] We walk about, seeing and heating, getting it all down.” Like the New Journalists
and the Direct Cinema filmmakers, at the beginning of his project, David has faith in
technology to “get it all down.” He believes that the mechanical reproduction “stands
aptirt from human intervention [ . . .

But this faith is questioned in almost every

sequence.
T he indictment of the media industry begins in a street sequence in which David
is giving a tour of his neighborhood. Each successive shot changes screen direction, first
left-to-right, then right-to-left, denying any sense of order to the tour. In his voice-over,
David points out a building that once was home to William Randolph Hearst, one where
A1 Capone lived, and finally one where Humphrey Bogart stayed. Hearst headed up a
publishing empire in the early 1900s; he was known for promoting a sensationalist style
of reporting that came to be known as “yellow joum alism .” His life story became
immortalized as the basis for Orson W elles’ Citizen Kane. Placed in the nairative along
with crim inal Capone and actor Bogart, McBride, through David, suggests a world of
artifice an d manipulation, a world that is not always what it seems. This theme of doubt

Antony Easthope, ed., Contemporary Film Theory (London and New York;
Longm an, 1993), 5; Easthope goes on to say that “Classic film theory is superseded when
this assum ption gets overthrown.”
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and mistrust in media representation is carried into the mise-en-scene with two film
posters strategically placed in David's apartment: one from Alfred Hitchock’s Suspicion
starring Cary Grant and Joan Fontaine, the other from Orson W elles’ A Touch of Evil.^
Sound reinforces this theme. In addition to David’s voice-over, the sound track
includes radio broadcasts reporting crimes and race riots; these reports reveal the
potential violence of probing into people’s lives. As David records his walk past
neighborhood shops and stoops, a man holds his hand up to bar the camera while another
pulls his coat over his face to resist being photographed. Images, McBride seems to be
showing, resist penetration.
O ne of the potential “evils” inherent in the Direct Cinema style of filmmaking
that M cBride exposes siuTounds this filmmaker-subject relationship. Is the “fly-on-the
wall” a less-threatening version of Norman Bates as he peeks through the hole behind the
picture to watch Marion Crane undress in Psycho? David photographs a woman,
“Sondra” (D avid’s fabricated name for a woman he only knows in his role as a peeping
Tom), through her apartment window and follows another young woman, who is
obviously frightened and angry by his pursuit, off the subway and up to the street. In
another street scene, David films his interview with a woman as she sits in her car; the
banter is full of sexual comments by the woman; “You want to get laid?”; “You’re a
voyeur.”; “ Sex is my main course.” At one point, she asks him if he is making a dirty
movie, a good question in light of his filming his girlfriend Penny naked, against her
wishes as she is sleeping. Although he talks about how he loves Penny, he violates her
trust by film ing her against her will.

T h e setting throughout the film is carefully crafted using windows and television
screens as framing devices and the reflections from windows and mirrors to indicate that
film can o n ly capture light reflected off surfaces, re-presentations rather than
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David prefaces this key scene by staling that watching Penny sleep is like
“watching a glass-enclosed room like at the Smithsonian Institute in which everything is
so perfect.” Then the camera slowly caresses her body; the sound track is silent. When
Penny becomes aware of the camera, she leaps out of bed and attacks David. The screen
goes to black signaling the end of David’s filming her and the end of their relationship.
David cannot understand why Penny, used to being photographed as a model, does not
like him to film, her in private. Throughout this sequence there is no sound; Penny has no
voice. In this Mulvey-Uke critique of the male gaze, McBride criticizes the innocence of
the documentary project to capture life unawares and, in particular, the ethics of the
filmmaker-subject relationship.
Later in the film, when “Max,”’” Penny’s agent, comes to pick up her clothes,
David film s himself sitting in the center of the frame on the bed where Penny had been
sleeping. “Three days gone,” he says, “Get back to the real stuff. Miasturbation. Sex is
never quite like what Norman Mailer writes.” In this reference to Mailer, McBride shows
that the woiting of the New Journalists, like the Direct Cinema filmmaking, cannot
reproduce the world exactly. Is M ailer’s sex better? The question is moot because it is
not real to David. He is left with himself and fantasy. By trying to capture his life,
including his relationship to Penny, on film, he has distanced himself from real people
and em otions and is left with words, two-dimensional pictures, and celluloid
representations.
P epe, a friend of David’s, serves as the foil to his project, and as a stand-in for
McBride,

In his monologue, Pepe blatantly attacks the goal of Direct Cinema to film

The end credit for this performer, who appears only in this scene, is “Robert:
L e sse r, . . Max, Penny’s agent (as Bob Lesser).” But Max/Robert/Bob looks exactly like
David’s frien d Pepe, who has a larger role and is listed as being played by Lorenzo Mans.
M cBride uses the credits to add more layers and confusion about the text.
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ordinary life: “The problem is that you [David] want to make a movie out of your life,
and you want Penny to be in it, and me to be in it, but Fm interesting, but you aren’t, nor
is Penny.” As he speaks, he poses against a large mural, positioning himself between the
legs of a larger-than-life male figure; “Write a better script. Your life is not a very good
script. W hat you want to do is find things about your life. Find tmth . . . I don’t think
you’re going to find it this way ( . . . ] by freezing it on celluloid and looking at it over
and over again.” Through Pepe, McBride makes his critique of Direct Cinema explicit:
“ You don’t understand the basic principle . . . As soon as you start filming something, it’s
not reality anymore; it becomes a movie. [ , , . ] You’re just getting half-truths.”
M.cBrlde also uses special effects to show how reality can be manipulated in the
documentary process. He uses slow-motion as David walks down the stieet, includes
camera manuals and other still photographs as documents, and adds non-diegetic sounds
as well as removes all sound to give emphasis with silence. Although the film is
composed of frequent long takes and tracking shots, these are contrasted with a montage
sequence o f David watching television: “This is a record of an evening I spent watching
television. A record of every shot of every show I watched. I x t me explain what I was
trying to do. 1 didn’t want to show excerpts, and every time the shot changed on the set, I
clicked o ff a frame on the camera.” The montage represents “[ejvery image that passed
into [his] head that evening.” Roscoe and Hight argue that this sequence “obviously
highlights the fact that David belongs to the first American generation to grow up with
television, but it also indirectly suggests the impoxtance which images increasingly have
in constructing that generation’s perspective on the world.” ** David’s alleged in-camera
editing show s how in one evening of television a typical American is bombaided by

** Roscoe and Eight, 162.
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images from advertisements to sitcoms to news reports. The.se images blur together in
the montage, making M cBride’s point that all images, whether claiming fictional or
nonfictional status, are all re-presentations. This sequence also shows that it is
impossible for David to give us anything except excerpts— those partial truths—o r a
precursor to postmodern pastiche and quotation.
About two-thirds of the way through the film, David acquires a new “friend”—a
fish-eye lens. He holds the camera above hi.s head, pointed downward, as he walks
along the street. “Isn’t this great? l/tok! W'atch!” David exclaims. However, McBride
forces a re-examination of the issue of subjectivity in documentary. The obviou.s
distortion o f the lens places David in the center of the frame. The world, the street scene,
wraps around him. People and objects, such as fences and buildings, radiate outward
from D avid’s head. David is the subject, but he is also the filmmaker. Everything we
see is from his point of view— thus distorted, not objective— and the real subject of our
looking is not New York City in 1967 but David Holzman. We, as viewers, are called on
to “look,” but the looking traps us in a loop that will not let us escape David’s point of
view. The distance that Direct Cinema and New Joumalism claim between filmmaker
and subject is collapsed into one.
Soon David confesses that “This is not coming out the way I thought it would. I
thought this would be a film about things. About the mystery of things. I thought that I
could get this stuff on celluloid. [ . . . ] My life on film.” Then he screams at the camera
“You d o n ’t show me anything that means anything. Why not?” Although he apologizes
to fe la ir and “Nag,” it is clear that he has lost his faith in the documentary project. So it
seems appropriate that on the last day of the diary, Saturday, July 22, he has to go to a
funeral signaling the end of his project and his loss of faith in a correspondent reality.
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When he returns, he discovers that his apartment had been broken into and “everything
taken, cameras, all 1 can say is that this must be the end of the film.” The final images of
David are the small, instant photos taken in a booth, the kiitd usually found in train
stations and other public places. In a voice-over, he laments, “1 wish 1 could have ieanied
something. Like Bartleby the scrivener, I would have prefen'ed not to do this.”
This reference to Herman M elville’s short story “Bartleby the Scrivener: A Tale
of W all-Street,” published in Putnam’s magazine in 1853, brings us back to fiction, and
back to a character whose role as scrivener implicates the projects of New Journalism and
Direct Cinema. When Bartleby answers an advertisement to work in a Wall Street
lawyer’s office, he is assigned the task of making copies of legal documents. He
becomes a human copy machine. In order to resist the dehumanization of this job, he
refuses to work rather than continue to reproduce other people’s originals in support of a
capitalist economic system. His frustratingly enigmatic response as to why he refuses to
work is the phrase “I would prefer not to.” In the end, Bartleby, abandoned and in prison,
starves him self to death. Only then does the narrator reveal that Bartleby had worked in
the Dead Letter Office in Washington before becoming a scrivener. In part, the story can
be read as a parallel to M elville’s own frustration at the loss of originality in writing in an
age of industrial growth. Melville resisted writing realistic fiction, simple copies of life.
He struggled with abstract, philosophical, and religious concepts that he felt defined
literature. Thus on one level, this story is about nonfiction as second-class, and “Dead
Letters” m a y signify Melville’s concern about the diminishing status of the Man of
Letters in a changing culture.
“D e a d Letters” may also signify a loss of meaning in language and writing.
Although written a century before Walter Benjamin’s “Art in the Age of Mechanical
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Reproduction,” M elville’s haunting tale captures the essence of M cBride’s critique o f the
Direct Cinema and New Journalist’s attempt to maintain a correspondent reality in a
world of representation. What is lost or changed when a copy is made? Do traces of the
original remain in the copies? In a postmodern world, Bartleby’s death may signify the
death of the author as the originator and maker of meaning. Meaning seems to be like a
chemical free-radical waiting for another element— a reader, for example—to define it.
In the final scenes of the story, Bartleby stands in the prison yard facing a blank wall. It
is easy to imagine this wall as an empty screen or page. Unlike Baitleby, who refuses to
give him self to the w'orld of representation, David Holzman looks to images to define
himself and give his life meaning. However, the images, instead of yielding meaning,
separate him from the real world and real people.
F o r a mock-documentary to be effective, the audience must be familiar with
established conventions of the genre. Documentaries promise to be about ordinary
people, non-actors, filmed in real locations with minimal manipulation of the scene (use
of available lighting and synchronous sound). When the screen goes to black at the end
of David Holzman’s Diary, all of our documentary expectations have been m e t. . . until
the credits appear. And as my experience teaching this film suggests, even the credits
cannot overturn the power of our sense that these expectations have been fulfilled. The
Direct C inem a movement set the bar for a generation of viewers that was clearly still in
place for audiences of The Blair Witch Project in 1999. Although David Holzman’s
Diarv exposes the limitations of this stance toward reality, viewers continue to willingly
enter “an implicit contract [ ...] between the filmmaker and the viewer in which the
film m aker promises to deliver a truthful and honest portrayal, and in return the viewer
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will not question the reality of the images presented,” *" As Brian Winston affinns, ‘T h e
great row occasioned by direct cinema and cinema verite thirty years ago brought us
closer to fLindamental issues than at any time since the LEF [a magazine that published
Vertov’s manifestos] arena debates on these matters in the IJSvSR forty years earlier.” *^
The Direct Cinema and New Jounialist movements established expectations about the
nature of reality that shape attitudes of the viewing public into the twenty-first century.
Epilogue: D ocum entary Jubilee
In 1996, a documentary about the working watermen in Gloucester County,
Virginia, They Live in Guinea, aired on WHRO, the Norfolk, Virginia, PBS station. In it
are images of the “Guinea Jubilee,” the yearly fall festival that honors the local
watermen, known for their harvest of the Chesapeake Bay: fish, clams, and blue crabs.
The watei-men are familiar with another jubilee— a “crab jubilee.” This regional term
refers to a phenomenon that takes place when the oxygen in the water drops below
survival level forcing the blue crabs to go on shore en masse where they parade on the
beach. B oth jubilees signify a response to a threat: the crab fights for its physical
existence; the community fights to keep its traditions alive, at least in memories.
Som e film critics claim that documentary is being so threatened. According to
Paula Rabinowitz, the age of documentation “is lai'gely past, in the West as well as in
Eastern Europe [ ...] because the age of mechanical reproduction, the age of realisms as
diverse as Balzac and Brecht, has largely given way to the age of electronic simulation
and virtual reality.” ^* Winston agrees that digital images threaten the way people will

Roscoe and Hight, 22.
'■* Brian Winston, Claiming the Real: The Griersonian Documentary and its
Legitim ations (London: British Film Institute, 1995), 6.
Paula Rabinowitz.
Rabinowitz, They Must
M;ust be
b Represented: The Politics of Documentary
(London a n d New York: Verso, 1994), ix
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think about documentary; “Digitalisation destroys the photographic linage as evidence of
anything except the process of digitalisation. The physicality of the plastic material
represented in any photographic image can no longer be guaranteed. For documentary to
survive the widespread diffusion of such technology depends on removing its claim on
the real. There is no alternative.” ’'*’ Rabinowitz suggests that our “post-industrial, late
capitalism requires another mode of postmodeni representation” (x). Paradoxically, at an
historical moment when what “documentary” means seems up for grabs, people hunger
for biographies and reality-based shows that help fill public and cable channel
programiTiing, and they seem to know what a documentary is— a clear legacy of the New
Journalist and Direct Cinema movements.

Winston, 259.
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APPENDIX A
Robert .Drew, Telephone Interview
June 4, 2003,2:00 p.m.

Zuber: N ew Journalists: Ricky Leacock is pictured in B am ouw ’s history o f
documentary book seated below a poster advertising one o f Norman Mailerks books.
Mailer, along with Capote, and Tom Wolfe are the “fomiding” New Joumalist.s. Did you
work with any o f them?
Drew: No. 1 admired them and tried to engage one or another o f them, one who wrote
for The N ew Yorker—he wrote about Alaska, the Deltoid Pumpkin S e e d . . . John
McPhee,
What inspired m e-w hat w'as antecedent to what I d id -w as the realistic novel,
particularly Flaubert’s Madame Bovarv. It did more for my kind o f filmmaking than
anything I encountered in my Neiman year. It was the realistic novel that got me. 1 mean
the naturalists, depending on how you define Naturalism, told you to read what they
wrote because it was there. The realists told you to read what they wrote because it was a
good story. I followed the story.
Realists did good things ~ In Madame Bovarv. you would enter a room and see all the
surroundings. Flaubert would describe the room in such detail-the whole picture with a
few details. The modem people [the New Journalists] were wonderful in that regard.
They painted a picture with their words. 1 wanted to paint with the kind o f detail that
would take you into someone’s mind and heart.

Zuber: W ould you say that the New Journalists “influenced” your work?
Drew: Y es. “Influence” is a good word. 1 don’t know o f anyone else who has made this
connection. I think it needs to be made.

Zuber: H ow do you explain the difference between what you were trying to do in Direct
Cinema an d what the French Cinema Verite movement was up to?
D rew : I ’ll tell you a story. I had made Primary and a few other films. Then I went to
France w ith Leacock for a conference [the 1963 meeting sponsored by Radio Television
Francaise]. I was surprised to see the cinema verite filmmakers accosting people on the
street w ith a microphone. My goal was to capture real life without intruding. Between us
there w a s a contradiction. It made no sense. They had a cameraman, a sound man, and
about six m ore—a total o f eight men creeping through the scenes. It was a little like the
M arx brothers. My idea was to have one or two people, unobtrusive, capturing the
moment.

Zuber: Explain your concept o f “dramatic logic” versus the “word logic” o f most
television documentaries at that time.
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Drew; Basically the logic o f Television is verbal with illustration. That’s fine for the
jiightly news but wrong for dociimenta,ry. Documentary should engage people on another
level " like the movies do. Surprises occur, people develop. T hat’s the promise o f
reality documentary work where things actually happen, surprises occur.
A documentary should not just give intbrmation; it should give you tbeling. Tm actually
making a film now about nineteen dive bombers in WWII. When I was in Italy, Emie
Pyle joined our group. Ernie Pyle bad a way o f writing words, making people feel as if
they were there. That ideal has persisted throughout my life-reproducing a feeling.
Without it [Pyle’s inspiration], I would never have gone on to do what I did.
Z uber: How did your innovations affect the “language o f cinema”? (For example, I am
thinking in terms o f cinematography - did the kind o f shots change? Were there more
long takes? Is there a. shift to more close ups? - as well as in terms o f editing.)
Drew: I ’ve never talked about this before.
I made the films the way I thought they should be made to achieve a feeling.
I read lots o f books and did adopt certain things. Fm a pilot and made a film about the B52. I learned from books how to make the take-off run seem longer or change the pace of
things. What really counted was what I learned from people. The long take was
essential. Documentary up to this time used a lot o f short takes - everything was
constructed, and the filmmaker was a constructionist rather than a conveyor. The way we
shot with the long takes, we could see reactions, feeling, how people developed.
I was the producer. Some cameramen were better than others. The worst camermen used
extreme close ups. It was just the way they shot the scene, not because I theoretically
thought that [use o f close-ups] was better.

Zuber: Y ou wrote the voice-overs for Primary. Was that because television demanded
it?
Drew: There are two kinds o f narration: narration to tell a story and service narration.
Narration to tell the story is the old school stuff that I wanted to get rid of. The service
narration, used to support a story, is very spare and limited. I only used about two to
three minutes in the whole film.
But I did have the experience o f seeing Primai~v with friends a few years ago, and they
were lost. Not enough narration for them—nothing made any sense. Some films need
introductions.
Z uber: What was your relationship, as an independent filmmaker, with the television
news people?
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Drew; F!1 help you. After I made Primary, the president o f ABC asked would I make a
film on Latin America because Leonard, his boss, wanted it, and CBS had just done a,
great hour 011 Africa. “Mo,” was ray immediate reaction. The topic was too general -make a film about an. entire country. I took a week to consider. I felt we needed a story.
I got researchers and found the topic: the U.S. ejecting Castro from the Organization o f
A,merican States. People were in the streets yelling “Yanki, No!” I went back to .ABC
and told them, “I can make a film about that.”
In the meantime, what I w asn’t aware o f was that no one had consulted the president o f
ABC news, John Daly. Behind that is a big story. The networks were making temble
programs. He didn’t have the concept, mechanics, people. They only knew how to stand
with a microphone,
Z uber; W hat, in 1960, did it mean for you to "capture reality"? Does editing compromise
that “reality” ? [This question was followed by sojiie general talk about the current
argument that everything is fiction].
Drew: W ell I understand this argument. M y reaction is that the methods we were using
got us as close to reality as anything before or since. Take Primary. As you see, the
camera sees— one motion picture camera filmed all that. Two months after that, you
would have seen twenty. Or what was possible since.
Which is real? What we did is more real. Yes, editing does compromise the reality.
Who is the editor? What does the editor impart? There are many people using the
mechanics o f Cinema Verite who are using it for the w rong reasons. Somebody claims
it’s the truth but it may not be. Fox news or whomever. Direct Cinema filmmaker
Wiseman is a wonderful contradiction to Drew and Maysles. Wiseman is a propagandist.
He has a point-of-view that he wants to prove. I start out with a story to be told and see
what happens.
A! M aysles and I ended up on a program with Wiseman. I tried to evoke, subtly that he
had a point-of-view that he wanted to prove. A1 Maysles confronted him; “Wiseman, you
are a propagandist.” Wiseman replies, “Absolutely, that’s true!”
I don’t proclaim to be producing the truth but to get closer to the truth than what has been
done, w hat is more true.
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Drew Associates

93 a t * ’" STREET

BROOKLYN, NY I 1 2 0 9 -3 S 0 3
TEL: 7 18 2 3 8 - 7 4 9 8
FAX: 7 1 0 2 3 8 - 7 8 ) 6

www-drewassQdates .net

M y ? , 2003

Sharon Zuber .
76-14 Ashe Street
Gloucester-Poiiit, VA. 23062

Dear Sharon,
Thaaks for sending me the transcript and your chapter.
If I had a quibble it would be with the use o f the word "‘failure”. And I would
wonder - “in terms o f what?” in the face o f so many successes and in comparison with
other documentarians? Or what? But, just a quibble.
You should know I think your work is original, insightful and well done.
My congratulations.
B estreg^ds,

Robert L. Drew
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APPENDIX B
Albert Maysles, Interview
August 5, 2002
Maysles Films, Inc, NYC
Maysles: All this talk about New Journalism but never the docuraentary filmmakers . . .
it’s crazy, I never thought o f going so far as to say that we had influenced them but at
least there were parallels, if not one influencing the other, but it was always the New
Joum alism and the printed word.
Z uber: But I think that both movements erupted at the same time, from some of the same
motivations, and that’s what Fm trying to get at,
M aysles: You may want to reach out beyond that, and now w'e’ve got all this reality stuff,
so-called, which is bizarre. In fact, in a way the reality stuff is more like Chronicle of a
Summer—-The F rench~ and had nothing to w^'ith the American movement in the written
word or in cinema. Interesting, huh? By the way, there’s a person somewhat tangentially
related to our stuff: Emile Di Antonio. He made several films that were quite
interesting— one on Nixon, one using CBS footage of the McCarthy hearings, and
another one which had in the title “Weatherman”-—in fact he edited it here. He was a
good friend. I thought for my taste he was a bit too point-of-view, happened to be a leftwing advocate. I had the same problem with Fred Wiseman, especially the early stuff.
But you should look into his stuff, if only for the fact that he taught at William and Mary.
Zuber: F d like to start by talking a little bit about your work with Capote because of that
quotation from your brother—then talk a little bit about Drew and his associates. One of
my questions, besides talking to you about the relationship to joumalism, I want to get at
what was changing in the grammar or language of cinema. W hat really was the
difference? As a cinematographer, for instance, what kind of shots...? Also a little more
about w hat David’s involvement was, because I think people write about you a lot.
David d id work with you som e...
M aysles: In fact he even worked with Drew, something that Drew didn’t probably say
anything about.

Zuber: N o, it’s mentioned only in a footnote somewhere that that might’ve happened.
Let’s start with Capote...
M aysles: Actually, it really goes back before that. The spark that In Cold Blood
provided us with, the very notion that the literature now there was the novel that became
nonfiction. We could in so many words translate that to the documentary to become
feature. T h e feature film, until Salesman, was always a dramatic, fictional entity. We
aspired to carry that feature, dramatic form into nonfiction the way Truman had done in
the novel. The idea for that had come earlier on. The first insight into that probability
came to u s from a friend of ours, at a cocktail party, who said she had just read a book
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called O f W hales and M en. It was kind of a modern-day, nonfiction M.obv Dick. A
doctor went on board a whaling expedition— he was Scottish, I think— and the whaling
expedition began from England, I think, in the 1950s, a.t a time when English-speaking
whalers existed. After that it became just Russian and Japanese entirely. So this doctor
went on board and got to know each one of the men right from the start, because he had
to examine them. And it turned out that the hai'j.ioonist was a Chicago taxicab driver. It
utterly fascinated us. This was before we knew about Capote’s book. We thought maybe
a film had already been made on this sort of thing, and we found there was some sort of a
short. And through that we found a roan who had just lived down the street here, an
American who had been on a whaling expedition. And we chatted with him until 3:00 in
the rooming. The first thing he said though was, “Look, if you’re thinking of taking me
with you, forget it, because I still can’t stand the smell of those whales”. By 3:00 in the
rooming, he turned to me and said, “When are you leaving?” W haling had such a
fescination, and it was a fascination for us. It turned out that when we read the book in
1964 or something like that, maybe ten years had gone by, and there were no Englishspeaking whalers, so we dropped that possibility. Then Truman came along and
revitalized us, and when we finished the film [about Capote] David had lunch with Joe
Fox specifically to talk to him about what we might do, would he have any ideas . . . Joe
Fox came up with the idea— what about door-to-door salesman? H e’s the one that came
up with the idea. David came back. We talked about it and thought it was great because
we both had experience selling door-to-door. Separately, I sold toilet brushes and the
Encyclopedia Americana, and my brother sold Avon products. We were enchanted with
all the possibilities, and we just had to find the right guy or guys. So there were several
months we spent researching this because there are all kinds of salesmen . . . but none of
them had that greatness that we were looking for. And then the researcher discovered a
company in Chicago, Mid-American Bible. And they had four salesmen doing the New
England tenitory. That gave us the Bible, sold as a product indeed— so American, right.
It’s like the difference between doing a film with turtles and whales. This was the whale
and not a turtle— and that’s how we thought of it.
And then, coming from Bo.ston and being Jewish and being at odds with the Irish kids,
who liked to pick fights, we never really quite resolved our problems with the Irish. In a
way, the fighting-fist to fist, errgh!- at least gave us physical contact with the people. But
there was no cultural, social contact with each other as kids. And we missed that. These
guys w ere Irishmen selling the Bible and from Boston. I ’ve come to think that many a
great w ork o f art almost has to be autobiographical, because it taps into the need for self
expression. There are things in one’s life that are unresolved . . . that are seeking from
your heart and soul to express themselves, and this was one of them.
So with M id-American Bible supplying us with these guys, we looked them up and went
out one evening with each of them and decided yeah, this is it. There was still a lot more
to be discovered [after selecting the subject]— we didn’t know if the film would be about
the four m en and their manager or that one of them would become a central character, we
certainly d id n ’t know who or what would be behind the door each time they knocked, but
we had h ig h hopes .... In fact, after we made the film I remember browsing through
Bartlett’s book of quotations, and I came across a quotation by Charles Lamb, the English
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poet, “There’s no sound more beautifui in the world whether in the country or the city
than the sound of the knocking at the door.” And of course in reality, when it’s a
salesman knocking on the door it’s not all good.
Zuber: One of the things that you’ve often been quoted as saying is how important it is
to have a relationship with the person you’re filming. To get back a little bit to Capote,
what kind o f relationship did you develop with him when you made your piece about him
for the television?
Maysles: .First of all, we didn’t have the prejudice against homosexuality that was
rampant at that time in American life. W e were told after the film came out, when it got
shown on PBS at that time, that at least 20-30 percent o f the public, upon watching it for
2-3 minutes, turned it off because of his feminine voice. I am hoping that: wouldn’t
happen today, but that’s what it was at that time. And that didn’t turn us olT at all. We
certainly had an open mind about that stuff.
Zuber: Since you were doing thi.s piece for television, if you had to do it on your own,
what things might you have done differently?
Maysles: I think it would have been the same. I don’t recall that television had pushed us
in any direction. Actually, as it turned out it was quite purely our approach. What was
odd about it was that there wa.s this interview, and we run away from doing interviews.
But we w ere not doing the interview, that was the situation, just the way in the- Brando
film that d id n ’t bother us at all, that the whole film was in interviews. It’s all interviews,
and that w as the scene, and it wasn’t set by us.

Zuber: There is an Arts and Entertainment special about Capote [on video]. And they
scan The N ew York Times guest list to the Black and W hite Ball. Your name and
David’s nam e were on it, did you go? W hat was it like?
Maysles: Yes, yes. It was funny, there was a big spread in . . . Cosmopolitan magazine?
Or a m agazine like that, maybe even it was Look magazine, which may have been on at
that time. I think it was the inside spread, both pages, and you saw so many people there.
In front w as a table where you could pick up an appetizer, and my cousin, who was about
twenty years old at the time, said, “Oh! there’s Albie looking for a snack, David must be
looking fo r the women.” Because he wasn’t in the picture. It was taken to be, at that
time, the greatest party of the century. Still is. So many of his celebrity friends were
there, journalists, people in politics and entertainment, and it was to celebrate Katharine
Graham’s birthday.
That attests to the fact that we became good friends [the invitation to the ball]. And I
remember very distinctly that after we :finished the film, he was one of the first to see it.
You never know for sure how he is going to react to it, because, certainly, there are times
when the film is very personal. I remember him having seen the film alone. As he
walked o u t of the door of the screening room, crying, he said, “This is the best film of its
kind.” H e loved us, and he loved it. My only regret came when we heard that he had
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passed on. I thought we should have made some effort to have seen more of him. Not
that we’re great therapists or whatever. There was something special that my brother and
I had with him. I think that companionship would have helped him to see through those
tough times.
Z uber: About your brother’s involvement at Drew and Associates, that is something that
people just haven’t talked about.
Maysles: Not as much as I. because what they needed desperately was cameramen, and I
was a key cameraperson. But they needed to find good stories, and so David was put on
to find a good story. And he found one, but we would have to look at a list of titles,
llisting o f titles by Zuber] There is somebody in the city that he researched; 1 remember
he went with Pennebaker to Virginia, and David was the correspondent. You know we
had two people, there was the sound g u y ~ h e was sort of the Life magtizine
correspondent— and the cameraperson.

Zuber: O ne o f the things they mentioned was that the sound person usually had
something to do with journalism.
Maysles: Yeah, Howard Sosherick (?] was a journalist/soundman correspondent.
Z uber: H ere is the filmography going back, you m ig h t. . .
M aysles: I worked on Pi’imarv. On The Pole, Yanki No! - 1 did all the Cuba stuff. You
know that little family, the fisherman and his family? That’s one of the best things I ’ve
ever done. It proves that the photography in documentary can be outstanding and can, in
fact, vie w ith the best still photography.
[looking at filmography]
. . . Adventures on the New Frontier, there was a sequence there that I think was
som ething I shot. Kenya, that’s half Ricky and half mine, [looking at filmography]
Maybe it was Petey and Johnny.
Z uber: A n d that might haye been David’s idea?
M aysles: I am pretty sure. See the name Petey Thomas? David found that one. Petey
and Johnny. That is really his sole contribution to Drew. He went out on that one; he
went out with Pennebaker. And Penne— they both got along very well—David said that
right in th e middle Penne had to pull his whole camera apart to repair it. I spoke to Penne
about it, an d Penne said, “Yeah, I had to do it, but it didn’t lose anything.
Before I forget about it, somebody came across a quotation from Orson Welles of all
people. Y ou may or may not have known this, but my brother and I made a film about
Orson W elles, do you know that? A ten-minute film of him telling us about a film we
would m a k e together. And we spent a week with him in Madrid, met him by chance at
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Cannes, the film festival. That was in 1963. Anyway, 1 came across this quote that I
thought was quite nice: “A cameraman should have behind the lens an eye of a poet.” I
can get the exact quote, but that’s the idea. Unfortunately that’s not usually the critetia
for a good cameraman. A good cameramen is selected, usually, because he knows how
to light, he knows how to operate the camera, he is a very able technician, but may not
have that instinct of a poet

Zuber: There are two things about this instinct that— this is kind of an aside— on one of
the commentaries, that I believe was for Giminic Shelter. You mentioned that you
weren’t a great editor but, because of ADD, that you were great as a cameraperson
because you were able to see a lot of things happening...
M aysles: The weird thing is that having this Attention Deficit Disorder, when you put
your mind to focusing on something at that moment you can draw yourself to something
in a way that nobody else can. You can penetrate into the essence of something. You
notice things that other people don’t notice. So in an odd way, it works to your
advantage. It’s totally to your disadvantage if you’re trying to edit because there you
have the liberty to put off a decision, so you’re impossible as an editor. But you could be
very, very good as a cameraperson.

Zuber: W hen you’re behind the camera, especially with thi.s new freedom that the
technology gave you, was there a change in the way you thought about the shots you
were getting? I do work a little bit with students who do production, and in an academic
film course sometimes we contrast Eisenstein’s editing fast cuts with Renoir’s long takes.
It’s a little different with a documentary method, because you’re shooting from the hip.
But what kind of shots do you try to gel? Some of it’s random, it’s just your instinct
moving you. But are there certain things that looking back you see that you began to get
that influence, the change in what I ’ll call the language of cinema?

Maysles; I would prelace that by saying what Fm about to say could have influenced it,
but it turns out that everything turned only more so in the other direction, in the
Eisenstein direction. [Zuber: MTV.] You’ll see in some of the films, in Salesman for
example, you’ll see Paul sitting in the cafeteria, and it’s quite a long sustained shot of him
just looking off into the blue. Now, I would venture to say that any other documentary
film m aker would have thought it smart to say, “But Paul, what are you thinking of? We
want to know what you are thinking.” You probably would have needed cutaways,
because there would be questions and answers, and you can’t just go along continuously
that way. So, you’d have cutaway shot.s, food on the table or a waitress walking, or
whatever. Instead, you’re totally absorbed in that man’s thinking, whatever it is. And
you don’t know exactly what it is, but you can pretty damn well guess. In fact, in that
guessing process you become all the more engaged, because now, more than ever, the
process o f identification is taking place. You are identifying with that person. You are in
that person’s shoes. You are with him, heart and soul.
We all like to criticize television by saying it is too much entertainment, the problem is
not with the word. If you look it up in the dictionary, you’ll see that the first definition is
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the problem one; “diversion.” The second definition, in W ebster’s Dictionary, is
“engagement.” So you can be very much engaged by entejtainment or you can be
diverted by it. The films we make— Gimme Shelter. Salesman. Grey Garden— are very
much engagement films. You leave those films and all you want to do is see it again.
Rather than say that’s itj now ,l know how to escape from life, and it’s pure fantasy. Or in
the case o f a Wiseman film, I agree or disagree. You’ve had that portion of it that has
been selected for you.
To make the point of that shot even stronger, when we finished Salesman we had no way
of showing it. Television wasn’t interested, PBS wasn’t a bit interested, no one was
interested, and cinema exhibitors weren’t quite getting on to the notion that a
documentary could be a feature. We decided to rent a theater. We didn’t have any
money, but somehow w e’ll . . . . So we had screenings, and maybe 100 people would
show up for these screenings. And at one of these screenings, as people filed out they
congratulated my brother and myself, I didn’t notice that through a crack in the door there
was one person left in the theater. And as she got up and turned in our direction, as
everyone did to leave, I noticed that she had been crying. As she got closer, I thought she
was quite attractive, so 1 nudged my brother, and I said, “She’s for me.” That’s my wife.
And it was that scene, I know, within the context of the whole— if you just had that scene
alone it w ouldn’t do it— but that one, Fra sure, was the most tearful.
Z uber: In the documentary film, The Defining Moment, that came out in ‘99, there were
a lot of interviews with documentary filmmakers, including yourself. One of the things
you mention is when you first meet a subject that you have a way of looking at them.
You called it “the gaze.” 1 wanted you to talk a little more about that, because that whole
idea of “the gaze” . . .
Maysles: I came up with that term from reading a fifty-page paper that my wife had
written fo r publication. She was a family therapist, and this was on a family she was
helping. A nd somewhere in the course of that paper, she came up with the notion that so
many of h e r fellow therapist know all the techniques— they’ve read it and studied it— but
unless they have two qualities, they aren’t going to get very far. One is “the gaze,” and
the other is empathy. And it’s through those two, essentially, that you establish rapport.
And it can be instantaneous, the first moment you look at somebody you can establish a
rapport, especially if there is some kind of empathy that that person picks up from. I am
very good at that, and so I can cite instance after instance of getting some immediate
rapport. I f you look at a lot of stuff that we shot, I started shooting right away, like for
example w ith Grey Gardens. If you look at that material, there’s just as much rapport
there, it’s ju st as good, just as useful as anything, anywhere right up to the last day of
shooting. It’s sort of love at first sight. Maybe each person may do it his own way, or
her own w ay , and maybe as effectively. But that’s how I see, Fve come to realize, the
way I have unusually good access to people.
This is so weird, I got a call from somebody who needed me to film Britney Spears. So,
a couple o f weeks ago I went to Mexico City to film her behind the scenes. They wanted
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me to shoot a film of this transition she is going through. She is giving up her perfoiTning
life to do something else, maybe go to school or whatever. So, I had the task of getting
access to her, and they said she is going to be difficult. She is a very private person and
so forth . . . I got to her, very quickly. To the point where she was about to be visited by
a psychic, and I said, “Look-—I was told that she doesn’t want to be filmed, and he
wouldn’t allow it either— so I said to her, I asked her if it might okay for me to do it. But
what I know of psychics, they don’t like to have another person there, I can understand,
but let’s see. She said, “Yeah, it’s okay with me.” Then he came in, went around with
his incense, this, that, and the other, they began to talk; I got a lot of that stuff. I said I
would like to stay and film, if it’s okay. He said, “No, I can’t do it with you here.” I
asked if it w'ould be okay il' I just set up a camera and let it run. He said, “Yeah we can
do that.” So, 1 got it that way and a lot of stuff before and after.
It has to do with my family background, in the greatest measure. And also I was a
psychologist early on, too. That didn’t hurt any. I have a great deal of confidence that I
can get access, and that I really belong there, and that what F m doing is a good thing for
people. W hy is it so good? It gives recognition for them as what they really are. And it
is a psychological factor. Of the two instincts, people would rather disclose thM to keep
a secret. So Fm confident that I belong there, that I even belong at moments where it
would be a trespass. I’m confident that I know when it would be a trespass and not to
film at that time. But I also know there are times of—what I would call— vulnerability,
which are not really hurtful, althougli the word means that, somewhat painful perhaps,
but nevertheless would belong in the film.

Zuber: O ne of the things Fve noted is that when you and David began your production
company, it seems that one of the reasons that you stylistically needed to split from Drew
and Associates had to do with this push toward [a feature], that was really started with
Capote an d the idea o f a novel and feature length versus just TV news. It almost was
elevating the status of documentary.

Maysles: T hat’s part of it. Basically, no matter who Drew was or what his plan was or
way of doing things, there’s the necessity for any artist to go on his own. From that point
of view, w e felt a great content that we split. In addition to that, we had some basic
differences. Drew was always looking for a crises and was more attuned to larger scale
events, lik e the Indianapolis race, the do or die crisis situation. Whereas, I’m sure
coming from a lower/middle-class family, my mother a schoolteacher, my father a postal
clerk, our identification was with common people. My mother, as she was dying— she
was a very poetic sort of person— she thought for some days what she would want on her
grave. S h e said, “Now 1 have it, I know what it is.” She was quoting someone else,
“Count o n me, one who loved her fellow man.” I don’t have it on me, but when ray
father died, 1 wrote a letter to ray closest friend. M y mother happened to see that letter
and took a sentence out of it and she .said, “This should go on D ad’s grave stone.” It was
something, I can get the exact quote, but it was something to the effect that he was a
layman, a simple laymen— something like that— but rests in . . . some kind of greatness
involved in being what he was. Both of them kind of elevated the status of ordinary
people, a n d I wanted to keep that going. My brother had the same feelings. Most
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characteristic film was Salesman. That was us in our ultimate [?], that was exactly what
we wanted to do.
What is your ethnic origin? Not Catholic.
1 am making a film of a nun, who for forty years has been a nun. She is still a devout and
loyal Catholic, but she has been working with homosexuals, and the church, the Vatican,
has pul a silence on her. But she’s fighting it. In making that film, I went out to the
Bishop’s conference in Dallas, Texas, with her. I met Gary Wills. When Gary and I met
he said, “1 know your work. I must tell you that somebody who has you as a great hero is
Studs Terkle.”
In a way we are still doing that, 1 am still choosing subjects where 1 can, where the
ordinary person is caught up in some sort of drama. I am making a film of ordinary
people I meet on trains. I meet them in different countries, on long distances trains, and 1
am convinced that as I walk through that train, I will find somebody where there is a
story unfolding. So I get off the train with that person, get the story, because the story is
usually o ff the train, but I get to her through meeting her on the train. The train itself is
sort of a metaphor for life as it goes from station to station. But again, this is not Truman
Capote in this case, it is not the nonfiction novel. It’s the nonfiction short story, or
collection of short stories. Many short stories are nonfiction, but they can be fiction too.
This case, it’s documentary short stories, connected by the train. And all of these are just
ordinary., .you know 1 am not looking for celebrities.
I have done a couple of trips, at least one across America and one across Russia. When I
was traveling from west to east and passing through Pittsburgh, the train stopped, picked
up passengers, I walked through the train. As I was walking through the cafeteria coach,
I saw that there was a young woman sitting at an empty table with two kids across the
isle. There was something going on in this woman’s mind. I already had my camera, the
soundman was with me, and I asked if I could join her, I am making a film about people I
meet on trains, maybe I could do some filming of her every once in awhile. She said,
“Oh, please, great!” And then she took us aside and said, “I’ve got to tell you a story,
what’s going on. When I was three years old,” she says,” My parents broke up in an ugly
divorce and ray father got custodianship over me. M y father vowed that my mother
would never see me again. Twenty-three years later and I still have never met my
mother. Last night I got a call from a woman in Philadelphia, who claimed to be my
mother. She said, “Look, there’s no time to exchange photographs, you don’t know what
I look like, I don’t know what you look like. Get on the next train, and I will be waiting
for you in the train station.’” We got off the train— I am filming all of this— and she
looks around and there is no one there. As she is walking up the stairs, there is a woman
at the top of the stairs. As she comes closer the woman flings open her arms [end of tape
1]
She looks at me over her shoulder and says . . .’’Isn’t she gorgeous?” When you get stuff
like that, why bother with trying to invent stories? So this may be a new form too, the
collection of short stories.
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One more thing, I can see another literary Ibrrn that we should take advantage of in a
purely documentary fashion. And that is what 1 would call the poetic moment. We can
do poetry, great poetry, with the video camera.
[phone call intemiption]
Great, great Irish playwright, Sean O ’Casey, he’s like the Eugene O ’Neill of America, or
Shakespeare of England. M y brother and I met his daughter many years ago, and she has
been trying to raise money. And w e’ ve, from time to time, have been doing some filming
on the subject, on her father. 1 am going back to Dublin for a week to do some more
filming. It really is good that my brother and I met her. In fact, they had a very strong
relationship, he should of m am ed her. I3ut.., you know how those things g o .. .now you
can’t say it, because they’ve got children from another marriage.
Zuber; Mentioning how many different literary forms, this is back to the question that
you actually started with today, it’s this idea of reality. A lot of people define
documentary very narrowly and feel that if it’s not objective, factual, than it’s not
documentary. And yet, what I see you doing is this combination of art with fact, and that
you don’t see it compromising documentary. And so I wanted to get at that, a little bit. If
you had to define what— this is a terrible question—what is reality?
Maysles: Hmmmm, well first of all, we’re so mixed up about this; our society is so
mixed up about this, so it shouldn’t be a su ip ise that filmmakers ai*e confused. Think of
it, a judge turns to a prospective witness and says, “Will you tell the truth, nothing but the
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God?” I mean, an honest
witness, if he had the guts, would turn back to the judge and say, “C ’raon, gimme a
break, you can’t do that either!”
But I ’ll m ake every effort to. And what I tell— I have no understanding or ability to tell
the WHOIJE truth— but what I tell will be the truth as best as 1 know. And I think that
someone determined to do th at.. .it’s in the capability of a human being to come very
close to that mark. And I have more confidence that I can do it than perhaps most
documentary filmmakers, in all honesty, will admit to. If you read quotations from Fred
W iseman, for example, he’s practically a fraud. When he says, “Well, it’s all in
manipulation and selection..
Come on, it’s not the truth. And I dare say that most
documentary filmmakers have come to think less of their ability to tell the truth and
therefore, don’t feel that much obligation. That’s bad, that’s bad. I feel very much
obliged. W hen I read— you may have come across Pauline K ael’s review of Gimme
Shelter— w e ll hers makes a complete sham of Gimme Shelter. She makes it, I mean,
what it’s not. And I am sure that anybody looking a t . . . because her theory was that it’s
all Pirandello, and in fact, nothing would have happened except for the fact that the film
was made. [She believed] everything was designed for the film, even perhaps, the
murder.
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AND, most devastating, was a, statement that, in Salesman for example, Paul Brenner
really wasn’t a bible salesman. He was a roof and siding salesman and we got him to
play the part of a bible salesman. Now, what insiders knew about Pauline Kael
[phone intem iptionj
Distinguished critics, Pauline Kael— you read the obituaries and she was King Solomon
for Christ’s sake, [laugh] Never, never, did . .. But she had this habit of wanting to look
very, very intelligent, very clever. Certainly, you read that article, not knowing that she
was falsifying everything, and think “Gee what a brilliant idea— no one ever came up
with that, gee.” This I think was her first review of a documentary, Gimme Shelter. She
didn’t review Salesman or any of that stuff. It wasn’t until .she could say something kind
of definitive, bold and wildly eloquent. Anyway, finally, there was a book, Imagining
Reality, that published her piece and our answer to it. And then, just recently, a magazine
called M oviem aker published just our answer to it, described her article, and then did an
interview with me. So, some of that is being clarified. But, and again, people think “Oh
The New Yorker”— in those days— “Mr, Schaun (?], w asn’t he wonderful, such a fine
outstanding.. When we saw the article, we went right to Mr. Schaun, whom we
happened to know. We showed him, told him all this . . . . He said, “Well if this is true,
then Pauline should come in. Please call her in.” Well, she wouldn’t come in. He knew
everything that was wrong about it and never published a coiTective. Our noble wanior,
Mr. Schaun. So all those things, even when you are doing something that is flawlessly
correct, to this day, it’s now thirty years since any one of those films, and no one can
really find a factual fault with any of those films.
Z uber: W ell, and sometimes that’s what happens in academia. We theorize about
people. A nd that was one reason I wanted to come and talk to you in person, because,
you know, if 1 am writing about [you], this is vei7 important.
Maysle.s: Yeah, this is good, this is good.
Zuber: O ne of things I thought was very interesting, since I am focusing on In Cold
Blood, and then I am going to look at Gimme Shelter. I chose that film because in both
cases, the pattern is to show the ending first. In In Cold Blood, we actually . . . the first
section show s the murder, then the last three build up to finding [out the details].

Maysles: T here’s another thing that’s interesting. You know when you open the book,
what do you see?
Zuber: Y es, the eyes!
Maysles: Tium an selected that picture. H e’s the one who decided to do that.
Zuber: W ell, in your film of Truman, he is showing the eyes, also. So, I wonder if
that...yeah, he’s emphasizing that, being able to see that.
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Maysles: By the way, he had the same problem that w e’ve run into sometimes. And that
is, people criticizing, “Why didn’t you do everything you could to stop the execution?”
And so, this latest film of ours, LaLee’s Kin [The Legacy of Cotton, 2001 TV], which is
going to show on HBO on the IS*'’ of September— you can borrow it if you like. There’s
a scene in the film where one of the black children can’t go to school because she doesn’t
have paper and pencil, and Grandma is talking to he. We discover that through their
conversation. The urge of anybody watching this is, “Oh, please, somebody give this
child..
Grandma doesn’t have it, and she’s got to go look for it, right? Somebody had
heard about that in the film, and wrote me this e-mail saying, ‘T don’t understand why
you didn’t give that child the pen and paper?” I answered it as best I could, it was very
important not to interfere with what was going on. And that somehow or another it
would work itself out, and in fact the Grandraa did find the paper and pencil, and they
were okay, But I could see that a viewer would be disturbed that somebody, a
cameraperson has got to interfere to stop this thing from going on so badly. After f got
that e-mail, just by chance the next day, 1 got an e-mail from a woman in Georgia who
had heard about this. Not about the letter, but about this thing in the film. And she .said,
“1 know about that, Fm just about to get into m y car with four of ray friends. We’re
going out to Mississippi to visit the family and to see what we can do to help them out.”
Just from hearing that little segment of the film. That’s a factor in all of this. And people
say, “W hy didn’t you stop the killing in Gimme Shelter?” THAT, we would of, if we
could of, but we were some distance from it to begin with.
Z uber: H ow could you? And it happened so fast.
May.sles: Yeah, yeah.
Z uber: 1 mean, in the film, when you slow down, it shows it. But whenit’s going at
regular speed, you can’t even see what’s happening.
M aysles: I know, I know. In fact, ray brother wasn’t even sure that we actually got it.
We had to look at the footage later on.

Zuber; W ell, I think the structure of Gimme Shelter, as I said, reminds me of In Cold
Blood, w ith the opening sequences sort of letting out what the ending is.
M aysles; Yeah, yeah.

Zuber: A n d then, the rest of the film, or book leading up to what actually happened. Did
you, I know that it was David and Charlotte who did the editing, and I am going to talk
with C harlotte this afternoon.

Maysles: Yeah, that’s good, that’s good.
Zuber: B u t I just wondered if there was anything in your mind that connected it with that
kind of structure that In Cold Blood had?
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Maysles: Y ou’d have to talk to Charlotte about that. Or to David, you know, if he vveie
around. One wonderful element in the stiiicture of the film, of course, is them viewing
the scenes. And that came about when. Charlotte or David thought; we might get that
stuff. W e’d already known from the Stones that they wanted it. As we were filming this
and “we got see som,e of this stuff at some point.” So, that way they had already set it up,
and then we took advantage of their suggestion and said, “Yeah, w e’ll show it to you and
film you watching it.” That became a w'onderful device for the structure of the film and
also for letting us know what we wouldn’t of otherwise had, what was their reaction to all
of this stuff.

Zuber: Yes. This is something Fve thought about when reading about visual language
versus, say, print logic versus visual logic. When Tom Wolfe talks about cinema, he said
there are many things that are in common with the kind of writing we do, but the one
thing a filmmaker can’t do is gel inside somebody’s head. Whereas in print, we can
interview' the person, ask them what they think, and then put it down. .And yet, you, in
that scene with P a u l. . .
Maysles: Yeah, see this is a problem that many documentarians think that way, the way
Wolfe does. And the only way to really get into this guy’s heart and soul is to interview
him. So, they respond to that need by copping out on what Virginia W oolf would have
liked to known in 1926 when she asked the question, “What devices are unique to
cinema?” In an essay that she wrote in 1926. So, I would say the device that is unique to
documentary is to directly film someone else’s experience. The interview' is an angle
from literature and from an earlier form of documentary that didn’t take advantage of
what was so special about the documentary.
Zuber: I f documentary, as a form, is evolving, and not just from the technological
standpoint but from the standpoint of a language, because I think that’s one way I can
kind of argue about the connection with the print, is to look at film as a visual language.
Where do you see it going, especially with the kind of projects you are working on now?

Maysles: Well, the train film, for example, I think will be a step forward, in that it
resembles literature, in that it’s a collection of short stories. But even more significantly,
one problem with the documentary is that the best that we can do is to film something
contemporary, something that is actually taking place right now. Otherwise it’s a
recreation, or a use of archival material, or interview. You know, it’s sort of second hand
rather than what Virginia W oolf was looking for. So we can’t go back into history and
still m ake use of the best of documentary, and you can’t go forward, film something that
hasn’t happened yet. But in the train film, the train film will have an epic quality because
instead o f up into the future or down into the past it’s going sideways. It will be half a
dozen stories in different countries, in different cultures, [phone interruption]
It’s not exactly a learning process in that 1 know all this stuff so well, but it helps me get
back into my train film too. Each time I talk about—ah, yeah I g o tta .. .
Let me ju s t put this in . . . [memo into his date
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I ’m hoping that it will have an epic quality because it will be multicultural, different
countries. And some of it will have a little bit of the past and present because that thing
that I shot ill Philadelphia, that’s already twenty years ago. What’s happened to her and
her kids? I know how to reach her, I’ll go back.
Z uber: Has anything about the style of your filmmaking— I work with students in
production too—what about the way, I mean besides, let’s see, there was an interview
with you recently in Millimeter where you mentioned the shift to video. Obviously this
gives students access to film or to filmmaking techniques.
M aysles; There is an article of that sort in RES magazine? Have you heard of that? 1
just got an e-mail from Sony, and they saw the article. F d mentioned, as I did with the
Millimeter one, my use of the PD-150, which is a Sony product. They want to talk to me
maybe about sponsoring my next film. Such as Train, such as Train.

Zuber; So, has anything changed ivith the way you film things then, as a
cinematogi'apher? One thing you did mention that I thought gets back to this idea of “the
gaze” is that with the smaller camera you’re not always looking through the viewfinder.
May,sles: Ye,s, the gaze is more accessible— both ways.

Zuber; A nd you can use the LCD screen, hasn’t that been wonderful? Especially when
you wear' glasses? [laugh]
Maysles; T hat’s right. Yeah, yeah. There is a problem, it’s hard to use that screen when
you’re outdoors, because of the brightness. But I can still hold it down a little bit so that
my eyes are free, very important. Do you have those points, all those 28 or 30 points that
I make? Is that in the Millimeter magazine? I’ll give them to you, I cut them out. There
are thirty reasons why you should switch from film to video. And one of them is that,
being able to exercise the gaze. And virtually never run out of film either, because it’s an
hour film and it’s only five dollars. Fve got thirty reasons. Then there’s another thing, a
sheet that I ’ve written up that I can give to you, too. And that gives my mission
statement.
And also, someone asked me for what I would regard as the commandments. You know.
Dogma h as their stuff, so what are my commandments? My commandments are quite
different from the Dogma. Although I might agree with most of them, they don’t get to
the heart o f the matter. And that is, that is one of my commandments, for example, is
“love your subjects.” No mention of that, no mention of the connection that you should
make w ith the people you are filming. That’s true, of course, whether it’s a documentary
or a fiction. So, I ’ll give you that. And I emphasize in the documentary, the
commandment is to be experiential, that you film experiences. And shy away from
narration, hosts, interviews and so forth. Let me see, at this moment, if I can . . . [gets up
to look fo r list]
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Rules, of course, are made to be broken, too. So, it’s not absolutely firm, but it clearly is
how I do things,
Zuber: Is there anything else, that if, sort of thinking back to the early sixties, actually to
the beginning of this Direct Cinema movement, is there anything else that you’d like to
say about the beginnings and it’s connection either to joum alism or the innueiice of
print?
Maysles: Bob Drew has pointed out that when— he was an editor at Life magazine,
right?— and then he got a Neiman Fellowship. As I understand it, what he was trying to
do with that fellowship was find a way to do it with [?] in Life magazine, but in movies.
Just as in Life magazine, there’d be a correspondent and a photographer. The ideal thing
in making a documentary w'ould be two people: the correspondent doing the sound, the
cameraperson being the photographer, and then overlapping somew'hat in their roles.
That’s what started it all. Before that, five years before that, I was already making
documentaries. I was teaching at Boston University. By the time I was twenty-eight, I
was a research assistant in a mental hospital in Boston. F d headed up a research project
at the M assachusetts General Hospital and serv'ed as teacher at Boston University for
three years. M y twenty-seventh year I traveled all over Europe on a motorcycle; my
twenty-eighth year 1 thought, “Wouldn’t it be interesting to go to Russia?” This was
1955, during the whole course of that year there were only 400 Americans in Russia, all
that year. So, 1 was something of an anomaly. But before going, I had to think, “Well
how am I going to pay for this? What could I really do if I had the opportunity to do so?”
And I cam e up with the idea of making a film in mental hospitals in Russia. Actually, I
thought o f taking photographs. And so I hitchhiked to New York and actually showed
someone e lse ’s photographs in a hospital, a professional photographer’s, to Life
magazine. And they said, “Well, your photographs are good, but we can’t give you an
assignment. When you come back, w e’d love to see the photos.” So, that wasn’t going
to help m e any.
As I was w alking down the street I saw a sign that said CBS. And I walked in. With my
usual B oston naivete, I asked to see Edward R. Murrow. And they said, “Well, why is
that?” “I have a visa, a one-month visa for Russia, Fm a psychologist and I am hoping to
visit m ental hospitals.” “Oh well, Fm sure he’d be delighted to see you, but he’s on
vacation. You should see the head of the news department.” So I did. I ended up
borrowing a movie camera and film and off I went. Through my special ability, at
access, I crashed a Romanian Embassy reception, met the top soviet leaders, and one of
them gave me the information. And then I was on my way to my first film.
Z uber: W h at was the relationship— you know I read about this, but I find it a little
confusing— -between what the news departments were broadcasting at that time and the
kind of film s you were doing? It seems like there was a little bit of competition, and it’s
not clear.
Maysles: I t’s the same today. The news people don’t want anybody to do the news
except them selves. This is a very, very, very firm policy, and there’s no way to get
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around that. Except that Bob Drew managed, because he got the support of Bell and
Howell who would pay for the six television shows on ABC; he got ABC to agree to let
him do this film. They still had to approve of them and had some ideas on changes and
so forth, but the head of the news department, in fact, was so furious that he resigned.
Zuber; W as that Daly? 1 think I remember something about that.
M aysles: Could be, could be. But, I ’ll give you my own experience in that way. About
six or seven yem'S ago, the Rockefeller foundation asked if I would be interested in going
to North Korea to look into making a film. They said, “WeMl pay for the whole trip, and
we have contacts so that you can get in there.” I said, “Yeah, great!” Just before I left
they said, “ Anyone else you think vshould go with you? W e’ll send somebody who knows
the language.” I .said, “It would be good to have a still photographer,” and I was thinking
my daughter, who was seventeen had just started to take pictures and was very, very
good. I said, “My daughter is a professional photographer.” And they said, “Well, okay,
how much should we pay her?” 1 said, “Well, whatever the professional rate is,” I think
it was $500 a day. She made $5,000.00 on her first job! And, of course, had this
experience and came up with wonderful photographs. But, so the end of it all was that I
came up with a proposal, which the North Koreans agreed upon. I would film an
extended family in their daily lives. But then— okay, Fm going to back a little bit— when
I was on m y way to North Korea, and stopping off in Beijing about to take the final
flight, m y interpreter friend was in contact wdth the Rockefeller Foundation, and he said
he had ju st spoken to them, and they said that Tom Johnson, who was the president of
CNN, that he will be on that same plane, and we might want to talk to him. So when we
got to the airport, I looked around in the waiting room and everyone was there to get on
the plane, including one other Caucasian. I went up to him and I said, “You must be Tom
Johnson, F m Albert Maysles.” He said, “Oh, I know your work.” But then he never said
anything more. I said, “Aren’t you interested in what F d be doing?” He said, “Yeah,
you’re probably going to look into making a movie there. We can’t do anything with
outsiders. That’s a finn policy of CNN.”
And the w'cirdest thing of all, as I discovered sometime later, [was] that he had been
recently appointed to this job as President of CNN, [and] his previous job was at the
R ockefeller Foundation. So if he had stayed on, he might well have been the person to
have sent m e there.

Zuber: S o what’s the best hope for distribution of documentaries?
Maysles: If you were with me in Los Angeles last week on my way back from Mexico
City, I sp en t two or three days there, 1 was one of the keynote speakers, and what was it
all about? DVD. One of the panels that I was on discussed this very matter of how you
maj'ket. W hat are the new marketing opportunities for DVD? I can’t really answer that,
but my keynote of speech, that 1 spoke of the fact that now, at least, we will be able to
turn from technology to content. And I spoke endlessly at panels, and at this keynote
speech, o f the kinds of films that we could now do that w e’d never thought of doing. The
short stories, the poetic moments, and I gave those kind of examples. There was a time
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when sex was forbidden on television, in cinema, right? It had a high time in literature
with all that stuff. Now there’s no problem that way. But, more important than excessive
sex or violence, you know, is showing good stuff. I didn’t-often times, quote Edmund
Burke, who said, “that evil will triumph as long as good people do nothing.” So when 1
think of the lousy television, which is dominated by lousy people doing lousy things,
right, I think of that quote and I think, well, let’s get going. DVD gives us another
opportunity to self-express in areas where we think we can say things that are worth
saying, where we can engage people with real life, where we can do what my mission
statement promises. So, the field is wide open if we only take advantage of it.
[phone inteiTuption]
The major art theft, in Ameiican history, took place in the Garden museum in Boston,
and Fm making a film of that.
Z uber; F v e read about that.
M aysles: Yeah, in The New York Tim es.
Zuber: And how is that going?

Maysles: It’s going very well. It would go very, very well if we find some of the ait,
which w e think we might do.
Z uber: W ell, I have used up a lot of your time.
M aysles: No, w e’ve got some more time if you need it. In fact, you want some coffee or
something?
Z uber: Yeah, maybe take just a little break, for a second.
BREAK

Maysles: It was really what it meant to be a documentary filmmaker. This idea, the
understanding the real world allows us all the better to love one another. That idea came
from the Italian screenwriter who did Bicycle Thief? . . .
Z uber: Zavatttini?
M aysles: Zavattini!
Z uber: Y ou know, there’s a connection there with Capote too, because Capote lived in
Italy, w orked on some scripts with Houston and Humphrey Bogart, kind of by accident
when he was over there, and was exposed to the neorealist filmmakers, De Sica and
Z avattini. He greatly admired them. And that’s one of my points in writing, is how the
docum entary...
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Maysles: Zavattini wanted to do just exactly what I’m doing now, only he couldn’t talk
Rossellini into it,
Zuber: He couldn’t talk who into it?
Maysles: Rossellini. My brother and 1 were at some event at the United jNations in Paris,
and Rossellini was on the panel. They showed Showman? I don’t know if you have ever
seen it.
Zuber: I haven’t seen it, but I know it.
M aysles: You could take it if you want. He just couldn’t understand why we would
make a film like that. So, he really basically didn’t quite understand the pow'er of or
potential o f documentary, I think, okay. It has to be a work more of the imagination,
okay.
Anyway, Zavattini had this idea of making a film or series, maybe more than one film, it
would be called “My Italy.” They go into a town, and they’d say effectively, “What’s
going on?” Well, so and so is having a child let’s go, w e’ll film it. That’s it, that’s
what we’re talking about.
Zuber; Yeah, It’s like your train film.
Maysles: Yeah, but he never did it. I had lunch with him once. H e’s an inspiring guy, a
wonderful guy, Zavattini.
Zuber: W ell, there’s someone else that you mention, I think it was in either the
documentary Theater without Actors, or Defining the M oment. Theater without Actors is
a BBC program that was put out, I think, in ’93, but you mention that Vertov’s brother,
Kauffman, didn’t like this Direct Cinema stuff. That he was sort of against what was
going on. And I thought, here’s this very interesting connection back to Vertov and that
kind of documentary.
Maysles: Ricky could answer this better, and you should talk to him too. Ricky
Leacock?
Zuber: O h , yeah, he’s in France right?
Maysles: Yeah, but I have his number. He looks down on Einstein and, but even more
pertinent, with Vertov. He doesn’t think that that’s the real thing at all. And the little
Fve seen o f it is hardly what w e’re doing now. For one thing, he didn’t have the
advantage o f sync sound. How can you depict life without sound? Then wasn’t it Soviet
propaganda? I believe so. It’s just that, I think that he used, what did he call it? What
was his expression? The cinema of truth, or something?
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Zuber: Yeah, Kino Pravda. Cinema truth.
Maysles; Cinem a truth, and it w asn’t, It was far from, far from what can be done now.
Zuber: When I teach the History of Documentary Film, The Man with the Movie
Camera fits in the avant garde section. So, it’s documentary but it’s more this
experimental film that he’s doing.

Maysles: Now, Fli tell you two things that will fascinate you. In 1963,1 connected with
two very good filmmakers, Orson Welles and Jean-Luc Godard. M y brother and I were
at Cannes, we met up with Orson Welles, who says “Come on let’s go to Madrid and
spend a good week together.” So, we make this li ttle film of him talking about a film we
would make. As he’s describing, knowing how he could best work with us, and of
course, 16mm, of course it has to be. Then he talks about how he has a script, he knows
what he wants to do, but he’s throwing away the script. Then he come,s up with a
statement like . . . he talks about divine accidents. Some of the best things in a fiction
film just are accidental, and he mentions something that happens in one of hi.s films.
What is a documentary but one divine accident after another? I mean, reality, it’s a force
outside o f ourselves that we play a small part of.

Zuber: I think that’s why the work that Jonathon Vogels did about you is called
Outrageous Acts of Faith. That emphasis on the kind of faith that things will happen.
Also, th ere’s this idea that I bring from writing, but that writing is a process of discovery.

Maysles: That’s the word, that’s the word. Serendipitous is another way of putting it.
Or, and o f course connected with discovery and serendipity, is the idea of uncontrolled,
not controlled. I think that, if you’re a good parent, you may be a good filmmaker,
documentary filmmaker. If Fm correct, the word ‘education’ is a very good word. If you
look up th e source of it, from the Latin, “e” is to take out of, and “due” means to lead.
You lead a person from out of that person, in other words, there is something in that
person th at you draw out. Rather than the idea of putting thoughts into people, you come
up with w ays of drawing them out. It’s another way of truly respecting a child or
individual that you are filming.
Zuber: I work with students who tutor, and that’s the style. You don’t try to impose, you
di'aw out. And the emphasis is on respect.
M aysles: This is a word we use all the time, we don’t want to impose, we don’t want to
impose.
Z uber: C apote has been criticized, when he came out with In Cold Blood and claimed
that he h a d created this new genre, he was criticized a lot by saying, “Oh it’s nothing
new, you’ re Just: using old, some of the literary techniques.” When thi nking about it, is
there som ething that he really did that was new? Is his claim ...
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M aysles; This is not an area of expertise for myself, literature, but, it seemed to me that
he had gone a step Ixnther.
Zuber; One of the things about your mission statement is this idea of faith in reality.
Because so many people today, particularly in academia, say, “Well, there is no reality.”
M'aysles: Especially those who are.. . . w hat’s this whole new philosophy? . .. Oh, what’s
it called? Where you really don’t know anything for sure at all? It’s rampant at schools
like Brown University.
Zuber: Deconstruction?
M aysles: W e’re getting close to it.

Zuber: There are a lot of French theorists...
Maysles: Yeah, what are they called? But the basic tenant is that we don’t really know
anything for sure at all.
Z uber: Postm odeni!
M aysles: That’s it, that’s it! So this postmodernism has corrupted our confidence in
gathering truth.

Zuber: O ne of my, I think, arguments— and again, this is why I wanted to talk to you— is
that it w as in about the 1960s that these French theorists, who we call postmodern, were
being translated into English. That’s when it really began to hit, and it seems to me that
one of the strengths of your style of documentary and the New Journalist style of writing
is that you maintain a connection to reality, a faith in reality.
Maysles: Yeah, very important. Along with that, and doesn’t always go that way, for us
meant being non-judgmental. W e’re not trying to prove a point, we’re trying to get very
close to the actual.

Zuber: A nd yet there is, I know in some of your interviews you’ve talked about how
there is a subjectivity, there is a point of view— I guess I am playing off this word point.
You're n o t trying to force a point, but there is a point of view.
M aysles: As I say here, I think the first commandment is “distance yourself from a point
a view.” T hat’s the key, that’s the key to it ail. I remember, I was about to give a speech
som ew here, and the speaker before me, I sat in on the tail-end of that person’s speech.
What w as he talking about?-was Shakespeare. He made the final point was that the great
strength and the thing that made Shakespeare universal in it’s appeal was that he could
[end of tape 2-side B of tape 1]
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Some of these new journalism authors are . . . maybe some of them are point of view and
some of them aren’t point of view authors, to use that expression. There’s a whole scale
from 1 to .10, or whatever. Some of them have an axe to grind, others are willing to tell
the story without judgm ent and without preconception or formulation.
Z uber: W ithout preconception is a term that is used a lot when referring to Flaherty and
his films. That he tried to go in, get to know the people, and established a different kind
of documentary method.
M aysles: He would have, perhaps, been where I am right now if he had sound. I know
that Ricky Leacock worked with him and has great admiration for him, and Ricky’s a guy
who is a purest, like myself. As you know, Flaherty was criticized for staging things a
little bit. It was hard for him not to when he didn’t have the kind of tools that we have
today.

Zuber: But I think people w'ho watch him realize he did get at the reality, Nanook. Even
though he had to stage things. But what about people who do . , . f m thinking
particularly of EitoI M onis and Thin Blue Line.
M aysles: I had a bad experience with Errol. He worked in here— I think it was his first
film— and he rented an editing room with all the editing equipment for three months, and
then he ju st ran out and never paid his bill. To this day he never paid it, and I ’ve
reminded him a few times. FJe makes a lot of money on commercials, he could easily
have...well. So that must have something to do with it. Now he has this contraption...
Zuber: I think it’s called an “interretron.”

Maysles: I don’t know it well enough to fully criticize it, but it seems to me that it’s a
bundle o f nonsense— that in fact, if he’s looking to have the camera look right into the
eyes of the person, and the person look right into the eyes of the camera that Fve been

doing this all along without any of that contraption. I get far enough away from the
person— when I have to do an interview, let’s say, for a commercial or whatever, I don’t
know— which means usually maybe seven feet away let’s say, and the person who’s
interviewing gets as close to the camera as possible, right up next to it, so as far as the
camera’s concerned, that person’s looking at the lens. And F m better off, perhaps than
his contraption, because that person is actually looking at a person.
Z uber: Yeah, you would think that would be more effective.
M aysles: 1 would have to know better just exactly what his contraption is, but I don’t see
how he would do any better that way.
Z uber: M y understanding is he is in a separate room, a camera is on him projecting his
image to a screen, there’s a camera with the interviewee that projects that person’s image
back to him . But he uses a lot o f...
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Maysles: But see, if Fm doing an interview F d much rather do it with the person in !oco.
Zuber: I think you mentioned in Grey Gardens that you did, in the scene with the
bedroom, have to add light. Usually you don’t, but you didn’t do it, like 3-point lighting
or stage lighting.
Maysles: I ju.st set up two lights, bounced them off the ceiling and that was it.
Zuber: I was thinking of Charlotte Zwerin’s term, 1 think she called it “cinema verite
police.” People who criticize any kind of manipulation whatsoever; it might be these
Dogme-style people, or people w ho’ll say any kind of manipulation means you don’t
have reality. I thought it was clever to call them “police.”
Maysles: I find this true— we get the best editors, Charlotte is the best in the world i’or
documentary—-but because editors rarely get the kind of credit they deserve in a film and
because they’re not generally interviewed as much as the producers, they get somewhat
paranoid. And they corne up with statements a little stronger than they might under other
circumstances. So being thrown off balance to begin with, they tend to try extra hard to
show the importance of the editing, which takes away from some of the importance of
say, the cam era work. W hatever that may be or not be, she sure is the best. She is
extremely good at getting the best out of my material, I know that.
Zuber: A nd David worked with her quite a bit?
Maysles: Yes, yes.
Zuber: So, he was a good editor?
Maysles: I can’t say that he edited, but I would say that he supervised the editing. And
that’s the w ay we always work. Susan Fromke supervises the other thing that, whoever
the editor is, right? Apparently editors need that. And I needed my brother in the
shooting. W e both needed each other.

Zuber: I rem em ber an imagine you used in an interview about you and your brother on a
m otorcycle in Europe, and how the one in the driver’s seat would kind of hang on so the
other one could rest.
Maysles: Yeah, yeah. Fll tell you another story about my brother, then I ’ll tell you one
about my parents, then you’ll understand still more about my family. When I was maybe
ten, my b ro th er was five, and 1 used to get in fights with the Irish. Almost every day
some Irish kid would say, “I’ll meet you outside,” which meant there’d be a fight. So one
of those d ay s, I got into a fight, and the whole circle kids around— some of them rooting
for the Irish kid [laughs] the Jewish kids rooting for the Jewish kids. When it was over, it
was just lik e another fight to me, I didn’t think much of it. No one got hutt, but we kind
of exhausted each other. Then there’s this little kid, and he was crying. So I took his
little hand— it was my brother— and it was a long walk home, it was about a mile or so.
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He cried all the way home and as 1 remember, 1 felt so comforted by his love that it went
beyond anything that he might have said o r otherwise would have done. I guess 1just, I
didn’t say, “David, stop it, it’s okay.” I just let him cry. And that’s the way it always
was throughout our lives. We were very loyal to each other.
The other story is that my mother told me that when she was engaged, to niy father, in
those days they called it “seeing one another,” or something like that, that they would
meet each other for lunch at a street corner, a special street com er downtown in Boston.
What my mother didn’t know was that my father would anive maybe five or ten minutes
early, place himself across the street behind a window and just look at her.
Z uber: That looking, that gaze [laughsj. It’s been said of you that you are a good listener
and that’s part of your...
M aysles; Yeah, yeah. Very impoiiant. Observer,
You know I talk about poetry, I have to give you an example of a poetic moment. I am
sitting on the bus coming to the office, and I see an older man across from roe talking to a
woman, w ho he probably just met a couple of stops back. H e’s talking seriously about
how he w as in the war, the second world war, and how so many of his buddies were just
young kids, and these young kids always get killed in wars. But as he’s talking to her, he
keeps looking back at me, quite intensely, and of course Fra giving him the gaze, right?
Finally, he says, “Here it is, it’s 9 o ’clock, 1 get up at 8:30 every morning” and looking
back at m e, he says, “I have a full day’s activities and Fra totally blind.” Poetry.
It gets to another thing F d like to emphasize too, and that is great literature, great art,
great m ovies are without purpose. Now that little poem, what’s the purpose? It’s a
poem. It has wonderful justification as a poem. It’s a poem. It’s something that engages
you, it m aybe enlightens you, but it has no specific point of view. It doesn’t pass
judgm ent. It enlightens.
I saw, on another occasion, I saw across from me a very much overweight black woman
with a hunk of a head on her shoulders. Nobody was looking at her, if only for the fact
that they m ight think they might embarrass her. But I was looking at her in a kindly way,
and I k ept looking at her. In fact, there was a woman next to me, and I nudged her and I
made a m otion like that and we were both looking at her. When suddenly, the little black
girl next to her, maybe nine or ten years old— had to be her daughter— gets up, flips
around in front of her mother, and nestles her head between her mother’s breasts and falls

That’s th e kind of thing that Fm looking to film. And just as those are two entirely
different scenes, they have the similarity of being poetic.
Z uber: N ow Capote, in the film you made of him, talks in the very opening sequence
about h o w if he wrote it the way he wanted to, he would get the viewer to feel what he
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was feeling. It seems to me that is another similarity, stylistically, that you have with
Capote, that you are trying to achie ve this.
Maysles: But at the same time, this is the hard part for people to understand or even
agree upon. At: the same time, it; only helps to get a clearer view of w hat’s going on.
Because he has that ability, therefore, to notice what other people wouldn’t notice. It’s
important for him to notice that because he has a personal connection with it. There were
dozens of other people, some of them right next to me, in both of those occasions on that
bus. No one else noticed that. That w'oman wouldn’t have noticed it, but I did because
there’s something in me that drew my attention to that.

Zuber: It’s almost a more than looking, it’s a seeing.
Maysles: Yeah, yeah. Seeing with a poetic eye. The eye of a poet. I think in a way, you
know better than 1,1 think poetry is kind of, in a way the purest kind of literature, in a
way. It’s not the new Joumalism, but it doesn’t have a meaning. It has an existence that
is undeniable.
Zuber: W hat’s almost ironic is that in academia, we always are trying to find meanings,
right? [laugh] Instead of just experiencing. Before I have to go, F d love to see your
editing rooms. Is somebody working in the editing suite?
Maysles: 1 don’t think so, w e’ll take a look. Sure, sure.

Zuber: I would just love to see your facilities.
Maysles: And feel free to call, or if you need more of these or whatever. Now where are
you norm ally living, in the city or where?
Z uber: F m from Virginia.
M aysles: I was down in Virginia, I made a film portrait of Robert Duval who lives in
Plains Virginia? You know where that is? About an hour or two out of Washington D.C.
Z uber: W ell, I’m down in Williamsburg, in the old colonial area, although I actually live
in G loucester Point, which is where the watermen are, and it’s a little more raral. I’ll be
in touch, and Fm going to make a copy and send you the entire bibliography that Vogels
sent from his work. I would like . . .
M aysles: You have my e-mail?
amaysles @ mayslesfilms.com

Zuber: I will be in touch as I work on this. I start teaching again in the fall, so this is
going to take time. But you know, any kind of writing and filmmaking takes time.
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Maysles; As Edie in CJrev Garden says, ‘I t’s all time and place.” I got to tell you one
more story. I so often make the comment that in a documentary film, because you are
dealing with real live people, you have a special responsibility to be very accurate, and
also that responsibility carries over because after the film you maintain a relationship
iTequenily with the people in the film.
So, it’s now, maybe, six months since Edie died. The daughter, she died, she was eightyfour years old, just about the age that her mother died, right when her mother died. So, 1
get a call from [Edith] Bouvier Beale, her cousin. They are having a special memorial
service, in the Hampton.s, and they want: me to come. But it’s only really the family, so
no one else is going to be there. So I go, they assemble at a Catholic church. In front of
the altar is a little basket holding Edie’s ashes and a little bird on top. The priest gi ves the
usual story about how everybody can, in following .lesus, can iiihabit another world and
all that stuff. Then, [Edith] Bouvier Beale, the cousin, gets up and gives a talk. For a
good twenty minutes, I would expect, it’s all quotations Ixom the film. So, the good word
goes on. Can you imagine what being in Salesman meant for Paul Brennan? The irony is
that he’s portrayed as a failure, but as a person he’s such a success. And we became life
long buddies, David and I and him.

Zuber: I think that’s, to me that was one of the things with your emphasis on this sort of
feature length, it gave more time to explore character. In way.s, that I guess, associate
with the novel, as the length, you give a chance for the character to really unfold.

Maysles: Yeah. I have one argument with Tolstoy, not that F ve read that much of him,
but as you may remember in Anna Karinnina the opening lines go like this: “All unhappy
families are different in their own way; happy families are all the same.” That’s what he
says, right? It’s not true. Because joumalists have this prejudice toward telling stories of
unhappy families, they don’t pay attention to the happy ones. And .so, we have few role
models o f well-functioning people or families, and we need that.
The train film , I mean I’ll get all kind of stories, but I wouldn’t be surprised if they are
more heavily weighted toward what we need. Like that story I told you about joining the
mother, I mean that’s a thrilling moment in human connection. But it’s the
disconnectedness of people, we had such a wave of it in alienation films early on, you
know.
Two things I was going to mention, then we can split. The Orson Welles film, where he
gets close to combining documentary film and fiction. And then, that same year, Barbet
Schroeder was about to produce a film where he drew on the talents of half a dozen
French film directors, distinguished directors. One of them was Godard. And each one
was to do a 15-20 minute piece, story that takes place in Paris. The film was to be called,
and was called, Paris, as Seen by . . . . each one of these directors. Because I knew
Barbet, a n d he knew my work, Barbet, he said, “Look, wouldn’t it be great if you did the
camera s tu ff on Godard’s sequence?” So he calls up Godard, tells him about me, and he
says, “Y es, send him over.” So the next day, he had everything all set up, the actors
knew w hat they were going to do, everything was [prel?]. And 1 walked in not even
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knowing what it was about, and I fell it. It took place, my filming was really one
continuous shot almost. It’s a kind of masterpiece o f collaboration. The film is called
Paris as Seen by .. ., you can rent it from Facets, do you know them in Chicago? They
have it. You might want to see the Godard piece. If you liked it, I think I may have a
VHS, or I can get it to you and the Orson Welles.
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Inc,
D IR E C T CIN EM A ;

The Mission:
As a docnmentarian I happily place my fate and faith in reality. It is my
caretaker, the provider of subjects, themes, experiences-all endowed with
the power of truth and the romance of discovery. And the closer I adhere to
reality the more honest and autlientic my tales. After, all, knowledge of the
real world is exactly what we need to better nnderstand and therefore '
possibly to love one another. It's my way of making the world a better
place.
Documentary commandments:
1. distance oneself from a point of view
2. love your subjects

3. film events, scenes, sequences; avoid interviews, narration, host
4. work with the best talent
5. m ake it experiential, film experience directly, unstaged, uncontrolled
6. there is a connection between reality and truth. Remain faithful to both.

Albert Maysles

250 West 54* Street, Penthouse, New York, NY 10019, (212)582-6050

amaysles@mayslesfilms.com
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For me the greatest technical innovation is the Sony PDISO, it
1. focuses d o w to inches.
2. has a magnificent manual zoom.
3. is supersensitive to light.
4. an excellent zoom range especially wi th the addition of the Century
wide-angle adapter.
5. only 5 dollars per tape.
6. extremely useftil automatic focus,, also manual,
7. manual and automatic exposure control.
8. single system picture and soimd.
9. as you shoot, you control exposure simultaneously while
obsertdng recorded images.
10. steady device in the lens makes for a steadier picture.
11. unlike the 1Ominutes 16'mra, film camera magazine,
each tape runs 40 or 60 minutes, virtually no run-outs.
12. witli tape you needn’t change stock
13. camera can, be held in many positions with viewer still visible.
14. holding camera below chin, a camera person can see much more
than is in the eyepiece,
15. holding camera below chin, camera person's gaze is available to subjects to assure
rapport.
16. camera much lighter (only 3 or 4 pounds vs.20).
17. can vary shutter speed.
18. camera costs only around $3500; a 16mm film camera with lenses and magazines
around $100,000.
19. the zoom lens is so good you need no other lenses.
20. easy to film in tight quarters; for example, in cars.
21. totally silent.
22. less intrusive.
23. batteries are tiny (3"x 1 l/2"x 1"), weigh little, run for as much as 8 hours.
24. quality satisfactory for TV and can be blown up to 35mm.
25. all you need to shoot goes into a normal camera bag.
26. when necessary can shoot all alone.
27. no waiting a day for rushes. Results are immediately available.
28. fewer or no problems with hot or humid conditions.
29. can go straight to edit; no processing negative, workprint, or transfer to tape.
30. is a near perfect one-up on the 16mm film camera.
Albert Maysles

E - i n a l l ; a m a y s l e - s @ m a y s l e s f i l i n s .c o m

2 5 0 W e s t 5 4 t h S t r e e t , N e w Y o r k , N Y 1 0 0 1 9 • T e l (2 1 2 ) 5 8 2 - 6 0 5 0 « F a x ( 2 1 2 ) 5 8 6 - 2 0 5 7
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APPENDIX C
Charlotte Zwerin, Interview
August 5, 2002
NYC Apartment

Z u b er (paraphrased): Capote’s claim to have invented the “nonfiction novel” came under
a lot of criticism. Do you think that what was new about In Cold Blood might have
come from the influence o f the cinema more than the literary? His claim was, “Fve
combined nonfiction with fiction.”
Zwerin,: Actually Taim an said he did not use fiction in In Cold Blood. He didn’t
combine fiction and nonfiction.
Zuber: W ell, he said he was using literary techniques. You’re right that he would not
have said any of it was fiction, but people criticized him about that.
Zweriii; People took issue with that, but I think that everybody admired what he did in
the sense that he took a real event and did bring fictional techniques to it.

Zuber: So that’s the distinction: that he brought fictional techniques, but it was not
fiction.
Zwerin: Right. I remember somebody at that time saying, “Well how is that different
from Mel ville or Jack London?” People struted to write in a different way after In Cold
Blood. A lot of what writers did was relate stories that they knew, real stories, but they
fictionalized them. Truman didn’t do that. He gave it that structure and form that was
fictional b u t maintained that everything in the book had really happened.
Zuber; H e has at the beginning here [of In Cold Blood], not a disclaimer but [ . . . a
statement] that everything is true. [. . . ] And he was adamant about that, but I think some
of the critics thought [that] was because he borrowed structure and form from the literary
[. . . ] that you’re beginning to fictionalize. And he did deny that. [ . . . ] What was really
new about what he did? On the Salesman [DVD] commentary you mentioned that the
stylistic influence of In Cold Blood [incoherent] and 1 guess I would like you to expand
upon that a little bit more, about how what Truman Capote was doing did influence them
[the M aysles].

Zwerin; I can’t speak for A1 or David, but my impression was that clearly they wanted to
deal with real events. What I think they wanted to make them mean more than straight [?]
real events. What in a way is important about In Cold Blood is really not the story. It’s a
common story: a couple of drifters kill a family— it has certainly happened many, many
times. I th in k what was important about the book was the way Capote turned it into such
a com m entary on American life. 1 think that’s what David why he thought about Bible
salesmen— the Bible being such an important influence on American life, and I really
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think that he was very curious about what happens when you go around selling something
that in some sense really shouldn’t be sold. The other thing that they both admired about
Capote was that he couldn’t possibly have written that book if he hadn’t formed a really
close relationship with Perry and Dick, so that they trusted him to tell what really
happened because he arrived after it happened. He saw an article in the newspaper, or
something, and thought, “That’s kind of interesting” and off he went. That’s probably
more important to David and Albeit than the story. It’s to form a relationship where
people will trust you enough to let you tell the story. Truman certainly did that; it’s
amazing.

Zuber: Probably two years ago there was an article in The New Yorker about Capote [..
. I and Dewey said he felt Tniman actually had a sexual relationship witli [ , . . ] PeiTy.
Zwerin: I remember this article, yes, it was Pen-y. I don’t know^ I thought it was
strange. Perry was in prison on death row. I felt they didn’t really get out of Dewey why
he thought that. Was Truman left alone with Perry? It’s possible. All kinds of things
happen in prisons— especially if you have money. I just thought, in any case, if he did
have a sexual relationship with Peiry he left it out of the book. So it doesn’t have any
relevance in talking about what he did; it’s like talking about what he didn’t do, which
doesn’t m ake any sense w'hen you are talking about art.
Zuber: T he fact that [these accusations] came out after [Capote was dead so he] can’t
defend him self or even respond to it, 1 thought that that was a little odd. What interested
me was this point about relationship, and after having written my chapter on Capote, I
almost felt a little defensive about him when he [Dewey] said this Irecause 1 wasn’t sure
he [Capote] would have crossed that line necessarily. 1 mean I know he wa.s pretty crazy,
so he could have. But it seemed like he didn’t really cai'e about these people in a way
that w ould have included sexuality, just because he was a homosexual,
Zw erin: You can tell from the book that he was closer to Perry, that Peiry was more
interesting really. The whole thing that’s never really solved in the book is whether
Perry’s confession is real— did he really kill them all? W as he just trying to get Dick
free? O r did he really kill them all himself?

Zuber: W ith the Direct Cinema, I know a lot has been written about the lightweight
equipm ent and how it affected the filmmaking. I don’t think anybody’s really talked
about how the editing changed with the Direct Cinema movement— or n o t . . . .
Zw erin: W ell Wiseman talks about it a lot.
Zuber; W hat about your editing? Drew makes the point that there’s a shift from word
logic to picture logic.
Zw erin: I don’t know what Bob means by that. What is very different about writing a
piece and making a film is that the rhythm is very dilforent, and the use of silence is
extensive in film. It’s certainly not in writing, so there are a lot of differences.
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Zuber: Now, in In Cold. Blood Truman leaves white space— almost like he’s creating
little scenes. Would there be an argument that the white spaces were a kind of silence?
Zw erin: No, because you can’t control that silence. In a film you control it absolutely. I
would call that more punctuation than really use of silence.

Zuber: W hat would you say would characterize the difference of this rhythm?
Zw erin: A writer sits down to write something, and he writes it with a certain rhythm,
and he hopes you read it that way. But a fiirnrnaker has a lot more control over how you
are going to experience this. It’s so artificial and it demands so much of the viewer. You
com,e in a dark room, the lights go off, you look at a screen, and the images go by in a
specified period of time each shot is timed. So a writer can’t possibly have that kind of
control over an audience. Writers have a different kind of control over readers, but film,
since It’s unfolding before you, you have a choice; you can get up and leave—^but you
can’t say, “I’ll go back a few pages” or go for a coke and I won’t miss anything. That’s
not true. It’s going to happen in its time, so it’s a profoundly different experience.
Zuber: O ne thing I’ve been trying to figure out to help ray students [ . . . ] is how to
translate through analogy or metaphor what goes on when they sit down to edit a piece,
how to think about...you mentioned punctuation. Is there an analogy between what we do
when we edit and writing as far as...[?]
Zw erin: I don’t know how to answer that. I suppose they are quite similar. When you
edit a film you look at it so many times, then you go away from it and don’t look at it for
awhile, then come back and say, “Well, at this point we have to change the pace,” or
“There’s something repetitious,” or “That’s not moving it forward.” It’s a long, delicate
process, and it is all about timing and storytelling and pace and rhythm. And writing is
like that, but you see as a person working on a film you have the—I guess you’d have the
same things as a writer— the benefit of absorbing and re-absorbing the material. The
audience never has that. They only get what you decided to include.
When I look at Salesman I have in my mind everything that’s also been left out. And I’m
sure writers do the same thing. F m sure that when Truman went back and looked at In
Cold B lood he looked at all the things that were not in the book, too. But his readers
would never do that. So in a way you have that responsibility to make sure that
everything you take out or put in is essential to telling the story—that you’ve made all the
right choices. I don’t know how many hours we had on Salesman. It was close to 100
hours, so that comes down to 90 minutes— that’s a lot of choices.
Z uber: ...[?] It might have been in the Salesman commentary that you mentioned the
“cinema verite police,” and I just wanted to get at what was behind that.
Zw erin: There were many critics of Cindma Vdrite who say it isn’t true. My position
has alw ays been, of course it isn’t true. That’s not the point. So they would get very upset
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about any device in film like a voice-over of somebody thinking. That’s what made it
untrue for them, and 1 thought that was really silly because if you just apply common
sense you know that if you have 100 hours and you start cutting it, it’s immediately not
true. It isn’t what happened. That isn’t the point of what you’re doing. I don’t know, in
this interview you have, I don’t know maybe an hour or so, and you’ll only use parts of it.
It’s your perception of what happened, the parts that are important to you, and that’s what
happens when you make a documentary film. So some people say, why bother? Why not
just write a script, hire some actors and film it that way? But they miss the original point
of this relationship with the subjects of the films that allow them to tell the story. You
never know what will come out of somebody’s mouth. It makes it a lot of fun, that’s
besides the point, but It’s fun because It’s di.scovery; they’re discoveiing as they are
filming, and you’re discovering as you put the images up against each other.
So the cindma vdritd police are the people who have a very fixed idea about how all this
was supposed to happen. They had a set of rules. I don’t know where they got them, but
they never made any sense to me. If I wanted to take a line of dialogue from one scene
and put it in another one I wouldn’t hesitate to do that. Certainly the way.s scenes are laid
out had nothing to do with the way it happened. Nothing at all.
Zyber: [ . . , ] in Richard Barsam ’s History of Pocumentarv Film [he includes . . . ] a
pretty long direct quotation where you’re commenting about how sometimes having not
participated in the filming made you a better editor of the footage because you have some
distance from it. And yet I wonder if, for instance, when you edited the Capote film, did
you get to know him? Did you show him any of the footage? Did you have a
relationship with him, or was your relationship just through the Maysles?

Zwerin: I got to know him after the film, but not during it. He didn’t come around until
it was finished. Fm trying to remember if 1 had actually met him before. No I don’t think
I had ever met him or seen him or anything like that. O f course, I had read his books, and
That’s an immediate relationship. I knew who he was and how talented he was. But he
didn’t com e until it was all finished, and then he liked it very much.
Zuber: A lbert said the first time he [Capote] watched it in private, he came out in tears.
This just occurred to me: as an editor would you say that you develop a relationship
through the footage? To edit something that has the kind of heart that I see in these films,
you have to make some connection with the person, the subject— even thought you’re
only seeing this person through the footage. I’m wondering how you would get attached
to the subject when you’re editing.
Zw erin: Well Fd say a number of things arc involved in that. One is, how interesting
are they? Toward the beginning I found that three of the salesmen were pretty interesting
people, and the fourth was sort of a counteipoint. You keep watching, watching and
trying to figure out how this is going to be put into a story, and then I think you start
thinking about how to relate all this to the larger person. The person who isn’t that
person; th e person who he represents. And that’s what I began to see in Paul. He took on
a meaning that was more important than he was, and indeed it’s true that the people who
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watch the film have an impression about Paul that they wouldti’t have if they met him in.
person.
Ziibe,r: Albert [Maysles] said they needed to break away from .Drew Associates to do
their own creative thing. But something they articulate over and over again is this move
from television-driven documentaries to a more independent, feature level.
Zw erin: I don’t follow that really. You could always do feature length documentaries
about people like Jimi Hendrix. One is out right now by Bob Evans.
Z uber: Do you think in the early si.xties this was something because early documentary
in the late fifties and sixties was so tied to television?
Zw erin: But those were really very different kinds of documentaries— television
documentaries. It still is. That is really word driven I’ve worked in television, it kind of
scared me.
Zuber; B ob Drew was trying to break away from word-driven TV documentaries. [ . . . ]
So do you think that [ . . . ] the style itself just didn’t work well with television— that
television couldn’t adapt to this new style?

Zwerin: Television people get very nervous if something isn’t being said. They don’t
like silence very much. Fm not sure why. Maybe it’s because they came out of radio,
which was all words and music and words and music. Also, I think they’re a reluctant to
get into things where the result is unexpected. I worked once at CBS on a documentary
series called . . . I for get . . . “The Best Congress Money Can Buy.” They went to this
place w here the incumbent was running against some very young guy who was really
running o u t of his kitchen with his wife helping— doing mmlings and making posters.
What they expected to show was that the incumbent had this unbelievably unfair edge on
anybody challenging him because he had the franking privilege and all this stuff; but the
other guy won! And it was like total dismay in the office. How could this other guy— a
very nice, very amiable person— win. They couldn’t believe that he had beaten this guy,
who had been in office forever. So they had to make the best of what had happened, but
they were so certain going into it that this guy couldn’t possibly win. So I think that they
tend to stay away from stuff like that.

Zuber: O ne of the Direct Cinema strengths is the ability to be spontaneous and to go with
what’s discovered and to let that change; television probably can’t handle it.
Zw erin: 1 think they can’t handle it for a lot of reasons. One is the unexpected result,
the use o f silence, that kind of punctuation— it is not their thing.

Zuber: W h en do you know to use silence?
Zwerin: T h a t’s something I don’t think I could answer.
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Zuber: W hat is it that you really love about editing?
Well I think the pictures are really made there. Not that that’s the only thing that made
them, but think about this interview, and you’ll understand what an editor is doing. You
try to make a story out of a lot of material that will last a cettain amount of time without
stepping on it, without strangling it; and that’s very difficult. Once I started producing
and directing I had to stop physically editing anything. I always had an editor, and I
would sit there and work with the person all the time, but I couldn’t do the physical part
of that; and Fm not sure why, but it gave me a different perspective on the material—
maybe a m ore distant look.
But David and A1 were so generous about editing time, and they never seemed to mind—
particularly in Salesman I had that luxury o f stepping back again and again. Now
everybody wants things edited in two days. T hat’s an equiptnent advance. That’s sad.
Zuber; 1 think having the time— Fm relating this more to the writing process now— but
to synthesize ideas and let them come together in different ways in your head. As a
writer th at’s really important, and 1 would think with the images, too, to be able to think
through their relationships in different ways would be valuable. So how long did you
actually take to edit Salesman?
Zw erin: I think it took more than a year. Yeah, they [films] take a long time.

Zuber: Because I’ve been talking about In Cold Blood, I thought that in some ways
Gimme Shelter, by beginning with the revelation of the death that took place, is similar in
structure to In Cold Blood, which reveals, in the first section, the murder without giving
away all the details. [ . . . ] Were you conscious of the influence?
Zw erin: Well the structure of those films is me. Nobody else does that. I realized very
quickly that people had to understand right away that this was not a concert film; it really
was about something else. I hadn’t thought about it being similar to In Cold Blood; in a
way it is, you’re right. I certainly wasn’t thinking about it at the time.
Zuber: W ell I am making fun of myself in the sense of, That’s what academics do— they
look for these connections. I still say there’s this connection without saying that it was
prem editated in any way.

Zwerin: Maybe it was, I don’t know, I had certainly read |n Cold Blood by then, but I
don’t rem em ber thinking about that at all. It was obvious; this is not a concert film.
Everyone who was going to see that movie had some idea of what it was about. Many
people hated that the whole device of letting them know right at the top, then watching
the Stones. They thought it was just hopelessly corny.
Z uber: C orny 1 haven’t heard. When I show it in class, the students love it— the
different layers of watching them watch film, and the brilliant way you go from his
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putting on the hat at the photo shoot to cuitittg to the concert with the hat, and then
puttitjg him onstage.
At Wiiliam and Mary we have an introductory course to film studies, and early on we set
up the distinction between Eiesenstein and the dialectic editing that he does and Bazin’s
theory about the long take versus MTV-style cutting. One of Bazin’s arguments is that
the long take gives the viewer more responsibility in figuring out what’s going on.
You’re not manipulating it with the cuts. When looking at these early Direct Cinema
films as someone who edited them, did you have a certain commitment to a particular
length, thinking about the rhythm you were setting up?
Zwcriii: [talking about Salesman] Well, it’s part of the process. It’s nothing you could
think about it in advance, 1 knew that it would be a slow film in its pace; it was
thoughtful. There was nothing to break it up— what people call entertainment value.
You couldn’t stick in the Rolling Stones or something like that. But now that I look at it,
it doesn’t .seem slow at all. So I must have had that on my mind . . . how to keep it
moving but still be a reflecti ve film. I think It’s a pretty good job of doing that—^'rhere’s
nice breaks for humor and silliness and it builds and builds as you realize that Paul is not
making it and is really almost ready to do anything to save himself,

Zuber: H e undermines himself.
Zw erin: And he does some pretty low things, things that: surprised me. Now that’s
pretty much the way events unfolded. He didn’t ru,sh out and do teirible things; it was
later in the footage that he was really getting desperate.
Zuber; T o come back to one of your first comments about how Truman claimed he was
doing something new, I ’ve tried to play with this idea of how New Journalism and
Cinema V erite came from this new wave. So what exactly was new about what was
going on, besides the new kind of equipment that allowed the mobility and the sync
sound and all of that? From an editing point of view.
Zw erin: I think you’ll get a lot of that from Bob Drew. He wanted the events to tell the
story, to be the story. There was some element of Journalism without words. 1 think he
would agree with that.
Z uber: It means you eliminate voiceover— by somebody who’s not really in the film, [..
.] If you’ re trying to get a journalism without words or the story, you use the naixation
that the characters speak... [?] Were there other editing differences? [ . . . ] Were there
ways in editing that you tried to minimize words, besides not having an outside nairator?
Zw erin: No, don’t think so. I think the CV came out much more of Flaherty than
television; you should talk to Leacock, who was Flaherty’s cameraman. They were
struggling with that all the time, the cumbersomeness of the equipment. And yet they
were so successful; the films are really beautiful. Television never attempted to do
anything like that. I don’t know how Bob felt, but certainly Ricky, and to some extent
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Penne— A1 and David» I don’t know how they thought: about Flaherty, David I know was
a big fan o f feature films. He worked on The Prince and the Showgirl I think. He used to
drive M arilyn Monroe to work. He .said, “You think that’s a simple job—It’s not.”
Zuber: And he worked for Drew?
Zwerin: David never worked for Drew, Al did—on Primary. Right after that A1 and
David worked together, and they started with [?] 1 think. Leacock and Penne stayed with
Drew. I worked for Drew once, on “Susan Star” ; then years later I worked for David and
Al.
Zuber: Your point about the time it takes to edit, to get that reflectiveness, it seems to me
that television wouldn’t allow ,..! mean if the emphasis is on ciUTent events and
journalism, that That’s why what Albert and David were doing really didn’t fit with
television,
Zwerin: T h at’s always hard to say because at that time it was very difficult for any
independent filmmaker to get anything on television. They had a sort of accident. They
had done the Beatles 1?^ visit, and Carol Burnett ended up in a neck Brace, and so CBS
was looking for something to put into that time slot ~I think David had been trying to sell
it to CBS, but they weren’t interested at all—^but all of a sudden they said, “W e’ve got to
put something in there.” So they ran it.
Zuber: Is that still true today— that television doesn’t like to use independent
filmmakers’ work?
Zwerin: Yeah. I think it is. They have the one show at [?] that picks up a lot of
independently made documentaries [POV on PBS]. They hire independents, but they
pretty m uch make sure that you fit into whatever straightjacket they have in terms of
form. Y eah, I think its hard for someone to get onto television. I remember when PLB
finally broadcast Salesman, many years later. The man who runs that show . . . was
stunned th a t it had never been on television.
Now C apote was on television. That was for a series on Channel 13 called Writers about
Writing I think, and they were like freaking out at Channel 13 because “If they start
hiring independents then we w on’t have our jobs,” so they ran it on the air out of sync.
Now they say it was totally an accident but 1 say, “Bull.” They were running a married
print, but they just flipped the loop too far on the projector. Which is pretty stupid, but I
think that they always were and still are. Although today they use a lot of independent
people, b u t they make sure that they fit the mold.
Zuber: T h ere was a documentary several years ago that was shown on PBS that had to
do with sexuality, and people got very upset, but I remember Jonathan telling me that
there w ere funding restraints after that on some of the things that they would show.
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Zwerin; N ow that homosexuality has become so popular on commercial television, they
don’t have to do it on Channel 13, If you look at what public TV was doing in the 60s
compared to what they’re doing now politically, there’s just nothing there. Frontline is
the only place where you can find anything that’s even remotely political. They really
stay away from that. But back then they had the Public Broadcast lab and a lot of
political stutf.
Zuber: F m assuming some of this had to do with a lack of funding from the National
Endowment for the Aits, Ken Burns is safe in that regard.
Zwerin: Supremely. I can’t imagine General Motors backing Roger and Me.
Zuber: W hen we mention Capote, he did go on to work a little bit in television. He
interviewed people on death row.
Zw erin; I don’t remember that.
Zuber: I think that his work with non-fiction writing actually led him into doing some
documentary work.
Zwerin: I think it didn’t last long. When did he die?
Zuber: I think it was the late seventies. He never came back as a wiiter after In Cold
Blood. H e did a few things, but someone who was close to him said it took everything
out of him — that six years of research, the writing.
Zw erin: W ell he published that wonderful thing about the ladies at his lunch. People
asked, “W hat did he think he was doing? Did he think they would like that?” Well, I
think he knew exactly what he was doing. At that time he was getting into alcohol and
drugs, and he probably just didn’t give a damn: “I’ll show these ladies they shouldn’t
have lunch with me.” Funny Guy.
I saw him do a reading one night at Town Hall. He read “Christmas Memory.” It’s one
of the m ost beautiful things I’ve ever heard. And you think about it. Capote? That little
voice? B u t he had so much feeling for the story that it came across so beautifully. He
was a crazy, crazy little bitch.

Zuber: Y o u know, I think that was one of the strong parts about the film about him—
was his reading; especially his cutting to the graveyard. Real powerful.

Zwerin: I haven’t seen that film in so long. They had a real big problem with that
because K aren [?] went out to interview him at hi.s house in [?] Hampton, and they filmed
it, but they forgot to film her. So they had this very sun-ealistic interview going on, with
nobody th e re except Truman. So they took Kai'en back out to the house and filmed her
enough so you got the sense that there was someone there talking to him—that he wasn’t
just talking into the wall. It was funny.
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Zuber; Do you think their forgetting to film her was [intentional]?
Zwerin,: No, no, that was always a kind of slightly hypocritical sta.nce I thought because
they loved it when someone showed up to do an interview~!,hey didn’t have to do it. It’s
Time magazine, we don’t have to do that. They always loved that. Al was relating to
Truman Capote— I don’t know what they were thinking!

Zuber: I wonder if it became like Karen seemed more like part of the crew.
Zw erin: That could be. They did that, too, with Marlon Brando. They never shot any of
the people who were there, or did so very infrequently, so you only saw Marlon there and
not any o f the people who were talking with him.
Zuber: I think editing is one of my favorite parts of the filmmaking process. Albert
talked about how he has this wonderful way to access people. And whenever Fve done
any kind of camera work, mostly still work, I found myself not comfortable taking
pictures o f people— that somehow I liked patterns and designs, so that the editing part I
related more to my interest; in w'riting and really liked having that raw material. So to
have a chance to talk to someone who had edited these was really important to me.

Zwerin: Most of the time people don’t even think about it [interviewing an editor], 1
remember when we finished Salesman, well, I said that on the Salesman tape, “Nobody
ever asks how does 100 hours of tape get to 90 minutes.”
Zuber: When I worked with Jonathan we had over 60 hours of footage that had to be
brought down to 51 minutes, and we had to figure out what were the strong stories and
watched all of the footage. [ . . . ] I could sit for hours and just tinker.
Zw erin: W ell, you have to.
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